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Introduction Générale  

 Tandis que le monde continue à évoluer vers des marchés de plus en plus globaux, les 

échanges interculturels augmentent en conséquence; l’internationalisation et la sous-traitance 

délocalisée sont devenues des préoccupations quotidiennes pour la plupart des organisations.  

Dans ce contexte, les Systèmes d’Information Informatisés (SII) fournissent une 

infrastructure technologique au phénomène de mondialisation (Schoonmaker, 2007) et les 

Technologies de l’Information1 (TI) sont les catalyseurs des processus impliqués dans ce 

phénomène et l’accélèrent en réduisant l’importance des notions d’espace et de temps. 

La résultante logique de cette situation est que la plupart des cadres d’usages, d’acceptation 

d’adoption et de diffusion des TI sont aujourd’hui interculturels. Les champs de recherche de 

l’interculturel et des Systèmes d’Information2 (SI) sont donc de plus en plus souvent inter-

reliés; le concept de culture technologique émerge dans la littérature et pourrait devenir un 

concept essentiel à prendre en considération dans la recherche en SI. 

Dans la présente thèse, nous proposons la Théorie de la Toupie qui, en s’appuyant sur une 

conceptualisation de la culture au niveau individuel, nous permet d’appréhender la 

dimension culturelle des usages des TI au niveau des groupes d’utilisateurs. Nous étudions 

les usages des TI au travers du concept de culture technologique. Nous définissons et 

étudions ce concept que nous proposons de mesurer et d’appliquer par le biais d’un construit 

que nous nommons acculturation technologique. Nous modélisons ce construit et en 

proposons une mesure. Ceci nous permet de proposer un nouveau modèle des usages des TI 

qui intègre leur dimension culturelle. Nous appréhendons les usages des TI comme un 

phénomène culturel, socialement construit à de multiples niveaux, et structuré au travers 

d’une acculturation progressive aux TI. 

 

                                                 
1 Dans la présente thèse nous définissons les TI comme des outils « qui accroissent considérablement les 
capacités d’enregistrement, de stockage, d’analyse et de transmission de l’information de manière à permettre 
flexibilité, exactitude, rapidité, ubiquité, volume et complexité » (traduction libre de Zuboff, 1988 page 415).     

 

2 Dans la présente thèse nous définissons un SI comme « un ensemble organisé de ressources: matériel, logiciel, 
personnel, données, procédures…permettant d’acquérir, de traiter, de stocker des informations (sous forme de 
données, textes, images, sons etc…) dans et entre des organisations » (Reix, 2004 cité dans de Vaujany, 2009 
page 12). 
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Le modèle de culture proposé dans cette thèse, et appliqué au champ de recherche des SI, 

résulte de la synthèse de travaux provenant de différents champs de recherche. Le besoin de 

faire appel à de multiples champs de recherche et à d’autres sciences sociales pour nous aider 

dans notre tâche est résumé et fort bien justifié par Hofstede (2001) : « les chercheurs en

 Sciences sociales approchent la réalité sociale comme les aveugles de la fable Indienne 

approchèrent l’éléphant; celui qui attrapa la patte pensa que c’était un arbre, celui qui attrapa 

la queue pensa que c’était une corde, mais aucun d’entre eux ne comprit à quoi ressemblait 

l’animal. Nous ne serons jamais plus que des aveugles devant l’éléphant social, mais en 

unissant nos forces avec d’autres hommes et femmes aveugles et en approchant l’animal sous 

autant d’angles que possible, nous découvrirons sans doute plus à son sujet que nous ne le 

ferions seuls »3.  

Pour bâtir les fondations de notre construction théorique, nous faisons appel à l’anthropologie 

pour définir le concept de culture, à la sociologie pour examiner les différentes strates 

culturelles de l’individu et à la psychologie pour explorer les relations complexes et multiples 

entre les concepts de valeurs, de besoins et de motivations. Nous faisons également appel à la 

littérature de recherche organisationnelle pour définir les trois niveaux transcendantaux du 

concept de culture dans son sens le plus large. En dernier lieu, nous faisons appel à la 

littérature de recherche en SI en suivant la voie tracée par une nouvelle école de pensée afin 

d’identifier et d’étudier une nouvelle strate culturelle : la culture technologique.  

La construction théorique que nous entreprenons et la méthodologie qui en découle, que nous 

appliquons et que nous proposons d’appliquer aux études interculturelles, nous permettent 

d’une part de combler certaines lacunes dans des cadres méthodologiques utilisés 

communément; ces lacunes ont été précédemment mises en évidence par d’autres chercheurs 

dans le champ de recherche interculturel (e.g. Sweeney, 2002). Notre travail permet d’autre 

part de proposer un nouveau cadre d’analyse pour étudier les usages des TI, qui intègre les 

apports importants de deux traditions de recherche, l’une francophone et l’autre, anglophone.  

Dans la présente introduction nous explicitons d’abord pourquoi une approche des usages des 

TI au travers d’un prisme culturel peut aujourd’hui être appréhendée comme essentielle dans 

notre champ de recherche. Nous détaillons ensuite la construction de la thèse et l’architecture 

de notre recherche : nous explicitons le développement de notre cadre conceptuel et 

                                                 
3“Social scientists approach the social reality as the blind men from the Indian fable approached the elephant; 
the one who gets hold of a leg thinks it is a tree, the one who gets the tail thinks it is a rope, but none of them 
understands what the whole animal is like. We will never be more than blind men in front of the social elephant, 
but by joining forces with other blind men and women and approaching the animal from as many angles as 
possible, we may find out more about it than we would ever do alone” (Hofstede, 2001 page 2). 
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théorique, notre positionnement ontologique et épistémologique, ainsi que notre 

méthodologie au cours des différentes phases de notre recherche; enfin nous présentons 

chacun des quatre travaux qui constituent la présente thèse et leur articulation autour de notre 

problématique. Cette problématique est : Pouvons-nous appréhender la dimension culturelle 

des usages des TI ? 

1- Pourquoi étudier les usages des TI au travers d’un prisme culturel ? 

Le concept d’usage(s) bien que jouant un rôle central dans la recherche en SI n’a fait l’objet 

que de peu de construction théorique (Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006). De plus, DeLone and 

Mc Lean (2003) soulignent le peu d’attention dont la nature même de l’usage a fait l’objet. 

La vision simpliste des usages des TI comme signifiant l’ utilisation des TI, définie et 

opérationnalisée au travers de notions comme les temps de connexion ou la fréquence 

d’utilisation, mène à la négligence de comportements importants des utilisateurs, comme par 

exemple leur mode d’apprentissage (Benbasat and Barki, 2007; Papa and Papa, 1992; 

Vandenbosch and Higgins, 1996). L’étude de l’aspect culturel des usages, leur lien avec la 

culture technologique et la culture globale de l’utilisateur, mènent à une perspective qui 

apparaît comme ayant été négligée dans la littérature antérieure de notre champ de recherche. 

 Dans la présente thèse, nous tentons de combler cet espace laissé vacant dans la littérature. 

Notre travail s’appuie sur deux traditions de recherche distinctes sur les usages; ces deux 

traditions se sont développées en parallèle, avec peu de vrais échanges dans le passé, mais 

tendent à se rapprocher ces dernières années : la sociologie des usages, tradition de recherche 

francophone couvrant des travaux développés principalement en Belgique, en France, et au 

Québec et les recherches anglophones sur les usages des TI développées aux Etats-Unis. Le 

terme « usage » au singulier, principalement utilisé dans la tradition anglophone et le terme 

« usages » au pluriel, utilisé dans la tradition francophone, montrent en eux-mêmes les 

perspectives complémentaires adoptées par les deux traditions. Nous intégrons ces deux 

traditions dans la présente thèse et nous différencions les termes « utilisation » et « usages »; 

l’ « utilisation » des TI, empiriquement constatée, ou rapportée par l’utilisateur, ne 

constituant qu’une des composantes des « usages » tels que nous proposons de les 

appréhender.  

Nous définissons les usages des TI comme étant un phénomène culturel, socialement 
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construit à de multiples niveaux (l’individu, le groupe et l’organisation4), niveaux qui sont 

inter-reliés; les usages impliquent l’utilisateur, le système utilisé et la tâche effectuée5; ils se 

structurent au travers d’une acculturation progressive aux TI6. 

L’approche culturelle des phénomènes liés aux TI s’est développée dans la tradition de 

recherche francophone aussi bien que dans la tradition anglophone; mais les travaux en 

résultant constituent ce qui peut s’apparenter à une « mosaïque » (Chambat, 1994) avec peu 

de bases théoriques communes dans chacune des deux traditions, rendant difficile une base de 

recherche cumulative. Dès 1993, Jouët étudie l’émergence de nouveaux comportements de 

communication qui s’élaborent autour d’une double médiation, technique et sociale; elle 

souligne le « phénomène d’acculturation sommaire à la technique et à la logique informatique 

qui gagne des couches de plus en plus importantes de notre société » (page 102); elle souligne 

également le lien entre ce phénomène et la pratique des TI; en 2000, lors d’un travail de 

retour critique sur la sociologie des usages, elle nous rappelle que les usages des TI se 

construisent socialement, au fil du temps, par une « acculturation progressive à la société de 

l’information » (Jouët, 2000 page 450). 

De nombreuses disciplines en sciences sociales ont défini le concept d’acculturation de 

diverses manières, chaque définition influençant l’utilisation et la compréhension de ce 

concept (Thomson and Hoffman-Goetz, 2009). La confusion résultant de l’ensemble des 

différentes définitions du concept d’acculturation provient du fait que ce processus peut être 

conceptualisé à la fois au niveau individuel et au niveau du groupe (Rudmin, 2009). Nous 

adoptons dans notre travail la définition du concept d’acculturation proposée par Rudmin 

(2009) comme « un processus d’apprentissage culturel »7 tout en gardant présent dans notre 

esprit que « la nature complexe du processus d’acculturation requiert des modes de pensée 

diversifiés, des approches épistémologiques et méthodologiques variées, de la flexibilité 

intellectuelle, et la volonté d’analyser de manière critique les résultats et la connaissance 

obtenue »8 (Chirkov, 2009). Plus spécifiquement, appliquant le concept d’acculturation à 

notre propre champ de recherche en SI, et élargissant la définition de la « culturation 

technologique »9  proposée par Straub, Loch et Kamel (2003), nous définissons 

                                                 
4 Burton-Jones et Gallivan (2007). 
5 Burton-Jones et Straub (2006). 
6 Jouët (2000). 
7 “A cultural learning process” (Rudmin, 2009 page 110) . 
8 “the complex nature of the acculturation process requires very diverse thinking about the subject, an 
application of various epistemological and methodological approaches, multidisciplinarity, intellectual 
flexibility, and the willingness to critically analyse achieved results and obtained knowledge.” (Chirkov, 2009 
page 95). 
9 “Technological culturation” (Straub, Loch et Kamel , 2003).  
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l’acculturation technologique comme un processus d’apprentissage culturel résultant de 

l’exposition aux TI et d’expériences avec les TI. Ce processus s’applique et peut être étudié 

aussi bien au niveau individuel qu’au niveau du groupe. 

Ancrée à la fois dans des traditions de recherche francophone et anglophone sur les usages, la 

présente thèse se propose d’une part de définir le concept de culture technologique et de 

l’opérationnaliser au travers du construit d’acculturation technologique; ce faisant, nous 

pourrions être amenés à reconsidérer d’anciens modèles d’acceptation, d’adoption et 

d’appropriation et à envisager d’inclure le construit d’acculturation technologique dans de 

nouveaux modèles d’usages. Un tel construit pourrait être important pour permettre d’établir 

les fondements d’une tradition de recherche cumulative et internationale en SI.  

D’autre part, notre conceptualisation des usages des TI, au travers d’une approche culturelle, 

amenant la notion d’usages des TI au-delà de leur simple utilisation, pourrait nous amener à 

reconsidérer certains postulats de notre champ de recherche; certaines définitions mêmes de 

concepts fondamentaux comme l’acceptation, l’adoption ou l’appropriation10  des TI 

pourraient également devoir être complétées. Ainsi, dans notre cadre d’analyse, l’usage 

(singulier) devient usages (pluriel); les usages des TI ne pourraient plus être conçus comme 

des indicateurs de l’acceptation des TI comme cela est le cas dans la littérature qui utilise les 

modèles traditionnels de notre champ de recherche (Schwarz and Chin, 2007). Notre 

définition des usages inverserait la relation : l’acceptation, l’adoption, l’appropriation des TI, 

tels que nous pourrions être amenés à les définir dans une perspective culturelle, pourraient 

devenir ainsi des indicateurs des usages des TI, perçues dans leur dimension culturelle. La 

diffusion11 des TI pourrait alors être comprise comme la diffusion de la connaissance des TI, 

permettant l’acculturation technologique des utilisateurs. 

2- La construction de la thèse  

Nous résumons d’abord le développement du cadre conceptuel et théorique de notre 

recherche. Nous explicitons ensuite notre positionnement ontologique et épistémologique et 

les choix méthodologiques qui en découlent. Enfin, nous décrivons les différentes phases de 

notre recherche qui ont mené aux quatre études présentées dans les quatre chapitres de la 

thèse. 

                                                 
10 Voir les travaux de Kefi et Kalika (2004) ainsi que ceux de de Vaujany (2009) pour une revue exhaustive des 
diverses définitions de ces concepts proposées dans la littérature. 
11 Idem note de bas de page n°10. 
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Figure 1 : Construction du cadre théorique et conceptuel de la thèse 
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2-1- Cadre théorique et conceptuel  

Le cadre conceptuel et théorique de notre recherche s’inscrit dans la continuité des revues de 

littérature successives qui ont été faites au fil de nos travaux, le premier et le dernier chapitre 

de la thèse reprenant la construction de ce cadre en détail, il n’est ici que brièvement résumé  

(voir figure 1); nous ne reprenons donc succinctement que les bases théoriques essentielles de 

notre travail. 

Notre première revue de littérature a porté sur les travaux en SI s’inspirant de la théorie de 

l’identité sociale (Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel et Turner, 1979) qui prend ses sources dans la 

recherche sur les relations intergroupes, comment les individus s’identifient à certains 

groupes, comment cela affecte les comportements de ces individus et leur confère différentes 

identités sociales résultant de leur appartenance à ces différents groupes. Le travail de Straub, 

Loch, Karahanna, Evaristo et Srite (2002), ancré dans la théorie de l’identité sociale, propose 

au travers de la métaphore de l’oignon virtuel, une approche holiste de la culture : la culture y 

est conceptualisée comme un ensemble de strates culturelles résultant des différentes identités 

sociales de l’individu.  

Cette première revue de littérature a également porté sur les travaux anglophones qui 

identifient une dimension culturelle liée aux TI. Nous n’en avons trouvé que peu et, parmi 

ceux-ci, le travail doctoral de Kaarst-Brown (1995), suivi de l’article de Kaarst-Brown et 

Robey (1999), approchent la culture technologique au niveau organisationnel et utilisent, 

entre autres, le modèle de culture organisationnelle développé par Schein. Ces premiers 

travaux nous ont permis de conceptualiser la culture technologique comme étant une des 

strates de l’oignon virtuel de Straub et al (2002) et la culture technologique individuelle 

comme résultant de l’appartenance de l’individu à un groupe d’utilisateurs de TI.  

 Une revue de littérature, menée ensuite sur les différents profils utilisateurs identifiés dans la 

littérature en SI (présentée en annexe du chapitre 2 : voir appendix table 2-2), a révélé 

qu’aucune recherche antérieure n’apparaissait avoir étudié les usages des TI au travers d’un 

prisme culturel.  

A ce stade de notre recherche, il nous est apparu essentiel d’effectuer une revue de littérature 

approfondie sur le concept de culture. Nous avons d’abord étudié les approches du concept de 

culture adoptées par différents courants anthropologiques et les interprétations des relations 

homme-machine qui en résultent. Le modèle de culture à trois niveaux proposé par Schein 

(1991), incluant les postulats implicites, les valeurs et les comportements, nous a ensuite 

amenés à définir la culture à partir des valeurs. L’étude des travaux de Rokeach sur les 
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valeurs (« une valeur est une croyance durable qui se traduit par le choix d’un mode de 

conduite ou d’un but de l’existence que l’on préfère personnellement ou socialement, aux 

modes de conduite ou aux buts opposés ou contraires » :  Rokeach, 1973)12, leurs antécédents 

et leurs composants, nous a permis de mettre en évidence l’importance des besoins (les 

besoins constituent une force interne qui guide les comportements ; quand un besoin n’est pas 

satisfait, l’individu agira de manière à satisfaire ce besoin : Maslow, 1954) et des motivations 

(des processus psychologiques qui résultent de l’interaction entre un individu et son 

environnement : Latham et Pinder, 2005) dans la constitution des valeurs sans pour autant 

clarifier l’articulation précise de ces trois concepts (valeurs, besoins et motivations); ce point 

fait, encore aujourd’hui, l’objet de nombreux travaux en sciences sociales (Dalmas, 2007). 

Une revue de littérature sur les besoins et les motivations a mis en exergue un ensemble de 

travaux; nous avons utilisé plus spécifiquement le modèle hiérarchique des besoins de 

Maslow (1954) et les travaux de Winter (1996) sur les besoins. Winter (1996) suggère que, 

mis à part les besoins primaires (en relation avec la nature biologique de l’homme), seuls 

trois des besoins secondaires (en relation avec la personnalité de l’homme) sont 

fondamentaux : l’accomplissement de soi (besoin de surmonter des obstacles, de faire ce pour 

quoi on est doué), le pouvoir (besoin de prestige, d’influence sur les actions et le bien-être 

d’autres personnes) et l’affiliation (besoin de socialiser, d’échanger avec d’autres personnes, 

d’appartenance à un groupe). Les travaux de Vallerand (1993-2007) sur la motivation 

intrinsèque (faire une activité pour la satisfaction inhérente qu’on en retire plutôt que pour un 

résultat donné ou pour d’autres fins) et de Deci et Ryan (1985-2008) sur la motivation 

extrinsèque (quand une activité est effectuée pour obtenir autre chose, pour d’autres fins) 

nous ont permis, d’identifier les différentes dimensions de ces construits et, avec l’aide de 

notre terrain, de proposer la conceptualisation d’un ensemble de nouveaux construits liés à 

l’usage des TI :  les besoins de TI perçus par l’individu à différents niveaux (situationnel, 

contextuel et global), et les différents types de motivations liés aux usages des TI. Ces 

nouveaux concepts nous ont permis à leur tour de mettre en évidence une taxonomie de 

profils-types d’utilisateurs de TI présentée dans le deuxième chapitre de la thèse ainsi qu’un 

instrument permettant d’évaluer l’acculturation technologique des utilisateurs, instrument qui 

est présenté aux chapitres 3 et 4 de la thèse. 

A ce stade de notre recherche, le concept d’usages apparaissant comme essentiel dans 

l’ensemble de notre travail, une revue de littérature sur les usages des TI nous a permis 

                                                 
12 Traduction proposée par Wach et Hammer (2003) du texte original de Rokeach (1973), pages 4 et 5. 
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d’étudier les deux écoles de pensée, l’une francophone (la sociologie des usages), l’autre 

anglophone (Burton-Jones et Straub, 2006; Burton-Jones et Gallivan,2007), dont s’inspire 

notre réflexion. Cette dernière revue de littérature nous a permis de synthétiser les résultats de 

notre recherche, de proposer une mesure pour le construit d’acculturation technologique et le 

modèle d’usages présenté au chapitre 4 de la thèse, modèle qui pourrait ouvrir la voie à un 

ensemble de travaux de recherche ultérieurs. 

2-2- Positionnement ontologique et épistémologique 

La recherche francophone sur les usages adopte majoritairement le paradigme 

interprétativiste et utilise des méthodes de recherche qualitatives; l’approche anglophone, 

quant à elle, adopte plutôt le paradigme positiviste et des méthodes de recherche 

quantitatives. Cette différence de positionnement n’est pas seulement limitée aux travaux de 

recherche sur les usages; elle englobe l’ensemble des recherches en SI (Desq, Fallery, Reix, 

Rodhain, 2007). 

La présente thèse s’inscrit dans une perspective de réalisme critique. 

Mingers (2001) nous rappelle que depuis les travaux de Kuhn (1970) un paradigme 

représente un ensemble de postulats philosophiques englobant l’ontologie (ce qui existe), 

l’épistémologie (ce qu’est la connaissance), l’axiologie (ce qui est correct, éthiquement 

acceptable) et la méthodologie (combinaison de méthodes permettant la production de la 

connaissance). En 2004, il propose le réalisme critique comme philosophie intégratrice en SI 

et s’appuie sur les travaux de Bhaskar (1989, 1997). Contrairement à ceux que Mingers 

(2004a) nomme les « impérialistes » (qui soutiennent qu’un seul paradigme doit dominer) et 

les « isolationnistes » (qui prônent l’incommensurabilité des paradigmes, mise en avant par 

Burrell et Morgan, 1979), Mingers prône quant à lui un certain pluralisme ontologique 

(Mingers, 2001, 2004b); utilisant les travaux d’ Habermas (1984), il souligne la coexistence 

de trois mondes :  le monde personnel (celui de nos pensées, croyances, émotions, 

expériences) qui est subjectif et propre à chaque personne; le monde social (celui que nous 

partageons et auquel nous participons) qui est le résultat d’une construction de l’homme mais 

qui va au-delà d’un individu en particulier; le monde matériel (celui qui existe en dehors et 

indépendamment de nous) qui a une certaine objectivité mais dont les 

observations/descriptions qui en sont faites par l’homme sont subjectives. Une autre 

explication de Mingers (2004b) concernant le pluralisme ontologique adopté par le réalisme 

critique prend racine dans le fait que le monde tel qu’il nous entoure contient différentes 
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sortes d’entités ayant des propriétés ontologiques (et donc des possibilités épistémologiques) 

différentes; ces entités peuvent être physiques, ou abstraites (des concepts, des sentiments, 

des significations, des normes, des structures sociales, etc.). Ces entités constituent le monde 

réel et donnent naissance à des évènements qui se passent ou ne se passent pas : le monde 

actuel; seul un sous-ensemble de ces évènements peut être observé, constaté par les êtres 

humains et constitue le monde empirique (Mingers, 2004b). Nous retiendrons, quant à nous, 

la première de ces différentiations entre les différents mondes : personnel, social et matériel. 

Le réalisme critique nous indique que « les paradigmes sont simplement des construits de 

notre pensée. Prétendre que le monde doit se conformer à un seul paradigme équivaut à 

commettre l’erreur épistémique (limiter ce qui peut exister à notre connaissance actuelle) ou 

plus généralement, l’erreur anthropique (définir l’être ou l’existence uniquement en fonction 

de l’être humain) (Bhaskar, 1978). Le monde est sans aucun doute plus complexe que nous 

ne le savons, ou que nous ne pouvons le savoir »13. De surcroît, Mingers (2001) souligne que 

certaines des distinctions établies entre certains paradigmes sont troubles et hautement 

questionnables et que les frontières entre les paradigmes sont poreuses.  

L’intégration de paradigmes différents se retrouve dans d’autres sciences sociales (e.g. la 

sociologie, la théorie des organisations). Devereux (1985) indique que « c’est précisément la 

possibilité d’expliquer “complètement” un phénomène humain d’au moins deux manières 

(complémentaires) qui démontre, d’une part, que le phénomène en question est à la fois réel 

et explicable, et, d’autre part, que chacune de ces deux explications est “complète” (et donc 

valable) dans son propre cadre de référence » (page 13).  

Les objets de la connaissance sont ce que Bhaskar (1989) qualifie d’intransitif (ils existent 

indépendamment de l’homme) mais la production de la connaissance appartient à une 

dimension transitive (qui dépend de l’homme) : la connaissance est donc socialement 

construite. Et Mingers (2004a) nous rappelle que Bhaskar (1993) distingue différents types de 

connaissance qui sont en relation avec les quatre composantes de la vérité : vérité normative, 

vérité justifiée par des preuves, vérité traduisant l’alignement entre une proposition et un état 

de fait, et vérité comme étant la cause réelle d’un phénomène. Au-delà du cadre ontologique, 

le réalisme critique maintient donc également une vue pluraliste de ce qui constitue la 

connaissance et en conséquence un certain pluralisme épistémologique. Mingers attire 

                                                 
13 “Paradigms are simply constructs of our thought. To hold that the world must actually conform to one of 
them is to commit the epistemic fallacy (limiting what may exist to our current knowledge) or, more generally, 
the anthropic fallacy (defining being or existence only in relation to human being) (Bhaskar 1978). The world is 
almost certainly more complex than we do, or possibly can, know” (Mingers, 2001, page 247). 
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cependant notre attention sur le fait qu’admettre une certaine relativité épistémologique 

n’implique pas une relativité dans le jugement : toutes les approches, toutes les interprétations 

ne sont pas également valables et il y a des raisons rationnelles de choisir parmi différentes 

possibilités et parmi les multiples interprétations possibles de la réalité (Mingers, 2004a).  

Accepter un certain niveau de pluralité au niveau philosophique mène ainsi à une pluralité 

méthodologique qui nous permet d’utiliser des méthodes de recherche très diverses et 

traditionnellement réservées à certains paradigmes différents. Ce point est particulièrement 

important car « différentes méthodes de recherches (plus spécialement celles émanant de 

paradigmes différents) nous permettent de porter notre attention sur différents aspects de la 

réalité et, en conséquence, une compréhension plus riche de notre sujet de recherche peut être 

atteinte en combinant plusieurs méthodes de recherche »14 (Mingers, 2001 page 241). Depuis 

un certain temps, notre champs de recherche (e.g. Galliers, 1994; Landry et Banville, 1992; 

Lyytinen et Klein, 1985, etc.) nous demande de concevoir des études faisant appel à des 

méthodes multiples de recherche, ce que nous nous sommes efforcés de faire dans la présente 

thèse. 

2-3- Architecture de la recherche  

Notre recherche a comporté six phases, menées successivement de 2006 à 2009: 

- L’analyse a posteriori d’une expérience passée du chercheur : octobre-novembre 

2006. 

- Une étude comparative de 8 PME (Petites Moyennes Entreprises) : décembre 2006 – 

juin 2007. 

- La continuation de l’étude précédente avec extension à un terrain sociétal : septembre 

2007-septembre 2008.  

- Le développement d’un questionnaire : octobre 2008- février 2009. 

- L’application de l’outil développé : mars 2009- juillet 2009.  

- La synthèse de nos travaux et résultats: août-septembre 2009. 

Les deux premières phases de notre recherche ont pris corps à partir des résultats de notre 

travail de DEA; elles ont été complétées par les quatre dernières phases qui clôturent le 

travail doctoral.  

                                                 
14 “different research methods (especially from different paradigms)1 focus on different aspects of reality 
and therefore a richer understanding of a research topic will be gained by combining several methods”.(Mingers, 
2001 page 241). 
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Ces six phases ont été ponctuées de quatre publications dans des conférences internationales 

à comité de lecture, de premier et second rangs. Au terme de la recherche, trois autres articles 

ont été soumis et sont, suivant les cas, en cours d’évaluation ou de révision, dans des revues 

de recherche de rang 1 et 2 CNRS.  

 2-3-1- Architecture globale de la recherche  

Notre démarche globale de recherche est exploratoire et de type abductif suivant la définition 

qui en est donnée par Koenig (1993) :  « l’abduction est l’opération qui, n’appartenant pas à 

la logique, permet d’échapper à la perception chaotique que l’on a du monde réel par un essai 

de conjecture sur les relations qu’entretiennent effectivement les choses […]. L’abduction 

consiste à tirer de l’observation des conjectures qu’il convient ensuite de tester et de 

discuter » (page 7). Nous n’avons posé a priori aucune hypothèse que nous avons cherché à 

tester. Nous nous sommes en revanche appuyés sur des recherches antérieures et chacune des 

phases de notre propre recherche a été démarrée et initiée par une revue de littérature 

circonstanciée à partir de notre problématique; cette revue de littérature, couplée avec la 

construction du cadre conceptuel et théorique qui en a résulté, et avec notre problématique, a 

mené à certains choix méthodologiques. Dans un cycle récursif, les phases successives de la 

recherche nous ont menés à compléter notre construction théorique au travers d’autres revues 

de littérature. L’architecture globale de notre recherche est résumée dans la figure 2.  

Dans les trois premières phases de notre recherche une méthodologie qualitative, puis dans 

les trois dernières phases de notre recherche une méthodologie quantitative, ont été mises en 

œuvre. Nous avons appliqué les préconisations de Lee (1991) qui propose d’utiliser 

l’ethnographie pour découvrir la construction du sens d’un phénomène par les acteurs y étant 

impliqués, puis d’appliquer des méthodes dites positivistes pour opérationnaliser, tester et 

généraliser les construits mis à jour. 

Les itérations répétées entre théorie et terrain nous ont permis, au fil des six phases de notre 

recherche, de construire notre cadre théorique qui a été résumé précédemment. Dans certains 

cas, ces itérations nous ont amenés à revoir et à affiner notre problématique (voir évolution de 

la problématique chapitre 2)  

A son terme, notre recherche a abouti au développement d’un outil d’aide à la décision en 

Ressources Humaines (dont l’utilité pratique est actuellement testée en entreprise) et la 

proposition d’un modèle d’usages des TI qui reste à tester. 
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Figure 2 : L’architecture globale de la recherche 
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Notre architecture de recherche est triangulée d’un point de vue méthodologique 15(Morse, 

2003) car elle englobe des travaux utilisant des méthodes qualitatives (chapitre 2 de la thèse) 

et des méthodes quantitatives (chapitres 3 et 4 de la thèse). Ces travaux se complètent et 

constituent un tout (la présente thèse) qui nous permet de répondre à notre problématique; 

mais ils sont également complets en eux-mêmes avec leur propre intégrité méthodologique.  

La triangulation est séquentielle16  (Morse, 2003) car les travaux n’ont pas été menés 

concomitamment mais successivement. Outre de nous permettre de respecter l’intégrité 

méthodologique de chacune des méthodes utilisées, cette architecture de recherche nous 

permet également de surmonter les limitations et faiblesses de chacune des méthodes 

utilisées, lorsqu’elles sont prises et traitées isolément. La convergence des résultats, émanant 

de différentes sortes de données et de sources multiples, nous permet ainsi d’améliorer la 

robustesse de notre recherche.  

2-3-2- Méthodologie : Les six phases successives de la recherche  

Nous détaillons ici notre méthodologie lors de chacune des six phases qui ont structuré notre 

recherche et qui ont mené aux quatre chapitres de la thèse (voir figure 3). Le cheminement, 

entre les six phases de notre recherche et les quatre travaux qui en résultent, présentés dans 

chacun des quatre chapitres de la thèse, est résumé dans la figure 3. Dans notre architecture 

de recherche, nous sommes partis du monde personnel pour arriver au monde matériel en 

passant par le monde social (Mingers, 2001, 2004b). 

Les trois phases qualitatives de la recherche 

Le point de départ de notre recherche a été une analyse exploratoire a posteriori d’une 

expérience passée de l’auteur de la présente thèse : Clandinin et Connelly (1994) nous 

rappellent que les sciences sociales sont fondées sur l’étude de l’expérience, qui est le point 

de départ de n’importe quelle investigation sociale. L’analyse a posteriori est une méthode 

proposée pour réexaminer des expériences passées à l’éclairage de nouveaux éléments 

survenus depuis ou à partir de nouveaux critères. Cette analyse a été faite au travers 

d’ « ethnographie opportuniste » (Reimer, 1977) i.e. « l’ethnographie est utilisée par des 

chercheurs qui se sont trouvés par hasard être membre d’un groupe intéressant […] ou 

ethnographie basée sur le hasard » 17 (Karra et Phillips, 2008). 

                                                 
15 « methodological triangulated design » (Morse, 2003 page 190). 
16 « sequential triangulation » (Morse, 2003 page 190). 
17 “ethnography carried out by researchers who have found themselves members of an interesting group by 
chance” […] or “ethnography based on serendipity” (Karra and Phillips, 2008 page 546).  
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Figure 3 : Les six phases de la recherche menant aux quatre chapitres de la thèse 
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L’ethnographie opportuniste est une forme d’auto-ethnographie dans laquelle le chercheur 

étudie son propre groupe et en interprète la culture pour d’autres personnes (Reed-Danahay, 

1997). Dans cette première phase, nous avons étudié le monde que Mingers qualifie de 

personnel qui est subjectif et qui nous est propre. 

Dans les deuxième et troisième phases de notre travail, nous avons étudié le monde qualifié 

de social par Mingers, monde auquel nous participons et que nous partageons avec nos sujets 

d’étude. Nous nous sommes efforcés dans ces deux phases d’observer les processus d’usage 

en situation (Jouët, 2000), et de produire une description riche et multidimensionnelle de la 

réalité, du point de vue des participants à l’étude, i.e. les individus et groupes observés 

(Boullier, 1997). Les participants se sont approprié certaines idées du chercheur et vice versa, 

ce qui a donné naissance à un tout qui est une compréhension globale et partagée de la réalité 

résultant des interactions entre le chercheur et les sujets étudiés.  

La deuxième phase de la recherche repose sur une étude comparative de huit PME. Six de ces 

huit PME avaient comme point commun d’être subventionnées par la région Yvelines-Val 

d’Oise pour l’alignement stratégique de leur SI et d’être assistées dans cette tâche par des 

consultants appointés par la Région. Hormis ce point commun pour six d’entre elles, les huit 

entreprises sélectionnées ont été choisies pour leur diversité en termes d’activité, de taille et 

de TI. Le détail des entreprises étudiées est présenté en annexe du chapitre 2 de la thèse 

(Appendix table 2-3).  

La connaissance préalable du terrain d’entreprises pouvant influer sur notre compréhension 

de ce terrain, mais créant un biais nécessaire au point de départ de notre propre 

compréhension (Klein et Myers, 1999), nous avons confronté notre a priori à la réalité du 

terrain par le biais d’un focus group avec six consultants impliqués sur le terrain des 

entreprises investiguées et de 15 entretiens individuels avec des consultants et du personnel 

des entreprises étudiées. 

La troisième phase qui clôture la phase qualitative de notre recherche, est une extension de la 

phase précédente; cette troisième phase a été menée en partie sur le même terrain 

d’entreprises puis sur un autre terrain, sociétal : 14 entretiens complémentaires ont été menés 

sur le terrain d’entreprises et 25 entretiens sur le terrain sociétal.  

Au total, 54 entretiens ont été menés (semi-directifs centrés18 ou compréhensifs19, suivant le 

profil des participants et le contexte), 29 sur le terrain des entreprises et 25 sur le terrain 

                                                 
18 Romelaer, 2005. 
19 Kaufman, 1996. 
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sociétal. Sur les 54 entretiens, 35 ont été enregistrés et intégralement retranscrits (13 sur le 

terrain des entreprises et 22 sur le terrain sociétal) ainsi que le focus group. Les 19 entretiens 

qui n’ont pas pu être enregistrés ont fait l’objet de prises de notes. Les retranscriptions 

représentent au total un corpus de 350 pages. 

Sur le terrain d’entreprises, nous avons également participé à 6 réunions (réunissant les chefs 

de projet et chefs d’entreprise ainsi que les consultants) et une analyse a également été menée 

à partir de documents mis à notre disposition par les différents acteurs : comptes rendus de 

réunions, intranet du réseau des entreprises subventionnées, descriptifs de projets rédigés par 

les consultants...  

Pendant ces deux phases, une approche méthodologique fondée sur la théorie enracinée 

(Glaser et Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978,1998; Strauss et Corbin, 1990, 1994) a été adoptée; les 

deux auteurs à la source de cette méthodologie ont divergé dans leurs opinions au fil des 

années, en particulier en ce qui concerne certaines procédures idiographiques mais, « malgré 

des perceptions conflictuelles quant à certaines transgressions de méthodes et 

d’implémentation, un ensemble de principes nomothétiques fondamentaux demeure rattaché 

à cette méthodologie »20 (Goulding, 1999). Les méthodes et les principes que nous avons 

appliqués pendant ces deux phases, ainsi que le processus d’échantillonnage sélectif, puis 

théorique, des personnes interviewées sont détaillés dans le paragraphe 2-2  (Méthodologie) 

du chapitre 2 de la thèse. Après la phase initiale d’entretiens, la sélection des personnes 

interrogées s’est faite par le principe de l’échantillonnage « boule de neige » (« snowball ») 

dans lequel les personnes interviewées fournissent les noms d’autres personnes à interviewer 

(Patton, 2002). Le détail des personnes qui ont été interviewées pendant les deuxième et 

troisième phases de la recherche, est donné en annexe du chapitre 2 de la thèse (Appendix 

table 2-4). Trois types de codages successifs ont été réalisés sur les entretiens menés pendant 

ces phases de la recherche : codage ouvert (les données sont regroupées pour constituer des 

codes), puis codage axial (les données sont inter-reliées afin de former des catégories et d’en 

étudier les dynamiques) et codage sélectif (intégration de toutes les analyses réalisées à des 

fins de vérification). Ces codages ont été réalisés avec l’aide du logiciel QSR NVIVO 8. Le 

double codage de 5 entretiens a été réalisé avec l’aide du logiciel EXCEL car nous 

souhaitions prendre le paragraphe comme unité d’analyse (Huberman and Miles, 1991) et que 

cela n’était pas possible avec QSR NVIVO 8. Nous avons obtenu un pourcentage d’accords 

de 92% dans la procédure de double codage. 

                                                 
20 “Despite conflicting perceptions over methodological transgressions and implementation, there remain a set 
of fundamental nomothetic principles associated with the method” (Goulding, 1999 page 8). 
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L’architecture spécifique correspondant plus particulièrement aux trois premières phases 

qualitatives de la recherche est résumée par un diagramme en annexe du chapitre 

2 (Appendix figure 2-1). 

« Le réalisme critique accepte la nécessité d’une phase herméneutique d’investigation » et 

« un cercle herméneutique est une condition de tout acte d’investigation » 21 (Bhaskar, 1979 

page 153 cité dans Mingers, 2004b); aussi, afin d’asseoir la validité et la fiabilité de notre 

recherche, nous nous sommes efforcés dans les deuxième et troisième phases de la recherche 

de suivre les principes détaillés par Klein et Myers (1999) comme devant être appliqués aux 

études interprétatives d’orientation  herméneutique. L’herméneutique peut être envisagée 

comme un instrument d’analyse qui pose la question fondamentale de la signification d’un 

texte (oral ou écrit); le cercle herméneutique permet alors la compréhension du texte en tant 

que tout par l’interprétation de ses parties (et de leurs interrelations) et l’interprétation des 

parties et de leurs interrelations par la compréhension du tout. Nous avons effectué des 

itérations entre les significations interdépendantes du tout (la taxonomie d’utilisateurs de TI, 

mise à jour dans ces trois premières phases de la recherche) et de ses parties (les informations 

fragmentaires résultant des entretiens menés, de l’analyse des documents, etc.). Cela a permis 

de mettre en évidence une cohérence sous-jacente malgré des aspects fragmentaires 

superficiels qui peuvent parfois apparaître contradictoires. (Gadamer, 1976; Klein et Myers, 

1999). Le contexte historique et social a été pris en compte (contextualisation). Les matériaux 

de recherche ont été socialement construits (interactions entre les sujets et le chercheur). 

Nous avons relié des détails idiographiques avec des concepts théoriques généraux 

(abstraction et généralisation). Nous avons envisagé des contradictions possibles entre les 

préconceptions théoriques et les résultats obtenus (raisonnement dialogique).  Nous avons 

pris en compte les différences d’interprétation entre les différents participants (interprétations 

multiples). Nous avons été sensibles aux biais possibles dans les données collectées 

(suspicion). Les entretiens menés, croisés entre des personnes se connaissant, nous ont permis 

d’appliquer plus particulièrement les deux derniers principes détaillés par Klein et Myers 

(interprétations multiples et suspicion) et de questionner et/ou d’approfondir des données 

précédemment obtenues. 

Les trois premières phases de la recherche ont permis la rédaction du deuxième chapitre de la 

présente thèse. 

                                                 
21 “CR totally accepts the necessity of a hermeneutic phase of enquiry” and “a hermeneutical circle is a 
condition of any act of enquiry” (Bhaskar 1979, page 153). 
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Les trois phases quantitatives de la recherche 

Les trois dernières phases de la recherche ont été menées avec une méthodologie quantitative 

et dans un cadre d’analyse statistique afin d’étudier le monde qualifié de matériel par 

Mingers, qui existe indépendamment de nous mais dont nos descriptions sont subjectives.  

Dans la quatrième phase, un questionnaire a été développé à partir des bases théoriques 

mobilisées et des verbatim collectés dans les phases précédentes. Nous avons appliqué une 

série d’analyses en composantes principales avec rotations obliques afin d’éliminer les 

construits redondants de notre modèle et afin de valider nos items. L’instrument développé 

nous a permis d’affiner les résultats obtenus précédemment à partir de méthodes qualitatives. 

Les pré-tests et le premier test pilote ont été réalisés avec 167 participants. Puis, avec l’aide 

du logiciel SPSS 12, une première application partielle de l’instrument développé a été faite 

au travers d’analyse de nuages statistiques en deux étapes proposée par le logiciel ; cette 

analyse a été réalisée avec 243 participants (différents du premier ensemble de participants 

aux pré-tests).  

Dans la cinquième phase de la recherche, une analyse en composantes principales avec 

rotation orthogonale a été appliquée, ce qui nous a permis d’affiner plus avant l’instrument 

développé à la phase précédente et de le rendre plus robuste, eu égard à l’utilisation finale 

que nous souhaitions en faire (modélisation d’un construit formatif); une application 

complète de l’instrument final a été faite sur les données résultant d’un échantillon de 259 

personnes (incluant les 243 participants de la phases précédente); des méthodes quantitatives 

d’analyse de nuages statistiques, utilisant des procédures de classification hiérarchique et non 

hiérarchique, ont été appliquées avec l’aide du logiciel SPSS 17.  

Dans la sixième et dernière phase de la recherche, la représentation graphique des groupes 

d’utilisateurs mis à jour dans les deux phases précédentes, nous a amené à définir un nouveau 

construit formatif de second ordre, l’acculturation technologique, à partir d’ indicateurs dont 

le bienfondé avait été vérifié dans les phases précédentes; des analyses statistiques 

(statistiques descriptives, analyses de variance :  ANOVA) ont été menées en incluant ce 

nouveau construit, ce qui nous a amené à définir un ensemble de nouveaux construits. 

 Le détail des données démographiques des participants aux trois dernières phases de la 

recherche est donné dans le chapitre 3 de la thèse. 

Nous avons suivi dans la quatrième et la cinquième phase de notre recherche les préceptes 

explicités par Moore et Benbasat (1991) concernant le développement de questionnaires et de 
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Straub, Boudreau et Gefen (2004) pour la fiabilité et la validité de l’instrument proposé. Pour 

la sixième et dernière phase, nous avons suivi les préconisations de Petter, Straub et Rai 

(2007) concernant les spécifications des construits formatifs. Bien que ces auteurs se 

positionnent clairement dans le paradigme positiviste, et bien que ce positionnement ne soit 

en aucun cas le nôtre, les préconisations qu’ils proposent et qui ont été utilisées dans notre 

recherche concernent, dans notre compréhension, les méthodes statistiques appliquées et non 

pas le positionnement paradigmatique en question.  

Les quatrième et cinquième phases de notre recherche ont mené à la rédaction du chapitre 3 

de la présente thèse et la sixième et dernière phase au chapitre 4.  

La phase conceptuelle de la recherche 

Cette phase s’est étendue tout au long de notre recherche et le premier chapitre de la thèse 

résulte des six phases de la recherche; ce chapitre n’a fini d’être rédigé, tel qu’il est présenté 

dans la présente thèse, qu’au terme de la recherche. Tout au long de notre travail, les 

itérations successives entre théorie et terrain nous ont permis de développer notre 

construction théorique ainsi qu’un ensemble de modèles. Cette construction théorique est 

explicitée au chapitre 1 de la thèse.  

3- Les quatre travaux de la thèse 

Le fil directeur des travaux constituant la présente thèse est le concept de culture 

technologique et la problématique de notre thèse peut être résumée par la question :   

Pouvons-nous appréhender la dimension culturelle des usages des TI ?  

Cette problématique a amené des questionnements subséquents, que nous détaillons ci-après, 

et auxquels nous nous sommes efforcés de répondre dans chacun des quatre chapitres de la 

thèse. Dans le premier chapitre, nous étudions le concept de culture et nous proposons de 

l’appréhender au niveau individuel. Nous définissons la culture technologique et nous 

étudions la structuration de cette strate culturelle. Dans le deuxième chapitre nous mettons en 

application le développement théorique entrepris au chapitre 1 et identifions des archétypes 

de culture technologique au travers des usages des technologies. Dans le troisième chapitre, 

nous développons un instrument spécifique pour évaluer la structuration de la culture 

technologique des utilisateurs et nous testons ce nouvel outil afin de proposer une taxonomie 

d’utilisateurs basée sur leurs besoins et motivations. Enfin, dans le quatrième chapitre, 
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intégrant les deux écoles de pensée qui sont à la source de notre travail, et prenant en compte 

l’ensemble de nos résultats, nous proposons un nouveau  modèle d’usages des TI. 

3-1- Chapitre 1- La théorie de la toupie 

Le premier chapitre de la présente thèse est une étude conceptuelle aboutissant à une 

construction théorique et résulte des six phases de la recherche.  

Cette étude tente d’informer à la fois le champ de recherche des SI et celui de l’interculturel; 

nous sommes donc confrontés dans notre travail à un défi majeur car les deux champs de 

recherche concernés (Systèmes d’Information et interculturel) sont à la recherche de 

nouvelles bases théoriques ouvrant la voie à une tradition de recherche cumulative :   

- La recherche en SI souligne la nécessité de développer de nouveaux modèles théoriques 

pour l’acceptation des TI qui vont au-delà du modèle de l’acceptation de la technologie 

(TAM 22 : Davis, 1986; Davis, Bagozzi et Warshaw, 1989) et du modèle de la diffusion des 

innovations (DOI23 : Rogers, 2003). Benbasat et Barki (2007) ont souligné l’importance 

d’étudier les antécédents des croyances/valeurs d’ « utilité perçue »24  et de « facilité 

d’utilisation perçue »25, qui sont les construits du TAM, construits utilisés dans de nombreux 

modèles subséquents en SI.  

- Dans le champ de l’interculturel, et bien que le modèle de culture d’Hofstede soit toujours 

utilisé et enseigné, il est également fortement critiqué : sa conception de la culture est 

critiquée (e.g. Alexander et Seidman, 1990), sa méthodologie est critiquée (e.g. Sweeney, 

2002); cependant aucun autre modèle, fondamentalement différent, n’a encore réellement été 

proposé et validé dans la littérature.  

Alors que les changements de paradigme sont difficiles à introduire et à faire accepter dans 

un champ de recherche (Hofstede, 2002), proposer un tel changement dans deux champs 

conjointement apparaît une vaste tâche dont le premier chapitre de la présente thèse prétend 

commencer à bâtir les fondements.  

Les questions de recherche qui sous-tendent ce premier chapitre sont: 

                                                 
22 TAM : Technology Acceptance Model. 
23 DOI: Diffusion of Innovations. 
24 PU: “Perceived Usefulness”. 
25 PEOU: “Perceived Ease of Use”. 
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- Quelle conceptualisation de la culture pourrait nous permettre de proposer un 

modèle holiste de ce concept, modèle  qui intègrerait  la culture technologique ? 

- Quelle méthodologie pourrait être utilisée pour étudier la culture et mesurer la 

culture technologique ? 

Dans ce chapitre, nos bases théoriques s’appuient principalement sur les travaux de Deci et 

Ryan (1985, 2000), Maslow (1943-1964), Rokeach (1973), Schein (1991), Straub, Loch, 

Karahanna, Evaristo et Srite (2002), et Vallerand (1997, 2001). 

Les objectifs de ce chapitre sont d’étudier les concepts de culture et de culture technologique 

au niveau de l’individu et au niveau du groupe, de proposer un modèle holiste de la culture 

individuelle qui prenne en compte la culture technologique, et enfin d’étudier les mécanismes 

qui permettent la structuration des strates culturelles composant la culture et, plus 

spécifiquement, la structuration de la strate de culture technologique.  

Bien que le sujet d’étude de l’anthropologie soit le concept de culture lui-même (Bloch, 

2002), il n’existe en son sein aucun consensus sur sa définition. Dans la théorie de la toupie, 

nous étudions les principaux courants de pensée en anthropologie, leurs définitions du 

concept de culture et les interprétations des relations homme-machine correspondantes. La 

tradition francophone en SI apparaît comme prenant un positionnement s’affiliant à 

l’anthropologie cognitive, alors que la tradition anglophone peut plutôt être perçue dans un 

positionnement appartenant à l’anthropologie symbolique. Nous adoptons quant à nous, un 

positionnement pouvant s’apparenter au courant d’anthropologie cognitive. Nous utilisons la 

Théorie de l’Identité Sociale et suivons la voie tracée par une nouvelle école de pensée 

anglophone, menée par D. Straub. Nous soulignons la nécessité de prendre en compte, dans 

toute étude interculturelle, l’ensemble des strates culturelles qui constituent le concept global 

de culture : culture nationale, culture organisationnelle, culture religieuse…, ainsi qu’une 

nouvelle strate que nous définissons : la culture technologique. Nous montrons également la 

nécessité de considérer le concept de culture au niveau individuel avant d’envisager de le 

considérer au niveau du groupe. 

Utilisant le modèle de culture à trois niveaux développé par Schein (1991) et l’étendant au-

delà de la sphère organisationnelle, nous montrons que la culture est exprimée, et peut donc 

être étudiée, au travers des valeurs. Enfin, utilisant les travaux de Rokeach (1973), suivis, 

confirmés et étendus par ceux de Schwartz (1987-2006), nous montrons les interrelations 

multiples entre les valeurs humaines, les besoins fondamentaux de l’individu et ses 
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motivations, composants qui permettent la structuration progressive des trois niveaux 

composant chacune des différentes strates culturelles de l’individu. 

Nous proposons dans ce premier chapitre un nouveau modèle de culture, le modèle de la 

toupie, qui permet d’aborder le concept de culture selon une perspective holiste, et avec une 

méthodologie adaptée. Ce modèle nous amène à étudier les strates culturelles de l’individu au 

travers de ses besoins et motivations. Nous argumentons que si nous étudions une strate 

culturelle spécifique au niveau du groupe, notre échantillon doit refléter une diversification 

maximale de toutes les strates culturelles, afin de pouvoir identifier des tendances moyennes 

dans une strate culturelle spécifique, qui soient valides au niveau du groupe. 

Appliquant nos propositions théoriques à la strate de culture technologique individuelle; nous 

proposons ensuite une méthodologie adaptée à l’évaluation de cette strate culturelle dont nous 

étudions le processus de structuration; ce phénomène traduit l’acculturation technologique de 

l’utilisateur i.e. l’acculturation de l’utilisateur aux TI.  

Ce premier chapitre affine, synthétise et complète deux articles publiés dans des conférences 

internationales de recherche :  « Développer le concept de culture technologique :  la 

métaphore de la toupie »26 publié à AMCIS (Americas Conference for Information Systems) 

en août 2008 et « Le modèle de la toupie, une nouvelle approche pour conceptualiser la 

culture et les valeurs :  applications à la recherche en SI »27 publié à ICIS (International 

Conference for Information Systems) en décembre 2008. Une version très antérieure de ce 

chapitre tel qu’il est présenté dans la thèse a été soumise à EJIS (European Journal of 

Information Systems : revue de rang 1 CNRS) : « La théorie de la toupie »28; elle est en cours 

d’évaluation.  

3-2- Chapitre 2- Les usages des TI étudiés sous le prisme de la culture 

technologique des utilisateurs 

Dans un contexte globalement interculturel, trop d’échecs d’implémentations de SII sont 

encore à déplorer et sont dus en grande partie à des problèmes humains et organisationnels 

plutôt qu’à des problèmes techniques (Au, Ngai et Cheng, 2008). Cependant, et dans le même 

temps, des profils-utilisateurs non expliqués par les recherches antérieures semblent émerger 

dans les organisations; certains de ces profils apparaissent comme facilitant le processus 

                                                 
26 “ Developing the Concept of Individual IT-culture: The Spinning Top Metaphor”. 
27 “The Spinning Top Model, a new Path to conceptualize Culture and Values: applications to IS research”. 
28 “The Spinning Top Theory”. 
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d’adoption des TI. Markus et Saunders soulignaient en 2007 que l’implication des utilisateurs 

et les compétences managériales n’étaient plus les mêmes aujourd’hui qu’il y a vingt ans. Il 

nous est apparu important d’étudier si les profils utilisateurs, eux aussi, avaient évolué et si de 

nouveaux profils émergents pouvaient être mis à jour.  

La question de recherche à laquelle ce deuxième chapitre se propose donc de répondre est : 

- Quels sont les profils- types de culture technologique qui émergent des usages des 

TI ? 

Nous appliquons, dans le chapitre 2 de la thèse, le cadre théorique développé dans le premier 

chapitre. Des développements récents dans les théories des besoins, des motivations et de 

l’auto-détermination sont utilisés, pour la plupart résultant des recherches en psychologie 

sociale de Deci et Ryan (1985-2008), Pelletier (1997-2005), Vallerand (1997-2007), et de 

leurs équipes. Ces travaux continuent à ce jour et informent le champ de la recherche en 

psychologie sociale. Nous utilisons également dans ce chapitre les travaux de Winter (1996). 

Ce deuxième chapitre est une étude qualitative qui englobe les trois premières phases de la 

recherche et suit plutôt la tradition de recherche francophone de la sociologie des usages.  

Les objectifs de ce chapitre sont d’identifier, au travers des usages des TI, des profils-types 

de culture technologique qui transcendent les autres strates culturelles des individus i.e. qui 

restent valides au niveau du groupe malgré la diversification culturelle de ce groupe. Nous 

proposons une étude effectuée sur deux terrains : un terrain d’entreprises et un terrain 

sociétal. L’étude est réalisée au travers d’un focus group de consultants, d’une étude 

comparative de huit PME (Petites Moyennes Entreprises), et de 54 entretiens (semi-directifs 

centrés ou compréhensifs) menés sur les deux terrains étudiés. Trois axes d’analyse émergent 

de nos terrains et de nos consultations de la littérature; ils sont utilisés pour permettre la mise 

en évidence et l’interprétation des groupes d’utilisateurs de TI, leurs spécificités ainsi que les 

dynamiques intergroupes constatées sur nos terrains. Ces trois axes sont : les besoins 

fondamentaux des utilisateurs satisfaits au travers de l’usage des TI, leurs motivations TI 

suivant un continuum d’auto-détermination des usages des TI, et les besoins TI émergents 

qu’ils perçoivent.  

 Au travers d’une sélection de participants ciblée dans une diversification maximale de toutes 

leurs strates culturelles (culture nationale, culture religieuse, culture organisationnelle, etc.), 

telle qu’elle a été possible dans les terrains à notre disposition, nous étudions la culture 
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technologique des utilisateurs révélée au travers de leurs usages des TI. Les profils mis à jour 

ainsi que les dynamiques intergroupes observées sont décrits et discutés. 

Ce deuxième chapitre s’appuie sur une communication déjà publiée et présentée en août 2008 

à AMCIS : « Le rôle de la culture technologique dans le management des TI : à la recherche 

d’archétypes de profils technoculturels »29; ce chapitre a été proposé à une revue de range 2, 

CNRS : JSIS (Journal of Strategic Information Systems) pour une édition spéciale sur la 

culture : « Les usages des TI étudiés sous le prisme de la culture technologique des 

utilisateurs »30. Tel qu’il est présenté dans la thèse, ce chapitre est au deuxième stade dans le 

processus de révision du journal auquel il a été soumis. 

3-3- Chapitre 3- Développement d’un instrument pour identifier les profils 

utilisateurs de TI : l’analyse de nuages statistiques appliquée à la recherche en SI 

Nous proposons dans la première partie de ce chapitre ce qui peut être considéré comme un 

guide méthodologique pour développer un outil d’enquête destinée à une étude quantitative 

qui fait suite à une étude préalable qualitative. Nous proposons ensuite d’appliquer 

l’instrument développé aux données disponibles au travers d’analyses de nuages statistiques, 

ce qui nous permet d’affiner les résultats précédemment obtenus par des méthodes 

qualitatives. L’architecture de recherche adoptée est explicitée et justifiée; toutes les 

procédures utilisées sont détaillées; ces procédures sont appliquées afin d’éliminer les risques 

de biais et de maximiser la stabilité et la reproductibilité des résultats. 

La question de recherche à laquelle nous nous intéressons dans ce chapitre est : 

- Quel instrument pouvons-nous développer afin d’évaluer les profils-utilisateurs de TI 

au travers de leurs besoins et motivations ? 

Nos bases théoriques pour ce chapitre sont les travaux de Deci et Ryan (1985-2008), de 

Vallerand (1997-2007) et de leurs équipes. 

Ce troisième chapitre de la thèse est une étude quantitative intégrant la quatrième phase et la 

cinquième phase de la recherche. D’un point de vue méthodologique, ce chapitre s’inscrit 

davantage dans la tradition de recherche anglophone sur les usages plutôt que dans celle 

francophone.  

                                                 
29 “The Role of IT-culture in IT Management: Searching for Individual Archetypal IT Cultural Profiles”. 
30 "IT-Usage Studied under the Lens of Users' IT-culture". 
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Nos objectifs dans ce chapitre sont de développer un questionnaire qui nous permette 

d’appréhender une partie du concept de culture technologique et de confirmer/infirmer/affiner 

(avec l’outil développé) la taxonomie des profils-types d’utilisateurs mise à jour dans le 

chapitre précédent au travers de leurs usages. Les participants à cette étude sont aussi 

diversifiés que possible en termes de nationalité, d’occupation, de formation académique, etc. 

 Un questionnaire est développé dont les items s’inspirent des verbatim retranscrits dans la 

partie qualitative de la recherche; nous nous appuyons également sur des questionnaires 

psychosociologiques qui sont encore aujourd’hui en train d’être développés par Deci et Ryan, 

Vallerand et leurs équipes. La fiabilité et la validité du questionnaire développé sont vérifiées 

au travers de plusieurs pré-tests et d’un premier test pilote, totalisant 167 participants. Le 

questionnaire finalisé est ensuite appliqué lors d’un deuxième test pilote avec 259 

participants. Différentes méthodes d’analyse de nuages statistiques sont utilisées et les 

groupes d’utilisateurs en résultant sont analysés. La taxonomie d’utilisateurs résultant de 

l’application de méthodes quantitatives est comparée à celle précédemment obtenue à partir 

de méthodes qualitatives.  

Le chapitre 3 de la thèse s’appuie sur un article déjà publié et présenté à AMCIS en août 2009 

: « Le développement d’un instrument pour évaluer la culture technologique individuelle des 

utilisateurs »31 . Les méthodes de classifications statistiques, hiérarchiques et nuées 

dynamiques, étant peu mobilisées en SI jusqu’à présent, ce chapitre a été soumis à une 

édition spéciale de la revue EJIS, portant sur les méthodes quantitatives utilisées dans les 

recherches en SI : « Développement d’un instrument pour évaluer les profils utilisateurs de TI 

: l’analyse de nuages statistiques appliquée à la recherche en SI »32. 

3-4- Chapitre 4- L’acculturation technologique, un construit essentiel dans 

le champ de recherche des SI 

Ce chapitre, correspondant à la sixième et dernière phase de notre recherche, clôture notre 

travail de thèse et nous permet de l’amener à sa conclusion tout en ouvrant ce qui nous 

apparaît comme étant de nombreuses voies possibles de recherche. Nous étudions dans ce 

quatrième chapitre les implications des résultats obtenus dans les études présentées dans les 

chapitres précédents. Nous argumentons que l’étude de la dimension culturelle des usages 

peut nous amener à mettre en évidence des antécédents possibles de deux des construits les 

                                                 
31 « Development of an Instrument to Assess Users’ IT-culture ». 
32 « Development of an Instrument to Assess IT-Users’ Profiles : Cluster Analysis Applied in IS research ». 
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plus établis dans les modèles de recherche en SI i.e. « utilité perçue » et « facilité d’utilisation 

perçue »33, ce qui est considéré comme essentiel par certains chercheurs dans le champ des SI 

(Benbasat et Barki, 2007). 

Ce dernier chapitre se propose de répondre aux deux questions de recherche suivantes: 

- Pouvons-nous modéliser le construit d’acculturation technologique et en proposer 

une mesure ?  

- Quel modèle des usages des TI, qui prenne en compte la dimension culturelle de ce 

phénomène, pouvons-nous proposer ? 

Notre base théorique pour ce chapitre inclut les travaux de deux écoles de pensée sur les 

usages (l’une francophone, l’autre anglophone) qui ont constitué les fondements de notre 

réflexion; nous retraçons brièvement l’historique de ces deux traditions de recherche ainsi 

que l’émergence du concept de culture technologique dans les deux traditions, ce qui nous 

mène à étudier le construit d’acculturation technologique, que nous définissons. Nous 

modélisons ce construit et en proposons une mesure. Ce construit nous permet de  proposer 

un nouveau modèle des usage(s) des TI qui intègre les apports importants et complémentaires 

des écoles francophone et anglophone, ainsi qu’un ensemble de propositions qui restent à 

tester. 

 Ce chapitre représente à la fois une étude conceptuelle (nous conceptualisons l’acculturation 

technologique) et quantitative (nous proposons une modélisation du construit d’acculturation 

technologique et nous en étudions les variations suivant les profils mis à jour dans les études 

précédentes).   

Nos objectifs pour ce chapitre sont de proposer, à partir des résultats de nos travaux 

précédents, une mesure pour le construit d’acculturation technologique, et un modèle des 

usages des TI qui prenne en compte la culture des utilisateurs. 

Nous utilisons dans ce chapitre l’analyse des moindres carrés et effectuons une analyse 

factorielle confirmatoire avec l’aide du logiciel SMART PLS 2.0,  ainsi que des méthodes de 

statistiques descriptives et analyse de variance bi-variée (ANOVA) avec l’aide du logiciel 

SPSS 17. 

                                                 
33 “Perceived Usefulness” and “Perceived Ease of Use”: Davis, 1986; Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1989. 
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L’étude présentée dans ce chapitre n’a pas encore été soumise à publication. Lorsqu’elle sera 

suffisamment avancée, nous envisageons de la proposer pour publication à ICIS en 2010. 

Les quatre travaux qui constituent la présente thèse / les quatre chapitres de la thèse)  sont 

résumés dans le tableau 1. 

 

Une attention accrue a été portée récemment à la culture dans la recherche en SI et plus 

particulièrement en management des SI car ce concept a été reconnu comme étant un élément 

clé dans notre champ de recherche (Watson, Kelly, Galliers et Brancheau, 1997). 

L’importance de la culture des utilisateurs dans la conceptualisation des usages apparaît 

cependant comme ayant été négligée. La présente thèse tente de combler cette lacune en 

proposant une nouvelle base théorique conceptuelle ainsi que ses premières applications. 

Nous examinons comment étudier les usages des TI au travers d’un prisme culturel, en 

cumulant les méthodologies privilégiées (qualitatives et quantitative) par deux écoles de 

pensée. La richesse de pensée des deux écoles, nous sont apparues comme complémentaires 

et indispensables pour répondre à notre problématique. Pour ce faire, nous faisons appel à 

d’autres sciences sociales et nous adoptons un positionnement de réalisme critique qui nous 

permet un certain pluralisme épistémologique et méthodologique.  

Notre travail et la nouvelle base théorique que nous proposons sont congruents avec les deux 

écoles de pensée étudiées, l’une francophone et l’autre anglophone, et s’appuient sur des 

avancées récentes de la recherche dans d’autres sciences sociales; ainsi nous espérons poser 

les bases d’une tradition de recherche qui pourrait devenir cumulative et qui se veut 

réellement internationale et interculturelle. 
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Tableau 1 : Résumé et logique de la thèse  

Une approche 
culturelle des 
usages des TI 

Chapitre 1 Chapitre 2 Chapitre 3 Chapitre 4 

La Théorie de la toupie 
Les usages des TI étudiés sous le 

prisme de la culture technologique 
des utilisateurs 

Développement d’un instrument 
pour identifier les profils  

utilisateurs de TI : l’analyse de 
nuages statistiques appliquée à la 

recherche en SI 

L’acculturation technologique, un 
construit essentiel en SI 

Problématique � Pouvons-nous appréhender la dimension culturelle des usages des TI ? 

Questions de 
recherche 

subséquentes 

� Quelle conceptualisation de la  
culture pourrait nous permettre de 
proposer un modèle holiste de ce 
concept, intégrant la culture 
technologique ? 
 

� Quelle méthodologie pourrait être 
utilisée pour étudier la culture et 
mesurer la culture technologique ? 

� Quels sont les profils-types de 
culture technologique qui  
émergent des usages des TI ?  

� Quel instrument pouvons-nous 
développer afin d’évaluer les profils 
utilisateurs de TI au travers de leurs 
besoins et motivations ? 

� Pouvons-nous modéliser le construit 
d’acculturation technologique et en 
proposer une mesure ? 
 

� Quel modèle des usages, qui prenne 
en compte la dimension culturelle 
de ce phénomène, pouvons-nous 
proposer ? 

Fil directeur � La culture technologique 

Phases 
correspondantes 
de la recherche 

� Les 6 phases de la recherche 

� Phase 1 : Post analyse exploratoire 
 

� Phase 2 : Etude exploratoire sur un 
terrain d’entreprises 

 
� Phase 3: Continuation de l’étude 

précédente et extension sur un 
terrain sociétal 

� Phase 4 : Développement d’un 
questionnaire 
 

� Phase 5 : Application de 
l’instrument développé 

� Phase 6 : Synthèse des travaux  
de la thèse 

Descriptif � Etude conceptuelle aboutissant à  
une construction théorique 

� Application du cadre conceptuel et 
théorique développé au chapitre 1, 
au travers d’une étude exploratoire 
qualitative 

� Application du cadre conceptuel et 
théorique développé au chapitre 1, 
au travers d’une étude exploratoire 
quantitative 

� Applications des résultats 
précédemment obtenus et voies 
possibles de recherche future. 
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Résumé Chapitre 1 Chapitre 2 Chapitre 3 Chapitre 4 

Bases 
théoriques 

� La théorie des valeurs de Rokeach 
(1973)  
 

�  le modèle de culture 
organisationnelle de Schein (1991) 
 

�  la conception holiste de la culture de 
Straub, Loch, Evaristo, Karahanna et 
Srite (2002) 

� Les travaux sur les besoins de 
Maslow (1943- 1964) 

�  Les travaux sur les différents types 
de motivations de Vallerand (1997, 
2001), et Deci et Ryan (1985, 2000) 

� Les travaux sur les besoins de  
Winter (1996) 
 

� Les travaux sur la motivation 
intrinsèque et le modèle intégratif 
de la motivation de Vallerand 
(1997-2007)  
 

� Les travaux sur la motivation 
extrinsèque et l’auto-détermination 
de Deci et Ryan (1985-2008) 
 

� Les travaux sur l’amotivation de 
Pelletier (1997-2005) 

� Les travaux sur les besoins de 
Winter (1996) 
 

� Les travaux sur la motivation 
intrinsèque et le modèle intégratif 
de la motivation de Vallerand 
(1997-2007)  
 

� Les travaux sur la motivation 
extrinsèque et l’auto-détermination  
de Deci et Ryan (1985-2008) 
 

� Les usages des TI appréhendés au 
travers d’une acculturation 
progressive : Jouët (2000) 
 

� La conceptualisation des usages 
des TI comme un construit      
multidimensionnel et multi- 
niveaux: 
Burton-Jones et Straub (2006) 
Burton-Jones et Gallivan (2007) 

Objectifs 

� Etudier les concepts de culture et de 
culture technologique au niveau de 
l’individu et au niveau du groupe 
 

� Proposer un modèle holiste de la 
culture individuelle qui prenne en 
compte la culture technologique 

 
� Etudier les processus qui permettent 

la structuration de la strate de culture 
technologique 

� Identifier, au travers des usages des 
TI, des profils types de culture 
technologique qui transcendent les 
autres strates culturelles. 
 
 

� Développer un questionnaire qui 
nous permette d’appréhender une 
partie du concept de culture 
technologique. 
 

� Confirmer/infirmer/affiner la 
taxonomie précédemment 
développée par des méthodes 
qualitatives. 

� Proposer une mesure pour le 
construit d’acculturation 
technologique. 
 
 

� Proposer un modèle d’usages qui 
prenne en compte la culture des 
utilisateurs. 

Paradigme � Réalisme critique 

Méthodologie � Conceptuelle � Qualitative (théorie enracinée) 
� Quantitative (analyse de nuages 

statistiques) 
� Conceptuelle et quantitative 

(analyse des moindres carrés) 
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Résumé Chapitre 1 Chapitre 2 Chapitre 3 Chapitre 4 

Méthodes 
� Revue de literature 

 
� Construction théorique 

� Revue de littérature 
 

� Analyse exploratoire a posteriori 
 

� Focus group 
 

� 54 entretiens 
 

� Observation participante 
 

� Analyse de documents 
 

� Revue de littérature 
 

� Construction d’un questionnaire 
 

� Analyse en composantes principales 
 

� Méthodes statistiques de 
classification hiérarchiques et non 
hiérarchiques 

� Revue de littérature 
 
� Analyse factorielle confirmatoire 
 
� Analyse des moindres carrés 

 
� Statistiques descriptives  
 
� ANOVA 

 
 

Echantillon / 
matériau de 
recherche 

� Littérature de recherche en sciences 
sociales 

� Terrain d’entreprises : 8 PME et 26 
individus plus spécifiquement. 
 

� Terrain sociétal : 25 individus 

� Pré tests et premier test pilote : 167 
participants 
 

� Test pilote final : 259 participants 

� Résultats des études précédentes 

Publications 
déjà effectuées 

� AMCIS 2008 : “Développer le 
concept de culture technologique : la 
métaphore de la toupie” 
 

� ICIS 2008 : “Le modèle de la toupie, 
une nouvelle approche pour 
conceptualiser la culture et les 
valeurs : applications à la recherche 
en SI »  

� AMCIS 2008 : “Le rôle de la 
culture technologique dans le 
management des TI : à la recherche 
d’archétypes de profils 
technoculturels” 

 

� AMCIS 2009 : “Le développement 
d’un instrument pour évaluer la 
culture technologique individuelle” 

 

Publications 
visées 

� Revue de rang 1 CNRS. Article en 
cours d’évaluation à EJIS 
. 

� Revue de rang 2 CNRS. Article en 
cours de révision à JSIS, édition 
spéciale sur la culture. 

� Revue de rang 1 CNRS. Article en 
cours d’évaluation à EJIS, édition 
spéciale sur les méthodes 
quantitatives en SI 

� ICIS 2010 
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General Introduction  

 

While the world continues to move towards markets which are more and more global, cross-

cultural interactions and exchanges also increase as a consequence; thus internationalization 

and offshore outsourcing have become everyday concerns for most corporations.  

In this context, Computerized Information Systems (CIS) provide a technological 

infrastructure to the phenomenon of globalization (Schoonmaker, 2007) and Information 

Technologies34 (IT) play an essential role of catalyst in the processes involved in this 

phenomenon, which they speed up by reducing the importance of the notions of space and 

time.  

As a logical outcome, most IT- adoption and diffusion, and more broadly, most usage settings 

are today cross-cultural. Thus intercultural research and Information Systems35 (IS) research 

have increasingly intermingled in recent years and the concept of IT- culture is emerging as a 

potentially essential construct in IS research. 

In this dissertation, we propose the Spinning Top Theory which, through a conceptualization 

of culture at the individual level, allows us to capture the cultural dimension of IT-usage(s) 

studied through the lens of IT-culture at group level. We define and study the concept of IT-

culture that we propose to apply and assess with the help of a construct we name IT-

acculturation. We model this construct and propose a measure for it. This allows us to 

propose a new model of IT-usage(s) which integrates its(their) cultural dimension. We 

understand IT-usage(s) as a cultural phenomenon, socially constructed at multiple levels, and 

structured through a progressive IT-acculturation.  

 The new model of culture which is proposed in this dissertation and applied in the IS field, 

synthesizes works from different fields of research. The acute need to call upon multiple 

fields of research and other social sciences to help us in our task is justified and well 

summarized by Hofstede: “Social scientists approach the social reality as the blind men from 

                                                 
34 In the present dissertation, we define IT as tools “that dramatically increase the ability to record, store, 
analyze, and transmit information in ways that permit flexibility, accuracy, immediacy, geographic 
independence, volume, and complexity”(Zuboff, 1988 page 415).  
 
35In the present dissertation we define an IS as “a set of organized resources : hardware, software, people, data, 
procedures….allowing the acquisition, treatment, storage of information (as data, texts, images, sounds etc…) in 
and between organizations” (Reix, 2004 quoted in de Vaujany, 2009 page 12). 
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the Indian fable approached the elephant; the one who gets hold of a leg thinks it is a tree, the 

one who gets the tail thinks it is a rope, but none of them understands what the whole animal 

is like. We will never be more than blind men in front of the social elephant, but by joining 

forces with other blind men and women and approaching the animal from as many angles as 

possible, we may find out more about it than we would ever do alone” (Hofstede, 2001 page 

2). 

In order to build the theoretical bases of this dissertation, we borrow from anthropology to 

define the concept of culture, sociology to investigate the cultural layers which make up the 

individual’s culture and psychology to investigate the complex and multiple relationships 

between the concepts of values, needs and motivation. We also borrow from organizational 

literature to define the three transcendental levels of culture in the broadest sense of the word. 

We finally borrow from IS literature, as we follow the path opened by a new school of 

thought in order to identify and study a new cultural layer: IT-culture. 

Our theorization, and the subsequent methodology which we propose to apply in cross-

cultural studies, allow us to fill gaps in methodological frameworks used frequently; these 

gaps have been previously brought to light by other researchers in the intercultural field (see 

for example Sweeney, 2002). It also allows us to propose a new framework to study usage(s) 

which integrates both French language and English language IS research traditions. 

In this introduction we first investigate why a cultural approach to IT-usage(s) may today 

appear essential in our field of research. We then detail the dissertation rationale and our 

research design: we make the development of our conceptual and theoretical framework 

explicit, as well as our ontological and epistemological positioning, and our methodology 

during the various phases of our research. Finally we present each of the four studies which 

constitute this dissertation and their rationale with respect to our main research question 

which is:  

- Can we capture the cultural dimension of IT-usage(s)? 

1- Why should we study IT-usage through a cultural lens? 

The concept of usage(s) though playing a central role in IS research, has received scarce 

theoretical treatment in IS literature (Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006). Furthermore, DeLone 

and Mc Lean (2003) underline the scant attention which has been paid to the nature of 

usage(s) itself. The simplistic vision of system usage as use/utilization, defined and 
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operationalized as amount of use or frequency of use, leads to the neglect of important users’ 

behaviors such as learning (Benbasat and Barki, 2007; Papa and Papa, 1992; Vandenbosch 

and Higgins, 1996). 

The cultural dimension of usage(s), its links with the user’s culture and IT-culture, lead to a 

perspective that appears to have been somewhat neglected in the literature of our research 

field. We attempt to fill this gap in the present work.  

This dissertation is grounded on two distinct research traditions which have developed along 

parallel lines, not truly communicating, but tending to be less estranged in recent years: the 

sociology of usages, which includes works published in French, mostly in Belgium, France, 

and Quebec, and English language research on IT-usage(s) published in the United States. 

The singular term “usage” used mostly in English and the plural term “usages” often used in 

French give in themselves complementary perspectives on the concept. We integrate both 

these perspectives in the present dissertation and we differentiate between “use” and “usage”, 

the empirically observed, or reported, IT-use being only one of the many components of 

usage(s). This explains why, in this introduction, we use the term “usage(s)” to pay the 

necessary tribute to the valuable insights of both research traditions. 

In the present work, we define IT-use as the utilization of an IT and IT-usage(s) as a cultural 

phenomenon, socially constructed at multiple levels (the individual, the group and the 

organization)36; this phenomenon involves the user, the system which is being used and the 

task which is being performed37; IT-usage(s) is (are) structured through a progressive IT-

acculturation38.  

The cultural approach to IT- phenomena has been emerging in both French and English 

language IS literature but the resulting works are like a “mosaic” (Chambat, 1994) with no 

common theoretical grounding, thus rendering a cumulative research tradition difficult in 

either of the two schools of thought.  

As early as 1993, Jouët studies the emergence of new communication behaviors which are 

built around a double mediation; this mediation is both technical and social. Jouët underlines 

the “phenomenon of basic acculturation to technology and to computer logic which is 

reaching more and more people in our society”39; she also underlines the link between this 

                                                 
36 Burton-Jones and Gallivan (2007). 
37 Burton-Jones and Straub (2006). 
38 Jouët (2000). 
39 « Phénomène d’acculturation sommaire à la technique et à la logique informatique qui gagne des couches de 
plus en plus importantes de notre société » (Jouët, 1993 page 102). 
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phenomenon and IT practices. In 2000, in a critical review of the sociology of usage(s), she 

reminds us that IT-usage(s) are socially constructed, as time elapses, through a “progressive 

acculturation to information society” (Jouët, 2000)40.  

Many disciplines in social sciences have defined the concept of acculturation with very 

different approaches, each definition influencing the way this concept was understood and 

used (Thomson and Hoffman- Goetz, 2009). The resulting confusion comes from the fact that 

this process can be conceptualized at individual and group levels (Rudmin, 2009). We adopt 

in our work the definition of the concept of acculturation proposed by Rudmin (2009) as a 

“cultural learning process” (page 110) while keeping in mind that “the complex nature of the 

acculturation process requires very diverse thinking about the subject, an application of 

various epistemological and methodological approaches, multidisciplinarity, intellectual 

flexibility, and the willingness to critically analyze achieved results and obtained knowledge.” 

(Chirkov 2009, page 95). More specifically, applying the concept of acculturation to the IS 

field of research and extending Straub, Loch and Kamel’s (2003) definition of “culturation”, 

we define IT-acculturation as the cultural learning process resulting from exposure to, and 

experience with, IT; this definition is deemed applicable and valid at individual level and at 

group level.  

While grounded on, and integrating, both French and English language research traditions on 

usage(s), the present dissertation proposes to define the concept of IT-culture and to 

operationalize this concept through the construct of IT-acculturation; thus doing, we might be 

led to reconsider established IT- acceptance/adoption/appropriation41 models and to include 

the construct of IT-acculturation in new usage(s) models. Such a construct could be important 

towards laying down the first foundations of a cumulative and international IS research 

tradition.  

Furthermore, approaching IT usage(s) through a cultural lens, and bringing this concept 

further than the simple use/utilization of IT, could lead us to reconsider some basic 

assumptions of our field of research; some definitions of fundamental concepts like 

acceptance, adoption, appropriation might have to be completed. In our framework, IT-

usage(s) could not be considered any more as an indicator of IT-acceptance as is the case in 

the literature which uses traditional models of our field (Schwarz and Chin, 2007). Our 

definition of usage(s) would reverse the relationship: IT-acceptance, adoption, appropriation 

                                                 
40  « acculturation progressive à la société de l’information » (Jouët, 2000 page 450). 
41 For an exhaustive review of the diverse definitions of these concepts proposed in the literature, see Kalika and 
Kefi (2004) and de Vaujany (2009). 
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as we might have to define them in a cultural perspective, would become indicators of IT-

usage(s) perceived in its (their) cultural dimension. IT-diffusion42 might then be understood as 

the diffusion of IT-knowledge, leading to the users’ IT-acculturation.   

2-  Dissertation rationale  

We first present the development of our conceptual and theoretical framework; we then detail 

our ontological and epistemological positioning and our resulting methodological choices. We 

finally describe the different phases of our research which led to the four studies presented in 

each of this dissertation’s four chapters. 

2-1- Theoretical and conceptual framework 

The theoretical and conceptual framework of our research enrolls in the continuity of the 

successive literature reviews which were carried out in the course of our work; as the first and 

last chapters of our dissertation detail our intellectual path, we only briefly summarize it here 

and review only the essential theoretical groundings of our work. 

Our first literature review referred to IS research which is grounded on Social Identity Theory 

(Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel and Turner, 1979). This theory takes its sources in the research on 

intergroup relationships: how individuals identify with some groups, how this affects their 

behavior, and how this confers different social identities on them resulting from their various 

groups’ membership. Straub, Loch, Karahanna, Evaristo and Srite’s (2002) work, grounded 

on Social Identity Theory, proposes a holistic approach to culture through the metaphor of the 

virtual onion: culture is conceptualized as a set of cultural layers resulting from the 

individual’s various social identities. This first literature review also included English 

language works which identified a cultural dimension linked to IT. We found only very few 

of these works and, among these, Kaarst-Brown’s doctoral dissertation, followed by Kaarst-

Brown and Robey’s (1999) article, which approach IT- culture at the organizational level; 

amongst other theoretical bases, these works use Schein’s model of organizational culture. 

This first literature review allowed us to conceptualize IT-culture as one of the cultural layers 

of Straub et al’s (2002) virtual onion and the individual IT-culture (IITC) as resulting from the 

individual’s membership to an IT-users’ group. 

                                                 
42 See note 41. 
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Figure.1: Construction of the theoretical and conceptual framework of the 
dissertation
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A further review of the various users’ profiles identified in the literature, which is presented in 

the appendix of chapter 2 (see appendix table 2-2), revealed that no previous research 

appeared to have investigated IT-usage(s) through a cultural lens. 

At this stage of our research, it appeared essential to effect a full, and in depth, literature 

review on the concept of culture. We first studied the different approaches to culture adopted 

by different anthropological streams of thought and the resulting interpretations of human-IS 

interactions; then, Schein’s (1991) three-level model of culture which includes basic 

assumptions, values and behaviors, led us to adopt a value-based view of culture. Rokeach’s 

(1973) work on values (“a value is an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-

state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of 

conduct or end-state of existence”: Rokeach, 1973 page 5) their antecedents and components, 

allowed us to bring forward the importance of needs (needs constitute an internal force which 

guides behaviors: when a need is not satisfied, the individual will act in a way that will enable 

him/her to satisfy this need: Maslow, 1954) and motivation (a psychological process which 

results from interactions between an individual and his/her environment: Latham and Pinder, 

2005) with respect to values without however clarifying the precise articulation of these three 

concepts (values, needs, motivation); this point is still, to this day, the object of much research 

work in the social sciences (Dalmas, 2007).  

A literature review on needs and motivation theories brought forward a set of works; we used 

more specifically Maslow’s hierarchical model and Winter’s (1996) work on needs. Winter 

(1996) suggests that beyond primary needs (which relate to man’s biological nature) only 

three secondary human needs (which relate to man’s personality) are fundamental: self-

accomplishment needs (need to overcome obstacles, to do what one is gifted for), power 

needs (need for prestige, to influence other people’s actions and well being) and affiliation 

needs (need to socialize, to exchange with other people). Vallerand’s (1993-2007) work on 

intrinsic motivation (doing an activity for the inherent satisfaction one obtains from it rather 

than for a given result or for other purposes) and Deci and Ryan’s (1985-2008) work on 

extrinsic motivation (when one does something in order to obtain something else, for other 

purposes) allowed us to identify the different dimensions of these various constructs and, with 

the help of our data, to propose the conceptualization of a set of new constructs related to IT-

usage(s): IT-needs perceived by individuals at different levels (situational, contextual and 

global) and different types of IT-motivation related to IT-usage(s). These new concepts, in 

turn, allowed us to bring to light an archetypal users’ taxonomy presented in the second 
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chapter of the dissertation; they also allowed us to propose an instrument to assess users’ IT-

acculturation in the third and fourth chapters of the dissertation. 

At this stage of our research, the concept of IT-usage(s) appeared as essential in the full scope 

of our work; a literature review on IT-usage(s) led us to investigate and study more 

particularly the two different schools of thought which are at the root of our work: a French 

language research tradition (the sociology of usages) and an English language research 

tradition (represented mainly by the work of Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006 and Burton-Jones 

and Gallivan, 2007). This last literature review allowed us to synthesize our results in order to 

propose a measure for the IT-acculturation construct and the IT-usage(s) model presented in 

the fourth chapter of the dissertation. We do believe that this model might lead the way to 

further interesting research. 

2-2- Ontology and epistemology 

The French language IS research tradition on usage(s) predominantly adopts an interpretive 

paradigm and uses qualitative methods, while the English language tradition mostly adopts a 

positivist paradigm and favors quantitative methods. This divide between the two traditions is 

not limited to the study of IT-usage(s) but appears to apply globally to IS research (Desq, 

Fallery, Reix, Rodhain, 2007). 

This dissertation subscribes to the Critical Realism paradigm. 

Mingers (2001) reminds us that since Kuhn’s (1970) work, a paradigm is considered as 

encompassing a set of philosophical postulates which include ontology (what exists), 

epistemology (what knowledge is), axiology (what is correct and ethically acceptable) and 

methodology (set of suitable methods to produce knowledge). In 2004, Mingers proposes 

Critical Realism as a possibly integrative philosophy in IS (Mingers, 2004a) and draws on 

Bhaskar’s (1989, 1997) work. Contrary to those that he names Imperialists (who advocate that 

one paradigm must dominate) and Isolationists (who support paradigms incommensurability 

brought forward by Burrell and Morgan, 1979), Mingers (2001, 2004a) advocates a certain 

ontological pluralism: grounding his work on Habermas’ (1984), he proposes the co-existence 

of three worlds (Mingers, 2001): the personal world, which includes our thoughts, beliefs, 

emotions, experiences, and which is subjective, specific to each person; the social world, 

which we share and participate in, and which is the result of man’s construction but not only 

limited to one individual; the material world, which exists outside and independently of 

ourselves; this last world has an objective existence but our observations and descriptions of it 

are subjective. Another explanation/ justification given by Mingers for the ontological 
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pluralism adopted by Critical Realism, is the fact that the world around us contains different 

entities which have different ontological properties (hence different epistemological 

possibilities); these entities can be physical or can be ideas, concepts, feelings, norms, social 

structures, etc. These entities constitute the Real World and give birth to events which occur 

or not: the Actual World; we, humans, can only observe a sub-set of these events which 

constitute the Empirical World. (Mingers, 2004b). We retain in the present work the first of 

these differentiations between the different worlds: personal, social and material. 

Mingers underlines us that "paradigms are simply constructs of our thought. To hold that the 

world must actually conform to one of them is to commit the epistemic fallacy (limiting what 

may exist to our current knowledge) or, more generally, the anthropic fallacy (defining being 

or existence only in relation to human being) (Bhaskar 1978). The world is almost certainly 

more complex than we do, or possibly can, know” (Mingers, 2001, page 247); he underlines 

that some distinctions brought forward by different paradigms are highly questionable and 

that paradigm’ frontiers are permeable.  

Paradigm plurality can be found in other social sciences (e.g. sociology, organizational 

theory) and, in 1985, Devereux, a famous Franco-American anthropologist and psycho-

analyst, also indicates that “it is precisely the possibility to explain completely a human 

phenomenon by at least two complementary perspectives, which demonstrates that this 

phenomenon is real and explicable, and also that each of the two explanations is complete 

(hence valid) in its own framework.”43  

The objects of knowledge are qualified by Bhaskar (1989) as intransitive (they exist 

independently from Man) but the production of knowledge belongs to a transitive dimension 

(it depends on Man): knowledge is thus socially constructed. Mingers (2004a) reminds us that 

Bhaskar (1993) distinguishes between different types of knowledge which are related to the 

four components of truth: truth as normative or fiduciary, something to be trusted; truth as 

justifiable or warranted by evidence; truth as correspondence between a proposition and states 

of affairs; and finally truth as alethic, as being the real reason or cause of some phenomena 

(Bhaskar, 1993 p. 217). Thus Critical Realism also adopts a pluralist epistemological view; 

but epistemological relativity does not imply judgmental relativity: all approaches, all 

                                                 
43 « C’est précisément la possibilité d’expliquer « complètement » un phénomène humain d’au moins deux 
manières (complémentaires) qui démontre, d’une part, que le phénomène en question est à la fois réel et 
explicable, et, d’autre part, que chacune de ses deux explications est « complète » (et donc valable) dans son 
propre cadre de référence » (Devereux, 1985 page 13).  
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interpretations are not equally valid and there are rational reasons to choose between the 

different possibilities and multiple possible interpretations of reality (Mingers, 2004a). 

To accept philosophical plurality leads to methodological plurality which allows us to use 

diversified research methods, traditionally restricted to different paradigms. This point is 

particularly important as « different research methods (especially from different paradigms) 

focus on different aspects of reality and therefore a richer understanding of a research topic 

will be gained by combining several methods”. (Mingers, 2001 page 241). For some time (e.g. 

Galliers, 1994; Landry and Banville, 1992; Lyytinen and Klein, 1985) there has been a call in 

our research field to bring together hermeneutic and empirical- analytic traditions and to 

design mixed- method research studies; this is what we attempt to do in the present 

dissertation. 

2-3- Research design 

Our research included six phases, carried out successively from 2006 to 2009: 

- The post-analysis of a past experience: October-November 2006 

- A comparative case study of 8 SMEs (Small Medium Enterprises): December 2006-

June 2007 

- The continuation of the previous study and extension to a societal setting: September 

2007- September 2008  

- The development of a questionnaire: October 2008- February 2009 

- The application of the developed instrument: March 2009- July 2009 

- Synthesis of our work and results: August-September 2009 

The first two phases of our research were initiated from our Master course research results 

and the four further phases completed our doctoral research project.  

These six phases were punctuated by the publication of four articles at IS international 

conferences; at the end of our research, three other articles were submitted to first and second 

rank research journals; these three articles are in the process of being reviewed/evaluated.  

2-3-1- Global research design  

The global approach of our work is exploratory and adductive; following the definition given 

by Koenig (1993), “abduction is the operation which, while not belonging to logic, allows one 

to escape from one’s chaotic perception of the real world, by trying to speculate on 

relationships between things, relationships which are effectively supported by events […]  
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Abduction consists of inferring from observation speculations which one subsequently has to 

test and discuss”44. We did not posit, a priori, any hypothesis and neither did we propose any 

theory which we tried to test. We however grounded our own work in previous research work 

and each of the six phases of our research began with a circumstantiated literature review; this 

literature review, coupled with the theoretical and conceptual construction which resulted 

from it, and with our research question, led to some methodological choices. In a recursive 

cycle, each of the successive phases of the research led us to complete our theoretical and 

conceptual framework. The global research design of the dissertation is summarized in figure 

2.  

A qualitative methodology was applied in the first three phases of our research, and then a 

quantitative methodology was applied in the last three phases. We followed Lee’s (1991) 

suggestion to use ethnography to discover the meaning of a phenomenon constructed by 

actors implicated in the phenomenon, and then we applied methods qualified by some as 

positivist to operationalize, test and generalize the constructs we had brought to light. 

The repeated iterations between theory and field work allowed us, through the six phases of 

the research, to build our own theoretical and conceptual framework, which has been 

previously summarized. In some cases, these iterations drove us to revise and refine our 

research questions (see evolution of the research question in chapter 2) 

Subsequently to the completion of the six phases, our research allowed the development of a 

Human Resource tool; its practical use is currently being tested in a multinational corporation. 

Furthermore, it also allowed us to propose a new usage(s) model which remains to be tested.  

Our research design is a “methodological triangulated design” (Morse, 2003 page 190) as it 

combines qualitatively driven research (chapter 2 of the dissertation) and quantitatively driven 

research (chapters 3 and 4 of the dissertation). These works are part of a whole (the 

dissertation) which allows us to answer our main research question; but they are also 

complete in themselves with their own methodological integrity. The triangulation is 

sequential (Morse, 2003) as the various research projects which constitute the dissertation 

were led one after another and not simultaneously.  

                                                 
44 « l’abduction est l’opération qui, n’appartenant pas à la logique, permet d’échapper à la perception chaotique 
que l’on a du monde réel par un essai de conjecture sur les relations qu’entretiennent effectivement les choses 
[…] L’abduction consiste à tirer de l’observation des conjectures qu’il convient ensuite de tester et de discuter » 
(Koenig, 1993 page 7) 
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This research design allows us to respect the methodological integrity of each of the methods 

used; it also allows us to overcome the limitations and weaknesses of each method; thus, 

robustness of results is increased by cross-validation through convergence between different 

kinds of data and different sources. 

2-3-2-Methodology: the six phases of the research 

In this part, we detail the methodology applied in each of the six phases which structured our 

research and which led to the four chapters of our dissertation. Our train of thought during the 

six phases of the research, and the four resulting studies presented in each of the dissertation 

chapters, is summarized in figure 3. In our research design, we started from our Personal 

World, in order to arrive at the Material World after visiting the Social World (Mingers, 

2001, 2004b).  

The three qualitative phases of our research 

The starting point of our research was an exploratory post-analysis of a past experience of 

this dissertation’s author. Clandinin and Connelly (1994) remind us that social sciences are 

based on the study of experience which is the starting point of any social investigation. Post-

analysis is a method proposed as suitable to re-examine past experiences through the light of 

new elements intervening in the meantime, or with new criteria. This post- analysis was 

carried out through opportunistic ethnography (Reimer, 1977) i.e. “ethnography carried out 

by researchers who have found themselves members of an interesting group by chance” […] 

or “ethnography based on serendipity” (Karra and Phillips, 2008 page 546). Opportunistic 

ethnography is a form of auto-ethnography in which the researcher investigates his/her own 

group and interprets this group’s culture for other persons (Reed-Danahay, 1997). In this first 

phase, we investigated the world that Mingers names the Personal World. This world is 

subjective, and our own.  

In the second and third phases of the research, we investigated the world that Mingers names 

the Social World: we participate in this world but we share it with the subjects we observe. 

During these two phases, we paid particular attention to usage(s) processes while they were 

being enacted (Jouët, 2000) in order to produce a rich and multidimensional description of 

reality, from the point of view of the participants to the study, i.e. the observed individuals 

and groups (Boullier, 1997). The participants adopted as their own some of the researchers’ 

ideas and vice- versa; the result of these interactions between the subjects and the researcher 

is a shared understanding of reality.  
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The second phase of the research was structured through a comparative case study of eight 

SMEs. Six of these 8 SMEs had in common to be subsidized by a French government body 

towards the strategic alignment of their IS, and they were assisted by consultants appointed 

by the subsidizing body. Except for this common feature, the eight corporations were chosen 

for their diversity in terms of size, industry and newly implemented IT. Details of the 

investigated corporations can be found in the appendix of chapter 2 (see appendix table 2-3). 

Our prior knowledge of some of the investigated corporations could bias our understanding 

and interpretation (Klein and Myers, 1999) but was at the same time a necessary bias to start 

our reflection; we therefore confronted some of our a priori with the reality as met in our 

setting through a focus group with six consultants involved with the subsidized SMEs and 15 

semi-centered interviews with consultants and corporate personnel.  

The third phase which concludes the qualitative part of the research is a continuation of the 

previous phase; it was conducted in the same corporate setting with 14 further interviews and 

then extended to a societal setting with 25 interviews; the type of interview depended on the 

participants’ profiles and on the context.  

Globally, 54 interviews were conducted (semi-centered45 or comprehensive46 depending on 

the interviewee and the context) during these two phases, 29 interviews in corporate settings 

and 25 in societal settings; 35 of these interviews were recorded and transcribed in extenso 

(13 corporate and 22 societal) as well as the focus group. The relevant elements of the 19 

interviews which could not be recorded were written down rapidly during and after the 

interviews. The transcripts constitute a corpus of 350 pages.  

In the corporate settings we also took part in six meetings with project managers, executives 

and consultants; we also worked on documents (in paper or numerical form) provided by the 

stakeholders: written reports of meetings, intranet at the disposal of the subsidized 

corporations, consultants’ reports on the corporations’ IS projects …  

During these two phases, a grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978, 1998; 

Strauss and Corbin, 1990, 1994) approach was adopted; the two authors at the source of this 

methodological approach diverged in their opinion as years passed, in particular concerning 

some idiographic procedures but “despite conflicting perceptions over methodological 

transgressions and implementation, there remain a set of fundamental nomothetic principles 

associated with the method” (Goulding, 1999 page 8). The various methods and principles we 

applied during these two phases, as well as the detail of the selective, then theoretical, 

                                                 
45 See Romelaer, 2005. 
46 See Kaufman, 1996. 
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sampling of the interviewees in the qualitative phase of the research are detailed in part 2-2 

(Methodology) of the second chapter of the dissertation. Full details of the people 

interviewed can be found in the appendix of chapter 2 (see appendix table 2-4). After the 

initial selective interviews, the selection of the interviewees was done through the “snowball” 

method, in which interviewed people give the names of other people to interview (Patton, 

2002). Three types of coding of the collected data were effected: open coding (data are 

labeled and grouped to form codes) then axial coding (connections between codes are made 

in order to form categories and investigate the dynamics between these categories) and finally 

selective coding (integration of all analyses done towards verification). The coding was 

effected with the help of the QSR NVIVO 8 software. The double coding of five interviews 

was effected with the EXCEL software as we chose the paragraph as unit of analysis 

(Huberman and Miles, 1991) and this option was not available with QSR NVIVO 8. We 

obtained a 92 % agreement level in the double coding procedure. 

The detailed design of the qualitative part of the research, corresponding to the first three 

phases, is summarized in a diagram in the appendix of chapter 2 (see appendix figure 2-1)  

Mingers (2004b) reminds us that Critical Realism accepts the necessity of a hermeneutical 

phase of investigation, a hermeneutical circle being a condition of any act of investigation 

(Bhaskar, 1979). In order to ensure the validity and reliability of our research during the first 

three phases, we followed the guidelines given by Klein and Myers (1999) for interpretive 

studies. If one envisages hermeneutics as an analysis instrument which questions the 

significance of a text (oral or written), the hermeneutic circle allows the understanding of the 

text as a whole by the interpretation of its parts (and their inter-relations) and the 

interpretation of the parts and their inter-relations by the understanding of the whole. 

Iterations are done between the interdependent meaning of the whole and its parts). The 

ideas, shared between subjects and researchers, informed the “whole” (the taxonomy 

proposed in the second chapter of the dissertation); this allowed us to bring to light an 

underlying coherence in the discourses despite superficial fragmentary elements which could 

sometimes appear contradictory (Gadamer, 1976; Klein and Myers, 1999). The iterations 

between the parts (fragmentary information resulting from the conducted interviews, analysis 

of documents, etc) and the whole (the taxonomy brought to light) have allowed us to fulfill 

the fundamental principles of the hermeneutic circle. The social and historical background 

was taken into consideration (contextualization). The research material was socially 

constructed (interactions between subjects and the researcher). We related idiographic details 
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to general theoretical concepts (abstraction and generalization). We envisaged possible 

contradictions between theoretical preconceptions and actual findings (dialogical reasoning). 

We took into account differences in interpretation between participants (multiple 

interpretations). We were sensitive to possible biases and distortions in collected data 

(suspicion). The snowball method used to select interviewees, resulting in cross-interviews of 

people who knew each other, allowed us to apply more particularly the last two of Klein and 

Myers’ recommendations (multiple interpretations and suspicion) and to question, and / or 

deepen the understanding of, data previously obtained.  

The first three phases of the research led to the second chapter of this dissertation. 

The three quantitative phases of our research 

The last three phases of our research used a quantitative methodology and a statistical 

framework in order to investigate the world which Mingers names the Material World. This 

world exists independently of us, but our descriptions of it are subjective.  

In the fourth phase, a questionnaire was developed with the help of Principal Component 

Factor Analyses (PCA) with oblique rotations in order to eliminate redundant constructs in 

our model and to validate our items. This questionnaire allowed us to refine the results 

previously obtained through qualitative methods. The pre-tests and the first pilot test were 

done with 167 participants; then with the help of the SPSS 12 software, a first partial 

application of the proposed instrument with 243 participants (population different from the 

population studied during the pre-tests) was done through the two-step clustering procedure 

proposed by the software.  

In the fifth phase of the research, a PCA with orthogonal rotation was applied, which allowed 

us to refine further the instrument developed during the previous phase and make it more 

robust. Full application of the developed instrument was carried out on a final sample of 259 

participants (inclusive of the previous 243 respondents); cluster analysis including statistical 

agglomerative hierarchical and non- hierarchical classification procedures were applied with 

the help of the SPSS17 software.  

In the sixth and last phase of the research, graphical representation of users’ profiles 

previously brought to light led us to define IT-acculturation as a second order construct with 

formative indicators investigated in the fifth phase of the research; statistical analyses 

(descriptive statistics, analysis of variance: ANOVA) were carried out and included this new 

construct. These analyses, in turn, led us to define a whole set of further new constructs. 
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In the last three quantitative phases of the research, we followed research guidelines proposed 

by Moore and Benbasat (1991) for questionnaire development, by Straub, Boudreau and 

Gefen (2004) for reliability and validity of the proposed instrument and by Petter, Straub and 

Rai (2007) concerning the specifications of formative constructs. Although these authors are 

clearly in a positivist positioning and propose these guidelines for positivist IS research, 

which clearly is not our paradigmatic positioning, we understand these guidelines as excellent 

guidelines to be applied to statistical methods whatever the researcher’s paradigmatic 

perspective.  

The fourth and fifth phases of the research led to the writing of the third study of the 

dissertation which constitutes its third chapter. This last and sixth phase led to the last study 

presented in the fourth chapter of the dissertation. 

The conceptual phase of our research 

The conceptual phase of our research extended itself through the complete research process. 

The first chapter of the dissertation results from, and was developed through, the six phases 

of the research. It was completed at the end of our research. All along the six phases of the 

research, the regular iterations between empirical data and theory allowed us to build our own 

theorization and the various theoretical models proposed in the first chapter of the 

dissertation. 

3-  The four studies which make up the dissertation 

The recurrent theme of the present dissertation, and which can be found in the four presented 

studies, is the concept of IT-culture, and the main research question is:  

Can we capture the cultural dimension of IT-usage(s)? 

This question led to subsequent research questions which we detail hereafter and which have 

been addressed in the four chapters of this dissertation. In the first chapter, we investigate the 

concept of culture itself and we propose to consider it at the individual level. We define IT- 

culture and study the structuring process of this cultural layer. In the second chapter we apply 

the theorization developed in the first chapter and we identify archetypal IT-culture profiles 

emerging through IT-usage(s). In the third chapter, we develop an instrument to help us 

assess the structuring of the users’ IT-culture and we test this new instrument in order to 

propose a users’ taxonomy grounded on the users’ needs and motivation. Finally in the fourth 
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chapter, we integrate the two research traditions which structured our reasoning; we 

synthesize our previous results and propose a new model of IT-usage(s).  

3-1- Chapter 1- The Spinning Top Theory 

The first chapter of this dissertation is a conceptual study leading to theorization and 

methodological guidelines; it results from the six phases of the research. 

This chapter attempts to inform both the IS research field and the intercultural research field; 

it thus faces a major challenge, as in both fields (IS and intercultural) new theoretical 

groundings are sought:  

- IS research underlines the need to develop new theoretical acceptance models which 

go beyond the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM: Davis, 1986; Davis, Bagozzi 

and Warshaw, 1989) and the Diffusion Of Innovations model (DOI: Rogers, 2003). 

Benbasat and Barki (2007) underline the importance of investigating antecedents of 

beliefs/values like PU (perceived Usefulness) and PEOU (Perceived ease of Use) 

which are the constructs of TAM and were used in many subsequent models in IS 

research. 

- In the intercultural field, and though Hofstede’s model is still widely used and taught, 

it is also highly criticized in the literature: Hofstede’s conception of culture is 

criticized (e.g. Alexander and Seidman, 1990); his methodology is criticized (e.g. 

Sweeney, 2002). However another, fundamentally different, model has yet to be 

proposed and validated. 

While paradigm changes are difficult to introduce and be accepted in one field (Hofstede, 

2002), attempting to propose and do so in two fields at the same time appears to be a vast 

endeavor of which this dissertation pretends to attempt and start to lay the foundations. 

The research questions addressed in the first chapter are: 

- What conceptualization of culture would allow us to propose a holistic model 

inclusive of IT-culture? 

- What methodology could be used in order to assess culture and IT-culture? 

The purposes of this chapter are to investigate the concepts of culture and IT-culture at the 

individual level and at the group level, to propose a holistic model of individual culture which 

takes into account IT-culture, and finally to investigate the processes which permit the 

structuring of the cultural layers which make up culture and, more specifically, the 

structuring of the IT-culture layer. 
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While anthropology’s main object of study is culture (Bloch, 2002), even within this very 

field, there is no consensus as to the definition of the concept of culture. In the Spinning Top 

Theory, we investigate the various anthropological streams of thought, their definitions of the 

concept of culture and the corresponding interpretations of human-IS interactions. While the 

French language IS research literature on usage(s) appears to take a cognitive anthropological 

stance, the English language literature takes what can be perceived as a symbolic 

anthropological stance. In this study, we adopt a cognitive anthropological stance. 

Using Social Identity Theory, we follow and pursue the path opened by the school of thought  

led by D. Straub; in inter-cultural studies, we show the necessity to take into consideration all 

cultural layers which make up the global concept of culture: national Culture, organizational 

Culture, religious Culture, …, as well as a new layer which we define as IT-culture. We also 

show the necessity of considering the concept of culture at the individual level before 

considering it at group level. 

In this chapter our theoretical bases are mainly Deci and Ryan (1985, 2000), Rokeach (1973), 

Schein (1991), Straub, Loch, Karahanna, Evaristo and Srite (2002), and Vallerand (1997, 

2001). Using Schein’s (1991) three-level model of culture, which we extend beyond the 

realm of organizational culture, we show that culture is expressed, and thus can be studied, 

through values (which are enduring beliefs). We then use Rokeach’s work (1973), confirmed 

and extended by Schwartz (1987-2006), to show the complex and multiple relationships 

between the concepts of human values, needs and motivation, components which contribute 

to the structuring of the set of cultural layers that constitute culture. 

In this first chapter we propose a new model of culture, the Spinning Top Model, which 

allows a holistic perspective on the concept of culture through an adapted methodology. This 

model leads us to study the individual’s cultural layers through his/her needs and motivation. 

We argue that if one studies a specific cultural layer at group level, the sample population 

studied should reflect a maximal diversification in all other layers in order to identify average 

central tendencies at group level in the studied cultural layer. We apply our theoretical 

propositions to the IT-culture layer; we propose a methodology adapted to assess this layer; 

we study the processes involved in its structuring which expresses the user’s IT-

acculturation. 

This first chapter refines, synthesizes, and completes two articles already published in 

international conferences’ proceedings (“ Developing the Concept of Individual IT-culture: 
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The Spinning Top Metaphor” presented at AMCIS47 in August 2008; “The Spinning Top 

Model, a new Path to conceptualize culture and Values: applications to IS research” 

presented at ICIS48 in December 2008) and a third article, submitted to a top tier journal, 

EJIS49, which is currently being assessed (“The Spinning Top Theory”).  This last article 

corresponds to a previous version of the first chapter presented in this dissertation. 

3-2- Chapter 2- IT-usage(s) studied under the lens of the users’ IT-culture 

In a cross-cultural and fast-evolving usage context, the failures of too many CIS 

implementation are still to be deplored, due to human/organizational issues rather than to 

technical problems (Au, Ngai and Cheng, 2008). However, and at the same time, some users’ 

profiles, unidentified in the literature, have emerged in the organizational field. Some of these 

unexpected profiles appear as facilitating the adoption process in organizations. Markus and 

Saunders (2007) underline that users’ involvement and managerial IT-competencies are not 

the same today as they were twenty years ago; hence, it appears important to us to investigate 

whether users’ profiles, previously identified in the literature, have also evolved and if new 

emerging profiles could be brought to light. 

The research question addressed in the second chapter is:  

- What distinct IT-cultures emerge from IT-usage(s)? 

In this study, we apply the theoretical framework developed in the first chapter. Recent 

developments in needs, motivation and self-determination theories are called upon, and result 

mostly from the work of Vallerand (1997-2007), Deci and Ryan (1995-2008) and Pelletier 

(1997-2005) and their teams; this work is still ongoing today and continues to inform the 

socio-psychological field of research. In this chapter we also call upon Winter’s (1996) work 

on needs. 

The study presented in the second chapter, results from the first three phases of the research 

and proposes a qualitative study; thus it rather methodologically follows the French language 

research tradition of the sociology of usage(s). 

The purposes of this chapter are to identify, IT-cultural archetypes which emerge through IT-

usage(s) and transcend the users’ other cultural layers i.e. which remain valid despite the 

cultural diversity of the studied group; we aim at proposing a users’ taxonomy defined 

                                                 
47 AMCIS : Americas Conference for Information Systems. 
48 ICIS : International Conference for Information Systems. 
49 EJIS : European Journal of Information Systems. 
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through, and grounded on, the users’ IT-culture. We propose a study done in two settings: 

corporate and societal. This study uses the results of a comparative case study of 8 SMEs, a 

focus group of IS consultants and 54 interviews (semi-centered or comprehensive). Three 

axes of analyses emerge from our data and relevant literature consultations; they allow us to 

bring to light and interpret IT-users’ groups, their specificities as well as their inter group 

dynamics; these three axes are: the users’ fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage(s), 

their IT-motivation along the IT-usage(s) self-determination continuum, and their emerging 

perceived IT-needs. While diversifying all other users’ cultural dimensions (national culture, 

organizational culture, religious culture, etc.) as was made possible in our different settings, 

we study users’ IT-culture as revealed by their IT-usage(s). 

The foundations of this second chapter were laid in an article published in AMCIS 

proceedings and presented in August 2008 (“The Role of IT-Culture in IT-Management: 

Searching for Individual Archetypal IT-Cultural Profiles”). The study, as presented in this 

second chapter, is submitted to a special edition of JSIS50 on culture; it is presently in the 

second stage of the reviewing process of this journal. 

3-3- Chapter 3- Development of an Instrument to Assess IT-users’ Profiles: 

Cluster Analysis Applied in IS Research 

The study proposed in the third chapter of the dissertation is a follow-up to the qualitative 

study presented in the third chapter. In the first part, a survey instrument to assess users’ 

profiles through their needs and motivation is developed. The developed instrument is then 

applied to the available data through cluster analysis, a multivariate technique seldom applied 

in IS research.  

The research question addressed in the third chapter is: 

- What instrument can we develop in order to assess users’ profiles through the users’ 

needs and motivation? 

Our theoretical basis for this chapter is the work of Deci and Ryan (1985-2008), of Vallerand 

(1997-2007) and their teams. 

Our purpose in this study is to develop a questionnaire which can help us capture part of the 

concept of IT-culture, to confirm/infirm/refine with the developed instrument and with 

                                                 
50 Journal of Strategic Information Systems. 
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participants as diversified as possible in terms of occupation, education, age, nationality,… 

the taxonomy brought to light with qualitative methods in the previous chapter.  

The third chapter of the dissertation is a quantitative study which integrates the fourth and 

fifth phases of our research; from a methodological perspective, it enrolls more particularly in 

the English language tradition on usage(s). 

A questionnaire is first developed, inspired by and grounded on the interviews’ transcripts of 

the previous qualitative part of the research; this questionnaire is also inspired by psycho-

sociological questionnaires which are still in the process of being developed by Vallerand, 

Deci and Ryan, and their teams. The proposed questionnaire’s reliability and validity are 

checked through several pre-tests and a first pilot test with 167 participants. It is then applied 

and refined through a second pilot test with 259 participants. Several statistical methods of 

hierarchical, agglomerative and non hierarchical, k-means clustering methods are 

subsequently applied; the three-stage cluster analysis research design is carefully laid out and 

justified: different procedures are detailed and applied in order to limit possible bias and 

maximize the stability and reproducibility of the resulting IT-users’ taxonomy. Resulting 

users’ groups are investigated and compared with those of the qualitative taxonomy 

previously brought to light. 

The study which constitutes the third chapter of the dissertation is grounded on an article 

published at AMCIS proceedings and presented in August 2009 (“Development of an 

Instrument to Assess Users’ Individual IT-culture”). Cluster analysis having been seldom 

applied in IS research, this chapter has been submitted in its present format to a special 

edition of EJIS on quantitative methods in IS research (“Development of an Instrument to 

Assess IT-users’ profiles: Cluster Analysis applied in IS-research”) and is at present 

undergoing the reviewing process.  

3-4- Chapter 4- IT-acculturation, an essential construct in IS research 

This last chapter results from the sixth and last phase of our research; it ends our doctoral 

research and allows us to bring it to its logical conclusion while opening the way for future 

research. In this chapter we argue that the study of the cultural dimension of usage(s) may 

lead us to bring to light possible antecedents of two of the most established constructs in 

models of the IS research field i.e. “Perceived Usefulness” and “Perceived Ease of Use” 

(Davis, 1986; Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1989). This is considered essential by some 

researchers in our field (Benbasat and Barki, 2007). In this study, we investigate the 
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implications of the results obtained in the previous studies and we address the following 

research questions: 

- Can we model the IT-acculturation construct and propose a measure for it? 

- What IT-usage(s) model, which includes the cultural dimension of this phenomenon, 

can we propose? 

Our theoretical bases for this chapter include the works of two schools of thought on 

usage(s), one in French language and the other in English, which constitute the foundations of 

our reflection. In this chapter, we briefly trace the history of these two research traditions as 

well as the emergence of the concept of IT-culture in both traditions; this leads us to define 

study and model the construct of IT-acculturation and to propose a measure for this construct. 

This construct in turn allows us to also propose a new model of IT-usage(s) which integrates 

the valuable and complementary insights of the English and French language research 

traditions. 

The study presented in this chapter is at the same time conceptual (we conceptualize IT-

acculturation) and quantitative (we model the IT-acculturation construct and study the 

variations of its resulting measure).  

Our purposes for this chapter are to propose a measure for the construct of IT-acculturation, 

while using the results of our previous studies, a usage(s) model which takes into account the 

users’ culture (hence the users’ IT-culture) and opens the way for further research.  

In this chapter, we apply Confirmatory Factorial Analysis Partial Least Squares analysis with 

the help of the SMART PLS 2.0 software; we apply descriptive statistics and analysis of 

variance bi-variate (ANOVA) with the help of SPSS 17 software.  

The study presented in this chapter has not yet been submitted for publication. When it is 

sufficiently advanced, we first aim to propose it for publication at ICIS in 2010. 

The four studies/ chapters which constitute this dissertation are summarized in table 1. 
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Culture is receiving increasing attention in IS research and in IS management, and has been 

recognized as being a key issue (Watson R., Kelly G., Galliers R. and Brancheau J., 1997). 

The importance of the users’ culture in the conceptualization of usage(s) appears however to 

have been somewhat neglected. The present dissertation attempts to fill this gap by proposing 

a new conceptual theoretical basis and its first applications.  

We investigate how we can approach IT-usage(s) through a cultural lens. In order to do so, 

we use the favoured research methodologies (qualitative and quantitative) of two schools of 

thought; the richness of thought of the two schools appeared to us complementary and 

indispensible in order to answer our research question. We adopted the paradigm of Critical 

Realism which allows epistemological and methodological pluralism in order to reconcile 

French language and English language IS research on usage(s) which, when brought together, 

provide an extremely rich ground for cumulative tradition.  

The new theoretical groundings which we propose in this dissertation are congruent with both 

the French and the English language usage(s) traditions and are grounded on very recent 

advances in other social sciences; it also provides the first foundations towards a cumulative 

research tradition which may benefit from being truly international and cross-cultural. 
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Table 1: Dissertation rationale and summary  

A cultural 
approach to 

the usage(s) of 
IT 

Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

The Spinning Top Theory 
IT-usage(s) studied under the lens  

of the users’ IT-culture 

Development of an Instrument to 
Assess IT-users’ Profiles: Cluster 
Analysis Applied in IS Research 

 IT-Acculturation, an Essential 
Construct in IS  

Main research 
question 

� Can we capture the cultural dimension of IT-usage(s)? 

Subsequent 
Research 
questions 

� What conceptualization of culture would 
allow us to propose a holistic model 
inclusive of IT-culture? 
 

� What methodology could be used in 
order to assess culture and IT-culture? 

� What distinct IT-cultures emerge 
from IT-usage(s)? 

� What instrument can we develop in 
order to assess users’ profiles 
through the users’ needs and 
motivation? 
 

� Can we model the IT-acculturation 
construct and propose a measure for 
it? 
 

� What IT-usage(s) model, which 
includes the cultural dimension of 
this phenomenon, can we propose? 

Recurrent 
theme 

� IT-culture 

Corresponding 
phases of our 

research 
� The 6 phases of the research 

� Phase 1: exploratory post 
analysis 
 

� Phase 2: exploratory study in a 
corporate setting 

 
� Phase 3: continuation of previous 

study and extension to a societal 
setting  

� Phase 4: questionnaire 
development 
 

� Phase 5:application of the 
developed instrument 

� Phase 6: Synthesis and analysis of 
the results of our work.  

Description 
� Conceptual study leading to theory 

building 

� Application of the theory 
presented in chapter 1 through a 
qualitative exploratory study 

� Application of the theory presented 
in chapter 1 through a quantitative 
exploratory study 

� Applications of previously obtained 
results and propositions for future 
directions. 
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Summary Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

Theoretical 
groundings 

� Human values: Rokeach (1973), 
 

� Model of culture: Schein (1991) 
 

� Holistic conception of culture: Straub, 
Loch, Evaristo, Karahanna and Srite 
(2002) 

 
� Needs: Maslow (1943-1964) 

 
� Motivation: Vallerand (1997, 2001),  

Deci and Ryan (1985, 2000) 

� Needs: Winter (1996) 
 

� Intrinsic motivation and 
integrative model of motivation: 
Vallerand (1997-2007), 
 

� Extrinsic motivation and self-
determination: Deci and Ryan 
(1985-2008) 

 
�  Amotivation: Pelletier (1997-

2005) 

� Needs: Winter (1996) 
 

� Intrinsic motivation  and 
integrative model of motivation: 
Vallerand (1997-2007) 
 

� Extrinsic motivation  and self-
determination: Deci and Ryan 
(1985-2008) 

� IT-usage(s) apprehended as a 
progressive acculturation: Jouët 
(2000) 
 

� Multi-dimensional and multi-level 
conceptualization of usage(s):  

      Burton-Jones and Straub (2006) 
Burton-Jones and Gallivan (2007) 

Objectives 

� To investigate the concepts of culture and 
IT-culture at individual level and at 
group level  
 

� To propose a holistic model of individual 
culture which includes IT-culture  
 

� To investigate the mechanisms which 
permit the structuring of IT-culture 

� To identify, through IT-usage(s), 
archetypes of IT-cultures, which 
transcend all other cultural sub-
layers 
 

 

� To develop a questionnaire which 
allows us to capture part of the IT-
culture concept 

 
� To confirm/ reject/ refine through 

quantitative methods the users’ 
taxonomy previously developed 
through qualitative methods 

 

� To propose a measure for the IT-
acculturation construct 
 
 

� To propose a usage(s) model which 
takes into consideration the users’ 
culture 

Paradigm 
 

� Critical Realism 
 

Methodology 
 

� Conceptual 
 

� Qualitative (Grounded Theory) � Quantitative (Cluster Analysis) 
� Conceptual and quantitative (Partial 

Least Squares ) 
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Summary Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

Methods 
� Literature review 

 
� Theorization 

� Literature review 
 

� Exploratory past analysis 
 

� Focus group 
 

� 54 interviews 
 

� Participant observation 
 

� Document analysis 

� Literature review 
 

� Questionnaire construction 
 

� Principal Component Analysis 
 

� Various statistical methods of 
hierarchical and non-hierarchical 
clustering  

� Literature review 
 

� Confirmatory Factorial Analysis 
 
� Partial Least Squares analysis  

 
� Descriptive Statistics 
 
� Analysis of variance bi-variate 

(ANOVA) 
 

 

Research 
material/ 
Sample 

population 

� Social Sciences research literature 

� Corporate setting: 8 SMEs and, 
more specifically, 26 individuals.  
 

� Societal setting: 25 individuals 

� Pre-tests and first pilot test: 167 
participants 
 

� Final pilot test: 259 participants 

� Results of previous studies 

Articles already 
published 

 
� AMCIS (2008): “ Developing the 

Concept of Individual IT-Culture: 
The Spinning Top Metaphor” 
 

� ICIS (2008): “The Spinning Top 
Model, a New Path to Conceptualize 
Culture and Values: Applications to 
IS research”  

 
� AMCIS (2008):  

“The Role of IT-Culture in IT 
Management: Searching for 
Individual Archetypal IT-Cultural 
Profiles” 

 

� AMCIS (2009): “Development of an 
Instrument to Assess Individual IT-
Culture” 

 

Target 
publications 

� Article submitted and currently 
being assessed for publication in 
EJIS: “The Spinning Top Theory” 

� Article submitted for publication in 
JSIS, special issue on Culture and 
currently in the second stage of the 
reviewing process.  

 
� Article submitted and currently 

being assessed for publication in 
EJIS: “Development of and 
Instrument to Assess Users’ 
Profiles: Cluster Analysis Applied in 
IS research” 

� ICIS 2010 
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Chapitre 1- The Spinning Top Theory 
  
 

Abstract 
 
This conceptual study aims at proposing an alternative theorization on the concepts of 

culture and IT-culture. It proposes to ground our investigations of these concepts at the 

individual level in order to fully apprehend their systemic nature and to allow us to identify 

central tendencies at group level. It fundamentally questions existing methodologies which 

have been used to assess culture. 

We first compare the approaches of different anthropological streams of thought; we then 

propose a meta- literature review of existing taxonomies of cultural studies proposed in the 

organizational and IS literature. We then define the concepts of individual culture and 

individual IT-culture. While adopting a value based view of culture, we show the complex, 

multi-level, inter-relations between the concepts of values, needs and motivation which allow 

us to assess the structuring of the IT-culture layer; this structuring results from an IT-

acculturation process which we define and study. We propose the concept of IT-culture as a 

possible antecedent of constructs used in traditional IT- acceptance models, which may open 

the way to new models for the IS research field. The model of culture brought to light in this 

study, as well as the proposed methodology, could be extended to other research fields. 

 
Key words: Culture, IT-Culture, Needs, IT-Needs, Motivation, IT-Motivation 
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1-1- Introduction 

In this conceptual study, we investigate the concept of IT-culture, in order to investigate the 

possible antecedents of traditional acceptance research constructs. Integrating previous recent 

research works, we propose an IS native theory which could fill gaps in the IS field as well 

as, more broadly, in the intercultural field.  

The IS research field has been calling for new theoretical groundings for acceptance research 

to proceed beyond models grounded on the TAM (Technology Acceptance Model: Davis 

1986, Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1989) and the Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers, 2003). 

Benbasat and Barki (2007), opening a possible path, underline that acceptance research did 

not pay sufficient attention to the antecedents of TAM’s belief constructs of perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use which “have largely been treated as black boxes that 

very few have tried to open” (page 212). 

But while new theoretical groundings, opening the way to new adoption models are searched 

for in the IS field, new models are also needed in the intercultural field. Hofstede’s model of 

national culture is still extensively used and taught while it is at the same time very criticized 

in the literature (his conception of culture has been criticized e.g. Alexander and Seidman, 

1990; his research methodology has been questioned e.g. Sweeney, 2002). Quite rightly 

Hofstede defends himself by asking his detractors to propose alternative models/ 

methodologies which can be made operational. Schwartz has been working on such a model 

which, contrary to Hofstede’s approach, derives the constructs to measure culture from a 

priori theorizing (Schwartz, being reviewed for publication) and then testing these constructs’ 

within an empirical setting. In the present article we use some of Schwartz’s work and his a 

priori theorizing methodology but we propose a different approach and a different set of 

constructs, namely needs and motivation, which are extensively studied in the psycho-

sociological field and could allow us to assess and capture values, hence culture as we define 

it in our conceptual framework.  

The research questions addressed in this article are: 

- What conceptualization of culture would allow us to propose a holistic model 

inclusive of IT-culture? 

- What methodology could be used in order to assess culture and IT-culture? 

 We first study the groundings of the concept of culture in various anthropological schools of 

thought and we show how various research streams which address human/ IS interactions 
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depend upon a cultural and value-based vision, whether or not the term culture is explicitly 

used and/or the concept of culture called upon; we then consider, define and investigate 

culture and IT- culture at the individual level. “Within the social landscape, anthropology 

studies the gardens, sociology and social psychology study different kinds of bouquets, and 

(individual) psychology studies the flowers” (Hofstede, 2001, page 19). In the present work 

we borrow the value based view of culture from anthropology, the  categorizations of people 

from sociology and the definitions of various concepts from psychology; we then settle at the 

individual level and study the “flowers” (IT-users) in order to eventually try and understand 

the different kinds of “bouquets” (IT-users’ groups).  

We explain why it could appear first important to consider the concept of culture at the 

individual level to really apprehend its systemic nature and, in order to be able subsequently 

to study the concept at group level. We adopt a value based view of culture and we describe 

the recursive relationships between values, motivation and needs at the global, contextual, 

situational levels and how individual culture builds up through the individual’s varied 

socializations. 

All through this article we apply our theoretical framework to the IS field: we identify the 

individual IT-culture (IITC), which is one of the components of individual culture, then we 

show how this cultural layer becomes structured through the process of IT-acculturation 

which allows the emergence of IT-motivation and IT-needs. After considering the limitations 

of our work, we then investigate future directions and managerial implications before 

concluding.  

1-2-  Various conceptualizations of the construct of culture 

Defining culture appears to be a challenge in itself if we look at the wide range of 

heterogeneous approaches of this concept. Culture has been conceptualized in multiple ways. 

Kroeber and Kluckohn had already identified 164 definitions of this concept in 1952. 

Passeron (2003) reminds us that “culture is the most protean of sociological concepts. More 

than other polymorphous concepts […] culture is the term which leads us to the most 

vertiginous maze of a Babelian library” 51(page 209).  

                                                 
51 « La culture est le plus protéiforme des concepts sociologiques. Plus que d’autres concepts polymorphes...la 
culture est le terme qui entraîne dans le plus vertigineux dédale d’une bibliothèque babélienne » (Passeron, 2003 
page 209). 
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Table 1- 1: The concept of culture and interpretations of human/IS interactions 

Conception 
rooted in 

Symbolic 
Stream of thought 

Socio-biological 
Stream of thought 

Structural and 
psychodynamic 

Stream of thought 

Cognitive 
Stream of thought 

What is culture? 

Culture is a system of shared 
symbols and meanings 

(Geertz, 1973). 
 

The individual is the product 
of his/her culture. The study 
of individual psychology is 
not useful in order to study 

culture 

Culture is the result of 
genetically programmed 

pulsions. 
(Wilson, 1987) 

 
Communication between 

human beings is not important. 
The human brain is not an 
important variable in the 

process of cultural 
transmission 

Culture is the expression of 
unconscious psychological 
processes. The human mind 

has built-in constraints 
through which it structures 

psychic and physical content. 
“Unconscious infrastructure” 

(Rossi, 1974, page 16) 
“The existence of a deep 

underlying structure built into 
the ordering capacities of the 
mind” (Turner, 1983, quoted 
in Smircich, 1983, page353) 

“Culture is a system of shared 
cognitions” or a system of 

knowledge and beliefs (Rossi 
and O’Higgins, 1980, quoted in 

Smircich, 1983, page348). 
Culture is generated by the 
human mind (Goodenough, 

1971). 
Cultural transmission is more 
important than genes, but we 

must take into account that the 
human brain is the result of a 

biological evolution 

How should we 
assess culture? 

Through a meaning-based 
perspective: 

“Read”, “interpret”, or 
“decipher” “themes” of 

culture”, 
specify the links among 

values/beliefs and action in a 
setting 

Through a socio-demographic 
perspective 

Assess the influence of gender, 
age, ethnic origin…in shaping 

human beliefs, norms and 
behavior? 

Through a psycho-analytic 
perspective: 

Analyze the individual 
practices and actions (which 
are considered as projections 
of unconscious processes), 
and the dynamic interplay 
between out-of-awareness 

processes and their conscious 
manifestation? 

Through a rule-based 
perspective: 

Investigate how the members 
of a group see and describe 

their world, 
the “rules” or “scripts” that 

guide action of individuals, the 
structures of knowledge in 

operation 
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Conception 
rooted in 

Symbolic 
Stream of thought 

Socio-biological 
Stream of thought 

Structural and 
psychodynamic 

Stream of thought 

Cognitive 
Stream of thought 

Determinants of 
Human / IS 
interactions 

Acceptance and Usage of IT: 
intensity of usage, 

behavioral intentions, 
attitudes, perceived 

usefulness, perceived ease of 
use; beliefs related to 
relative advantage, 

compatibility, complexity, 
trialability, observability of 

IT 

Exploring gender, race, 
occupational differences in 

beliefs, norms and behaviors 
about IT 

The role of personality in IT 
use/adoption/diffusion 

Investigate the stable set of 
characteristics that determine 
peoples’ commonalities and 

differences in thoughts, 
feelings and actions (Maddi, 

1989) related to IT 

Cognitive style, mental 
functioning in IT 

use/adoption/diffusion, 
How users perceive IT and 
form judgments about IT? 

Some examples 
of conceptual 
and empirical 
models in IS 

-TAM (Davis, 1989) 
-TAM2 (Venkatesh 
andDavis, 2000) 
-UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 
2003) 

-Trice (1993)  
-Gefen and Straub (1997) 
-Adam (2000) ; 
-Venkatesh and Morris (2000) 
-Guzman et al (2004) 
-Guzman et al. (2008) 

“Big Five” instrument used in 
IT studies (McElroy, et al., 

2007) 

“The Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator” (MBTI) applied to 

IT studies (McElroy et al., 
2007 Taylor, 2004) 

Theoretical 
bases 

(in and outside 
IS research) 

-Theory of Reasoned Action 
(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) 
-Theory of Interpersonal 
behaviour (Triandis, 1980) 
-Theory of Planned Behavior 
(Ajzen, 1991) 

-Cultural studies (Hall, 1980, 
1992) 
-Feminism theory (de 
Beauvoir, 1949) 

 
Zmud (1979) 
 

Jung (1921) 
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1-2-1-Grounding of the concept of culture in anthropology 

Anthropology’s main object is the study of culture (Bloch, 2002) but within the field of 

anthropology itself there is no consensus on the meaning of the word culture.  

However four anthropological streams of thought have been more specially followed in 

organizational theory (Smircich, 1983; Bloch, 2002), and will be therefore presented here: 

symbolic, socio-biological, structural and psychodynamic, and cognitive. These streams of 

thought are summarized in Table 1- 1, as well as resulting interpretations of human-IS 

interactions. 

Symbolic anthropology has provided one of the most popular conceptions of culture used in 

organizational and IS research and has explicitly related this concept of culture to meanings, 

beliefs and values. Culture is considered here as a “system of shared symbols and meanings” 

(Geertz, 1973). To assess culture according to this approach, the researcher may use several 

kinds of evidence to gather and interpret data related to symbol systems and their associated 

meanings and specify the links among values, beliefs and actions in a setting (Smircich, 

1983). Transposed to the IS field, this view generated “perceptual” measures used as 

surrogates to evaluate information systems success (Delone and McLean, 1992) e.g. perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use. These measures have been successfully applied in 

models like the TAM or its derivates (e.g. UTAUT, Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology: Venkatesh, Morris, Davis and Davis, 2003) , models which have been built upon 

previous value-based theories like the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA, Fishbein and Ajzen, 

1975) or the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991). The success of the theories and 

models based upon values and attitudes is partly due to the fact that this approach puts the 

focus on how individuals and groups interpret and understand their experience with IT and 

how these interpretations and understandings are related to their attitudes and actions 

(involvement, intention to use, adoption, diffusion). This stream of thought considers that the 

individual is the result of his/her culture and that the study of individual psychology is not 

useful in order to assess culture (Bloch, 2002).  

The shift from the anthropological to the sociological conception of culture started when 

variables like gender, generation, ethnicity, occupation, sexuality, education, etc. have been 

substituted to the global notions of “social classes interactions” in addressing issues related to 

the construction of collective identities (Fleury, 2006). This fact has contributed to the 

emergence of the Cultural Studies stream of research (Hall, 1980, 1992). The socio-biologists 

see culture as the result of genetically programmed pulsions (Wilson, 1987). Their view of 
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culture settles the central question of whether gender, age, ethnicity or race matter in shaping 

human beliefs, norms and behaviors. Many studies have been conducted in this area and have 

extensively used positivist-oriented methodologies. Their most important findings are not 

archetypes of ethnic group sub-cultures but critical views of social practices at the societal 

level that aim at refuting inherited, taken for granted, assumptions that presume the 

“superiority” of one kind over another (Cultural studies: Hall, 1980, 1992; Feminism theory: 

de Beauvoir, 1952). Transposed to the IS field, socio-demographic and occupational variables 

are used either exclusively, or are most frequently associated with perceptual and attitudinal 

models, as predictors of IT adoption, diffusion or use (Guzman and Stanton, 2008; Trice, 

1993; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis and Davis, 2003).  

Through the structural and psychodynamic lens, culture is conceptualized as the expression of 

unconscious psychological processes. Structural anthropologists postulate the “existence of a 

deep underlying structure built into the ordering capacities of the mind” and consider that “the 

human mind has built-in constraints by which it structures psychic and physical content” 

(Turner, 1983, quoted in Smircich, 1983, page353). Smircich (1983) has considered that this 

view has had limited applications within the organizational field, partly because it is too broad 

in scope, unless we try and link the unconscious part of the human mind with its visible 

manifestations. The attempt to apply this psycho-analytic perspective to define the 

determinants of human/IS interactions could be achieved by bringing to light a stable set of 

characteristics that determine peoples’ commonalities and differences in thoughts, feelings 

and actions related to IT (Maddi, 1989). A stream of research in IS that has attempted to 

achieve this task has focused on the role of Personality in IT- use/adoption/diffusion. Studies 

grounded on the “Big Five” personality factors are representative of this stream of research 

(McElroy et al., 2007). 

Finally, in the field of cognitive anthropology, “culture is a system of shared cognitions” or a 

system of knowledge and beliefs (Rossi and O’Higgins, 1980, quoted in Smircich, 1983, page 

348). Measuring the cultural characteristics of individuals and groups, especially those 

characteristics which intervene in shaping and influencing human/IS interactions, follows a 

rule-based perspective and consists of identifying the “rules” or “scripts” that guide action and 

the structures of knowledge in operation within a specific context, e.g. the implementation of 

an IS. This stream of thought appeared in the 1980’s and is grounded in the important 

advances of cognitive sciences in the deciphering of the human brain.  

Thus if cognitive anthropologists agree with the symbolic stream of thought that cultural 

transmission is more important than heredity, they also take into account that this 
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transmission is processed through a human brain which results from biological evolution 

(Bloch, 2002). Thus the cognitive style and the mental functioning of the individual are of 

utmost importance and must be taken into consideration. In the IS field this is applied in the 

cognitive style research based on psychiatrist Jung’s (1921) “premise that the mental 

functions related to information gathering and decision-making are central, […] consequently, 

people are “typed” according to how they perceive and form judgments” (McElroy et al., 

2007, page 811). The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator or MBTI is probably one of the most 

emblematic cognitive style measurement tools, used and validated in IS research (Wheeler et 

al., 2004).  

In this study, we adopt a cognitive anthropological stance and define group culture as an 

open system of acquired normative knowledge shared by a group. 

1-2-2-A taxonomy of cultural studies in organizational and IS literatures 

Our purpose here is not to review literature involving culture in the organizational and IS 

fields but rather to use the work of various authors who already achieved this task and extract 

common features from referred works in order to summarize how the notion of culture has 

been approached in these two fields (see table 1- 2). 

Smircich studied “the significance of the concept of culture for organizational analysis” 

(Smircich, 1983, page 339) and stated that what we call a “cultural perspective” of 

organizations covers in fact a range of five research fields: comparative management, 

corporate culture, organizational cognition, organizational symbolism, and unconscious 

processes and organization. “In the first two, culture is either an independent or dependent, 

external or internal, organizational variable. In the final three, culture is not a variable at all, 

but is a root metaphor for conceptualizing organization” (page 342).  

Smircich (1983) provides us with a very useful theoretical framework allowing us to divide 

culture research into two streams: (1) the ‘has’ approach where culture is considered as a 

feature or a variable affecting and/or being affected by other variables within organizations. 

Culture is then considered as an adaptive or regulative mechanism contributing to the overall 

performance of the organization; and (2) the ‘is’ approach, that relies much more strongly on 

the anthropological tradition, supports the position that organization “is” culture, or that 

culture is a “metaphor” to study organizations. The concrete applications of the “has” 

approach relate to the socio-biological stream of thought extended to organization theory; the 

concrete applications of the “is” approach relate to the cognitive, symbolic, structural and 

psychodynamic perspectives on organization and culture studies.  
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In the organizational literature, Adler (1983) developed a methodological review in which she 

depicts six approaches through which national culture has been linked with the study of 

organizations: parochial, ethnocentric, polycentric, comparative, geocentric and synergistic. 

All six approaches appear related to the “has” approach.  

 
 

Table 1- 2: Taxonomy of cultural studies in organizational and IS literatures 

 

Literature Authors 

Culture as a 
critical variable 

Culture as a « root » 
metaphor 

« Has » approaches « Is » approaches 

Organizational 
 

Smircich, 1983 
(Fields of research in 

cultural studies) 

- Comparative 
management 
- Corporate culture 

-Unconscious processes 
and organization 
-Organizational 
symbolism 
-Organizational cognition 

Adler, 1983 
(Methodologies 

used in cultural studies) 

- Parochial 
- Ethnocentric 
- Polycentric 
- Comparative 
- Geocentric 
- Synergistic 

 

Information 
Systems 

Ilvari, 2002 
(Approaches to culture) 

- Comparative 
- Clinical 

- Interpretive 
- Critical 

Leidner and Kayworth, 
2006 

(Emphases in cultural 
studies) 

 - Culture’s impact 
on IT 
- IT’s impact on 
culture 

- IT-culture 

Gallivan and Srite, 
2005 

(Alternative 
perspectives in 
cultural studies) 

- Fragmentary 
(national/ 
organizational) 

- Holistic 

 
 

Similarly, Ilvari (2002, 2005) has identified four distinct approaches amongst IS/culture 

research: comparative, clinical, interpretive and critical. In the comparative approach, culture 

is viewed as an independent, explanatory variable hypothesized to play a specific role in an 

analytical framework defined a priori. In the clinical approach, culture is a manipulable, 

controllable, dependent variable; the interpretive approach considers culture as a set of 
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meanings or cognitions in the organization. In the critical approach, culture is viewed as “a 

dynamic, emergent, constantly interpreted, fragmented, political phenomenon”. While the 

comparative approach covers what we name national culture studies or cross-cultural studies, 

the clinical approach is concerned more specifically with organizational culture in a 

therapeutic mode of analysis. Both of these belong to the “has” approach (Smircich, 1983). 

The interpretive and the critical approaches are much closer to the “is” approach and they 

have unsurprisingly generated much less empirical studies.  

Smircich’s framework can be purposefully applied to review the research on IS and culture. 

The two areas (the ‘has’ approach and the ‘is’ approach) are not equally present within the 

literature. After reviewing 82 empirical studies linking IT and culture (national culture and/or 

organizational culture), Leidner and Kayworth (2006, page 363-364) identified six recurrent 

themes: “culture and IS development” (how does culture influence the conception of IS?), 

“culture, IT, adoption and diffusion” (does culture influence IT-adoption and diffusion?), 

“culture, IT-use and outcomes” ( what is the influence of culture on IT use and what are the 

results?), “culture, IT-management and strategy” (how does culture influence IT-management 

and strategy), “IT’s influence on culture” (what is the influence of IT on culture?), “IT-

culture” (values attributed to IT by a group) (Leidner and Kayworth, 2006 page 371). The first 

three themes investigate culture’s impact on IT; the next two investigate IT’s impact on 

culture. Only the last theme identified by Leidner and Kayworth, and which is labelled “IT-

culture”, appears to belong to the “is” approach research area and it is the theme that 

interests us in the present article.  

Finally Gallivan and Srite (2005) extensively reviewed literature on IS and culture and 

propose an integrative view which could link the two fragmentary dominant perspectives: 

national culture versus organizational culture studies. Their proposed framework is based 

upon a holistic conception of culture as a multifaceted and multi-layered representation of the 

individual’s cultural specificities, which we more specifically investigate. 

1-2-3-Fragmentary versus holistic perspective of the concept of culture 

Culture cannot be conceptualized as a distinct, harmonious and stable entity with well defined 

boundaries. Cultures are plural and always interpreted and reinterpreted. The word “cultures” 

can be apprehended, in an anthropological perspective, as a characterization of man’s 

humanity: man as a being of culture as opposed to nature and the anthropological clash 

between nature and culture can be found in the distinctions between identity and 

identification, communication and language, heredity and heritage (Fleury, 2006). 
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Accordingly, it has been argued that the term “cultural aspects”, or cultural dimensions, 

should be preferred to “culture” because of the fragmented, composite, emergent and 

pluralistic nature of this concept. This has led the concept of culture to be studied along some 

of its diverse composing dimensions and has brought fragmentary perspectives to our 

understanding of it. 

Through their review of previous research in the IS field, Gallivan and Srite (2005) showed 

that the literature on IT and culture has been dominated by two separate perspectives: the first 

one is centred on the concept of organizational culture or corporate culture and the second is 

concerned with the issues of national, societal or ethnic culture. They concluded that these 

two streams “have existed as “stovepipes”, operating in parallel but not communicating 

effectively with each other” (page 295). The result is a fragmentary and non-cumulative 

research tradition aggravated by what we consider as a third stream of research in IS: the 

socio-demographic perspective. This last perspective studies culture as the resultant of 

communalities in beliefs, norms and behaviors of a group of human beings who share the 

same biological or demographic characteristics: gender, age, ethnicity… (Long, 1992). These 

three perspectives are summarized in Table 1- 3. 

In the cross-national perspective, culture is studied along its national dimension, i.e. the 

values shared by a human group belonging to the same country (or nation-state). Hofstede, 

taking a cognitive anthropological stance, defines culture as “the collective programming of 

the mind which distinguishes one human group from another” (1980, page 260). In the last 

three decades, national culture studies have been extensively developed within the fields of 

Management Science, Organization Theory and IS. This can be explained by the global 

geopolitical and economic evolution which the business environment has experienced in 

recent years. Globalization of the economy and blurring of physical corporate boundaries 

have contributed to highlight the necessity to take into consideration national differences in 

organizational practices and processes. It is therefore not surprising that national culture 

studies have been massively conducted within multinational companies and have produced a 

coherent body of research referred to as cross-cultural studies. These have been aimed at 

describing culture along a taxonomy of dimensions: e.g. power distance, uncertainty 

avoidance, individualism-collectivism, masculinity-femininity, long-term versus short-term 

orientation (Hofstede, 1980, 1983, 2001); or universalism-particularism, affective-neutral 

relationships, specificity-diffuseness, achievement-ascription, internal-external control, 

individualism-collectivism, sequential-synchronic (Trompenaars, 1996; Trompenaars and 

Hampden-Turner, 2004).  
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Table 1- 3: Fragmentary perspectives to the concept of culture and their 
applications to the IS research field 

Perspective Socio demographic Cross-national Organizational 

Studied 
dimensions 

of the 
concept of 

culture 

Culture is studied as the 
resultant of 

communalities in beliefs, 
norms and behaviors of a 
group of human beings 

who share the same 
biological or 
demographic 

characteristics: gender, 
age, ethnicity… (Long, 

1992) 

Culture is studied as 
resulting from national 

identity and it is 
defined as “the 

collective 
programming of the 

mind which 
distinguishes one 

human group from 
another” (Hofstede, 

1980, page260). 

Culture is defined as 
“social or normative 
glue that holds an 

organization 
together[…]It expresses 

the values or social 
ideals and the beliefs 

that organization 
members come to 
share” (Smircich, 
1983,page344) 

Determinants 
of Human/IS 
interaction 

Biological/demographic 
variables 

National culture 
Organizational values, 

beliefs and assumptions 

Applications 
to IS 

research 

Trice (1993); Gefen and 
Straub (1997); Adam 

(2000); Venkatesh and 
Morris (2000); 

Venkatesh et al.(2003); 
Guzman et al (2004); 
Guzman et al. (2008) 

Cross-cultural studies 
related to IT (See 

Leidner and Kayworth, 
2006 for a 

comprehensive 
literature review 
concerning this 

perspective) 

Organizational studies 
related to IT (See 

Leidner and Kayworth, 
2006, for a 

comprehensive 
literature review 
concerning this 

perspective) 

Theoretical 
bases in and 
outside IS 

Cultural studies (Hall, 
1980, 1992) 

Feminism theory (de 
Beauvoir, 1949) 

Cross-cultural studies 
(Hofstede, 1980, 1983, 

2001; Trompenaars, 
1996) 

Sociotechnical theory 
(Bostrom and Heinen, 
1977). Organizational 
culture (Schein, 1986, 

1991) 

 

IS research has also been interested in the relationship between national culture and human/IS 

Interactions. The investigated themes concern for example the transferability of western-based 

management theories to non-western cultures, or the influence of national culture on the 

development and use of IS (Straub, 1994; Walsham, 2002).  

Organizational culture, also referred to as corporate culture, is defined as “the sum total of all 

the shared, taken for granted assumptions that a group has learned throughout its history” 

(Schein, 1986, page29). Defined by Smircich (1983), culture is a “social or normative glue 
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that holds an organization together […] It expresses the values or social ideals and the beliefs 

that organization members come to share” (page 344). The organizational perspective on 

culture has brought an important contribution in deepening our understanding of this concept 

and has produced fundamental theoretical developments about how some components of 

culture are articulated and linked more specifically to values, assumptions, norms, beliefs and 

attitudes. Schein (1991) develops a three-level model of culture which includes: basic, 

underlying/assumptions, values, and behaviors expressed through artifacts. The three levels of 

culture underlined by Schein are referred to as “levels of awareness”, ranging from the 

deepest (basic/underlying assumptions), to the more peripheral and therefore more perceptible 

levels (values, then practices). In empirical studies, basic/underlying assumptions seem to be 

the least investigated level of culture; however Schein (1991) asserted: “If I understand the 

pattern of shared basic assumptions of a group, I can decipher its espoused values and its 

behavioral rituals. But the reverse does not work” (page 252). Therefore investigating only the 

most peripheral level of awareness (i.e. practices) appears certainly not sufficient, though this 

is the studied level in most intercultural studies. 

We are then able to complete our previously proposed definition of group culture and define 

the concept of group culture as an open system of acquired normative knowledge shared by a 

group, expressed through the group’s basic assumptions, values and behaviors. 

1-2-4- A holistic perspective of culture including a layer of IT-culture 

In recent years, a new perspective on culture (see Table 1- 4), grounded on Social Identity 

Theory (SIT: Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel and Turner, 1979) has been developing primarily to fill the 

gap between the national and the organizational research streams.  

Numerous works grounded in psycho-sociology have been debating for a long time about the 

presence of multiple identities in a single individual (Burke, 1937; Feldman, 1979; Tajfel and 

Turner 1979; Markus and Nurius, 1986). SIT has put forward a considerable contribution 

towards understanding and managing those multiple identities within organizations.  

SIT takes its sources in the research on inter group relationships (Tajfel and Turner, 1979). It 

explains why and how some individuals identify with some groups and how this can affect 

their behavior; three processes are brought into play as shown by Ashforth and Mael (1989): 

categorization, identification and comparison. The notion of identity implies asking the 

question “who am I?” and if the individual is part of a group “who are we?” The answer is not 

single but multiple as it corresponds to multiple identities (Pratt and Foreman, 2000). The 
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manner in which identities evolve in a situation of organizational learning is an important 

managerial concern (Brown and Starkey, 2000). 

 
Table 1- 4: Holistic approach to culture 

What is culture? 

Culture is multi-layered and is the product of the individual’s 
various identities resulting from his/her various group affiliations 
(e.g., gender, race, nationality, occupation, organization, religion, 

ethnic group, etc.). Each layer plays a specific role in shaping 
beliefs, norms and behaviors of an individual in given 

circumstances. 

What perspective 
should we use to assess 

culture? 

Study how the individual’s multiple layers of identity converge and 
interact (Gallivan and Srite, 2005) 

Human/ IS interaction 
determinants 

The Individual’s various identities resulting from his membership 
to various social groups 

Theoretical 
foundations 

 
Social Identity theory (Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel and Turner, 1979) 

 

 
Applications to IS 

research 

Straub, Loch , Evaristo, Karahanna and Srite (2002) 
Gallivan and Srite (2005); Karahana, Evaristo and Srite (2005); 

Karahana, Agarwal and Angst (2006) 

 
Through the lens of SIT as framework, Straub, Loch, Evaristo, Karahanna and Srite (2002) 

developed their own holistic prehension of the concept of culture; they brought forward the 

“virtual onion” metaphor describing the different layers of subcultures which make up the 

global culture of each individual. Each person is the unique product of various identity layers: 

ethnic, national, organizational, etc, which result from their affiliation to various cultural 

groups. Globally, and a fortiori in an organizational context, individuals’ behavior is then seen 

as the result of their different social identity layers; these layers not being static but evolving, 

intermingling, they are of varying importance depending on the situations met by the 

individuals. The applications of this view still remain under developed, but “paradigm shifts 

in any science meet with strong initial resistance” (Hofstede, 2002, page1). Some works have 

started to be published in recent years which follow the path opened by the ground breaking 

conceptual study of Straub et al. in 2002 (Gallivan and Srite ,2005; Karahana, Evaristo and 

Srite , 2005; Karahana, Agarwal and Angst , 2006). Following this school of thought, we 

argue that SIT provides a solid framework to conceptualize and assess culture.  
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Kaarst Brown and Robey (1999) showed that within organizations, various collective 

identities linked to individuals’ basic assumptions about IT do emerge and can evolve over 

time. 

Using Straub et al’s (2002) framework and the concept of IT-culture as brought to light by 

Kaarst-Brown and Robey (1999), we therefore propose to include and take into account in the 

virtual onion model a specific IT-users’ group culture layer (see figure 1- 1) 

In their literature review, Leidner and Kayworth (2006) had identified only two previous 

works which explicitly address the IT- culture theme (Kaarst-Brown and Robey, 1999; 

Kaarst-Brown, 2004). 

The term “IT-culture” was used in more recent works (Nord, Nord, Cormack and Cateer-

Steel, 2007; Guzman, Joseph, Papamichail and Stanton, 2007) as meaning the culture 

pertaining to a group of individuals involved in new IT-implementation in organizations as 

opposed to the group of users’ culture. In this study, we rather propose to extend Kaarst 

Brown and Robey’s (1999) conception of an organizational IT-culture dimension and 

consider it at the users’ group level.  

We can then complete the virtual onion model to include a layer of IT-culture made up of the 

individuals’ positioning with respect to IT, their use of IT, their norms, values, beliefs and 

behaviors linked to IT as well as their basic assumptions with respect to IT. This layer is the 

result of the individuals’ affiliation to specific IT- users’ groups. 

 

 
 

Figure 1- 1: The virtual onion model, completed (adapted from Gallivan and 
Srite’s illustration of the virtual onion of Straub  et al, 2002).  
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In this study, we adopt a holistic perspective on the concept of culture, culture being made up 

of a set of sub- cultures inclusive of an IT-culture layer.  

1-3- Culture studied at the individual level in a value based approach. 

We propose to go one step further than Straub et al (2002) and to focus on culture as an 

intrinsic content which allows us to study individuals. We posit that culture, integrating each 

and all of the cultural sub-layers resulting from the individual’s affiliation to various social 

groups, can be conceptualized as what Smircich (1983) names a “root metaphor” to describe 

and understand a human being; thus we propose to first conceptualize and study culture at the 

individual level before considering it at group level and attempting to identify what Hofstede 

(2001) names cultural “average central tendencies”. 

1-3-1- Individual culture versus group culture  

Culture need not be automatically assumed at a group level. By definition, culture is shared, 

but there are different ways of sharing. For instance two parties can share a piece of land and 

each party has then a fraction of the land; these two parties can also share a language/a 

religion and each party has then the same language/religion and can make it evolve through 

their own individual understanding, past experiences/socializations and specificities. In our 

understanding of the concept which we name individual culture, it feeds, informs, supports 

and reproduces group cultures which in turn feed and inform individual culture: “Man (not, of 

course in isolation but in his collectivities) and his social world interact with each other. The 

product acts back upon the producer” (Berger and Luckmann, 1966: Page 78 quoted in 

Hofstede, 2001 page 20). 

To conceptualize culture at the individual level (Gestalt: configuration which is whole but 

unique) as well as at the group level (Gesetz: general average tendencies) provides us with a 

potent way to understand what we see as the multidimensional systemic structure of culture 

and do away with what Hofstede, quoting Berry (1969, Page 20), reminds us to be the 

“Malinowskian dilemma”. Our approach allows us to investigate the emic (specific) as well as 

the etic (general) aspects of the concept of culture. We propose to start with the emic aspect of 

culture (individual culture), in order to possibly reach and study its etic categorizations (group 

culture). 

Hofstede himself admits that “the ideal study of culture would combine idiographic and 

nomothetic, emic and etic, qualitative and quantitative elements” (Hofstede, 2001 page 26) 

and that his research design resulted from the data which was made available to him. New 
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design for intercultural studies in IS research is needed, more especially so in the current 

context of globalization and internationalization of organizations; we probably ought to take 

into consideration that, in the last few decades, facilitated mobility of populations has blurred 

the geographical boundaries between countries. Hence we could try and avoid the 

national/organizational determinism which can be found in many intercultural studies in and 

outside IS research and whatever data is deemed necessary could be aimed at being collected.  

In order to apprehend the unity as well as the diversity of human beings, we could attempt to 

uncover what can be seen as the intrinsic dichotomy of the concept of culture and consider its 

individual dimension as well as its group dimension. The study of culture, in a holistic 

perspective, and at the individual level appears essential as the degree in which individuals 

espouse values dictated by their belonging to a single cultural group may vary widely (Straub 

et al, 2002); 

It must be underlined here that the concept of individual culture, thus defined, is not to be 

confused with the concept of personality. We are compelled to disagree with Hofstede’s on 

one particular point: his assessment of personality. Hofstede indicates that “culture is to a 

human collectivity what personality is to an individual” (Hofstede, 2001page 10); but Mc 

Elroy (2007) reminds us that Maddi defines personality as “a stable set of characteristics and 

tendencies that determine peoples’ commonalities and differences in thoughts, feelings, and 

actions (Maddi 1989)”. Culture, as we understand this concept, is mostly evolving and non 

static. Therefore, though clearly correlated, personality is not individual culture as we define 

it. Furthermore, in our understanding, personality includes the innate as well as acquired 

idiosyncrasies of the individual whereas individual culture is only acquired through 

socialization. The innate specificities of the individual will influence the development of the 

individual’s culture but are not part of it.  

What we name individual culture appears to be also inter-related with the construct which 

Kitayama, Markus, Matsumoto and Norasakkunkit (1997) name the individual psychological 

systems. These authors indicate that, through socialization processes, individuals gradually 

develop “a set of cognitive, emotional, and motivational processes that enable them to 

function well--naturally, flexibly, and adaptively--in the types of situations that are fairly 

common and recurrent in the cultural context” (page 1245). Furthermore, they underline that 

these individual psychological tendencies are “constituent elements of a given cultural system 

and cannot be separated from it. An individual's psychological systems must be attuned to and 

coordinated with the cultural system in which she or he is participating […] Psychological 

process and cultural content are being constantly reconstituted by one another” (page 1246). 
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One could consider individual culture as being the resultant of the interactions between group 

cultures, personality and individual psychological systems. 

In IS research, the path to the conceptualization of culture at the individual level was opened 

by Straub, Loch, Evaristo, Karahanna and Srite (2002) and subsequent works of this school of 

thought (Gallivan and Srite, 2005, Karahanna, Evaristo and Srite, 2005; Karahanna, Agarwal 

and Angst, 2006; Srite and Karahanna, 2006) have provided an essential, major contribution 

towards cumulative tradition. The present article enrols in this research tradition. 

Karahanna et al. (2005) propose to define the cultural layers which constitute culture, in terms 

of values and practices. But, using Schein’s (1991) model of culture to help us in our analysis, 

we should add a third important dimension: the basic, underlying assumptions. We therefore 

define individual culture as an open system of acquired knowledge expressed through basic 

assumptions, values, and behaviors espoused by the individual through socialization and 

cognitive processing of his groups of affiliation’s norms.  

Settling at the individual level to study culture leads us to investigate all cultural layers also at 

the individual level. In each specific cultural layer, including the IT- cultural layer which we 

name the Individual IT-culture (IITC) has three components: specific basic assumptions, 

specific values and specific behaviors. We then define an Individual’s IT-culture as the 

individual’s open system of acquired knowledge of IT expressed through his IT-related 

visible, audible behaviors, IT-related values, IT-related underlying assumptions; this system 

results from the individual’s affiliation to an IT-users group. 

Many IT have reached the status of ordinary objects blended in social practices (Jouët, 2000); 

therefore we argue that this IT-culture layer does exist today in the global culture of all 

individuals, whatever their nationality, religion, age, ethnic origin, etc. This layer belongs to 

the supra-national level of the cultural hierarchy described by Karahanna et al (2005) which 

includes “any cultural differences that cross national boundaries or can be seen to exist in 

more than one nation” (Karahanna et al, 2005 page5).  

We argue that individual culture and group culture are distinct entities which need to be 

studied and apprehended separately before we can understand their interconnections and 

identify possible average central tendencies in group culture.  

Our purpose is to conceptualize and study culture (and more specifically IT-culture) at the 

individual level in order to better assess culture (and IT-culture) at group level. Through the 

IITC layer we propose to observe the dynamic interactions between the various cultural 

layers of the individual and their resultant.  
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1-3-2- A value-based approach to culture 

Straub et al (2002) propose to classify the numerous definitions of culture which have been 

developed in social sciences into three main groups: definitions based on shared values, 

definitions based on problem solving and general all-encompassing definitions. They show 

that different definitions lead to different approaches. 

We have defined group culture as a group’s open system of normative, consensual, acquired 

knowledge expressed through the group’s common set of basic assumptions, values and 

behaviors; we have defined individual culture as an open system of acquired knowledge 

expressed through basic assumptions, values, and behaviors espoused by the individual 

through socialization and cognitive processing of his groups of affiliation’s norms. Finally we 

have defined Individual IT-culture as the individual’s open system of acquired knowledge of 

IT expressed through his/her IT-related visible, audible behaviors, IT-related values, IT-

related underlying assumptions.  

Thus there is a need to clarify and render explicit the three components (basic assumptions, 

values and behaviors) which allow us to define group culture, individual culture, and IT-

culture; we have to find out how these three components interact with, and are embedded into, 

one another.  

Audible, visible behaviors expressed through artefacts (the most accessible, explicit 

component) are the day to day vectors through which values and underlying assumptions 

express themselves. Underlying basic assumptions (the least accessible, most implicit 

component) are values which have sedimented i.e. they are values that have become tacitly 

accepted and are unquestioned by the individual. They are mostly unconscious and buried 

deeply in the individual, thus difficult to reach and impact on directly.  

Underlying assumptions as well as behaviors expressed through artefacts are then directly 

related to values.  

We therefore adopt in this article a value based approach to culture; this approach is 

particularly well suited to the study of culture at the individual level as well as at the group 

level , as “values are held by individuals as well as by collectivities” (Hofstede, 2001 page 5).  

Thus, we have to explore more specifically the notion of values and IT-values. Leidner and 

Kayworth (2006) underline that “research on IT-values is still at a nascent stage and much 

remains to be done in isolating and understanding IT-related values and the impact of these 

values on IT- projects” (Leidner and Kayworth, 2006 page 371). 
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But “beliefs, attitudes, and values are all organized together to form a functionally integrated 

cognitive system, so that a change in any part of the system will affect other parts, and will 

culminate in behavioral change” (Rokeach, 1972 page ix). Therefore in order to study values 

we first have to “disentangle” various concepts, and we need to find our way through what 

Campbell (1963) named a “terminological forest” (see Table 1- 5) 

1-3-3- Finding a path in the “terminological forest”: from values to needs 

To find a path in the aforementioned terminological forest, Rokeach (1973) has been our 

guide though we have also called upon other authors when complementary perspectives and 

further information were needed. 

1-2-3-1- Beliefs, values and value system 

The term value(s) is used in social sciences with different but related meanings (Hofstede, 

2002b). It is a key concept used in sociology, anthropology, ethnology, social psychology, 

educational science and political science (Wach and Hammer, 2003). Schwartz (2006) 

underlines us that there have been many different conceptions of this term: Boudon, 2001; 

Inglehart, 1997; Kohn, 1969; Parsons, 1951; Rokeach, 1973; etc. In this study, we shall limit 

ourselves to Rokeach’s (1972-1973) approach to values and value systems completed and 

extended by Schwartz (1992-2006). Rokeach himself gives different definitions of the word 

“value”. His most commonly retained definition of a value is: “an enduring belief that a 

specific mode of conduct [instrumental value] or end-state of existence [terminal value] is 

personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of 

existence” (Rokeach, 1973 page 5). However he also stresses not to confound beliefs and 

value: “Values are abstract ideals, positive or negative, not tied to any specific attitude object 

or situation” (Rokeach, 1972 page 124), whereas beliefs are “simple proposition(s), conscious 

or unconscious, inferred by what a person says or does, capable of being preceded by the 

phrase ‘I believe that….’. The content of a belief may describe the object of belief as true or 

false, correct or incorrect; evaluate it as good or bad” (Rokeach, 1972 page 113). 
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Table 1- 5: The “terminological forest”- The various psycho-sociological concepts called upon (Concepts are ordered in 
alphabetical order) 

 

Concept Authors Definitions/elements retained 

Attitude Rokeach, 1973 
- An attitude is “the set of interrelated predispositions to action organized around an object or situation” (page 18). 
- An attitude refers to an organization of several beliefs that are all focused on a given object or situation” (page 
18) 

Behavior 
Conner and 
Becker, 1975 

“Behavior generally is viewed as manifestation of values and attitudes” (page 551). 

Beliefs Rokeach, 1972 
Beliefs are “simple proposition(s), conscious or unconscious, inferred by what a person says or does, capable of 
being preceded by the phrase ‘I believe that….’. The content of a belief may describe the object of belief as true or 
false, correct or incorrect; evaluate it as good or bad” (Rokeach, 1972 page 113). 

Motivation 

- Latham and 
Pinder, 2005 
 
- Vallerand, 
1997 

-“Motivation is a psychological process resulting from the interaction between the individual and the 
environment.” (page 486) 
 
-“Over the years, researchers have come to identify two classes of motivated behaviors. The first deals with 
behavior performed for itself, in order to experience pleasure and satisfaction, inherent to the activity and has been 
called intrinsic motivation. The second which involves performing behavior, in order to achieve some separate 
goal, such as receiving rewards or avoiding punishment, has been termed extrinsic motivation” (page 271) 

Needs 

- Maslow, 
1954 
 
 
- Rokeach, 
1973 

- Needs constitute an internal force which guides behaviors; when a need is not satisfied, the individual will act in 
such a way that he/she will be able to satisfy that need. 
 
- “Needs are antecedents to values…Similarities […] in the expression of individual needs will […] reduce the 
total number of possible variations by shaping the value systems of many people in similar ways” (page 23) 
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Concept Authors Definitions/elements retained 

Norms Rokeach, 1973 
“A value is more personal and internal, whereas a norm is consensual and external to the person” (page 19). 
“A value transcends specific situations; in contrast a social norm is a prescription or proscription to behave in a 
specific way in a specific situation”(page 19) 

Value(s) 

- Rokeach, 
1973 
 
 
 
 
 
- Schwartz and 
Bilsky, 1987 
 
 
- Schwartz, 
1994 
 
 
-Schwartz, 
2006 

-A value is “an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct [instrumental value] or end-state of existence 
[terminal value] is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of 
existence” (page 5). “Values are abstract ideals, positive or negative” (page 124). 
-“The long-range functions [of values] are to give expression to basic human needs” (page 14) 
- “Values express human needs…values are the cognitive representations and transformations of needs” (page 20) 
- “Values have a strong motivational component” (page 14) 
 
-“Values are cognitive representations of three types of universal human requirements: biologically based needs of 
the organism, social interactional requirements for interpersonal coordination, and social institutional demands for 
group welfare and survival” (page 551) 
 
-“A value is a (1) belief (2) pertaining to desirable end-states or modes of conduct, that (3) transcends specific 
situations, (4) guides selection or evaluation of behavior, people, and events, and (5) is ordered by importance 
relative to other values to form a system of value priorities (Schwartz and Bilsky, 1987, 1990; Schwartz, 1992)” 
(page 3) 
- Ten values common to all individuals Hedonism, Stimulation, Self-Direction, Universalism, Benevolence, 
Conformity, Tradition, Security, Power, Achievement. 

Value system Rokeach, 1973 
The value system is “an enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable modes of conduct or end-states of 
existence along a continuum of relative importance” (Rokeach, 1973 page 5). 
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Rokeach identifies 36 values which all human beings possess which we name fundamental 

values. Amongst the 36 fundamental values identified by Rokeach, 18 are defined as 

instrumental values which include competence/self actualization values and moral values and 

18 are defined as terminal values which include personal, self-centred values and social, 

society centred values. Self-centred and self-actualization values are intrapersonal; moral and 

social values are interpersonal. Concerning the “ought” character of values (implying a sense 

of obligation brought upon oneself), Rokeach suggests that “‘oughtness’ is more an attribute 

of instrumental rather than terminal values and more an attribute of instrumental values that 

concern morality (moral and social values) than of those concerning competence” (Rokeach, 

1973 p. 9); hence interpersonal values also have a stronger “ought” character than 

intrapersonal values. These elements are summarized in figure 1-2, the letter O meaning 

“Oughtness”. The moral values, which possess the highest “ought” character, could then be 

considered as a privileged zone of managerial concern.  

 

 

Figure 1- 2: The individual’s value system: our interpretation of Rokeach’s 
differentiation of a human being’s fundamental values 

 

Rokeach stresses that what differentiates individuals is not the set of fundamental values 

which they all possess but the way these values are organized and ranked, thus their value 
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system which Rokeach defines as “an enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable 

modes of conduct or end-states of existence along a continuum of relative importance” 

(Rokeach, 1973 page 5). Values, then, are ranked and organized in the value system which 

results in and builds up the individual self concept (Rokeach, 1973) which answers the 

question “who am I?”. Wach and Hammer (2003) confirm that, as early as 1913, Spranger 

had stressed that one should not study values independently from the whole which they 

constitute. 

In order to study value systems and following the tradition initiated by Kluckhohn (1951) and 

Rokeach (1973), Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) and Schwartz (1992, 2006) have also focused on 

the content of values. Schwartz (1992) extends Rokeach’s work and first identifies 57 

fundamental values. In a deliberately de-contextualized manner, Schwartz demonstrates the 

universality of these human values and of their structure, but not of their hierarchy, nor their 

scaling, positive or negative (Wach and Hammer, 2003); this allows conciliating similarities 

between social groups (structure) and specificities (relative importance of each value). 

Schwartz’s (1992) model of human values, which confirms and extends Rokeach’s, was 

tested and confirmed on representative samples from over 25 countries. Schwartz finally 

identifies ten fundamental, motivationally distinct, human values (encompassing the 57 values 

previously identified) and their dynamics (opposition or accordance): intra- personal/ 

individual/ personal focus values: power, accomplishment, stimulation, hedonism, autonomy 

and inter-personal/ social/ group focus values: universalism, benevolence, conformity, 

tradition with security pertaining both to individual as well as to social values. While 

maintaining Rokeach’s differentiation between intra personal/ individual values and 

interpersonal/ social group values, Schwartz (1992) proposes to eliminate Rokeach’s 

differentiation between instrumental and terminal values; he suggests that only one “single 

form, either terminal or instrumental, is needed to measure values” (page 57), but we must 

keep in mind the fact that he is concerned with fundamental values, common to all human 

beings. 

1-3-3-2-Attitudes, behaviors and values 

Rokeach (1973) clearly differentiates values and attitudes: “An attitude differs from a value in 

that it refers to an organization of several beliefs that are all focused on a given object or 

situation. A value, on the other hand, refers to a single belief […] that has a transcendental 

quality […] across specific objects” (page18). This prehension of the concept of attitudes is 
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also shared by Theodorson, G.A. and Theodorson, A.G (1969): “An attitude is an orientation 

toward certain objects or situations” (page 19). 

Attitudes, are then sub systems of some ranked beliefs and values, and are antecedents to 

behaviors, several attitudes leading to a specific behavior, which is referred to as a way of 

doing things, or a way of finding ways of doing things. As summarized by Conner and Becker 

(1975), “in brief, then, values may be thought as global beliefs about desirable end-states 

underlying attitudinal and behavioural processes. Attitudes are seen to constitute cognitive 

and affective orientations toward specific objects and situations. Behavior generally is viewed 

as manifestation of values and attitudes” (page 551).  

 

But if we can study values, and more generally value systems, as critical independent 

explanatory variables, leading to attitudes and behaviors, we can also consider them as 

dependent variables and investigate their possible antecedents.  

 

Rokeach precisely addresses this point and shows us the way from values to their antecedents: 

needs. 

1-3-3-3- Needs, motivation and values 

“Values express human needs…values are the cognitive representations and transformations 

of needs” (Rokeach, 1973 page 20). He reminds us that some researchers like Maslow (1959, 

1964) or Murray (1938) consider values as equivalent to needs. Here again, we rather choose 

to follow Rokeach who tells us that: “values are the cognitive representation not only of 

individual needs but also of societal and institutional demands” (page 20).  

Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) also consider values, by essence, related to human needs/ 

requirements. They clearly confirm the theoretical assumption about the nature and sources of 

values: “values are cognitive representations of three types of universal requirements [i.e. 

needs]: biologically based needs of the organism, social interactional requirements for 

interpersonal coordination, and social institutional demands for group welfare and survival” 

(page 551). They indicate that these requirements/needs are then cognitively transformed into 

goals to aim at or into values.  

We therefore investigate further the concept of needs as antecedents to values. 

“Needs represent an internal energy force that directs behavior toward actions that permit the 

satisfaction and release of the need itself (i.e., satiation). This is what drives us to do whatever 

we do” (Steel and König, 2006). As Au, Ngai and Cheng (2008) remind us, needs theory 
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relies mostly today on the works of Alderfer (1969), Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman 

(1959), Mc Clelland (1965), and Maslow (1943). These works, themselves, rely on the fact 

that when a need is not satisfied, the individual will act in such a way that he/she will be able 

to satisfy that need. Needs are thus seen as an internal force which guides behaviors (Maslow, 

1954). Maslow’s work and his hierarchy of needs (1954) have had a major influence on 

organizational behavior research (Argyris, 1964; Beer, 1966; Mc Gregor, 1960; Porter, 1963).  

With his hierarchical model of needs, Maslow (1954) shows that all human beings have 

fundamental needs ranking from physiological needs (i.e. biological needs for survival; e.g. 

oxygen, food, water, warmth) to self-actualization needs (i.e. need to attain all that one feels 

one is capable of becoming) through safety needs (i.e. needs for one’s security, safety), social 

needs (i.e. need of affiliation to a group, of belonging to a social structure), and esteem needs 

(i.e. needs for status within one’s group). Maslow (1954) witnesses that in most cases he met 

as a practitioner, superior needs could not be attained until inferior needs were fulfilled.  

Modifications were brought to Maslow’s model subsequently by other researchers (Barnes, 

1960; Harrison, 1966; Alderfer, 1969) mostly concerning the levels of needs (two or three 

levels of needs depending on the authors) and the hierarchy’s order of the individual’s needs 

which has been found to vary depending on the national culture of the individual (hence on 

his/her national values).  

Needs and motivation are closely intertwined. Motivation is a psychological process which 

results from the interaction between an individual (hence his/her needs) and his/her 

environment (Latham and Pinder, 2005); Rokeach indicates that motivation is a component of 

values: “Values have a strong motivational component” (Rokeach, page 14), but he/she does 

not inform us further… Furthermore, many recent integrative motivational models include the 

individual’s values as significant variables in the individual’s choices and behaviors (e.g. 

Locke and Latham, 2004; Meyer, Becker and Vandenberghe, 2004); however no consensual 

theoretical proposal appears yet to be available in the literature to explain fully the 

relationship between needs and motivation (Dalmas, 2007). Most authors agree on the fact 

that human needs are antecedents to values and lead to motivation. However there appears to 

be no consensus in the literature as to which human needs are fundamental, common to all 

human beings; consequently there is no consensus either as to the fact that all motivation 

results from fundamental needs. We therefore have to assume that all motivation may not 

result from fundamental needs. 
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Vallerand (1997, 2001) underlines of the three different types of motivation: amotivation (the 

state of “lacking an intention to act” resulting from various beliefs), intrinsic motivation 

(“doing an activity for its inherent satisfaction rather than for some separable consequence” :  

 
Table 1- 6: Needs and Motivation theories called upon 

Authors Construct 
Dimensions 

studied 

Maslow (1954) Human needs 
Self-actualization – Esteem – 

Social – Safety - 
Physiological 

Vallerand (1997, 2001) Intrinsic motivation 
To know - To accomplish - 
To experience - stimulation 

Deci and Ryan (1985) 
Ryan and Deci (2000) 

Extrinsic motivation 

External regulation - 
Introjected regulation - 
Identified regulation - 
Integrated regulation 

Pelletier et al (1997) Amotivation 
Ability beliefs - Strategy 

beliefs - Efforts – beliefs - 
Inaptitude beliefs 

Vallerand (1997, 2001) 

Global model of motivation 
including intrinsic motivation, 

extrinsic motivation and 
amotivation 

Situational – Contextual - 
Global 

 

Ryan and Deci, 2000 page 56) and extrinsic motivation (“that pertains whenever an activity is 

done in order to attain separable outcome”: Ryan and Deci, 2000 page 60); Vallerand 

proposes a model of motivation with three hierarchical levels of generality: global motivation 

(personality), contextual motivation (life domain) and situational motivation (state); the three 

different types of motivation (intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation) at 

the three levels defined by Vallerand (situational, contextual, global) result in affects, 

cognitions and behaviors. Vallerand approaches the concepts of extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivation as well as amotivation from multidimensional perspectives: he defines three 

dimensions of intrinsic motivation (to know i.e. to learn, to accomplish i.e. to create 

something, to surpass oneself, and to experience stimulation i.e. mainly associated with one’s 

senses) and reminds us of the four dimensions of extrinsic motivation brought to light by Deci 

and Ryan (1985, 2000): integrated regulation i.e. assimilated to the self, congruent with one’s 

needs and values, identified regulation i.e. accepted as one’s own because outcome is 

perceived as important to achieve one’s goal, introjected regulation i.e. to attain pride and/or 
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ego-enhancements and external regulation i.e. with an “external locus of causality”: Ryan and 

Deci, 2000. Vallerand (1997) also reviews the ongoing works of Pelletier, Tuson and Haddad 

(1997) about the concept of amotivation; these authors identify a four-factor model of 

amotivation due to capacity-ability beliefs, strategy beliefs, capacity-effort beliefs and 

helplessness beliefs (page 282). The various needs and motivation theories called upon have 

been summarized in Table 1- 6. 

Our investigations concerning the multiple and complex relationships between values, needs, 

and motivation lead us to the following question: if needs are antecedents to values, how are 

needs transformed into values? Rokeach gives us, again, the necessary elements to answer 

this question. 

1-3-3-4- Norms and values 

Rokeach clearly distinguishes norms and values: “a value is more personal and internal, 

whereas a norm is consensual and external to the person” and “a value transcends specific 

situations; in contrast a social norm is a prescription or proscription to behave in a specific 

way in a specific situation” (Rokeach, 1973 p.19). He does not explicitly position group 

norms; however he indicates that “once (such) demands and needs become cognitively 

transformed into values, they are capable of being defended, justified, advocated, and 

exhorted as personally and socially desirable” (Rokeach, 1973 p.20) which implies that the 

societal and institutional demands as well as the individual’s needs have to be processed 

through group norms in order to be cognitively transformed into values. 

 Having disentangled the various concepts needed in our theoretical framework and having 

investigated their inter-relations as proposed in the literature, we found a path in the 

terminological forest leading from values to needs and motivation and we now apply these 

concepts to inform our theoretical model. 

1-4- The Spinning Top Theory 

In the Spinning Top Theory (STT), we first differentiate between fundamental and specific 

values and investigate the multi level structuring of the individual’s global value system; we 

then concentrate on the Individual IT-value system and show the recursive processes between 

the individual fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage, IT-organizational needs and IT-

values through the emergence of specific IT-needs. Finally, we propose a model of culture 

and investigate more particularly the structuring of the individual IT-culture layer.  
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1-4-1- Fundamental values and specific values  

Rokeach’s and Schwartz’s concern is with what we name fundamental values common to all 

individuals. We argue for a differentiation of values between fundamental values (self 

direction, universalism, etc.) and specific domain values (IT-values, organizational values, 

national values, etc.), the two sets interacting with each other.  

 

Figure 1- 3: The multi level structure of an individual’s global value system 

 

Beyond the ten fundamental, motivationally distinct, values identified by Schwartz which all 

individuals have been shown to possess, we argue that specific beliefs (IT beliefs, 

organizational beliefs, etc) are born, through socialization, context and group norms; when 

enduring and sedimenting, these beliefs progressively become values, specific to a given 

domain (e.g. IT-values, organizational values, etc) and are organized in specific domain 
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values systems, pertaining to each specific cultural layer; these specific values systems 

interact with the fundamental values system (see figure 1-3). The specific domains values are 

seen to emerge through specific group activities. Managerial implication through 

organizational socialization could play an important role in the emergence of these new 

beliefs and further empirical investigation on this issue could be important.  

Thus, we propose that the global value system can be conceptualized as constituted of the ten 

fundamental, motivationally distinct, ranked, values identified by Schwartz and of a set of 

ranked specific domains values which may differ from one individual to the next (see figure 

1- 4). 

 
 Figure 1- 4: The individual’s global value system 

 

We follow Schwartz while studying fundamental values, but we choose to keep Rokeach’s 

differentiation between instrumental and terminal values, when we study specific domains 

values related to specific cultural layers; this differentiation appears important in our 

theoretical development and as our purpose is not to measure directly values but to find 

alternative possible means to assess them, and more specifically IT-values, through possible 

antecedents and/or components. 
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We propose to apply Rokeach’s differentiation between instrumental and terminal values to 

IT- values without presuming of the number of IT- values which could be found as common 

to all individuals and which still remain to be identified.  

Instrumental intrapersonal IT-values could include values related to IT-self-image, 

instrumental interpersonal IT-values could include values related to IT-self-efficacy, terminal 

intrapersonal IT-values could include values related to affective commitment to IT, and 

terminal interpersonal IT-values could include values related to normative commitment to IT. 

(See figure 1-5). 

 

 

 
Figure 1- 5: The Individual IT-value System (IITS) 
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with an organizational attitude of interpersonal collaboration, can lead to an IT-behavior 

perceived as emulating by other users (See figure 1-6). 

 

 
Figure 1- 6: Illustration of two attitudes leading to an IT-behavior 

 

1-4-2- From fundamental needs to specific IT-needs through IT-motivation 

and IT-values. 

Maslow’s model has been used very recently in organizational research as a metaphor to 
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connectivity (to allow the survival of the organization), stability and security (to stabilize and 

secure the technological organizational infrastructure), integrated information (to provide 

reliable information in order to make adequate business decisions), competitive differentiation 

(to differentiate strategically from other organizations), paradigm shifting (to change 

consumers’ behavior and expectations); these needs are ordered following the degree of 

technological maturity reached by the organization through the satisfaction of those IT-needs. 

Whatever the level of technological maturity that an organization wishes to reach, each of the 
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jeopardizing the access to higher levels. Urwiller and Frolick (2008) underline the necessity 

of a deep partnership between the managerial and the IT- teams, to allow the organization to 

reach a high level of technological maturity. But for an organization to reach a high level of 

technological maturity, we argue that it appears of utmost importance to also take into account 

the users’ fundamental needs, and more particularly if and how some of these needs could be 

satisfied through IT-usage. If both the organizational IT-needs as well as the users’ needs are 

assessed and aligned, through organizational socialization centred on IT, then organizational 

IT-training can be customized in order to fulfil the identified needs.  

IT-values, and the system which they constitute (IITS), are conceptualized as resulting from 

the fundamental needs of the individual, the IT-demands from the organization (resulting 

from the organizational IT-needs) and organizational socialization centred on IT. The societal 

and organizational IT-demands as well as the individual’s fundamental needs have to be 

processed through IT-group norms in order to be cognitively transformed into IT-values 

(figure 1-7). This shows precisely the level at which managerial implication, through 

organizational socialization centred on IT leading to organizational IT-training, could be 

important. During socialization, IT- group norms are filtered through the individual’s 

cognitive processes and help the ranking of IT-values which are, in turn, organized in the 

Individual IT-value System (IITS).  

We can start informing the IITS through the many competing models which have been 

developed in IT acceptance research. These models have been integrated in the Unified 

Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT: Venkatesh, Morris, Davis and Davis, 

2003). UTAUT can help us start informing the proposed model of IITS as illustrated in figure 

1- 5 and integrated in diagram 1-7. The four constructs described in UTAUT as playing a 

“significant role as direct determinants of user acceptance and usage behavior” (Venkatesh et 

al, 2003; page 447) are performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, 

facilitating conditions. 

Using Rokeach’s work, these constructs can be positioned in the IITS while keeping in mind 

that “instrumental values are motivating because the idealized modes of behavior they are 

concerned with are perceived to be instrumental to the attainment of desired end-goals. [...] 

Terminal values are motivating because they represent super goals beyond immediate [...] 

goals” (Rokeach, 1973, page 14).  

- Effort expectancy can be understood as expressing the enduring belief (i.e. the value) that 
using IT is (or is not) easy; that is an instrumental self actualization IT value.  
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Figure 1- 7: The emergence of individual IT-needs 
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- Performance expectancy can be understood as expressing the enduring belief that using IT 

enables one to accomplish tasks more quickly (or not); that is a terminal self-centred IT value. 

- Facilitating conditions can be understood as expressing the enduring belief that the user will 

(or will not) find, in his environment/context, the means to acquire the knowledge needed to 

use IT adequately; that is an instrumental moral IT- group value. 

- Social influence can be understood as expressing the enduring belief that people who 

influence one’s behavior think one should (or should not) use IT; that is a terminal social 

/society centred IT –value. 

But values have a strong motivational component (Rokeach, 1973) and if we apply 

Vallerand’s work at this stage, this allows us to identify Intrinsic IT-motivation and extrinsic 

IT-motivation as multi-dimensional underlying constructs/ components of specific IT-values 

which lead to IT-attitudes and IT-behaviors, all three leading in turn to new individual 

emerging IT-needs. Following the three levels of generalization proposed by Vallerand, we 

argue that these IT- needs can be perceived by the individual at situational, contextual and/or 

global levels; thus a possible hierarchy of IT-needs then starts emerging: 

- Situational IT-needs: need for specific IT in order to fulfill some given tasks  

- Contextual IT-needs: need to use IT globally in some given context(s) e.g. work, 

leisure, academic,…contexts 

- Global IT-needs: needs for IT in all aspects of one’s life. The use of IT is implicit in 

one’s everyday life. One might do without IT, if compelled to do so, but with 

difficulty and discomfort.  

In a recursive fashion, the satisfaction of the individual’s IT-needs can be seen as instrumental 

to the satisfaction of some of the individual’s fundamental needs. 

 
A simple example/ an illustration of what precedes, applied to the IS field, is summarized in 

figure 1- 8. In a corporate setting of integrated information needs, the decision to implement a 

new ERP might be taken at managerial level. We consider a user which we shall name John. 

The use of the new ERP satisfies some of his fundamental needs:  

- Security needs i.e. the use of the new ERP being mandatory, John fulfils his need to 

secure his job through it. 

- Social needs i.e. John fulfils his need for affiliation to his work group, through the use 

of this ERP. 
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- Self-actualization i.e. Through the use of the new ERP, John fulfils his need to acquire 

new competencies. 

 

 

Figure 1- 8: An example of a user’s emerging IT-needs 

Regular informal meetings, centred on the new ERP implementation, allow the corporate IT-

needs and John’s own fundamental needs to be processed through his IT-users group’s norms 
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(which, in this given example, include global acceptance of the new ERP by John’s IT-users’ 

group) and through John’s own cognitive processes leading to both extrinsic and intrinsic IT-

motivation and creating sedimented/enduring beliefs i.e. values: John believes he will find in 

his work environment the means to acquire the IT-knowledge needed for adequate use of the 

new ERP which is instrumental to his belief that his hierarchy considers he should use it. 

From these values, John’s IT-attitude of voluntary involvement and personal commitment to 

the new IT implementation emerges.  

John’s IT-attitude results in a behavior perceived as emulating for other users e.g. if John is 

perceived to use the new ERP with ease, and in a way which improves his self-efficacy, it will 

encourage others to try and do the same. John’s perceived contextual IT-needs then emerge 

i.e. his perceived need for IT in his work life in order to do his job. This contextual IT-need 

includes and extends John’s situational need for the new ERP. The concept of IT-needs, 

although implicitly accepted and called upon in IS acceptance research, is not explicitly 

addressed in the literature; and very few works in IS research explicitly call upon needs 

theory: Au et al (2008); Ching-Sheng and Wen-Bin (2006); Hung-Chang and Neng-Pai, 

(2004). 

We have found even fewer recent works truly building upon motivation theory and which 

have informed past IS acceptance research (Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1992; Venkatesh 

and Speier, 1999); furthermore, the identified works do not use the full results of motivation 

research which has continued to proceed and evolve in the last two decades. Concerning 

intrinsic motivation, only intrinsic motivation to experience stimulation and the approximate 

(in motivational terms) construct of perceived enjoyment appear to have been exploited 

(Davis, Baggozzi and Warshaw, 1989) leaving aside the other two dimensions of intrinsic 

motivation (intrinsic motivation to know and to accomplish: Vallerand, 1997- 2001). 

Concerning extrinsic motivation, the various dimensions of this construct, brought to light by 

Deci and Ryan (1985- 2000) have not yet been fully exploited either. Furthermore, acceptance 

research has mostly been done at the situational level and studies specific IT-tools. We posit 

here that, if as we understand it, IT- usage has become a cultural phenomenon, it needs to be 

studied at the three levels of generalization, i.e. situational, contextual and global levels. 

Thus we have brought to light the recursive processes between fundamental needs and IT-

values (with the important component of IT-motivation) leading to the emergence of IT-needs 

through organizational socialization.  
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1-4-3- The Spinning Top Model (STM) 

Hofstede reminds us that the many significances of the word culture all originate from the 

Latin origin of the word: the ploughing of the land (Hofstede, 1991 page 19) that is the work 

done on the soil, i.e. on an existing nature. This work could not be done without its 

prerequisite: the soil. Using this homonymy, it appears expedient to us, not to dissociate the 

innate and acquired dimensions in a human being, the acquired elements (culture) 

presupposing a pre-existing material (the innate part of the individual). However it does not 

appear productive to us to confront/oppose the two notions but rather to associate them in a de 

facto state which constitutes the individual. Rather than involve ourselves in the ancient 

debate of “nature versus culture” or “nature versus nurture”, we propose to consider and study 

how these two components intermingle within an individual and their resulting force. In order 

to do so we shall use a Spinning Top metaphor. 

Metaphors can be defined as “cognitive lenses we use to make sense of all situations” 

(Kendall and Kendall, 1993). In Organization science, the use of metaphors is not something 

new. As sustained by Smircich (1983), “throughout the development of administrative theory 

and practice, organization theorists and managers alike have used a variety of metaphors, or 

images, to bound, frame and differentiate that category of experience referred to as (an) 

‘organization’” (Smircich, 1983 page 340). The most common metaphors used for 

organizational analysis consider organizations as “machines” or “organisms” (Koch and 

Deetz, 1981. In the field of Information Systems, the rapid developments and pervasive use of 

new technology has been accompanied by the application of a vast number of terms borrowed 

from the day-to-day life, like memory, address, etc. (Nielsen, 1991). The use of a particular 

metaphor is often not a conscious choice, nor made explicit, but can be inferred from the way 

the subject is approached, by discerning the underlying assumptions that are made about the 

subject (Smircich, 1983). Literature linking IS to culture is a very rich ground for metaphoric 

developments. Mason (1991) argued that metaphors play a crucial role in enacting corporate 

strategy and linking strategic thinking with IT planning. Kaarst-Brown and Robey (1999) 

used the metaphor of magic to represent the dynamic and somehow uncertain nature of IT. 

Straub et al. (2002) introduced the virtual onion metaphor to represent the multi-layered 

nature of individual’s culture. 

We use in this study a Spinning Top metaphor as a cognitive lens in order to make sense and 

apply the theoretical framework we have developed. 
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It is important to underline that the model we present here is not an attempt to reify the 

concept represented by the word culture but rather an attempt to develop a model which, 

though not doing justice to the complexity of the concept, can be made operational as easily 

as possible in an organizational context of human/IS interactions. We propose a conceptual 

model of the individual’s multi-layered culture, seen as a set of embedded cylinders, rotating 

around their fundamental core cylindrical axis (see figure 1- 9). This axis is made up of the 

fundamental values common to all individuals and of their fundamental needs; it also includes 

the characteristics the individual is, biologically, genetically, born with, before primary 

socialization occurred during his/her childhood. Each subsequent cylinder represents one of 

the individual’s cultural layers, which include the IITC. This fundamental core will affect the 

development of the individual’s cultural layers as, though these are structured through the 

individual’s varied socializations, they also feed and grow upon the fundamental core axis. 

We consider this an important element particularly when, in a managerial perspective, and in 

the context of a new IT implementation, one ought to consider specific training facilities 

depending on users’ IITC profiles (which also depend on the individuals’ natural dispositions) 

and not only tailored on their academic level, their professional attributes or their hierarchical 

position in the organization.  

 
Figure 1- 9: The Spinning Top Model (STM) 
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All layers of the Spinning Top Model (STM) are mobile and porous; their volume as well as 

their positioning, with respect to the central innate core, are not fixed and will vary, 

depending on possible changes of external circumstances. The layers closest to the core layer 

are the most stable, their possible varying dimensions signalling their relative importance in 

the individual’s global culture. Thus, figure 1- 9 illustrates the possible representation of a 

human being seen as a cultural being with no particular cultural salience, except concerning 

the specific hierarchy of his cultural layers, with the national culture being closest to the core 

of the spinning top and most stable in his global culture. Figure 1- 10 illustrates the possible 

representation of the American computer “Geek”/”nerd” or the Japanese “Otaku”, 

impregnated with IT, and who cannot stay away from his/her computer. The IITC layer is 

very thick and closest to the central fundamental component of this individual and is salient in 

the global culture of the individual. In the IITC layer of this individual, one can envisage the 

most unconscious, implicit sub-level which includes the basic assumptions of the individual 

related to IT, as being also salient.  

 

 
Figure 1- 10: Illustration of a technological cultural salience  

 
As Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) remind us past research works did study this type of 

cultural salience. Some of them highlight the negative aspects of what can be considered an 
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addiction to some IT (Dern 1996, Nash, 1997, Sinha, 1999); however other works 

(Csikszentmihalayi, 1990; Ghani and Deshpande, 1994) also suggest that positive attitudes 

and exploratory use of IT could result from this type of profile. Through our model, these 

conflicting results could now be explained as the expression of different individual 

fundamental needs satisfied through IT- usage (e.g. self- accomplishment needs versus power 

needs)  

Each layer of culture, national, organizational, etc, and also technological, has three sub- 

levels as illustrated by the 3 lines on each cultural layer in figures 1-9 and 1-10. In the IT 

cultural layer those three sub levels are IT-related behaviors, IT-related values and IT-related 

underlying assumptions as illustrated in the IITC cross section diagram in the top right hand 

corner of figure 1- 9. When in presence of other individuals, in a given context (e.g. an IT 

implementation project) the whole set of rotating cylinders speeds up and takes the shape of a 

spinning top, allowing all layers to intermingle into three transcendental levels: all underlying 

assumptions – all values – total visible, audible behaviors. Through socialization, the speeding 

up of the Spinning Top also allows all salient features to be metaphorically projected 

outwardly and to intervene in the socialization processes between individuals. 

Thus, the Spinning Top Model allows us to answer one of the questions brought forward by 

Straub et al (2002); that is we have determined the layer of culture one should consider 

depending on the issue under investigation, even though all layers also have to be considered 

in one’s research designs. In IS research, one should certainly first concentrate on and 

investigate the IITC layer and IT-needs before considering the global culture of individuals, 

while keeping in mind that all other cultural layers of the individual’s culture will impact this 

particular layer. 

However one could legitimately enquire as to when, how and why this specific layer (or any 

other cultural layer) builds up and becomes structured into the three constituting levels i.e. 

specific basic assumptions, specific values and specific behaviors. We shall therefore and 

finally aim at addressing this enquiry. 

1-4-4- The structuring of a cultural layer e.g. the IITC 

Dawkins (1989, 1996) has brought forward many original ideas, sometimes thought 

controversial when they were first brought forward, but eventually widely adopted. One of 

these ideas appears to us of particular interest in our theory building if we take it out of its 

controversial context. It is his concept of “memes”; this term is a play on the words “mime”, 

“memory” and “gene”, and also on the French word “même” meaning “same”. Guillo (2002) 
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explains Dawkins’ (1996) prehension of culture as a set of elementary ideas, the “memes”; he 

proceeds to give examples; a meme can be a cookery recipe, a piece of music, a mathematical 

theorem, the idea of God… These ideas are transmitted, like a virus, from one human brain to 

the next, sometimes with modifications during the process of transmission/ replication: a word 

is changed in a song, a government amends a law, a technological innovation emerges and is 

adopted, etc. Sometimes, these “memes” spread within a group only superficially and 

disappear; they are then only a flimsy fashion; but sometimes they remain in a long lasting 

way and become culture. We could consider the example of the mobile phone, which has 

become a true cultural phenomenon in the last ten years, as being a relevant example of this.  

For Dawkins, human culture appears to go through an autonomous evolution, much faster 

than, and disconnected from, biological evolution: “we are built as gene machines and 

cultured as meme machines” (Dawkins, 1989, page 201). But Guillo attracts our attention to 

the fact that, as memes can be in total opposition to genes, there is strictly no form of genetic 

determinism in Dawkins’ explanation of cultural phenomena. 

Then one could ask when does a “meme” become culture? When and how does a specific 

cultural layer linked to a “meme” build up? We have assumed in this work that the IITC does 

exist in all individuals. But how and when does this cultural layer emerge?  

The emergence of a new cultural layer can be conceptualized as part of an acculturation 

phenomenon. The concept of acculturation is the focus of considerable research across 

disciplines, and has been defined in many different perspectives both at the individual and the 

group levels (Navas, Rojas, Garciac and Pumares, 2007). Rudmin (2009) reminds us that the 

Oxford English dictionary defines acculturation as the “adoption and assimilation of an alien 

culture” (Simpson and Weiner, 1989 page 91) which contrary to common belief does not 

mean the assimilation of a minority group by a dominant group but rather implies free will on 

the part of individuals. Rudmin (2009) proposes to define acculturation as “a cultural learning 

process” (page 110) and Chirkov (2009) underlines that the dominant paradigm of the 

research on acculturation interprets acculturation as a form of adaptation to a new 

environment; he also indicates that this paradigm obliterates the cultural dimension of 

acculturation. 

In our chosen framework we propose to conceptualize acculturation as the process through 

which an individual integrates a new cultural layer. IT-acculturation can then be defined as 

the adaptation to IT through a cultural learning process. Our questioning on the conditions of 

emergence of IITC then becomes: 
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When is IT-acculturation sufficient for the IT- cultural layer to be fully structured into the 

three components / levels previously identified (IT- assumptions, IT-values and IT- 

behaviors)? 

In order to investigate the structuring and embeddedness of these three components of the 

IITC, we propose to extend and apply Schein’s, Rokeach’s and Vallerand’s works to the 

various cultural layers which make up the individual culture as we defined it, and more 

specifically to the IITC layer (see figure 1- 11).  

 
Figure 1- 11: The Structuring of the IITC resulting from the IT-acculturation process 

 
 

Through interaction with the environment and socialization, and through the satisfaction of 

some of the user’s fundamental needs, IT-situational needs (needs for specific IT in order to 

fulfill given tasks) may emerge, leading to situational IT-motivation, which activates specific 

IT-beliefs, in turn leading to IT-behaviors thus creating new IT-needs (situational and 
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possibly contextual). This allows the structuring of the IITC first level to occur and the first 

stage of IT-acculturation to be completed.  

When IT-needs are perceived at the contextual level (need to use IT globally in some 

context(s): work, leisure, …), IT-contextual motivation arises and activate instrumental IT 

values leading to IT-attitudes leading to new IT- needs (situational, contextual and possibly 

global); IT-attitudes which are sub-systems of values (Rokeach, 1973) are conceptualized as 

directly related to instrumental values and to contextual IT-needs but also indirectly related to 

all other constituents of the IT-culture layer. These processes allow the structuring of the IITC 

second level to occur and the second stage of IT-acculturation to be completed.  

Finally, when global IT-needs (need for IT in all aspects of one’s life) are perceived by the 

user, they will lead to global IT-motivation, which activates terminal IT-values which then 

become IT basic-assumptions, which in turn create new IT-needs at any of the three levels; 

this allows the structuring of the IITC third level to occur. The full structuring of the three 

levels of the IITC will intervene, and full IT-acculturation achieved, if all levels of IT-needs 

are perceived by the individual and if, coupled with the individual’s fundamental needs 

satisfied through IT, activated IT-motivation is strong enough within this individual. 

Acculturation is not conceptualized as a simple one way process but rather as a recursive, 

inter-level process: values, needs and motivation interact with one another within and across 

the various levels of the IITC. 

For example, our user, John, may have an intrinsic motivation to “know” or to “accomplish” 

through IT (i.e. respectively “engaging in [IT usage] for the pleasure and satisfaction that one 

experiences while learning, exploring, or trying to understand something new” or “engaging 

in [IT usage] for the pleasure and satisfaction experienced when one is attempting to surpass 

oneself”: Vallerand, 1997 page 280) in answer to his fundamental self- actualization needs 

(Maslow, 1954); John may also have a natural disposition to learn about IT and perceive 

global IT- needs leading to global motivation, and more particularly so in the work context 

(IT-contextual motivation). As a result, John may then have a generally positive attitude 

towards any new IT tool implemented in the organization, leading to positive IT-behaviors 

and IT- situational motivation. 

Conversely, if John, who has become well known in the organization for his IT dispositions, 

faces the implementation of a badly devised ERP, not in line with organizational needs and 

necessitating grueling hours of tedious work with the certainty of what he considers a failure 

at the end, then he may well become amotivated (i.e. he will lack motivation) at the situational 
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level and may develop a negative attitude (Bagozzi, 1982), towards the use of this ERP; this 

in turn might alter his IT-contextual motivation and hence his IT-global motivation. 

An IT-terminal value leading to an IT-basic assumption would result from IT-needs and IT-

motivation at the global level (e.g. “I believe I need IT globally in order to lead my life as I 

want; I could do without it but with difficulty”); an IT-instrumental value would result from 

IT-needs and IT-motivation at the contextual level (e.g. “I believe I need IT to do my job 

properly”) and IT beliefs would result from IT-needs and IT-motivation at the situational 

level (e.g. “I believe I need the new ERP to help provide a better service to our customers”). 

We thus conceptualize the three levels of IT-motivation (global, contextual, situational) as 

being related to the three levels of IT-needs (global, contextual and situational) perceived by 

the users and which we have defined. Through the study of IT motivation and the emergence 

of IT needs, we have described how the three components of the IITC (IT- basic assumptions, 

IT-values and IT-behaviors) build up and are embedded into one another and how they 

interact with the other cultural layers of the individual’s culture through the individual’s 

fundamental needs. 

Thus we can propose that a “meme” (Dawkins, 1996) becomes culture and specific cultural 

layers start building up when fundamental needs start being satisfied, when specifically 

related motivation is present and when specifically related needs emerge. A specific cultural 

layer is fully structured, and acculturation deemed complete, when specifically related 

motivation is strong enough and when specifically related needs build up into a hierarchy 

going from situational to global. 

It may also be interesting to notice here that the three levels of acculturative change proposed 

in Kim and Abreu’s (2001) model (behavioral, cognitive and affective) could be linked to the 

three-stage model of the IITC structuring which we brought forward through the study of the 

individual’s needs and motivation. 

1-5-  Limitations, contributions, future directions and possible 

corporate applications 

The main limitation of this study is probably the fact that it is based on the interpretation of 

concepts brought to light by previous research; hence it could be biased by the researcher’s 

own culture, which in turn could be influenced by the conducted research. Smircich (1983) 

underlined this particular drawback: “Because we are of our own culture, it is difficult for us, 
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researchers and managers alike, to both live in our cultural context and to question it. It is 

difficult to engage in contextual, reflexive management and research, with the requirement of 

examination and critique of one's own assumptions and values (page 355). As IS scholars 

impregnated with IT we have considered the IITC as a significant layer of the individual’s 

culture through which we have proposed to observe the dynamic interactions between the 

various cultural layers of the individual, given a fundamental core axis. It appears almost 

impossible for a research study focused on culture to do away with the researchers’ own 

culture, hence their basic assumptions. 

The various models which make up the Spinning Top Theory (STT) take into consideration 

all relevant levels for cultural investigation and provide frameworks which can fill gaps 

underlined in several recent works in IS research: a conceptual framework as well as a 

methodological framework. 

- STT takes into consideration and integrates the three complementary perspectives on culture 

brought to light as necessary by Kappos and Rivard (2008):  

a) Integration: STT identifies each cultural layer as resulting from group membership hence as 

interpretations “shared by the members of a collective” (Kappos and Rivard, 2008, page 602)  

b) Fragmentation: STT takes into consideration the various competing sub-cultures within the 

individual global culture 

c) Differentiation: STT takes also into consideration the individual’s idiosyncrasies as we first 

study culture at the individual level, thus showing the cultural diversity of human beings, and 

allowing multiple interpretations of a given cultural manifestation.  

- STT allows us to bring forward and capture what could be an essential construct in IS 

research, the IITC, and possible ways to assess it. If applied to usage, this construct could 

allow us to develop a “very rich measure” of usage as described by Burton- Jones and Straub 

(2006). These authors review usage measures from lean to very rich, though they indicate that 

few very rich measures exist to date: in the lean measures, usage is measured as use; but use is 

only a part of usage structure which involves the user, the system used, and the task 

performed (Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006). Through the study of the user’s fundamental 

needs satisfied through IT, the organizational IT-needs and the users’ emerging IT-needs and 

motivation (at situational, contextual and global levels), a “very rich” approach (including the 

user, the system, and the task) may be brought forward; it may also allow the study of usage 

at multiple levels (individual, group and organizational levels) as deemed necessary by some 

in our field (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007) 
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- STT may open the way to developing a robust cumulative tradition in intercultural research 

which can be applied to many fields including IS research. The implications and possible uses 

of STT may reach beyond the IS field; it impacts more particularly those research which have 

been grounded on the concept of national culture. STT shows that such a concept considered 

on its own and independently of all other cultural layers which constitute culture, may appear 

restrictive, limitative and perhaps biased. Thus, if one uses the proposed conceptual 

framework, we argue that the research design of cross-cultural research ought to be carefully 

planned in order to collect relevant data. When one scrutinizes a specific cultural layer, we 

would propose that one ought to maximize the cultural diversity of the sample population 

investigated in all other cultural layers if one wishes to obtain evidentiary, probative results 

and central average tendencies of the studied cultural layer at group level (contrary to 

Hofstede’s design which investigates national culture through the study of only one 

corporation’s members). Thus STT provides a methodological framework to identify cultural 

average, central, tendencies. We argue that if one studies a specific cultural layer at group 

level, the sample population studied should reflect in all other cultural layers a maximal 

diversification at the level of the individual, in order to identify average central tendencies at 

group level in the studied cultural layer. Furthermore, we showed that the structuring of each 

cultural layer appears to occur through a set of interrelated elements (values, needs and 

motivation). Culture has often been assessed in the literature through values. We propose to 

assess some of the layers which constitute culture, and more specifically the IT-culture layer, 

through needs and motivation.  

STT can also help us revisit past research. We give two examples which are not limitative: 

- Karahanna, Evaristo and Srite, 2005: rather than differentiating between values and 

practices, they could perhaps have differentiated between what we named fundamental values 

(values brought to light by Rokeach and Schwartz as being common to all individuals) and 

specific values (values linked to specific domains which are added on to the fundamental 

value system through socialization). Rather than positing the importance of some values 

depending on the behavior x under scrutiny, they could have studied a specific x cultural layer 

through fundamental needs satisfied through x (this implicates the full value system of the 

individual and not only some values), specific x-needs and specific x-motivation. It would 

then be interesting to check the explained variance of the resulting model. 

- Au, Ngai and Cheng, 2008: They study two fundamental needs (relatedness and self-

development) satisfied through the use of IT, and one contextual need (work performance) to 
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explain end user satisfaction. Why should they limit themselves to these specific needs? Why 

are those needs chosen more particularly? One could have used the construct of IITC which 

takes into consideration fundamental needs satisfied through IT as well as all levels of 

specific needs and motivation. 

We should however first confirm the cultural aspects of IT usages, and operationalize the 

construct of IITC; Lenartowicz and Roth (1999) review four basic approaches to assess 

culture; two of these approaches are of particular interest in the present framework: 

Ethnological Description and Direct Values Inference. These authors also indicate that 

“cultural assessment should be based on a multi-method approach […]. The qualitative 

approach, in the format of Ethnological Description, establishes the group being studied as a 

culture and usually provides information about […] the descriptive values, beliefs and norms. 

The quantitative approach uses Direct Values Inference to assess the values of the individuals 

of the cultural group selected for measurement” (page 794).  

Hence to verify the Spinning Top Theory, through an exploratory study, using for example 

ethnological description, one may attempt identifying users’ groups grounded on the users’ 

IITC i.e. their needs/ motivation, and IT-needs/ IT-motivation; one should subsequently verify 

possible findings through quantitative methods (e.g. cluster analysis) while maximizing 

cultural diversification of the participants’ all other cultural layers. This could lead us to 

define a users’ typology grounded on the users’ IITC; should we achieve to so do, users could 

be helped through a “cultural migration” which, today, appears close to mandatory; corporate 

training could be adapted to the various IT-culture users’ profiles in corporate settings and 

more generally, public education IT-training in societal settings. In order to do so we truly 

needed to understand the concepts of culture and IT-culture and devise means to assess them. 

The present conceptual study is an attempt to achieve this task, which is a major concern in 

organizational settings of IT implementation and in a managerial context which has become 

globally cross-cultural.  

Thus, a thorough investigation of the individual’s needs and IT-needs, motivation and IT-

motivation may help us to open “the black box of usefulness” (Benbasat and Barki, 2007; 

page 214) and lead us to modify IT artifact designs and evaluation. Benbasat and Barki (2007) 

claim that there might not be a need for a “theory of usefulness to explain the relationships 

that may exist between users’ perceptions and IT characteristics” (page 214). In fact, we 

might only need to call upon other social sciences and re-visit existing and well informed 
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needs and motivation theories, as this research field has considerably evolved and progressed 

in the last two decades. 

Concerning the modeling of a construct as proxy for IITC, this is in the process of being done. 

Using needs and motivation theories and the still currently evolving works of Vallerand, Deci 

and Ryan and their teams in the research field of social psychology, essential elements of the 

construct of IITC have been captured; this new construct has been successfully applied to 

define a users’ taxonomy and is in the process of being applied in a new usage model to test 

its explanatory power through R² level. 

Another possible path for future research would be to adapt to the IS field the works of 

Schwartz (1992,1999, 2006), Schwartz and Bilsky (1987), Schwartz and Boehnke (2004), 

based on Rokeach’s work on values; one could study, in varied organizational settings, users’ 

global value systems and check if possible patterns are emerging in the organization of the 

users’ values and if one can identify the fundamental values predominantly at play in 

technology acceptance or if specific ranking of these values can be identified depending on 

various IT-culture users’ profiles which would have been previously defined. If the user’s 

value system is considered as an antecedent variable, the correlation between users’ value 

systems and IT attitudes and behaviors could then be investigated. 

Finally, a review could be undertaken in order to identify all IT-values which have been 

identified and studied in past IS literature in order to have a comprehensive view of the user’s 

IT value sub-system. As an extension of Schwartz’s work, users’ ranking of these IT-values 

could then be investigated. 

In any given organizational context of IT- implementation, it could appear important to study 

the prospective users’ IITC and their specific IT- related values as they could influence users’ 

behaviors and their adoption/appropriation of IT. Thus, to give a concrete example, a user 

whose basic assumptions include the absolute necessity of IT use in his/her everyday life 

might need quite different training sessions on a new IT-work tool to the one needed by 

another user whose basic assumptions include a fundamentally and globally negative 

judgment concerning all technological tools or a deeply ingrained fear of these tools. Taking 

into consideration the possible interactions between an individual with a salient IITC, rooted 

deeply and close to the fundamental core cylinder of the Spinning Top Model, and another 

individual with a minimal and/or superficial IITC could prove valuable in a managerial 

perspective. Culture not being static, but evolving, the managerial nurturing of socialization 

centered on technology and possible emulation between groups of users with different IT-
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culture profiles could be a facilitating influence before or during the implementation of new 

IT- tools in an organization. Through questionnaires, one could envisage to devise a human 

resource tool which could be used as possible team management support, with a simple 

computed graphical representation of the individual. Though this vision would be 

approximate, not static and deemed simplistic by some critics, its very simplicity could be 

precious in managerial terms if used with adequate/careful judgment.  

1-6- Conclusion 

In the present study, we have defined the concept of individual culture; grounding our 

reflection on past literature we have proposed a definition of group culture and proposed 

suggestions as to the perspectives which could be used in order to assess individual culture 

and group culture; we then defined and studied the IT- culture concept which has only started 

to appear, in recent years, in IS literature and we have shown the need to first define and study 

this specific component of culture at the individual’s level. Grounding our reflection on SIT, 

as well as values, needs and motivation theories, in order to conceptualize and develop our 

new theoretical approach, we have proposed an original model: the Spinning Top Model. This 

model allows us to identify and study users’ Individual IT- culture within their global culture 

and their IT- values through their emerging IT-needs, IT-motivation and fundamental needs 

satisfied through IT-usage. Such a framework could lead to original approaches to study IT- 

users’ acceptance, adoption, appropriation and users’ IT- related behaviors. These elements 

are summarized in table 1- 7 

The Spinning Top Theory contributes to filling gaps in the prevailing IS and intercultural 

literatures. It more particularly shows that some methodologies which have been used in IS 

and intercultural research may benefit from being revised: if one wishes to study one specific 

cultural layer, we argue that one needs to collect data as diversified as possible on all other 

cultural aspects which are not under scrutiny in order to obtain probative results and identify 

average central tendencies in the cultural layer under scrutiny.  

Humanity has migrated throughout its existence from an oral culture to an oral and written 

culture, and more recently to an oral, written and numerical culture. For the last couple of 

decades, it appears that we have not been living through an information revolution or a 

knowledge revolution; Humanity has been living through a true cultural revolution.  

The understanding of this cultural phenomenon could lead to new approaches to IT-

acceptance, adoption and usage while constraining us to re-visit other social sciences.  
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Table 1- 7: The concept of individual culture as a “root” metaphor to study a 
human being - Applications to the IS field 

What is 
individual 
culture? 

- An open system of acquired knowledge expressed through basic 
assumptions, values, and behaviors espoused by the individual through 
socialization and cognitive processing of group norms. 
- A root metaphor to study individuals, it is made up of a set of sub-
Cultures including an IT-culture layer. 

What is group 
culture? 

An open system of acquired normative knowledge shared by a group and 
expressed through the group’s common set of basic assumptions, values 
and behaviors. 

What perspective 
should we use to 
assess culture? 

- At the individual level, study the individual’s various group 
memberships/affiliations (i.e. his/her multiple cultural layers) and more 
specifically the layer concerned with the behavior under scrutiny. 
-  At group level, identify average central tendencies in the cultural layer 
under scrutiny, whilst maximizing the possibility of diversification of all 
other cultural layers of the population studied. 

What is 
Individual IT-

culture? 

The individual’s knowledge of IT expressed through the individual’s IT-
basic assumptions, IT-values and IT-behaviors. 

How should we 
assess IITC? 

Assess individual fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage, assess 
IT- motivation and IT-needs. 

Proposed 
Human/ IS 
interaction 

determinants 

Individual IT-culture, organizational IT-needs, situational and global IT-
training. 

Proposed 
conceptual model 

In IS 

The Spinning Top Model. 

Theoretical 
foundations 
Outside IS 

- Social Identity theory (Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel et Turner, 1979) 
- Human Values theory (Rokeach, 19732, 1973; Schwartz and Bilsky, 
1987; Schwartz 1992, 2006) 
- Needs theory (Murray, 1938; Maslow, 1954; Mc Clelland; Herzberg; 
Alderfer, 1969) 
- Motivation theory (Vallerand, 1997-2007; Deci and Ryan,1985; Ryan 
and Deci, 2000) 

Proposed 
theoretical 

foundation in IS 
The Virtual Onion Model (Straub et al, 2002) 

 

Existing intercultural literature, in the organizational and IS fields, mainly investigates 

national and organizational cultures and does not take into consideration the various cultural 
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layers which make up the individuals’ global culture. Through Social Identity Theory and the 

virtual onion model, Straub et al (2002) opened the way to other conceptualizations of culture 

at the individual level. Subsequent works of this school of thought (Karahanna, Evaristo and 

Srite, 2005; Karahanna, Agarwal and Angst, 2006) remained however grounded on the 

concept of values and did not push forward beyond this concept.  

Though ground breaking, valuable and adding an essential, major contribution towards 

cumulative tradition, the virtual onion model does not propose an operational framework to 

analyze globally cultural phenomena, thus obliging the researcher to arbitrarily choose the 

level of his/her investigations and limiting their scope. 

By showing the intricate links between values, needs and motivation at the three levels of 

generalization, STT proposes a framework leading to the capture of a more global vision of 

cultural phenomena, and more specifically to the capture of a new construct, Individual IT-

culture, thus possibly opening the way to higher R² in resulting models.The present work 

might provide a new framework for acceptance research and lead to new usage and, 

eventually, new success models.  
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Chapitre 2- IT- Usage Studied under the Lens of Users’ IT-
Culture. 

 

Abstract 

The present article brings to light archetypal IT-culture users’ profiles which emerge from IT-

usage, in a fast-evolving and cross-cultural context. This research is conducted in multiple 

settings with a grounded theory approach; it brings to light nine archetypal users’ profiles 

which are described together with their inter group dynamics. We adopt a cultural approach 

to IT-usage which may open the way to identifying antecedents/determinants of constructs in 

models widely-used in IS research. This approach may also lead us to review our acceptance 

models in order to apprehend more fully the human factor during IT- implementations in 

organizations; it underlines the necessity of customizing organizational IT- training proposed 

to users in an era deemed numerical but which is not yet fully so. 

 

Key-words: IT-culture, Taxonomy, Users, Usage, IT-Needs, IT-Motivation. 
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2-1- Introduction 

The concept of IT-usage has been recently defined as a multi-level construct (individual level, 

group level, and organizational level: Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007) which involves the 

user (hence his/her culture), the system and the task (Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006). In the 

present article, we propose to investigate the cultural dimension of usage.  

In a general context of globalization, internationalization and outsourcing offshore have 

become current everyday concerns of most corporations. Computerized Information Systems 

(CIS) have played an essential role of catalyst in this phenomenon, in partaking in and 

speeding up the processes involved; most IT (Information Technologies) adoption and 

diffusion settings are today cross-cultural. Furthermore, the pervasiveness of IT in users’ 

everyday life blends IT with social practice and brings forward the cultural dimension in IT-

usage. As a consequence, intercultural research and IS (Information Systems) research have 

increasingly intermingled, and studies involving the concept of culture have developed in our 

field in the last decade or so; however most of these studies focus on issues related to IS 

themselves or IS management, and the intrinsic cultural aspects of IT-usage remain mostly 

uninvestigated (Ford, Connelly and Meister, 2003). Furthermore, most cultural studies in IS 

gravitate around national culture and/or organizational culture (Gallivan and Srite, 2005, 

Leidner and Kayworth, 2006), generally not taking into consideration other possible cultural 

dimensions e.g. religious culture, ethnic culture … and IT culture. The concept of a specific 

IT- culture construct has been emerging as a possibly essential construct in IS research 

(Kaarst-Brown and Robey, 1999; Leidner and Kayworth, 2006; Massit- Follea, 2002; etc). 

In this cross-cultural and fast-evolving usage context, too many CIS implementation failures 

are still deplored due to human/organizational issues rather than technical problems (Au, Ngai 

and Cheng, 2008). However, and at the same time, some users’ profiles, unidentified in the 

literature, have emerged in the organizational field. Some of these unexpected profiles appear 

as facilitating the adoption process in organizations and managers should, strategically, aim at 

identifying them before the start of a new IT project.  

Thus the primary question which guided our research was:  

 Can we, ex ante, identify facilitating users’ profiles before the implementation of a 

new IT?  
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However, our grounded theory methodological approach and a significant IT-culture 

dimension emerging from IT-usage, through our data, very early in the research process, led 

this primary research question to evolve to:  

What distinct IT-cultures emerge from IT-usage? 

 We found that we first had to answer this question in order to attempt to answer the primary 

one.  

The present article covers a research which was conducted over a period of 24 months and 

which investigates possible differences between users, differences expressed by their IT-usage 

it investigates, in different settings, the possible evolutions of users’ profiles identified in the 

literature as well as new emerging profiles. Through a grounded theory approach, we bring to 

light a users’ taxonomy grounded on the users’ IT-culture; our data, combined with relevant 

literature reviews, led us to investigate the users’ profiles through various axes of analysis 

which include users’ fundamental needs satisfied through IT, users’ IT-needs and users’ IT-

motivation.  

The present research was conducted iteratively, alternating and combining data collection, 

data analysis and comparison, and relevant literature consultation. It is however presented 

sequentially in order to facilitate reading.  

After presenting our literature review, we then detail our methodology and proceed to 

describe and discuss the proposed taxonomy and nine resulting archetypal profiles together 

with the inferred organizational dynamics; finally, we underline possible limitations and 

future directions, as well as managerial implications, before concluding.  

2-2- Literature review 

Our literature review was guided by the emerging thematic analysis of the collected data 

(Suddaby, 2006). 

2-2-1- Culture and IT-culture 

Defining culture appears to be a challenge in itself if we look at the wide range of 

heterogeneous approaches of this concept and lack of consensus as to its very definition: 

Kroeber and Kluckohn had already identified 164 definitions of the concept of culture in 

1952. Passeron reminds us that “culture is the most protean of sociological concepts. More 

than other polymorphous concepts […] culture is the term which leads us to the most 
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vertiginous maze of a Babelian library”52. Culture cannot be conceptualized as a distinct, 

harmonious and stable entity with well defined boundaries. Cultures are plural and always 

interpreted and reinterpreted. Accordingly, it has been argued that the term “cultural aspects” 

should be preferred to “culture” because of the fragmented, composite, emergent and 

pluralistic nature of this concept (Fleury, 2006). Hence the concept of culture has been studied 

in the literature with respect to some of its many dimensions and this has led to fragmentary 

perspectives. Existing intercultural literature, in the organizational and IS fields, mainly 

investigates the national and organizational dimensions of culture and does not take into 

consideration the other various cultural layers which make up the construct of culture.  

 
Through Social Identity Theory and the virtual onion model Straub, Loch, Evaristo, 

Karahanna and Srite (2002) open the way to other conceptualizations of culture at the 

individual level. Using a virtual onion metaphor, they show that culture is made up of a set of 

sub-cultures; the layers of the virtual onion, result from the individual’s various group 

affiliations. Each person is thus the unique product of various identity layers; these layers are 

not static but evolving, intermingling; they are of varying importance depending on the 

situations met by the individual. Works of this school of thought (Gallivan and Srite, 2005, 

Karahanna, Evaristo and Srite, 2005; Karahanna, Agarwal and Angst, 2006; Srite and 

Karahanna, 2006) add a major and essential contribution towards cumulative tradition. 

Following this path, we propose to add an IT-culture layer in the virtual onion model of 

Straub et al (2002). Then, as proposed by this school of thought, and in a systemic approach, 

we conceptualize culture at the individual level as resulting from the user’s affiliation to 

different social groups: national group, religious group, organizational group, professional 

group, ethnic group, …. and IT users’ group. In a recursive fashion, individual and group 

culture feed from and inform each other. This approach allows us to take into consideration 

the three complementary perspectives on culture, brought to light as necessary by Kappos and 

Rivard (2008): integration (each cultural layer of the virtual onion model results from group 

memberships, hence it can be understood as interpretations “shared by members of a 

collective”: page 602); fragmentation (the virtual onion model takes into consideration the 

various sub-cultures within the individual global culture); differentiation (what we define as 

individual culture results from a unique combination of group cultures; we therefore also take 
                                                 
52 « la culture est le plus protéiforme des concepts sociologiques. Plus que d’autres concepts polymorphes…la 
culture est le terme qui entraîne dans le plus vertigineux dédale d’une bibliothèque babélienne » (Passeron, 
2003 page 209). 
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into consideration the individual’s idiosyncrasies, which are the witnesses of human beings’ 

cultural diversity, and allow multiple interpretation of a given cultural manifestation). 

The concept of an IT-culture has only gradually started to appear in the literature: in 2006 

Leidner and Kayworth had identified only two previous works that used this concept at the 

organizational level: Kaarst-Brown and Robey, 1999; Kaarst-Brown, 2004. However in 

French language IS literature, this concept has also started to appear, mostly in an implicit 

manner. Thus Massit-Follea (2002) underlines that usage goes beyond use and that one can 

find in the sociology of IT-usage a triple dimension of statistics, practice and technocultural 

imaginative capacity.  Proulx (2001) uses the concept of numerical culture as the set of skills 

linked to the mastering of IT intelligence. More recently, in 2007 , the term IT-culture has 

been used in some works (Nord, Nord, Cormack and Cateer-Steel, 2007; Guzman, Joseph, 

Papamidal and Stanton, 2007) as meaning the culture of the people involved with IT in 

corporate settings as opposed to the culture of the users’ group. Following Lamb and Kling 

(2003), we are however inclined to reject the artificial boundary between IT developers and 

IT users, at least in terms of usage perceived in its cultural dimension. 

In organizational studies, Schein (1985; 1991) makes a considerable contribution not only to 

deepen our understanding of culture (that he defines as “the sum total of all shared, taken for 

granted, assumptions that a group has learned throughout its history”: Schein, 1985 page 29), 

but also to propose a three-level model of culture which includes basic assumptions, values 

and audible, visible behaviors expressed through artefacts. Extending Schein’s (1991) work 

beyond the realm of organizational culture, in the present research we use the concept of 

Individual IT-culture (IITC) which we propose to define as the set of IT-related visible, 

audible behaviors, IT-related values, and IT-related underlying assumptions; we posit that 

IITC results from the individual’s affiliation to an IT-users’ group interacting with the 

individual’s other group affiliations. However, behaviors are the expression of underlying 

values, and basic assumptions are sedimented values which have become tacitly accepted 

(Schein, 1991); thus the three layers which help us conceptualize the IITC are all related to 

IT-values. But Rokeach (1973) indicates that needs have to be processed through group norms 

in order to be cognitively transformed into values. Therefore, needs can be conceptualized as 

antecedents to values (Walsh and Kefi, 2008). This leads us to investigate needs and also 

motivation theories, these two concepts being intimately linked in the social psychology 

literature.  
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2-2-2- Needs and motivation 

 Even though the concept of needs has been implicitly or explicitly called upon in most IS 

research, needs theory has been rarely explicitly mobilized in recent works: Au et al (2008); 

Ching-Sheng W. and Wen-Bin C. (2006); Hung-Chang C. and Neng-Pai L., (2004). As Au et 

al (2008) remind us, needs theory is mainly based on the works of Alderfer (1969), Herzberg, 

Mausner and Snyderman (1959), Maslow (1943), and McClelland (1965). This theory is 

grounded on the fact that when a need is not satisfied, the individual will act in such a way as 

to satisfy it; needs therefore represent an internal force which guides behaviors (Maslow, 

1954).  

Winter (1996) suggests that beyond primary needs (which relate to man’s biological nature) 

only three secondary human needs (which relate to man’s personality) are fundamental: self-

accomplishment needs (need to overcome obstacles, to do what one is gifted for), power 

needs (need for prestige, to influence other people’s actions and well being) and affiliation 

needs (need to socialize, to exchange with other people). We propose that, in some instances, 

these needs may be satisfied through, and therefore may guide, IT-usage. Besides power 

needs, affiliation needs and self-accomplishment needs, which may be satisfied through IT-

usage, primary needs also appear important to take into consideration, as what can be 

understood as a primary need satisfied through IT-usage emerged from our field: IT-usage is 

close to an addiction for some users, thus can be apprehended as a biological, primary need.  

Beyond individuals’ fundamental needs which may be satisfied through IT-usage, other 

specific needs may emerge and be perceived by individuals through their exchanges with their 

environment and through socialization. In our field of research, we propose that it is important 

to also consider specific IT-needs; applying the three motivational levels of generalization 

brought to light by Vallerand (1997), we propose to conceptualize perceived IT-needs at three 

levels: situational (need for specific IT in order to fulfill given tasks: e.g. a new ERP needed 

to fulfill clients’ expectations ), contextual (need to use IT globally in some context(s) e.g. the 

need for IT in order to meet the overall requirements of one’ work life ) and global (the need 

for IT in all aspects of one’s life e.g. the implicit need for IT in one’s everyday life beyond 

any immediate practical need).  

However, we found that most needs theorists also call upon the concept of motivation. For 

those need theorists who validate the fact that all human beings share some fundamental 

needs (e.g. Maslow, Winter, etc), all fundamental human needs lead to motivation; but do all 

forms of motivation result from fundamental needs? As we did not find a clear answer to this 
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question in the literature, this led us to also study motivation theory. “Concretely, motivation 

concerns the active directing of behavior towards some preferential categories of situations or 

objects”53; it is a psychological process which results from the interaction between an 

individual and his/her environment (Latham and Pinder, 2005), between the individual’s 

needs and the needs of the environment. Motivation theory was previously applied in IS 

research to attempt to understand IT adoption and usage (Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1992; 

Venkatesh and Speier, 1999), but this theory has considerably developed in the last two 

decades and its full implications have yet to be used by IS scholars.  

Self-determination Theory (Deci and Ryan, 1985; Ryan and Deci, 2000) proposes a human 

motivation taxonomy which includes: 

- Amotivation: the state of “lacking an intention to act” (Vallerand, 1997 p. 279) 

- Extrinsic motivation: “that pertains whenever an activity is done in order to attain separable 

outcome” (Ryan and Deci, 2000 p. 60). 

- Intrinsic motivation: “doing an activity for its inherent satisfaction rather than for some 

separable consequence” (Ryan and Deci, 2000 p.56). 

Self-determination theory also proposes a continuum of extrinsic motivation with differing 

degrees of autonomy or self-determination from the least autonomous (externally regulated 

with an “external locus of causality”: Ryan and Deci, 2000 page 59), to the most autonomous 

(integrated regulation, assimilated to the self, congruent with one’s needs and values), through 

introjected regulation ( to attain pride and/or ego-enhancements) and identified regulation 

(accepted as one’s own because outcome is perceived as important to achieve one’s goal). 

Ryan and Deci (2000) and Gagné and Deci (2005) showed that the self-determination 

continuum goes from amotivation to intrinsic motivation, through extrinsic motivation. They 

underline that the state of amotivation is totally lacking self-determination; they also show 

that intrinsic motivation is invariably self-determined. 

Pelletier, Tuson and Haddad (1997) work specifically on the concept of amotivation and 

identify a four-factor model of amotivation due to capacity-ability beliefs, strategy beliefs, 

capacity-effort beliefs and helplessness beliefs. 

Finally Vallerand (1997, 2001) highlights a tripartite distinction in the construct of intrinsic 

motivation and shows the existence of three types of intrinsic motivation: to know (i.e. to 

                                                 
53 « Concrètement, la motivation concerne la direction active du comportement vers certaines catégories 
préférentielles de situations ou d’objets » (Nuttin, 1980 page 11) 
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learn), to accomplish things (i.e. to create something, to surpass oneself) and to experience 

stimulation (i.e. mainly associated with one’s senses). 

The various needs and motivation theories called upon have been summarized in appendix 

table 2-1. 

From the various works investigated in the social psychology field, and guided by the 

collected data, we propose to define the following concepts in order to obtain a refined 

reading/interpretation of the users’ profiles met in our field of research:  

- Intrinsic IT-motivation: IT is used for its own sake, for its inherent satisfaction. Intrinsic IT-

motivation includes several dimensions which are intrinsic motivation to know IT (the 

individual is motivated to use IT in order to discover, understand, learn about IT), intrinsic 

motivation to accomplish through IT (the individual is motivated to use IT to better 

himself/herself through IT-usage and adequately master his/her IT-tools), and intrinsic 

motivation to experience stimulation while using IT (IT-usage corresponds to the search for 

pleasant sensations, for sensory satisfaction). 

- Extrinsic IT-motivation: IT is used as a means to an end, in order to attain a separable 

outcome. Extrinsic IT- motivation includes several dimensions which are extrinsic motivation 

to use IT through integrated regulation (IT-usage is congruent with one’s global goals and 

fundamental values), extrinsic motivation to use IT through identified regulation (through 

self-determined choice, one uses IT because one knows it is important for oneself in order to 

achieve other purposes considered important for the self), extrinsic motivation to use IT 

through introjected regulation (the self does not regulate the choice to use IT but one imposes 

other people’s choice on oneself. IT-usage is performed to enhance self-esteem, to valorize 

oneself with respect to people who are deemed important for oneself), and extrinsic 

motivation to use IT through external regulation (one uses IT to comply; one knows that one 

has to use IT e.g. to do one’s work, to communicate with one’s peer group. One is compelled 

to use IT, by one’s boss, teachers, family, entourage but usage is not performed through one’s 

own free will),  

- IT-amotivation: lack of intention to use IT. IT-amotivation includes several dimensions 

which are IT-capacity/ability beliefs (one lacks necessary competency to use IT adequately), 

IT-strategy beliefs (one will not obtain hoped-for results when using IT), IT-capacity/efforts 

beliefs (too much effort is required compared to the expected results when one uses IT), IT-

helplessness beliefs (IT-usage is beyond one’s capacity; one is not able to use IT) 
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Before presenting our methodology and how these various concepts emerged from our data, 

coupled with relevant literature, we first investigate previous typologies which appear to 

approach our theoretical framework and which propose, in some instances, some profiles 

close to some of those we met in the investigated settings. 

2-2-3- IT-users’ studied typologies 

The typological effort is omnipresent in the literature and the related works adopt very 

different levels of analysis and methodologies. Appendix table 2-2 summarizes in 

chronological order previous typologies which we studied more specifically. This table does 

not pretend to be exhaustive; our purpose was to focus on typologies which could appear as 

built upon some cultural aspects, possibly related to the users’ IITC, as this theoretical lens 

had been little used in the existing literature.  

Though extremely useful and providing some grounding for our own work, these typologies 

do not fill the gap in the study of usage through a cultural lens, in the framework of analysis 

which our data compelled us to adopt. Furthermore, these typologies either study specific 

technologies and/or specific populations of users and/or globally use an innovation approach. 

Concerning the innovation approach, most of the users we met in our research settings did not 

consider information technologies as “new” and considered most of the IT they had to use as 

having reached the status of ordinary objects blended in social practices (Jouët, 2000). In 

corporate settings, IT implementations were considered, in many instances, change 

management issues rather than an adoption of innovation issue.  

Furthermore, while studying a specific cultural layer, the IITC, we argue that we have to 

choose settings and populations sufficiently diversified so as to take into account all users’ 

other cultural layers. Therefore populations studied have to be diversified. In our chosen 

conceptual framework, it appears that it is only under these conditions that we might attempt 

to identify users’ IITC average central tendencies54.  

In the present study, a users’ taxonomy emerges from our data and appears neither linked to 

a specific technology, nor related to a specific population of users; in our investigation of IT-

usage, we adopt a cultural approach, and not a diffusion of innovation approach. 

 
                                                 
54 The term “average central tendencies” has been used in many instances by Hofstede in his various works. We 
do however apprehend this term differently : in our chosen conceptual framework, we consider that in order to 
identify average central tendencies in one particular cultural layer, one has to maximize diversification in all 
other cultural layers; Hofstede considered he had identified average central tendencies in the national cultural 
layer while studying individuals belonging to only one organization (IBM).  
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2-3-  Methodology 

Our positioning is interpretive with a hermeneutic orientation (Klein and Myers, 1999).The 

grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978; Strauss and Corbin, 1990, 

1994) imposed itself on us after the initial stage of the research and when the IT-cultural 

perspective emerged as important from the data first collected: we found that this IT-cultural 

perspective had been little used in the literature to study and differentiate users’ profiles (see 

the emerging research design in appendix figure 2-1); no hypotheses could thus be posited 

and the research had to be led in an exploratory, adductive mode (Peirce, 1974). The 

taxonomy resulting from our work evolved during the research process and was the result of 

the continuous interplay between the collection, the analysis and comparison of data, as well 

as the consultation of relevant literature to improve our “theoretical sensitivity” (Glaser, 

1978): “contrary to popular belief, grounded theory research is not 'a theoretical' but requires 

an understanding of related theory and empirical work in order to enhance theoretical 

sensitivity” (Goulding, 1999 page 6). Goulding’s reading of Glaser’s (1978) work makes her 

underline the importance of extant knowledge for the researcher in order for him/her not to be 

deprived of conceptual leverage to develop theory and to help pattern recognition. 

Furthermore, knowledge in other areas and/or similar theories help us validate new 

discoveries and understand our findings (Rodrigo and Arenas, 2007; Suddaby, 2006). 

Prior to the first phase and actual start of the data collection, the evolving theory process had 

already started through the first-hand experience of the first author of the present article as 

project manager in corporate settings and professional observation of users’ profiles. 

Observational notes relating to the implementation of new computerized IS having been kept, 

some unexpected users’ profiles met in the corporate field had been documented. These were 

summarized in an exploratory post analysis of a past experience. Clandinin and Connelly 

(1994) remind us that social sciences are based on the study of experience which is the 

starting point of any social investigation. Post-analysis is a method proposed as suitable to re-

examine past experiences through the light of new elements intervening in the meantime, or 

with new criteria. 

2-3-1- Research settings and sampling 

The research was conducted in two different settings over a period of approximately 24 

months.  
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- A corporate setting: a comparative study of eight SMEs (Small Medium Enterprises; 

see summary of investigated SMEs in appendix table 2-3), diversified in terms of activity and 

size was first conducted over a period of approximately 12 months. These SMEs had all lived 

through a major overhaul of their CIS just before the start of the research, an overhaul which 

had affected most of their employees’ day to day work lives. Among these eight SMEs, six 

were part of a local government grant project aimed at financing strategic computerization in 

SMEs. These were supervised by consultants appointed by the local government body in 

order to assist them in the strategic alignment of their CIS. 

 - A societal setting composed of diverse professionals, teachers, students, retired 

workers, etc. 

After the first phase of the research carried out in the corporate setting, the choice was made 

to confirm/ infirm/ refine our results in a societal setting, while at the same time continuing to 

investigate the first corporate setting. This phase lasted approximately 12 months. Starting the 

literature review on culture (see emerging research design: appendix figure 2-1 phase 2) had 

led us to be aware of the importance of maximally diversifying users with respect to their 

various cultural layers; beyond studying users in different corporate contexts in various 

organizations, we were thus compelled to extend our research to a societal setting. We 

approached IT-usage as a cultural phenomenon in a holistic perspective of culture (Gallivan 

and Srite, 2005). In order to adopt such a perspective, even if we are constrained by our 

nomological framework to study culture more particularly along one particular of its many 

dimensions (IITC), we argue that all other dimensions should be taken into consideration in 

our research design. All cultural layers interact and impact all other layers during 

socialization; therefore if we were to identify central tendencies in IT-culture emerging 

through IT-usage, valid across organizations and not linked to a given technology, we were 

compelled to complete data collection in diversified settings and also to maximize the 

diversification of the participants.  

Thus, in the corporate setting, the SMEs having been as diversified as possible in terms of 

industry, size and implemented IT, in the societal setting, national/ethnic origins, occupations, 

… of the subjects studied were as diversified as possible as well as their age, academic levels, 

… (see appendix table 2-3, summary of investigated SMEs and appendix table 2-4, summary 

of people interviewed).  

When we started conducting the interviews, selective sampling was first used, then theoretical 

sampling i.e. guided by the analysis of previous data; Elliott and Lazenbatt (2005) remind us 

that Glaser and Strauss defined theoretical sampling as: “the process of data collection for 
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generating theory whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes, and analyses his [sic] data and 

decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in order to develop his [sic] theory 

as it emerges” (Glaser and Strauss 1967, p.45). In the corporate setting, the first interviews in 

the SMEs investigated were conducted with the IS project managers. They were asked to 

identify users who implicated themselves (voluntarily or through being appointed to do so) in 

the new IT- project from the pre-implementation period and those users whom they perceived 

as facilitators in the new IT-adoption process. In the SMEs, we then interviewed some users 

perceived as facilitators and some not so. Some users’ archetypes emerged quite early in this 

setting and subsequently, the sampling was not selective but theoretical and associated with 

data analysis and comparison in order to verify, refine and complete the emerging theory. In 

the societal setting, the interviewees were first selected to reflect users’ profiles previously 

identified in the first corporate part of the research while being particularly aware that new 

possible profiles, or refinement of previously identified profiles, could emerge; after the first 

interviews in the societal setting were conducted, subsequent interviewees were selected 

through the “snowball” method (Patton, 2002): interviewees gave the names of other people 

to interview, who they were asked to identify as being similar or different to their own IT-

usage profiles; they were asked not to take into consideration any demographic/social 

specificities.  

 

2-3-2- Data collection, coding and analysis 

 
After the exploratory post analysis, data was collected through a focus group with IS 

consultants who were involved with the subsidized SMEs; this focus group was organized in 

order to eliminate a possible bias in our approach, resulting from our previous knowledge of 

corporate settings (see appendix 2-a, some details concerning the focus group). 54 interviews 

were also conducted (totaling 29 in the corporate setting and 25 in the societal setting) during 

the last three phases of the research (see appendix figure 2-1); the interviews were first 

conducted in the corporate setting (phase 2), then in both corporate and societal settings 

(phase 3-1) and finally in societal setting (phase 3-2). 35 of these interviews were recorded 

and transcribed (13 corporate and 22 societal) as well as the focus group. The relevant 

elements of the 19 interviews which could not be recorded were noted during the interviews 

and completed in memos immediately afterwards. The transcripts constitute a corpus of 350 

pages.  
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Except for the focus group and the first 8 interviews with the investigated SMEs’ IT-project 

managers, the number of interviews was not determined at the outset; interviews were 

conducted when, and as long as, the need was felt to obtain new perspectives in order to be 

able to confirm emerging concepts/categories (Strauss and Corbin, 1990); data being collected 

and analyzed simultaneously through constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; 

Glaser 1998), the theoretical framework which emerged from the data was constantly 

verified/modified/completed when new data were collected and analyzed. 

For the first 8 semi-centered interviews with project managers, the same interview guide was 

used (see appendix 2-b) but subsequently, the structure of the interviews was adapted to our 

evolving theoretical construction, and interviewees emerging profiles, as the interviews 

proceeded. After the opening interviews with project managers, the subsequent interviews 

were either semi-centered or “understanding”55 depending on the interviewee and on the 

context; we avoided using a very detailed, prescribed and formal schedule of questions 

leaving the interviewees wander off established paths in order for them to feel comfortable, 

expand on their experiences and perceptions, thus allowing possible new elements to surface.  

In the corporate setting we also used documents put at our disposal (technical documentation 

on the implemented software, consultant reports, etc) and attended several meetings with 

consultants and project managers; we also used memos which allowed us to record some of 

our ideas arising during data analysis. 

Throughout the ongoing process of data collection and analysis, data was coded first through 

open coding, which helped us describe what was “happening” in the data (Goulding, 1999) 

and explore similarities and differences. We grouped similar data into concepts which we 

labeled; then we categorized concepts. Open coding was first effected without the help of 

software for the first 12 interviews then, as we had too many data, we re-coded them with 

QSR NVIVO 8 which was used for all subsequent coding except for the double coding. 

Double coding was effected with the EXCEL software as we chose to use the paragraph as 

unit of analysis (Huberman and Miles, 1991) and this option was not available in QSR 

NVIVO 8.  

The investigation of possible dynamic inter-relationships between concepts led us to axial 

coding (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Goulding, 1999); In order to effect axial coding, we used 

the possibilities offered by the software to cross concepts/categories/data codes in matrices to 

investigate possible relationships (see the screen print of the various matrices investigated in 

appendix 2-c and final summary matrix we obtained in appendix 2-d). This helped us to 
                                                 
55 “entretien compréhensif”: Kaufman, 1996 
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follow Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) precepts and to answer the questions “who, why, how, and 

with what consequences” for each main category/code; the appendix table 2-5 summarizes 

our main “theoretical codes” which helped us conceptualize the relationships between 

“substantive codes” developed during open coding (Glaser, 1978; Kelle, 2005). 

Finally we applied selective coding: “this means that the researcher reviews the collected data 

by checking out whether the newly developed categories remain constant when the data is 

analyzed specifically for these categories” (Elliott and Lazenbatt, 2005). Only final verified 

and validated main elements are given in the appendix but one must be aware that along the 

research process, other axes of analysis were seen as emerging from the data but were not 

subsequently confirmed when selective coding was applied. Some of our data was thus 

selectively coded and re-coded three times. Through all coding, we did not attempt to quantify 

(e.g. through word occurrence/word count) but rather immersed ourselves in the diverse data 

and concentrated on their interpretation and meaning.  

When no new information appeared to be forthcoming and similar elements were being 

reported which, through comparison with existing data, fitted in and confirmed existing 

categories again and again, i.e. when we reached “theoretical saturation”(Glaser, 1978, 2004; 

Strauss, 1987; Strauss and Corbin, 1990), we stopped the interviews. The final three main 

axes of analysis/ categories were fundamental needs satisfied through IT (sub-categories: 

affiliation, power, self-accomplishment), perceived IT-needs (sub-categories: situational, 

contextual, global) and self-determination (sub-categories: amotivation, extrinsic motivation, 

intrinsic motivation).  

In order to check our interpretation of data, and though this is not an imposed validation 

standard in Grounded Theory, we chose to return to some of the participants during the course 

of the research and discuss with them the archetypal profile(s) we had identified through the 

transcripts of the interviews we had previously conducted with them. In no instance, were we 

faced with a contradicted appraisal. In one instance, one participant thanked us for 

understanding her “predicament” so well. 

All interviews were coded by the first author of the present article, who has some knowledge 

in needs and motivation theories for having studied and taught them for three years. As this is 

a possible bias and as we did not want to mask under an "emergence talk" the use of “the 

researcher's pet concepts” (Kelle, 2005 page 18), five interviews were double-coded by a PhD 

student; the second coder had not previously been involved in the research and was purposely 

chosen for having no specific previous knowledge in needs and motivation theories, beyond 

those theories traditionally studied in management courses. As the double coding procedure 
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was conducted at the end of the research, and after the results had been verified through 

quantitative methods, the double coding procedure did not aim at verifying results. It rather 

aimed at verifying the fit between the proposed reading grid and the data, as well as its 

understandability (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Douglas, 2003).  The second coder was provided 

with a list of 43 codes together with their meanings; we obtained a 92 % agreement level in 

the double coding procedure. The formula used was the one proposed by Huberman and Miles 

(1991): “Reliability= number of agreements/ total number of agreements and disagreements” 

(page 108). 

To bring to light the proposed users’ taxonomy, and while investigating users’ IITC, we chose 

settings and populations sufficiently diversified so as to take into account all other cultural 

layers of users. In our chosen conceptual framework, we were then able to attempt to identify 

average central tendencies in users’ IITC. The choice of conducting the research in 

diversified settings and the purposeful diversity of the interviewees allowed us to render the 

proposed typology more robust within the cultural framework chosen in the present article.  

In our results we first describe the taxonomy brought to light in the investigated settings; we 

then discuss the various profiles and inter-group dynamics.  

2-4-  Results 

Each archetypal profile identified is discussed, briefly illustrated through interview quotes and 

summarized in table 2-1. In some instances these archetypes are linked to profiles identified in 

the literature. Except for consultants, interviewees are identified through a double alpha 

numerical code56. One should pay specific attention to the last two digits which give 

interviewees’ age. Three main attitudinal groups are identified: pro-active, passive and 

refusal. In the corporate setting these groups are informal (Barnard, 1938), that is they are not 

pre-defined by the project managers and were found to include all hierarchical levels. In the 

                                                 
56 The two alpha numerical positions for each interviewee are separated by a hyphen (-) : first position- second 
position e.g. D3-H23. The first position informs on the corporation (letter A, B …H) in the corporate setting, the 
letter I meaning “Interviewee” in the societal setting, the subsequent digits give a chronological number for the 
interview in a given corporation/the societal setting. The second position informs on the gender (M= Male and 
F= Female) and the subsequent digits inform on the age of the interviewee. If the numerical part of this second 
position has a complementary digit after a slash (e.g. F44/1 and F44/2), this means that the same person was 
interviewed several times.  
Examples: F2-F44/2: interviewee belongs to corporation F, second employee to be interviewed in corporation F, 
Female, 44 years of age, 2nd interview with this person; I24-M62: interviewee is the 24th person to be 
interviewed in the societal setting, Male, 62 years of age. 
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societal setting, the three groups were found to include people of mixed genders, ages, 

education, origins, etc, with no specific causal relations revealed.  

 

Table 2- 1: The identified archetypal IT-culture users’ profiles and their 
specificities 

Attitudinal  
groups 

Archetypal 
Profiles 

Perceived 
IT-needs 

Fundamental 
needs satisfied 

through IT  
IT-Motivation  
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e 
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t/
 

pe
rs
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om

m
itm
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Passionate Global Primary 
Affiliation  

Intrinsic motivation (to experience 
stimulation through IT-usage) 

Dangerous  Global Power 
Affiliation  

Intrinsic motivation (to accomplish, 
to experience stimulation through 

IT-usage) 

Studious Global 
Self –

accomplishment 
Affiliation  

Intrinsic motivation (to know, to 
accomplish) 

Interested Global Affiliation  Intrinsic motivation (to know) 

P
as

si
ve

 
(M

an
da

to
ry

 in
vo

lv
em

en
t) Disciplined Contextual Affiliation  Extrinsic motivation (Integrated 

regulation to use IT) 

Frightened Contextual Affiliation  
Extrinsic motivation (identified 

regulation to use IT) + some factors 
of amotivation (ability, efforts) 

Disenchanted Situational Affiliation  
Some amotivation towards IT 

(strategy) +Extrinsic motivation 
(Introjected regulation to use IT) 

Constrained Situational Affiliation  

Some amotivation towards IT 
(ability/efforts/inaptitude) + 

Extrinsic motivation (external 
regulation to use IT) 

R
ef

us
al
 

(N
o 

in
vo

lv
em

en
t) 

Dodger None None Total amotivation towards IT: total 
absence of any kind of motivation. 

 

2-4-1- Pro-active users 

In corporate settings pro-active users involve themselves voluntarily (if allowed to do so) in 

new IT projects from the pre-implementation period during which the organizational IT-needs 

are usually being assessed. In the societal setting, users in this group investigate any new IT 

brought to their awareness and at their disposal beyond any immediate practical need that they 

may have. Most users of this group appear to have a high degree of personal innovativeness in 

IT (« PIIT »: Agarwal and Prasad, 1998).  
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They also all appear to have what we defined as global IT-needs: they perceive that they need 

IT in all aspects of their lives; they could perhaps do without it but consider this would hinder 

their daily lives. However these users fulfill very different fundamental needs through IT and 

this allows us to differentiate them. This first group includes four archetypal profiles: 

passionate, dangerous, interested, and studious  

2-4-1-1- The passionate users 

These users are impregnated with IT and cannot envisage their day-to-day life without it. IT is 

a passion. In extreme instances (e.g. the Japanese « otaku » and the American « nerd » or 

« geek »), IT is close to an addiction for these users who have been identified and studied in 

the literature (Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000; Boullier and Charlier, 1997; Csikszentmihalayi, 

1990; Dern, 1996; Ghani and Deshpande, 1994; Nash, 1997; Sinha, 1999) 

- Corporate setting D2- H24: “At home, that’s all I do […] I am all the time on my 

computer.”  

- Societal setting I8- M36: “Computers for me, it’s difficult to explain because it 

is now an intrinsic part of my life…I couldn’t explain; it is a leisure activity, a 

passion, I use it for everything. It takes up to 75% of my free time, 2-3hours every 

day when everybody is asleep in the house.”  

-Societal setting I24- M62: “I am completely “computerized”. Some people are 

lobotomized but I, I am computerized!” 

Passionate users use IT first and foremost for their own personal satisfaction and stimulation 

and like to thoroughly investigate their IT-tools (intrinsic motivation to experience stimulation 

through IT-usage). The fundamental need these users satisfy though IT is close to a 

primary/biological need. They are IT-dependent.  

2-4-1-2- The dangerous users 

These users are attracted by IT and will actively come forward, unprompted, to partake in any 

IT project, although their academic training or their position in an organizational hierarchy do 

not always bring them forward as possible natural candidates to get involved in such projects 

(intrinsic motivation to accomplish through IT-usage). In the corporate setting, if the 

hierarchy validates their voluntary involvement in a new IT project, they use IT as a means to 

improve their position in the hierarchy and sometimes as a power instrument which they 

enjoy and often abuse (power need satisfied through IT-usage).  

- Corporate setting Consultant 2- F42: “When they get involved with IT projects, 

some people at lower levels of the hierarchy can attend strategic managerial 
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meetings during IS implementation. This suddenly give them importance and 

power.” 

IT used as a power symbol has been largely studied in the literature (Jasperson, Carte and 

Saunders, 2002; Jouët, 2000; etc.). In the societal setting the power aspect is still present but it 

is more informal and less explicit. These users, thus appearing mostly to fulfill power needs 

through IT, often accomplish tasks for which they are badly prepared, and like to delude 

themselves and their entourage with supposed competences. The dangerous user likes to play 

on computers but does not always have the natural disposition to go beyond this playful use of 

computers.  

- Corporate setting F1- M45 talking about one of his employees who upgraded 

himself through IT: “With other employees, his speech was ‘I can’t do these 

menial tasks anymore. I leave these to you. I don’t have time. I am into computers 

now’ […] He had a personal taste for computers, but one must be very careful 

about personal taste for computers. Many people like this are just trouble shooters 

but as soon as it becomes fastidious and very stringent, they are not interested 

anymore.” 

-Corporate setting: F1- M45: “I think today one should differentiate between 

personal playful use and professional use of computers. Many people do not make 

this differentiation and are convinced they like computers. They just like the fun 

but are not rigorous enough for proper professional use.”  

  

These profiles are considered dangerous by project managers as, beyond causing frictions 

with other staff, they come forward unprompted to take over tasks for which they are 

sometimes very badly prepared and without being really aware of their own limitations. 

- Consultant (Male, 49): “The danger is that he is going to believe that he has IT 

skills whereas he does not have our experience. This can lead to conflicts and 

dilemmas because he does not see the full scope of possible problems.” 

2-4-1-3- The interested users 

Users belonging to this group welcome any new IT tool with ease and sometimes with 

pleasure as they like to learn about IT (intrinsic motivation to know), but they refuse to be 

completely captive of their IT- tools which, they find, often absorb too much of their time. 

They need IT in all aspects of their life, and accept they mostly cannot do without it (global 

perceived IT-needs). These users however consider IT as often linked to their professional 
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obligations and when, for example, they go on holidays, they mostly willingly do so without a 

computer 

Societal setting I2-M29: “I can do without my computer… It’s quite a paradox. It 

is at the same time like an addiction on a day to day basis but as soon as I can, I 

do without it. My greatest pleasure is to be completely free of any technological 

constraint.” 

For these users, IT mostly fulfils their affiliation needs to a work group or to an informal peer 

group.  

2-4-1-4- The studious users 

Studious users like to study and learn in all kinds of domains, including IT, and are very hard-

working in their diverse learning endeavors. These profiles are very emulating for their direct 

entourage; even if they are not always of high initial academic training nor properly trained on 

some IT which they have to use, they feel the need to go deeper and deeper in the 

understanding of their IT-tools (intrinsic motivation to know IT). If need be, they will self-

train during some free time in order to reach a significant level of knowledge which they 

consider important for themselves (self-accomplishment need satisfied through IT-usage and 

IT-intrinsic motivation to accomplish).  

-Focus group (Consultant, man, 45, talking about a profile perceived as facilitator in 

one of the SMEs): “I don’t know her academic level. Probably not very high: 

approximately high school…On a previous project, she self trained and she saw all 

that it could bring. So she is a leader and ‘pulls’ very strongly the commercial use of 

the software, and she is not afraid to self train again to work on the new project” 

-Corporate setting H2- M66: “And then, at that time, everybody was starting to talk 

about computers, and that’s when I started, on Saturdays, Sundays, night and day, to 

learn about computers. On my own […] Computers fit with my personality which 

has always been organized and methodical …”  

- Societal setting I12- F22: “I like to know, I like to find solutions for myself; it’s 

the same when I meet a problem on software.” 

These profiles appear to satisfy self-accomplishment needs through IT usage The need to 

know, learn, and understand things, which is usually much stronger in childhood (Maslow, 

1954) appears still very high in these profiles, without any relation to age (see for example in 

appendix table 2-4, the individual H2-M66 whom we identified as belonging to this 

archetypal group).  
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This group is probably close to Roger’s (2005) innovators, although these are characterized 

by their innovative tastes whereas the group we are trying to describe is mostly characterized 

by its very strong learning/understanding need. Also Roger’s innovators appear to be of fairly 

high academic level whereas in our setting, the identified studious users were of mixed 

academic levels (see interviewee D2-M24 in summary of interviewed profiles in appendix 

table 2-4 who did not have a high school or even any kind of lower technical school degree) 

2-4-2- Passive users  

This group of users is passive in the sense that they will only act and use IT when they are 

compelled to do so. To fulfill their affiliation needs and conform to their peer group, these 

users will apply to IT-use what they have been taught about their IT-tools which they consider 

mandatory; however, they will not try and go beyond this, unless urgent situational or 

contextual IT needs force them to do so. They are extrinsically motivated with, in some 

instances, some amotivation factors: their involvement with IT is mandatory.  

This group includes four archetypal IT-cultural profiles: disciplined, frightened, disenchanted 

and constrained.  

2-4-2-1- The disciplined users 

Disciplined users can be competent, well trained, and good IT-underlings but they will rarely 

involve themselves in IT-implementation projects unless they are appointed to do so by their 

hierarchy. They perceive the need for IT to improve their self-efficacy in the tasks they are 

obliged to fulfill (extrinsic IT-motivation, integrated regulation). IT is just a tool like any tool 

and does not particularly or specifically interest them although they show no sign of 

amotivation towards IT. Once they have mastered the IT tools needed in their various 

context(s) (perceived contextual IT-needs), they can be very efficient in their use but they will 

not try and go beyond a mandatory or convenient usage of IT. 

- Corporate setting F1- M45 (talking about some of his employees): “They do not 

like computers. They have only understood that computers are mandatory if 

companies are to develop and progress.” 

- Corporate setting D3- M23: “I am not a computer expert; I just can use most 

computers and software, mostly for work purposes, but I don’t particularly like 

IT.”  
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2-4-2-2- The frightened users 

For this category of users, the world of IT is an unknown and terrifying land. They feel that 

they do not master what they do when they use IT; they show signs of IT-amotivation (ability 

and effort beliefs) and often they do not feel like trying to know more. Some would like to 

learn but are afraid of failure.  

Corporate setting F2-F44: “Computers and software help me do my work on a day 

to day basis but they represent tools which frighten me as I do not master them 

[…] I feel like a failure.” 

Societal setting I4-F62: “I was always afraid of making mistakes, to lose what I 

was working on if I struck the wrong key…For me computers are a big mystery.” 

These users mostly satisfy IT-contextual needs, needs emerging mostly from their work 

context. In the corporate setting, the necessity to justify their self-efficacy in order to retain 

their job leads to their mandatory use of IT but with no personal commitment. In most cases, 

these users accept that IT use improves the quality of their work (IT-extrinsic motivation 

through identified regulation) but their usage is limited to mandatory use imposed by 

corporate hierarchy or by the society in which they live. 

In the investigated setting, this user’s latent anxiety linked to IT usage appears mostly due to 

lack of IT-mastery/training and it diminishes as IT-mastery/competence improves. This 

anxiety and its consequences have been studied in the literature (Cambre and Cook, 1985; 

Marcoulides 1988; Howard and Mendelow 1991). Already in 1973, Lucas indicated that some 

people found computers incomprehensible and frightening (Mc Elroy, Hendrickson, 

Townsend and DeMarie, 2007).  

We found some elements of this profile in most novice/untrained users. This profile could be 

considered as a transitory state for some users but we found some trace of it in most “digital 

immigrants” (Prensky, 2001) who have not yet reached a sufficient level of mastery. However 

we also surprisingly identified in our settings “digital natives” (Prensky, 2001) belonging to 

this group. 

Societal setting I3-F29: “I feel like it’s too complicated; I am afraid and I don’t 

have sufficient basic know-how.”  

2-4-2-3-The disenchanted users  

In most of the cases observed belonging to this group, the users have previously encountered 

difficult and unsuccessful IT-implementations in the work context. Their high initial 

expectancies were unfulfilled. As a consequence they appear to purposely minimize their 
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perceived IT-needs at the situational level and on a mandatory basis in their work life 

(extrinsic IT-motivation, introjected regulation). They are disenchanted/ disappointed with IT 

and have a very negative approach to IT. They consider that IT tools will not fulfill their 

expectations and show strong signs of amotivation (IT-strategy beliefs), mostly linked to IT-

service people who abused their ignorance rather than to IT itself. 

- Corporate setting G1- M42: “We were not given all relevant information; the 

software providers delivered without giving us proper training which led to 

failure.”  

- Societal setting F1- M45: “I only experienced sabotages […] Too many software 

companies […] promised miracle solutions without even doing the bare 

minimum, hence my indifference for IT today.” 

- Societal setting I1- M56: “I have had some very bad experiences with IT at 

work. We were sold software much too heavy, too complicated and which did not 

fit our needs.”  

This profile is not described in the previous typologies which we studied; it resembles 

however profiles previously described in the literature (Bhattacherjee 2001; Bhattacherjee and 

Premkumar, 2004) who have experienced cognitive dissonance related to IT and move from 

an initial acceptance and adoption to a position close to refusal (cognitive dissonance theory: 

Festinger, 1957).  

Disenchanted profiles use IT for professional reasons and know that they need IT for some of 

their tasks but they resent this obligation; they often have difficulty in expressing their 

resentment and do not like talking about IT. 

2-4-2-4- The constrained users 

These users accept that, in today’s world, they cannot be active members of an organization 

(corporation or society) without IT which has become a mandatory part of a daily life which 

they have not chosen. These users consider that IT does not improve the quality of their work 

and they only use IT when there is no other choice possible. Their IT-needs are situational and 

strong elements of IT-amotivation (ability, efforts, and/or inaptitude) appear in this profile.  

- Societal setting I4- F62: “it annoys me and makes me nervous, it’s so 

complicated…We have to wait on technicians, programmers…When I retired I 

was happy to let all that behind me but, after a few month s I had to buy a PC to 

be able to surf on the web and to stay in touch with family and friends everywhere 

in the world.” 
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These profiles use IT to avoid a punishment (e.g. loss of information for one’s job or loss of 

communication with one’s friends) and mostly to stay in touch with their reference group (IT-

external motivation through external regulation). 

2-4-3- The refusal group 

This group includes only one identified user’s profile: the dodger.  

The dodgers  

For dodgers, IT is a pensum which they try and avoid at all cost. They have no perceived IT-

needs and are completely IT-amotivated. We identified several such profiles but as IT is a 

subject of complete boredom and uselessness for them, interviews had to remain prompt and 

informal and could not be recorded. We therefore have to rely on quotes from other people to 

describe these profiles adequately; however, in all cases but one, information was verbally 

confirmed, directly with the relevant person. 

- Corporate setting - B1-M37 speaking of B2-F38: “she does not like computers at 

all; she will not touch them.” 

- I11b-F21, speaking of I16-F48: “My aunt has strictly no need for IT. She does 

not have a computer, she does not have a mobile phone, nor DVDs; even 

television… her boy friend had to bring one with him because she never watched 

television…We offered her a mobile phone, she gave it to a cousin. She does not 

use automatic ticket machines in the subway because it’s ‘inhuman’ and she 

prefers to queue for an hour for contact…”  

It would probably be interesting to investigate this profile further and check how many such 

profiles could be identified in corporate settings where today most tasks are linked to IT 

specificities and use. Some dodgers were reported to us at high hierarchical levels, thus they 

were able to delegate to employees of lower positions whatever IT-tasks they did not wish to 

fulfill themselves. One such case, which we considered extreme, was the CEO of a software 

company! 

- Societal setting - I12-F22: “There are some people who can still say ‘it’s not for 

me’. There are people like this very rich guy I met recently who manages a 

company of software security. But he knew nothing about it. He had technicians, 

engineers. He managed the money and did not want to know anything about the 

rest.” 
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2-5- Discussion 

2-5-1- The profiles brought to light 

 
All profiles described above and summarized in Table 2-1 are archetypes, simplified and 

idealized; most investigated users cumulated traits of two or more of the described profiles 

but, in most cases, had a dominant profile. Some profiles are auto-exclusive like the dodger 

and the studious. Others appear cumulative: all identified passionate users appeared to be 

studious, dangerous or interested. This double positioning (e.g. passionate and studious, or 

passionate and dangerous) should be investigated further as it could be important to explain 

mixed, contradictory results obtained in previous research. Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) 

underline that passionate profiles were studied for their negative aspects (Dern 1996, Nash, 

1997, Sinha, 1999); other works (Csikszentmihalayi, 1990; Ghani and Deshpande, 1994) 

however suggest that positive attitudes and exploratory usage of IT may result from this type 

of users’ profiles. It could be investigated if these contradictory results could be explained by 

users’ different fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage e.g. power needs or self-

accomplishment needs.  

To allow an easier reading of users’ profiles, all pro-active and passive users groups were 

positioned along the three salient axes which emerged from the data and were confirmed 

through selective coding (see figures 2-1 and 2-2). Perceived IT-needs are cumulative by 

definition: contextual IT-needs include situational IT-needs; global IT-needs include 

contextual and situational IT-needs. Concerning the fundamental needs axis, all investigated 

users (except the dodgers) appeared to satisfy affiliation needs through IT, but studious users 

who satisfy self-accomplishment needs did not appear in our sampling to satisfy power needs 

through IT. This point would have to be investigated further through quantitative methods 

before the fundamental needs axis can be deemed cumulative. Concerning the self-

determination axis, it appears to follow the continuum described by Gagné and Deci (2005). 

The continuum of IT-usage self-determination appears to extend and remain valid from IT-

amotivation to intrinsic IT-motivation but with what appears to be varying degrees of self-

determination at both extremities of the continuum, in amotivation and intrinsic motivation. It 

also has to be underlined that several IITC profiles presented some elements appearing to 

pertain to amotivation factors and at the same time other elements appearing to pertain to 

extrinsic motivation, the amotivation elements disappearing as self-determination increased. It 

thus appears that the four dimensions of the concept of amotivation as defined by Pelletier et 
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al (1997) could be closely negatively correlated with the various dimensions of extrinsic 

motivation as defined by Deci and Ryan in their various works. These elements would need to 

be investigated further through quantitative methods in order to be confirmed. 

 
Figure 2- 1: The pro-active users’ group 

 

 
Figure 2- 2: The passive users’ group 
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In CIS and in terms of IT-usage the self-determination continuum appears to follow another 

continuum which could be described as users’ IT- personal voluntary involvement continuum: 

from no personal involvement (they use IT if and when they cannot do otherwise) to personal 

commitment (they use IT because they choose and want to do so), through mandatory 

involvement (they use IT because they perceive that they have to).  

Along their usage history, and as they account for it themselves, some users appear to have 

gone through mandatory use of IT before voluntary use; but some other users appear to have 

immediately voluntarily used whatever IT was made available to them; some passionate users 

even appear sometimes to make tremendous efforts to obtain some IT they have just, by 

chance, heard of. 

Steel and Konig (2006) remind us that we are not born as blank slates but with some 

dispositions/inclinations. The needs and motivation of the users investigated in the present 

research certainly did not appear as resulting exclusively from context, training and 

socialization processes (hence from their culture) nor either exclusively from users’ natural 

dispositions; we surmise that they result rather from the intricate inter relationships of these 

two components. To give some examples, we noted an instance of two brothers (interviewees 

I8 and I14, see summary of interviewees in appendix table 2-4) with the exact same academic 

training and who had lived all their lives in the same cities and surroundings, but who 

appeared to have incompatible IT-cultural profiles (i.e. passionate/studious versus 

dodger/constrained). A contrario, we also identified a brother and a sister with different initial 

training, who lived for over 20 years in different countries (interviewees I1 and I4 see 

summary of interviewees in appendix 2-4) but who appeared to have the exact same IT-

cultural profile (constrained). 

One surprising result of the present research which needs to be underlined is the fact that age 

and academic training appeared as having no direct link of causality with the users’ IT-

cultural profiles; we found in our settings well educated “digital natives”  who were strongly 

identified as “dodgers” or “constrained” and also “digital immigrants”  with little academic 

background who, through their usage were identified as passionate and studious. 

These elements tend to indicate that the identified profiles result at the same time from a 

cultural acquired component and also from innate individual idiosyncrasies; they point at the 

necessity to take into account both components when designing Information Systems.  
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2-5-2- Profiles mobility and intergroup dynamics 

Described archetypal profiles were defined through the lens of the users’ needs and 

motivation which allows us to assess users’ IITC. Culture by definition is acquired and 

evolving and we did find that users’ profiles were dynamic/non static. In the investigated 

corporate setting, the IT-cultural evolution of two users was particularly striking: the project 

manager (who happened also to be CEO) of corporation F appeared to have evolved from 

dangerous to disenchanted through what he perceived as the failure of two successive IT 

projects he managed (though in both instances, IT were implemented and used, but did not 

fulfill his expectations); at the same time the CFO of the same company evolved from 

frightened to disciplined and was able to analyze her own evolution. 

F2-F44/2: “ I was frightened of IT ….I still need some specific know how and it 

still is not a passion for me…However, today I am able to understand, accept and 

try and fulfill my IT-needs… I can ascertain that before, I used to prefer pen and 

paper and today I prefer screen and mouse when I have things to write. It’s a huge 

leap forward for me” 

When pressed to try and explain this change, she was able to pinpoint it to the present 

research and the possibility of exchanging and socializing about her IT usage and past 

fear of IT. 

Sometimes, users may start using IT, led by extrinsic motivation (e.g. IT-use necessary for 

work purposes); then, through pleasure and stimulation and the satisfaction of some of their 

fundamental needs, their motivation evolves to intrinsic motivation  

Societal setting I20- M65: “Originally it was mandatory, it was an 

obligation…Now I really need IT….partly for mandatory, professional reasons 

but also for optional reasons…You have to use a computer to experience the 

pleasure of using it…”  

When we investigated group dynamics between pro-active and passive groups, two 

phenomena were identified: emerging social identities (which appear linked to attitudinal 

group membership) and organizational socialization processes centred on IT. 

The first phenomenon was described by a CFO as follows: “There really is a “split” between 

people who have an easy approach to IT, and people […] like me […], an intellectual “split” 

between the group of people who ‘speak’ computer language as if it were a usual language, 
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and the others who do not have this easy approach to IT and who, in fact, do not understand 

really all that is said and done about IT.” 

The « split » mentioned by this speaker is felt strongly by the individuals who belong to the 

pro-active group and also by those outside the group, the “good ones” or reference group and 

“the others”, the “less good” or group perceived as inferior. The only exception was 

constituted by the disciplined users who, in some instances, appear to socialize with both 

groups depending on their friendly appraisal of other users.  

A positive social identity emerges in the pro-active group with a strong image attached to the 

membership of this group: “We- They” (Social Identity Theory: Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel and 

Turner, 1979). This identity is felt within the group, but is also noticeable outside the group. 

In corporate settings this positive image is often linked to the reference group because it is 

close to high hierarchical levels, in an informal way. The consultants interviewed are the most 

explicit about these inherent dynamics, perhaps because their external position allows them a 

less blurred perspective than the main actors’.  

- Consultant, female, 42: «They (the people belonging to the emerging reference 

group) make themselves indispensable, let’s say. After a certain time […] even 

if the project manager is not aware of it, he relies anyway on these people” 

- Consultant, male, 40: “The relationship between the project manager and this 

person changes, evolves; there is a trust, a special relationship, which implies 

that even if the person has no particular title, it makes this person closer to the 

boss”.  

- Consultant, female, 42: “somebody…who, at the start, is at a level which is not 

involved with managerial decision, will finally be at the core of managerial strategic 

decisions, because of his attendance at certain meetings during the start of the new IS 

implementation. Then, suddenly, he becomes important…He becomes important and 

detains a power…which was not particularly always planned at the start ». 

The individual who belongs to one of the “inferior” groups, experiences the subjective hope 

of belonging to the reference group as a probability of acquiring a social status leading to an 

identity he perceives as preferable. The “anticipatory socialization” (Merton, 1965) by which 

“an individual acquires and internalizes the values of a reference group he wants to belong 

to”, helps him “to haul himself up into the group” (Dubar, 1998 page 61). Belonging to the 

reference group appears to be an “appropriate behavior” as described by Lacaze (2005); using 

Schein’s work (1985), Lacaze reminds us that organizational socialization is about learning 

appropriate value systems, norms, attitudes and behaviors. 
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- Corporate setting- F2-F44: “IT allows you to go much further, especially in a world 

where people communicate more and more through IT”. 

- Consultant, male, 67: « The person, if she is from a low hierarchical position and if 

she is seen as belonging to the pro-active IT-reference group, is then in a much 

improved socio-professional set up compared to what it was before.” 

Possible evolutions in a user’s IITC profile could then be nurtured through socialization 

processes brought about, consciously or unconsciously, by the individual himself to reach the 

social identity of the sought after group.  

- Corporate setting- F1-M45: “IT for him? […] He is not an executive, he has a job 

with middle/low responsibilities, but now he is involved in IT implementation, then in 

a way he stands in for the executives, the ‘white collars’.” 

Thus individuals may evolve and their behaviors/ attitudes may change; globally users’ IT-

cultural profiles appear to evolve depending on the socio-organizational context (e.g. IT 

projects constructed through participatory management versus prescribed/imposed, 

organizational socialization centered on IT, etc). 

2-6- Contribution, Limitations, future directions and managerial 

implications  

The users’ taxonomy brought to light in the present article contributes to filling gaps in the 

literature. 

Rogers’ innovation approach (1962, 1995, 2003), though valuable for rupture innovations, 

might prove insufficiently refined to identify all users’ profiles for incremental innovations 

(i.e. innovations which are in the continuity of preceding innovations) e.g. we found in our 

settings that all pro-active users appeared to be “early adopters” but all “early adopters” were 

not pro-active; disciplined users were also found to be “early adopters” but were not pro-

active. Jouët’s (1987) typology brings to light extremely well the quest for social identity 

through usage. Her typology is developed in a framework approaching the one used in the 

present research, but IT having evolved at a fast rate, several profiles we brought to light 

could not be identified by Jouët. Lawless and Price’s (1992) “technological champions” 

appear to include, but do not differentiate between, studious and dangerous users although 

these two groups appear very different. Boullier’s (1997) typology is tied to a very specific IT 

(mobile technology) and a specific population (high mobility profiles) and cannot be extended 

to any IT and all users’ profiles. All pro-active users brought to light in the present research 
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appear to have high PIIT but there are very different users within this group that Agarwal and 

Prasad (1998) typology did not identify. Kellman’s (1958) work brings the categorization 

“conforms, identifies and internalizes” close to the concepts of extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivation as defined by Vallerand and Deci and Ryan. However Malhotra and Galetta 

(1999), when applying this framework, used it to complete the TAM (Technology Acceptance 

Model, Davis 1989) model. They did not attempt to identify users’ groups. Prensky’s (2001) 

typology takes only age into consideration but our research appears to bring to light strictly no 

correlation between our proposed taxonomy and users’ age. Finally, Raz and Goldberg’s 

(2006) typology resulted in fairly low R² (explained variance); this can be explained by the 

fact that these authors only took into consideration expected usage within corporate settings, 

depending on users’ position but our results appear precisely to point to the fact that users’ 

IITC does not appear correlated to hierarchical position. 

Beyond the proposed taxonomy, a particularly significant feature of the present research is the 

grounding it offers for future research. Through a grounded theory approach combined with 

relevant literature consultations, the present work has allowed us to conceptualize and confirm 

possible axes of analysis (fundamental needs satisfied through IT, perceived IT-needs and IT-

motivation) which can open the path to developing an instrument to assess users’ IT-culture 

through quantitative methodology. Such an instrument has been developed and it is currently 

being tested with encouraging results in a multinational corporation to identify users’ profiles 

before new IT implementations in the Middle-East.  

The cultural approach adopted in the present research to study usage could contribute to 

opening what has been named the “black boxes” of concepts like PU (Perceived Usefulness) 

and PEOU (Perceived Ease Of Use) used in models like the TAM and its derivates: “ PU and 

PEOU have largely been treated as black boxes that very few have tried to open” (Benbasat 

and Barki, 2007 page 212). To capture and assess IT-culture which pertains to each individual 

user, and to identify central average tendencies of this specific new construct, can bring us to 

revise well-established and widely-used models of IT adoption and appropriation: IT-culture 

could well be an antecedent to constructs used in established models in IS research; and 

revised adoption/appropriation models using IT- culture as an antecedent variable could then 

be proposed. 

It could for example be interesting to investigate, in corporate settings, if adoption and 

appropriation could be linked to users’ IT-cultural profiles and the possible correlations 

between project managers’ IITC, users’ IITC and the end result of corresponding projects.  
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The main limitation of the present research is linked to our interpretive positioning and the 

resulting methodology. Hence results may be biased by our own interpretation and culture. 

Social reality is built by the participants, interviewees and researcher alike. Smircich 

underlined this particular drawback in cultural research: “Because we are of our own culture, 

it is difficult for us, researchers and managers alike, to both live in our cultural context and to 

question it. It is difficult to engage in contextual, reflexive management and research, with the 

requirement of examination and critique of one's own assumptions and values.” Therefore our 

results would have to be confirmed through questionnaires and quantitative methods, while 

settings and demographic participants’ particulars should be as diversified as possible.  

Furthermore, culture being by definition dynamic and evolving, a users’ taxonomy grounded 

on users’ IT-culture can only be provisional, more especially due to the fast IT- development 

rate. Users’ profiles will evolve not only depending on new IT tools made available but, most 

probably, also on the IT-training made available to new generations. We are in the midst of a 

process of mass « computeracy » (i.e. computer literacy). This phenomenon will modify 

users’ IT-needs, their IT-culture and more widely their culture, just like literacy did in the 

past.  

Table 2- 2: Proposed managerial implications if IITC can be ex ante assessed 

Profiles 

Pre-
implementation 
involvement to 
be encouraged 

Global IT- 
training to be 

provided 

Situational 
IT-training to 
be provided 

IT- 
organizational 
Socialization 
centered on 

IT to be 
nurtured 

Studious  �  �  
Dangerous   � �  
Interested  �  �  

Disciplined   �  
Frightened  � � � 

Disenchanted  � � � 
Constrained   � � 

Dodger    � 
 
 

Managerial implications could include the need to de-standardize and adequately customize 

corporate IT-training according to the users’ IITC, irrelevant of the users’ hierarchical 

position or general academic level. Thus, and before implementing new IT in an organization, 

it could be very useful to study prospective users’ IITC. To give an example, a user whose 

fundamental needs include the absolute and passionate need to use IT in his/her everyday life 
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could require a very different training on a new IT tool than a user who will approach any IT 

with a negative stance (due perhaps to unsuccessful previous IT experiences) or than a user 

with a deeply ingrained fear of IT (See Table 2-2).  

Furthermore if the users’ IITC could be ex ante assessed at pre- implementation stage, 

facilitating profiles could then be identified and their voluntary involvement encouraged. 

Profiles in need of global as well as situational IT-training could also be identified. 

Organizational socialization processes between informal groups constituted around IT usage 

could also be nurtured between pro-active and passive groups; it could allow inter- group 

emulation and encourage “technological enculturation” (Straub, Loch and Hill, 2000). Pro-

active users were found in our settings to voluntarily socialize around the subject of IT 

whereas passive users were very reluctant and should be encouraged to do so.  

Some of our results tend to show that IT- usage is undergoing a deep mutation and nowadays 

includes a true and intrinsic IT-cultural dimension which, if we can assess it, will allow us to 

identify some unexpected users’ profiles e.g. untrained studious and passionate users at a low 

hierarchical level or interested elderly employees with high competencies on tasks to be 

computerized whose IT-training might have been neglected; these profiles could prove 

valuable and could be trained as a priority; this opens possibilities which could prove valuable 

in managerial terms. 

2-7- Conclusion 

In this research we have mobilized needs, motivation and self-determination theories to bring 

to light an IT-culture users’ taxonomy.  

This taxonomy identifies new emerging users’ profiles and refines other profiles previously 

identified in the literature. Users’ IITC evolve at the same time as their IT-needs emerge and 

develop.  

Humanity has migrated along its history from an oral culture to an oral and written culture, 

and more recently to an oral, written and numerical culture. In the last two decades it appears 

that we have not been living through an information revolution or a knowledge revolution but 

rather through a true cultural revolution. In organizations, in order to help and improve the 

success rate of new IT implementations, users have to be helped through this cultural 

migration and training has to be adapted to the users’ various IITC profiles. In order to do so, 

users’ IITC profiles have to be identified. 
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Appendix table 2- 1: Needs and motivation theories called upon in the present research 

 

Authors Construct Dimensions 
studied 

Winter (1996) Human needs essential to study Self-accomplishment- Affiliation- 
Power 

Vallerand (1997, 2001) Global model of motivation including intrinsic 
motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation 

Situational- Contextual- 
Global 

 
Deci and Ryan (1985) 
Ryan and Deci (2000) 
Gagné and Deci (2005) 

Global model of motivation including intrinsic 
motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation 

Self-determination 

Pelletier et al (1997) Amotivation  Ability beliefs- Strategy beliefs- 
Efforts beliefs- Inaptitude beliefs 

Deci and Ryan (1985) Extrinsic motivation  External regulation- Introjected regulation- 
Identified regulation- 
Integrated regulation 

Vallerand (1997, 2001) Intrinsic motivation  To know- To accomplish- 
To experience stimulation 
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Appendix table 2- 2: Investigated Users’ Typologies 

 

Authors Typology Characteristics 
Specific 
technology 
studied 

Specific 
population 
studied 

Innovation 
approach 

Specificities 
Cultural 
dimension 
studied 

Rogers 
(Diffusion of 
innovations) 

 
1962-1995-2003 

 

Innovators 
Adventurous, capacity “to understand 

and apply complex knowledge” 

  � 

Approach based on Social Actor Theory. 
Takes into account the social interactions; based on time dimension 
(delay in adoption of new technologies). 
 
 
Comment: Mostly applicable to innovations. Not appropriate when IT is 
not perceived as an innovation but is perceived by users as a mandatory 
every day tool. 

S
ocial interactions 

Early adopters Opinion leaders, respected by their peers. 

Early Majority “Follow with good will but rarely lead” 

Late Majority 
“Skeptic, adoption results from 

economical necessity and peer pressure”. 

Laggards 
“Their landmark is the past […] make 
decisions in function of what was done 

previously” 

Jouët 
1987 

Rational 
Utilitarian and professional usage but 

little impact on professional life. Mainly 
time saving and sometimes for playing. 

�    

Analyses usage of minitel and micro computer. Studies identification 
processes in usage 
 
Comment: The technologies studied are today redundant or have 
sufficiently evolved to change some of their usage However this typology 
is the first identified typology which brings to light the quest for social 
identity through IT usage 

S
ocial identity 

Programmer 
(hooked on 

programming) 
 

Technologies are a structuring element in 
personal life, are a substitute for almost 
any other leisure activity and can even 

affect sleep. 

Messengers 
(hooked on 

communication
) 

Limited because of the cost, hence 
professional infiltration. Usages 

experienced as a game in an imaginary 
universe. 

Lawless and 
Price 

(Grounding their 
work on 

Zaltman and 
Duncan’s 1977) 

 
1992 

 
 

Technological 
Champions 

Agents of potential users of the 
technology. Act through an implicit 
contract answering organizational 

constraints and needs as perceived by 
users. Importance of informal and non 

monetary motivation is underlined. 

�  
 
 
 

 �  

Study centred on users and does not take into account interrelations with 
management and the rest of the organization. 
 
Comment: To be an agent of prospective users, one has to have the same 
needs and constraints as they do. But our argument is precisely to point 
out that all prospective users might not have the same needs and 
constraints. 

O
rganizational needs 
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Boullier 
(Choice of the 

Chinese portrait 
to synthesize 

Usages) 
 

1997 

The Brown 
Bear (Debate) 

“Grounded on stable landmarks” he sees 
mobility as a necessity and is “non 
committal towards technological 

innovation” 

�    

Study of blended practices on communication and mobility done on a 
population of 48 frequent travelers whose functions imply intensive use 
of various means of transportation (plane, TGV, etc) and IT. 
 
Comment: Typology related to one specific technology and studying a 
specific population of frequent travelers. Our purpose is to define a 
users’ typology including users as diversified as possible and which can 
be applied to any IT tool. 

P
ractices 

The Dolphin 
(Links) 

“Communication tools enable and 
support movement while maintaining 

contact with the environment” 

The Beaver 
(Data 

transmission) 
 

Expert, hard worker, he uses technology 
to communicate (but in a non 

synchronous way) and to extend his 
office space wherever he goes, to gain 

efficiency. 

The Seagull 
(Contacts) 

Always on the move. Mostly interested 
in mobile technologies to keep in touch. 

Agarwal and 
Prasad 

(Grounding their 
work on Flynn 

and Goldsmith’s 
1993) 

 
1998 

Categorization 
depending on 
individuals’ 

PIIT 

“PIIT= Personal Innovativeness in IT= 
the willingness of an individual to try out 

any new technology”. 
�  �  �  

Study done on a population of 175 professional students in an MBA 
course. Measures conscious intended use. Limited to a population of 
highly qualified individuals. 
 
Comment: Based once again on the innovative aspect of technology 
(which we consider is today redundant) and limited to highly educated 
users (which does not cover the population of all IT users) 

Innovativeness 

Malhotra and 
Galetta 

(Grounding their 
work on 

Kelman’s, 1958) 
 

1999 

Conforms 
 

When an individual adopts an induced 
behavior not because he adheres but 

because he expects gratifications from it 
or wants to avoid punishments. 

�  �   

Study done on 208 office workers in several urban hospitals, which are 
part of a health organization, during the implementation of MS Exchange 
(software aimed at improving communication, collaboration, and 
coordination).Takes into account the social influence which affects 
individual behavior. 
 
Comment: Brings us closer to our analysis framework and provides us 
with some sound basis for our work but too general. Profiles need 
identifying within the boundary of the IT-domain. 

S
ocial influence 

Identifies 

When an individual accepts an influence 
because he wants to establish or maintain 
a relationship which allows him to define 
himself in relation to another person of a 

group. 

Internalizes 
When an individual accepts an influence 

because it is congruent with his own 
value system. 
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Prensky 
 

2001 

Digital 
Natives 

They have spent their lives surrounded 
by and using computers, video games, 
mobile phones, playing digital music, 

and generally using all tools of the digital 
era. 

 �   

Study done on a population of students and teachers. Only takes age as a 
variable into consideration. 
 
Comment: Though culture evolves with age, it certainly cannot be 
reduced to this variable only. 

S
ocio-dem

ographic 

Digital 
Immigrants 

They were not born in the digital world 
but, at a certain moment in their life, they 
have become fascinated with IT and have 
adopted many IT tools but they have kept 

their native, immigrant “accent”, 

Raz and 
Goldberg. 

 
(Concept of 
Cognitive 

Knowledge 
Identity) 

 
2006 

Tayloristic 
Profile 

 

They are expected to follow rules and 
procedures under direct supervision from 

their hierarchy, without trying to 
understand. They are motivated by a 

salary paid for a given and established 
task, which they accomplish. 

 �  �  

Study done on 580 employees of 18 different organizations. 
Only takes into consideration organizational identity and not individual 
global identity. 
Work done on cognitive aspects of organizational culture. 
 
Comment: deals with organizational stereotypes and expected users’ 
behaviors rather than users’ true profiles. 

O
rganizational identity 

Expert Profile 

They are expected to use tacit knowledge 
in their work which includes their know-
how and competence. They are supposed 
to be motivated by their task when it is 

well done. 

Innovator 
Profile 

They use their intuition and acumen to 
find creative solutions. They are 

motivated by their work challenges and 
have enough freedom in their work to 

explore new ideas 
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Appendix figure 2- 1: Emerging research design 

 
 

Except for the first phase and the beginning of the second phase of our research, our research design was not 
planned; it emerged and was guided by our data collection/analysis/constant comparison. 

 
 

Appendix table 2- 3: Summary of investigated SMEs 

Corporation Industry Turnover  
Number 

of 
employees 

IT Projects 
 

Forward looking Budget 
for the planned IT 

program 
A Textile 5M€ 17 ERP 80 K€ 
B Pharmacy 1,65M€ 7 Electronic tags 10 K€ 
C Mechanics 1,9M€ 15 ERP + web site 32 K€ 

D Production Services 3,5M€ 116 
Full IS 

restructuration 
RFID 

147 K€ 

E Rubber moulds 3,2M€ 45 ERP 51 K€ 
F Electric and electronic cables 1,8M€ 25 ERP 70 K€ 
G Distribution and installation of 2M€ 16 ERP 55 K€ 

O
ngoing process of concurrent data collection, codi

ng/recoding and  constant  com
parative analysis  

P
h

ase 1                                     P
ha

se 2
                                     P

h
ase 3-1

     
                           P

h
ase -3

-2
O

p
en

 cod
in

g                              O
p

en
 an

d
 a

xial co
d

in
g              O

pen
, axial and

 selective 
co

d
in

g
             A

xial and
selective co

d
in

g
Exploratory post 

analysis

Literature review on users’ profiles 
identified in IS literature. Start of 
the literature review on culture

Focus group with 6 
consultants

Selective sampling

Literature review on 
culture

14 interviews in 
corporate  setting 

(theoretical sampling)

14 interviews in 
societal settings

(theoretical sampling)

15 interviews in corporate 
setting (selective then 
theoretical sampling)

Conceptualization and
emerging 
archetypes

Literature review on 
needs and motivation

11 interviews in  
societal setting

(theoretical sampling)

Further conceptualization      
and refinement of 

archetypes

Memos
Corporate
documents

Memos

Memos

Theoretical saturation
Final taxonomy

Literature review on  
Social Identity Theory and 

IT-culture

Conceptualization 
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industrial furniture and 
equipment 

H Toy shop 180K€ 4 
Sales administration 

+ web site 
23 K€ 

 

Appendix table 2- 4: Summary of people interviewed 

 
Interview 

N° 
Setting Interviewee Countries Position Initial academic training 

1 1 A1- F42 
Tunisia- Ireland- 

France 
CEO 

3 years higher education 
(maths) 

2 1 A2- H31 Algeria-France Storeman No degree 

3 1 A3- H29 France Production assistant 
2 years technical college 

(weaving) 
4 1 A4- H42 France Production manager High school technical degree 
5 1 F1-H45/1 France CEO No degree 
6 1 Cons1-H64  Consultant No information 
7 1 Cons2-F42  Consultant No information 

8 1 B1- M37/1 France Pharmacist 
6 years higher education 

(chemistry) 

9 1 B2- F38 France Pharmacist 
5 years higher education 

(chemistry) 
10 1 C1- M60  CEO No information 

11 1 C2- F30  Quality manager 
5 years higher education 

(quality) 

12 1 C3- M35  Salesman 
2 years technical college 

(mechanic) 

13 1 C4- M29  Machine operator 
2 years technical college (micro 

techniques) 
14 1 D1- M38  CEO No information 
15 1 D2- M24 India- France Storeman No degree 

16 1 D3- M23  Internship student 
4 years higher education 

(logistics) 
17 1 E1- M38  CEO 3 years business school 

18 1 E2- M35  R&D assistant 
2 years technical college 

(mechanic) 
19 1 F1- M45/2 France CEO No degree 

20 1 F2- F44/1 France CFO 
3 years higher education 

(literature) 

21 1 F3- M40 France Cable man 
Technical secondary school 

degree 
22 1 F4- M41 France Sales executive No degree 
23 1 G1- M42  CEO No information 
24 1 G2- F45  Sales assistant High school degree 
25 1 G2- F30  Logistic assistant High school degree 
26 1 H1- M38  CEO Hair dresser diploma 

27 1 F2-F44/2 France CFO 
3 years higher education 

(literature) 

28 1 B1- M37/2 France Pharmacist 
6 years higher education 

(chemistry) 

29 1 H2- M66 Algeria-France 
Project manager. 
Retired executive. 

2 years technical college 
(mechanic) 

30 2 I1- M56 Ireland-France Professor 
5 years higher education 

(Business) 
Interview Setting Interviewee Countries Position Initial academic training 
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N° 

31 2 I2- H29 Ireland-France Journalist 
4 years higher education 
(history and journalism) 

32 2 I3- F29 France Edition assistant 
5 years higher education 

(philosophy and archeology) 

33 2 I4- F62 
Ireland- Jersey-
Luxembourg 

Retired secretary Bac + 2 (secretariat) 

34 2 I5- F84 Tunisia-France Retired teacher 
4 years higher education 

(English) 

35 2 I6- F54 France Museum executive 
5 years higher education 

(chemistry) 
36 2 I7- F31 France PR manager 5 years higher education (Law) 

37 2 I8- M36 Vietnam-France Baker 
2 years higher education 

(accountancy) 
38 2 I9- F20 France Student Arts 
39 2 I10- F21 Argentina-France Student Theatre 
40 2 I11- F20 France Student Law 
41 2 I11b-F21 France Student Mathematics 
42 2 I12-F22 Brazil-France Student Law 

43 2 I13-M80 Tunisia-France Retired engineer 
5 years higher education 

(engineering) 

44 2 I14-M34 Vietnam-France Sales staff 
2 years higher education 

(accountancy) 
45 2 I15-F84 Tunisia-France Housewife No degree 

46 2 I16-F48 France 
Props assistant in a 

TV channel. 
3 years higher education 

(anthropology) 

47 2 I17-M29 
South Korea-

France 
Consultant 

5 years higher education 
(information systems) 

48 2 I18-F49 Algeria-France Journalist 4 years higher education (arts) 

49 2 I19-F51 
Costa Rica- 

Mexico-Canada 
Translator 

2 years higher education (arts 
and psychology) 

50 2 I20-M65 
Tunisia-France- 
Nigeria-Mexico- 

Canada 

Professor and 
Consultant 

2 years higher education 
(Economics) 

51 2 I21-M37 Chile-France Social worker 4 years higher education 

52 2 I22-F41 France 
Professional dancer 

and teacher 
High school degree 

53 2 I23-F51 Tunisia-France Dentist 5 years higher education 

54 2 I24-M62 
Tunisia-France-

China 
CEO 

1 year higher education 
(medical school) 

 
- The first column (Interview N°) indicates the interviews chronology  

- The second column (Setting) informs if interview done in one of the eight SMEs of corporate setting (“1”) or 

societal setting (“2”) 

- The third column (Interviewee) informs on interviewee’s particulars; it includes two alpha numerical 

positions for each interviewee separated by a hyphen (-): first position- second position e.g. D3-H23  

The first position informs on the corporation (letter A, B, H) in the corporate setting, the letter I meaning 

“Individual” in the societal setting, the subsequent digit gives a chronological number for the interview in a 

given corporation/the societal setting.  

The second position informs on the gender (M= Male and F= Female) and the subsequent digits inform on the 

age of the interviewee. If the numerical part of this second position has a complementary digit after a slash 

(e.g. F44/1 and F44/2), this means that the same person was interviewed several times.  
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Examples: F2-F44/2: interviewee belongs to corporation F, second employee to be interviewed in corporation 

F, Female, 44 years of age, 2nd interview with this person. 

 I24-M62: interviewee is the 24th person to be interviewed in the societal setting, Male, 62 years of 

age. 

- The fourth column (Countries) informs in first position on the interviewee’s birth country, and in subsequent 

positions on the countries where the interviewee has lived at least 2 years. Some of this information is missing 

as in the first part of the research this information did not appear (wrongly) relevant. 

- The fifth column (Position) informs on the interviewee’s current job status 

- The last column on the right informs on the initial academic training of the interviewees when this 

information was available.  

 

Appendix 2- a: IS consultants’ focus group guide 

 
 
Two researchers attended the focus group: the moderator guiding the exchanges in the group, and the 

observer taking notes and taping the exchanges. Except for the few questions asked, the moderator 

chose to be non intrusive and intervene as little as possible in order to encourage group dynamics as the 

six consultants knew and felt at ease with one another. Thus, and after a few hesitations, they 

exchanged more freely. The focus group lasted close to two hours 

 

*The aim of our research is to study users’ profiles and more specifically those that project managers consider 

as facilitating the implementation process of the new IT. This research is done for the research laboratory 

XXXX of XXXX University and has been approved by XXXX (subsidizing public bodies). You are 

guaranteed confidentiality and neither your names nor the name of your corporations will be quoted unless 

you specifically authorize us to do so. We need your know-how to understand better the IT-users in the 

corporations you advise. 

 

*Can you briefly introduce yourselves? your name, indicate how many companies approximately you advised 

in the last three years before or during new IT implementation projects, the approximate number of employees 

in these companies and the type of IT project they were involved in. 

  

*Concerning users you met in these corporations can you globally describe their psycho-sociological profiles 

as you perceived them and those that you felt helped out more particularly and facilitated the implementation 

processes? How did they help?  

 

*In the SMEs that you advised, in what percentage of them was the CEO also the corporate IT-project 

manager? 
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* Apart from the project managers, did you always identify facilitating profiles? Where they always those that 

you expected? If you weren’t always able to identify these profiles, what was the percentage of the SMEs 

where you were able to identify such profiles?  

 

* In companies where no such profiles were identified what were the consequences on the implementation?  

 

 

Appendix 2- b: Corporate project managers’ interview guide 

 
 (At this stage of our research our research question has not yet migrated to studying all users’ IT 

culture profiles. We are still limiting ourselves to studying facilitating profiles. We are trying to refine 

the concept of IT-culture and more specifically the IT-cultural profile of users perceived as facilitators. 

Elements written in italics are written only to remind the researcher conducting the interview of the 

various literature consultations) 

 

Brief presentation of research project. Presentation of the respondent (Gender, age, position) 

 

*Can you describe the main recent IT project(s) of your company and tell me about the staff that 

played a significant role in these projects? 

* Were they all part of management? 

* Before the new IT implementation started had you planned or sensed that their role would be significant? 

* What was their impact on the project? On the social climate within the company?  

* Description of these profiles?  

[Existing typologies: technological champions, innovators, early adopters, PIIT, Cognitive Knowledge 

identities] 

* Do you know if these people were personally interested in IT before the start of the project? 

* Was there informal socialization centered on IT before and during implementation e.g. IT talks around 

morning coffee with project manager on a personal dimension of IT-usage 

* If answer to previous question positive: any other employees joined in informal exchanges? Emulation and 

increased interest in the IT-project?  

[In Barnard’s (1938) organizational systemic vision, organizations are by essence cooperative systems, 

composed of individuals who can communicate and accept to contribute towards a common aim. These 

individuals constitute formal and informal groups within organizations; these groups have greater capacity 

than individuals] 

* Did users informally group themselves by level of IT-knowledge, IT-affinity? Inter-group comparison?  
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[Positive, negative intergroup comparisons (Oakes and Turner, 1980). Group prestige increases identification 

to the group (Chatman, Bell, and Staw, 1986; March and Simon, 1958). Intergroup competition (Brown and 

Ross, 1982; Van Knippenberg, 1984)] 

* Change in corporate hierarchical position of unexpected people involved in IT? 

[Two types of cooperation intimately linked in organizations (Dameron, 2001): complementary cooperation 

based on calculative rationality and complementary resources; community cooperation based on identity 

grounded rationality and shared values and objectives]  

[For Barnard (1938), formal organization is conditioned and emerges through informal organization] 

* Was there official/formal delegation concerning IT given to unexpected facilitating profiles?  

* Are there any elements you would like to comment further on? 

 
 

 

Appendix 2- c: List of NVIVO matrices computed while investigating relationships 
between concepts 
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Appendix 2- d: Final NVIVO matrix  
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Appendix table 2- 5: Interviews final coding keys- Axial coding 

Axes of 
analysis Codes Concepts Who Why How Consequences 

/ use of IT Examples of collected and coded data  
F

un
da

m
en

ta
l n

ee
ds

 s
at

is
fie

d 
th

ro
ug

h 
IT

  

P
rim

ar
y 

ne
ed

 s
at

is
fie

d 
th

ro
ug

h 
IT

 

Dependence on 
IT 

 
*Passionate 

*Because it is 
felt to be 

essential for 
oneself 

 
*Because it is 

close to an 
addiction 

By getting 
engrossed in IT. 
One does not see 
the time passing 

Compulsive use: 
Great proportion 

of time spent 
using IT. 

Everything else 
is neglected 

* Researcher's memo about D2-M24: "He really gives the impression that 
his whole life revolves around IT. When he talks about it, he gets animated. 
Even though he has accepted to do the job of storeman as he hadn't any other 
choice, he gives the impression that if he had any choice, he would do 
nothing else but work on his computer."  
* D2-M24:" At home, that’s all I do; I have nothing else to be doing, that's 
all I do. I look for things on my computer; I’m all the time on my computer." 
* P12-F22: "Since I learned about IT, it's a passion; a pleasure, a passion; 
you see I use it for everything." 

P
ow

er
 n

ee
d 

sa
tis

fie
d 

 
th

ro
ug

h 
IT

 

Need for power, 
prestige, capacity 
to influence other 

people’s well 
being through 

one's knowledge 
and ability to use 

IT. 

*Dangerous 

Because one 
needs to re-
affirm or to 
change one's 
social status 
(position in 
hierarchy at 
work, with 

friends in peer 
group) 

By putting 
oneself forward 
as "knowing" 
about IT; by 
manipulating 

other people in 
need of help 

Misuse: 
In organizational 
contexts, social 

discontent. when 
training is not 

sufficient 

* F1-M45 talking about F3-M40: "He was very difficult to manage; as he 
gave me a hand on the new IT, he hadn't the time to do his old chores and he 
looked down on his old mates;; it was so much so that, when implementation 
was over, it was difficult to reintegrate him in his old job." 
* Researcher's memo: "talk in corridors with employees which confirm 
general ill feeling about F3-M40, appears that he used his knowledge of IT 
to prove his worth, and to improve his position in company," 

A
ffi

lia
tio

n 
ne

ed
 

sa
tis

fie
d 

th
ro

ug
h 

IT
 

Need for 
socialization, 

exchange, 
sharing, 

belongingness 

*All profiles 
except dodgers 

Because one 
needs to keep 
in touch, to 

communicate 
and to socialize 

("virtual" 
socialization) 

By being part of 
virtual social 

networks, using 
e-mails, 
intranets, 

extranets, etc. 

Socializing use: 
One has the 

feeling of being 
"connected" to 
others, of being 

part of a 
community 

*I10-F21;"To keep in touch with people I don't see much…Internet is great 
for that. You can share all kinds of information, communicate with people 
that you know." 
* I11-F22:" "we share our ideas, our experiences." 
* I1-M56: It makes exchange easier. It is a means of getting in touch, of 
communicating. 

S
el

f-
ac

co
m

pl
is

hm
en

t 
ne

ed
 s

at
is

fie
d 

th
ro

ug
h 

IT
 Need to 
overcome 

obstacles, to do 
what one is 

competent/ gifted 
for. 

*Studious 

Because one 
wants to 
improve 

oneself and 
one’s 

efficiency 
through IT-

usage 

Through learning 
and training  

Thorough and 
efficient use  

* H2-M66: "I have always been methodical and organized; that's probably 
why unconsciously I chose to train myself into computers as I felt it would 
help me improve and be more efficient."  
* I21-M37: "for example, it gave me satisfaction when I did a diaporama for 
my family which they all seem to enjoy. I felt I had achieved something."  
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Axes of 
analysis 

Codes Sub-
codes 

Concepts Who Why How Consequences Examples of collected and coded data  

P
er

ce
iv

ed
 IT

-n
ee

ds
 

N
o 

pe
rc

ei
ve

d 
IT

-n
ee

ds
 

  

No need 
perceived for 

any IT 
*Dodgers 

Because no 
incentive, no 
use, no taste 

By substituting 
other means 

No use 

* I11b-F21talking about I16-F48: “My aunt has strictly no need 
for IT. She does not have a computer, she does not have a 
mobile phone, nor DVDs; even television… her boy friend had 
to bring one with him because she never watched TV…We 
offered her a mobile phone, she gave it to a cousin. She does not 
use automatic ticketing in the subway because it’s ‘inhuman’ 
and she prefers to queue for an hour for contact…”  
* Researcher's memo: "Florianne's aunt contacted by phone; 
conversation brief as obviously the subject is of not interest to 
her but she confirms information given by her niece." 

P
er

ce
iv

ed
 

S
itu

at
io

na
l 

IT
-n

ee
ds

 

  

IT-needs linked 
to a specific 

situation 

*All users 
except dodgers 
 

Because one 
has to fulfill a 

given task 
easier to 

achieve with IT 

By being trained 
on a given IT for 

a given task. 
Limited use 

* F2-F44: "I believe that IT is a tool which must make some 
tasks easier in some given situations" 
* D3- M23: "I use IT in my work only for logistics tasks: goods 
in/out." 

P
er

ce
iv

ed
 C

on
te

xt
ua

l I
T

-n
ee

ds
 

P
ro

fe
ss

io
n

al
 

lif
e/

st
u

d
en

t 
lif

e 

IT-needs linked 
to a context 

* Studious 
*Passionate 
*Dangerous 
*Interested 
*Disciplined 
* Frightened 

Because it 
improves self-
efficacy and/or 

because it is 
necessary to do 

one's job 

By keeping pace 
with one's job or 

one's studies 
Efficient use 

* D3-M23: "globally, I need it for my work as it makes me gain 
time. Things I have to do in my work, that used to take up a lot 
of time, are much faster now." 
* F2- F44: "Nowadays, you need it to do your job." 

P
riv

at
e 

lif
e/

le
is

u
re

 
ac

tiv
iti

es
 Because it 

gains time 
and/or it is 

convenient or 
enjoyable 

By keeping 
oneself informed 

of new IT 

Opportunistic 
use 

* B1-M37: "It is something that I need in my day-to-day life at 
home." 
* I11-F20: "I also need it for my leisure time; I look for 
things…" 
* I20- M65: "my use of IT for my personal life, for my leisure, 
is increasing day by day." 

P
er

ce
iv

ed
 G

lo
ba

l 
IT

-n
ee

ds
 

  

IT-needs felt in 
all aspects of 

one’s life 

*Studious 
*Passionate 
*Dangerous 
*Interested 

IT is part of 
one's life 

By keeping 
connected, by 
including IT in 
most of one's 

activities  

Overuse:  
Information 
overload for 
some users, 

dependency or 
addiction for 

others. 

* I8-M36: "it's difficult to explain; IT is an inherent, implicit, 
part of my life now," 
* I20- M65: "I need IT in my professional life every day, I need 
it to exchange with my entourage; and I also need it for my 
leisure time. So I need it at the organizational level as well as in 
my private life. I need it in all aspects of my life." 
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Axes of 
analysis Codes Sub-

codes Concepts Who Why How Consequen
ces Examples of collected and coded data  

S
el

f-
de

te
rm

in
at

io
n 

In
tr

in
si

c 
IT

- 
m

ot
iv

at
io

n 
(V

ol
un

ta
ry

 in
vo

lv
em

en
t)

 

T
o

 k
n

o
w

  

To discover, understand and learn 
about IT 

* Studious 
*Interested 
  

Self 
satisfaction, 

personal 
interest 

By self training 
or voluntary 
training if 

opportunity 
arises  

Thorough 
use  

* I12-F22: "I like to know, I like to find solutions for myself; 
it’s the same when I meet a problem on software." 
* I21-M37: "I learned on my own. Completely. It was not very 
difficult. First I learned to type, then I found things out..." 

T
o

 
ac

co
m

p
lis

h
 

th
ro

u
gh

 I
T 

To better oneself through IT-usage  
To master one’s IT-tools 

*Studious 
*Dangerous 

Because of the 
feeling of 

accomplishme
nt felt 

By trial and 
error 

Mastering 
use  

* I21- M37: "I like the feeling that I am doing something well, 
that I am mastering it." 

S
tim

u
la

tio
n

 
o

b
ta

in
ed

 
th

ro
u

gh
 I

T  

To look for pleasant sensations mainly 
linked to sensory pleasure when using 

IT 

 
*Passionate 
*Dangerous 

Because of 
pleasurable 
sensations 

Through simple 
use 

Enjoyable 
use  

* I2-M29: "IT is a source of playful pleasure for me." 
*I24- M62: "I love it! One the things I really love about IT is 
the instantaneity." 
* I10-F21: "I enjoy surfing on the web, it is a true pleasure" 

E
xt

rin
si

c 
IT

-m
ot

iv
at

io
n 

(M
an

da
to

ry
 in

vo
lv

em
en

t)
 

In
te

g
ra

te
d

 
re

g
u

la
tio

n
 to

  
u

se
 I

T
 

IT-usage is congruent with one’s 
global goals and fundamental values 

(close to IT intrinsic motivation). 

 
*Studious 
*Passionate 
*Dangerous 
*Interested 
*Disciplined 

 
To be efficient 

By choosing to 
use IT when 

one feels it will 
improve self 
efficiency 

Efficient 
use 

* D2-M24: "IT is very interesting and beyond this, whatever 
my job is, it is essential for me if I want to be efficient”. 
* I7- F31: "Documents one produces with IT are clear. Before 
you used to have to cross things out; it was not neat; now you 
just rub off and start again whatever is not right." 

Id
en

tif
ie

d 
re

g
u

la
tio

n
 to

  
u

se
 I

T
 Through self-determined choice, one 

uses IT because one knows it is 
important for oneself in order to 

achieve other purposes considered 
important for the self 

* Studious 
*Passionate 
*Dangerous 
*Interested 
*Disciplined 
*Frightened 

Because one 
realizes IT is 
necessary to 

achieve certain 
goals 

By using IT but 
often with 

worry 
and to achieve 
other purposes 

Opportunist
ic  

F2-F44: "Computers and software help me do my work on a 
day to day basis." 

In
tr

o
je

ct
ed

 
re

g
u

la
tio

n
 to

 
 u

se
 I

T
 

The self does not yet regulate the 
choice to use IT but one imposes other 
people’s choice on oneself. IT-usage is 
performed to enhance self-esteem, to 

valorize oneself with respect to people 
who are deemed important for oneself 

*Disenchanted 
Because one 

feels one 
should use IT 

By suffering it Limited use  
P6-F54: "We use IT because we are expected to do so and we 
know we should but we are tired to hear about things we don’t 
really understand" 

E
xt

er
n

al
 r

eg
u

la
tio

n
 to

 
u

se
 I

T
 

One uses IT to comply. One knows 
that one has to use IT  

One is compelled to use IT, by one’s 
boss, teachers, family, entourage but 
usage is not performed through one’s 

own free will 
 

*Constrained 

Because one 
wants to avoid 
problems (e.g. 
being fired or 
failing exams) 

Reward-
Punishment 

By using IT 
minimally 

Limited use 

* I3-F29: "I used IT because I was obliged to do so in my 
job." 
* I7-F31: "I haven't got any choice; I just have to use Word-
Excel every day for work; it's mandatory for my job as I have 
to report on projects. I have to justify everything I do and 
leave numerical archives." * I2- M29: "To me IT is a 
constraint." 
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Codes Sub-
codes Concepts Who Why How Consequen

ces Examples of collected and coded data  

IT
- 

A
m

ot
iv

at
io

n 
(N

o 
pe

rs
on

al
 in

vo
lv

em
en

t i
f p

os
si

bl
e)

 

IT
-c

ap
ac

ity
-

ab
ili

ty
 b

el
ie

fs
 

Belief that one lacks necessary 
competencies to use IT 

*Frightened 
*Constrained 

Because of 
lack of IT-

training 

By showing 
unrest when one 
feels one has to 

use IT  

Limited use  
* I3- F29: "I feel that it is complicated for me and that I don't 
have all the necessary know-how, that I lack some basic 
training."  

IT
-s

tr
at

eg
y 

b
el

ie
fs

 

Belief that one will not obtain hoped-
for results when using IT 

*Disenchanted 

Because of 
previous 
cognitive 

dissonance 

By being very 
negative about 
any prospective 

IT 

Limited use: 
 

* I4-F62: "It annoys me and makes me nervous; it is so 
complicated when you compare to the way we worked 30 
years ago, You could do things without machines which break 
down all the time….You did not always have to wait for 
technicians in order to do your job." 
* I5- F54: "I am fed up with IT; it should work and never 
does." 
*F1- M45: "I only experienced sabotage […] Too many 
software companies […] promised miracle solutions without 
even doing the bare minimum."  

IT
-c

ap
ac

ity
/e

ffo
rt

s 
b

el
ie

fs
 

Belief that too much effort is required 
compared to the expected results when 

one uses IT 

*Frightened 
*Constrained 

Because of 
past experience 

with IT  

By using IT as 
little as 

possible, only 
when it is 

essential for 
one’s 

mandatory tasks 

Limited use  

* I1-M56: "I don't have time to spend hours training nor the 
inclination for what it could bring me." 
* I5- F84: "I tried a little, but as soon as I sat down and saw 
how long it took to do things, I gave up.” 

IT
-

h
el

p
le

ss
n

es
s 

b
el

ie
fs

 

Belief that IT-usage is beyond one’s 
capacity; one is not able to use IT 

 *Constrained 
 Because of 

lack of training 
By being unsure 

of oneself 
Minimal use  

 * I4- F62: "it was very hard for me at the beginning; really…I 
don't know how to explain. I was nervous, never at ease, never 
very courageous; I did what I had to do but to keep trying and 
make it work, it wasn't easy for me." 

T
ot

al
 

A
m

ot
iv

at
io

n 
(R

ef
us

al
) 

 Total lack of intention to use IT *Dodgers 
Inhuman 

No perceived 
IT-needs 

Refusal No use 
I11b-F21talking about I16-F48: “My aunt has strictly no need 
for IT…She does not use automatic ticket machines in the 
subway because it’s ‘inhuman’  

 
Some data were coded in more than one category (e.g. self-accomplishment satisfied through IT and intrinsic motivation to accomplish through IT, or primary 

needs satisfied through IT and intrinsic motivation to experience stimulation). This was to be expected from our literature review as we had found that 
fundamental needs led to motivation but we could not identify from the social psychology research field which (if any) motivation did not results from 

fundamental needs. Therefore, we kept all categories and coded twice where necessary
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Chapitre 3- Development of an Instrument to Assess IT-users’ Profiles: 
Cluster Analysis Applied in IS Research 

 

Abstract 

This article provides a methodological guide to develop a survey instrument as a follow-up to a 

qualitative study. It then proposes to apply the developed instrument to the available data, 

through cluster analysis, a multivariate technique seldom applied in IS research. The specific 

three-stage cluster analysis research design is carefully laid out and justified: different 

procedures are detailed and applied in order to limit possible bias and maximize the stability 

and reproducibility of the resulting IT-users’ taxonomy.  

Keywords: Cluster analysis, Instrument development, IT-motivation, IT-needs 
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  3-1-  Introduction 

The present research is the follow up to a preliminary qualitative work which brought to light 

an IT-users’ taxonomy through the study of the users’ needs and motivation. In this article, 

we first define the constructs under scrutiny and summarize the results obtained in the 

qualitative part of the research. We then detail the development of an instrument to assess the 

users’ fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage users’ IT-needs and IT-motivation: the 

various steps necessary to develop a new instrument are carefully laid out, and we describe 

the measurement instrument itself as well as the various procedures carried out to test its 

validity and reliability. We proceed to apply the developed instrument and investigate the 

resulting data through cluster analysis, a multivariate technique which is seldom applied in IS 

research. Different methods of cluster analysis are described and applied in order to limit 

possible bias, as well as to improve the stability and reproducibility of the results. The cluster 

analysis research design is carefully laid out and justified and the different applied procedures 

are detailed. The results allow us to confirm and refine the archetypal taxonomy previously 

brought to light through qualitative methods and to move it into a more accurate users’ 

taxonomy. We finally underline the limitations of the present research as well as possible 

future directions and corporate applications before concluding. 

3-2-  The various constructs under scrutiny 

Moore and Benbasat (1991) remind us that “well defined constructs are based on theory, and 

the operationalization of these constructs through measures with high degrees of validity and 

reliability is a prerequisite for the beginning of a cumulative tradition” (page 193). We 

therefore first lay down our theoretical bases before operationalizing the investigated 

constructs. 

3-2-1- Needs 

Though the concept of needs can be found implicitly or explicitly in most works in IS 

research, needs theory has been explicitly called upon in very few works: Au et al (2008); 

Ching-Sheng W. and Wen-Bin C. (2006); Hung-Chang C. and Neng-Pai L., (2004).  

As Au, Ngai and Cheng (2008) remind us, Needs Theory relies mostly today on the works of 

Alderfer (1969), Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman (1959), Mc Clelland (1965), and 

Maslow (1943). These works themselves rely on the fact that when a need is not satisfied, the 
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individual will act in such a way that he/she will be able to satisfy that need. Needs are thus 

seen as an internal force which guides behaviors (Maslow, 1954). However Steel and König 

(2006) underline that key aspects of most modern personality theories can be found in 

Murray’s psychological theory of needs (1938), though it is outdated in some aspects. Murray 

(1938) divides needs into primary or “viscerogenic needs” related to our biological nature 

(e.g. the need for food) and secondary or “psychogenic needs” related to our personality (e.g. 

the need for self esteem). Though Murray identified approximately twenty of these secondary 

needs, Winter (1996) suggests that only three of them are fundamental: the need for self-

accomplishment (to overcome obstacles, to do what one is good at), affiliation need (to 

socialize and to share with others) and the need for power (to have prestige, to influence other 

people’s actions and well being). Through the interviews of the preliminary qualitative part 

of the present research, it was found that, depending on users, different fundamental needs 

may be satisfied through IT-usage 

We therefore define the three constructs: 

- Self –accomplishment needs satisfied through IT-usage: need to understand new IT and 

learn to master them. 

- Affiliation needs satisfied through IT-usage: need to exchange and socialize through IT-

usage 

- Power needs satisfied through IT-usage: need to obtain prestige and influence other 

people’s actions and well-being through IT-usage 

Beside power needs, affiliation needs and self-accomplishment needs satisfied through IT-

usage primary needs satisfied through IT-usage are also studied; what can be understood as a 

primary need was also included and studied in the present work as some users’ profiles 

identified in the literature, and also found in our field, satisfy primary (or “viscerogenic”: 

Murray, 1938) needs through IT-usage: IT-use is close to an addiction for some users, thus 

can be apprehended as a biological, primary need. We therefore also define a further 

construct: 

- Primary needs satisfied through IT-usage: craving for IT, passion for IT. 

Beyond fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage we found in the qualitative part of the 

research that specific IT-needs emerging through IT-usage are also important to consider and 

study. Applying Vallerand’s (1997) levels of generalization, perceived IT- needs (needs 
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related to IT) were found to emerge at three levels of generality (situational, contextual and 

global): 

- Situational perceived IT- needs: need for specific IT in order to fulfill some given tasks  

- Contextual perceived IT- needs: need to use IT globally in some context(s) e.g. work, 

leisure, academic,…context(s) 

- Global perceived IT-needs: need for IT in all aspects of one’s life. Use of IT is implicit 

in one’s everyday life. If compelled to do so, one might do without it but with difficulty 

and discomfort. 

3-2-2- Motivation  

Most need theoricians also call upon the concept of motivation (e.g. Maslow whose ambition 

in his work on needs was to formulate a “positive theory of motivation”: Maslow, 1954), and 

motivated behaviors have been shown to fulfill needs of competence, autonomy and 

relatedness (Ryan and Deci, 2000).  

Motivation is a psychological process which results from the interaction between an 

individual and his environment (Latham and Pinder, 2005). As a concept it has been defined 

as “the hypothetical construct used to describe the internal and/or external forces that produce 

the initiation, direction, intensity, and persistence of behavior (Vallerand and Thill, 1993). 

“Concretely, motivation concerns the active directing of behavior towards some preferential 

categories of situations or objects”57. Self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan) shows that, 

as long as people’s needs are satisfied through some activities, they will be motivated to 

engage in these activities without external prodding and through their own choosing. 

Although need and motivation theories are clearly related and although needs clearly lead to 

motivation, the literature did not inform us as to whether all motivation resulted from needs. 

We therefore proceeded to define motivational constructs related to IT-usage 

Motivation theory was applied in IS to attempt to understand IT-adoption and usages (Davis, 

Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1992; Venkatesh and Speier, 1999). However all dimensions of 

motivation do not appear to have been exploited in IS-research; furthermore motivation 

theory has considerably evolved in the last two decades. 

The main difficulty encountered in defining the motivational constructs we wished to adapt to 

the IS field is that different authors give sometimes different definitions of the same 

                                                 
57 « Concrètement, la motivation concerne la direction active du comportement vers certaines catégories préférentielles 
de situations ou d’objets » (Nuttin, 1980 page 11) 
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constructs. We have therefore limited ourselves to follow definitions given by the original 

authors who defined each of these constructs. 

Vallerand (1997) extensively reviews motivation literature and reminds us of the three 

different types of motivation: intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation at 

three levels of generality: situational (state level), contextual (life domain level) and global 

(personality level). 

The concept of intrinsic motivation is defined as “doing an activity for its inherent 

satisfaction rather than for some separable consequence” (Ryan and Deci, 2000 page 56). 

Vallerand (1997, 2007) highlights a tripartite distinction in this construct and posits the 

existence of three types of intrinsic motivation: to know (to learn), to accomplish things (to 

create something, to surpass oneself) and to experience stimulation (mainly associated with 

one’s senses). 

The second motivational construct under scrutiny is extrinsic motivation “that pertains 

whenever an activity is done in order to attain separable outcome” (Ryan and Deci, 2000 

page 60), “as a means to an end, and not for its own sake” (Vallerand, 2007). Self-

determination Theory (Deci and Ryan, 1985) proposes a taxonomy of human motivation and 

a continuum of extrinsic motivation with differing degrees of autonomy or self-determination 

from the least autonomous (externally regulated with an “external locus of causality”: Ryan 

and Deci, 2000), to the most autonomous (integrated regulation, assimilated to the self, 

congruent with one’s needs and values), through introjected regulation ( to attain pride and/or 

ego-enhancements) and identified regulation (accepted as one’s own because outcome is 

perceived as important to achieve one’s goal). 

The third motivational construct considered by Vallerand (1997) is amotivation, the state of 

“lacking an intention to act” resulting from various beliefs. Vallerand (1997) also reminds us 

of the ongoing works of Pelletier and his colleagues about the concept of amotivation 

identifying a four-dimension model of amotivation which includes capacity-ability beliefs, 

strategy beliefs, capacity-effort beliefs and helplessness beliefs (page 282). 

Using the works of Vallerand (1997-2007), a three-factor construct of intrinsic IT- motivation 

is defined which includes: 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT: the individual is motivated to use IT to discover, 

understand, and learn about IT. 

- Intrinsic motivation to accomplish through IT: the individual is motivated to use IT to 

surpass himself/herself and to adequately master his/her IT tools. 
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- Intrinsic motivation for stimulation obtained from IT: IT-usage corresponds to the search 

for pleasant sensations, for pleasure, for sensory satisfaction. 

Using the works of Deci and Ryan (1985-2008), a threefold construct of extrinsic IT- 

motivation is defined (although originally Deci and Ryan defined a four factor model: the last 

dimension, introverted regulation, is left aside as considered too close to intrinsic motivation; 

furthermore this last dimension has been eliminated from several of the latest studies in the 

field of social psychology): 

- Extrinsic IT-motivation through external regulation: One knows that one has to use IT 

(e.g. to do one’s work, to communicate with one’s peer group). One is compelled to use 

IT, by one’s boss, teachers, family, entourage, etc. Usage is not performed through one’s 

own free will. 

- Extrinsic IT-motivation through Introjected regulation: The self does not yet regulate the 

choice to use IT (Deci and Ryan, 1985) but one imposes other people’s choice on oneself. 

IT-usage is performed to enhance self-esteem, to valorize oneself with respect to people 

who are deemed important for oneself. 

- Extrinsic IT-motivation through Identified regulation: Through self-determined choice, 

one uses IT because one knows it is important for oneself in order to achieve other 

purposes considered important for the self; IT- usage is congruent with one’s goals and 

values. 

In the present research, the concepts of fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage 

perceived IT-needs, extrinsic IT- motivation and intrinsic IT-motivation are applied; 

however, we do expect that some of the resulting constructs will have to be eliminated due to 

redundancy between some of the studied fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage and 

the different types of motivation; the literature review, though extensive, did not allow us to 

do theoretically so a priori. 

The construct of amotivation is eliminated from the present work: amotivation is described as 

the absence of any kind of motivation and we include, in our research design, all forms of 

known motivation; the construct of amotivation is therefore deemed unnecessary in the 

present work. However, this does not mean that this construct is not important to study in 

order to have a thoroughly refined view of the users’ profiles; it should be studied separately 

from the tool developed in the present study and a separate scale, developed specifically for 

this construct, could most probably also prove useful as a complementary instrument. 
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3-3-  The taxonomy previously brought to light 

Nine archetypal users’ profiles were identified in the preceding qualitative work; these 

profiles were part of three attitudinal reference groups. 

o The refusal group: this group includes users we named dodgers who refuse anything to 

do with IT. IT-use is avoided as this group has no perceived need for IT and is indifferent to 

IT. 

 

o The pro-active group: in corporate settings this group is perceived by project managers 

as a facilitating influence in the adoption process. If they are allowed to do so, these users 

voluntarily involve themselves in new corporate IT projects from the pre-implementation 

stage when business requirements are being studied; they also often participate in the choice 

of specific software and in subsequent software adaptation to users’ specific needs. This 

group includes four archetypal profiles: passionate, interested, dangerous and studious. All 

users of this attitudinal group appear to have global perceived IT-needs and some intrinsic 

motivation but of different kinds; but they satisfy different fundamental needs through IT-

usage: interested users only satisfy affiliation needs through IT usage dangerous users also 

fulfill power needs whereas studious users also satisfy self-accomplishment needs; 

passionate users, who enjoy using IT and also fulfill primary needs through IT, appear to be 

either studious or dangerous or interested.  

o The passive group: users in this group intervene in an IT-project, only when they are 

confronted with mandatory use of IT. In order to fulfill primarily their affiliation needs and to 

conform to their reference groups, users belonging to this group will use new IT-tools that 

they are compelled to use and will apply what they have been taught; they will not, however, 

try and go beyond this prescribed IT-usage unless they have an urgent concrete need to do so 

to fulfill their mandatory tasks. This group includes four archetypal profiles: disciplined, 

frightened, disenchanted, constrained. The motivation of the members of this group is 

extrinsic and their perceived IT-needs are either contextual (for the first two sub-groups) or 

situational (for the last two sub-groups). 

The various profiles’ specificities, as brought to light in the qualitative part of the research 

and detailed above, are summarized in table 3- 1. 
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Table 3- 1: Summary of taxonomy brought to light through qualitative methods. 

Attitudinal 
groups 

Archetypal 
Profiles 

Perceived 
IT-needs 

Fundamental 
needs satisfied 

through IT 
IT-Motivation 
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Passionate Global 
Primary 

Affiliation 
- Intrinsic motivation (to experience 
stimulation through IT-usage) 

Dangerous  Global 
Power 

Affiliation 

- Intrinsic motivation (to 
accomplish, to experience 
stimulation through IT-usage) 

Studious Global 
Self –

accomplishment 
Affiliation 

- Intrinsic motivation (to know, to 
accomplish) 

Interested Global Affiliation - Intrinsic motivation (to know) 

P
as

si
ve

 
(M
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to
ry
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lv
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t)

 Disciplined Contextual Affiliation 
- Extrinsic motivation (Integrated 
regulation to use IT) 

Frightened Contextual Affiliation 
- Extrinsic motivation (identified 
regulation to use IT) + some factors 
of amotivation (ability, effort) 

Disenchanted Situational Affiliation 
- Some amotivation towards IT 
(strategy) +Extrinsic motivation 
(Introjected regulation to use IT) 

Constrained Situational Affiliation 

- Some amotivation towards IT 
(ability/effort/helplessness)  
- Extrinsic motivation (external 
regulation to use IT) 

R
ef

us
al

 
(N

o 
in

vo
lv

em
en

t) 

Dodger None None 
- Total amotivation towards IT: total 
absence of any kind of motivation. 

 

3-4-  Measurement instrument 

Three scales developed and used in past IS research were studied and rejected. These scales, 

which used respectively the concepts of motivation and needs, are the scale proposed by Davis, 

Bagozzi and Warshaw (1992) in their study of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation in the workplace, 

the scale proposed by Venkatesh and Speier (1999) which studied users’ moods, and finally the 

scale proposed by Au, Ngai and Cheng (2008) in their study of user’s satisfaction with their 

equitable needs fulfillment model. 

The scale of Davis et al (1992) was rejected for several reasons. First it was grounded on scales 

previously developed while reading those scales though the lens of motivation; hence, it did not 
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propose the development of a new instrument. Furthermore IT-usage has evolved in the last 

twenty years and mutations have taken place (Markus and Saunders, 2007; Massit-Follea 2002). 

Our field has been calling for new approaches (Benbasat and Barki, 2007) and some highly used 

scales are considered outdated (Garland and Noyes 2008). Finally, Davis et al only limited their 

study to the general constructs of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation without looking into the 

various dimensions of these constructs as developed in more recent years, in the social 

psychology literature. 

The scale used by Venkatesh and Speier (1999) was rejected because it used previously defined 

scales including Davis’ et al (1992) and again used motivation theory in a very limited way with 

respect to its more recent developments. 

The scale used by Au et al was also rejected as the approach was too different from our own 

approach, more particularly concerning the fulfillment of higher order needs, which we do not 

view through the same perspective. This particular point has led to many debates in past literature 

in social psychology but is beyond the scope of the present paper. 

3-4-1- Instrument development process 

No valid and reliable scales having been identified to measure the constructs under scrutiny 

within the IS field, we borrowed from the social psychology field; we inspired ourselves from the 

latest scales developed and used in this field, then proceeded to develop specific items adapted to 

our own field and new scales for the various proposed constructs. 

The scales investigated from the social psychology field were: 

- Self-Determination Scale (Sheldon, Ryan and Reis, 1996). 

- Basic psychological needs satisfaction scales (currently being researched by a team of 

researchers including Deci and Ryan, 2008) 

- Global motivation scale (Guay, Mageau and Vallerand, 2003) 

- Fundamental needs satisfaction scale in sports context (Gillet, Rosnet, and 

Vallerand, 2008) 

The development of our scale resulted both from the theoretical grounding of our work and 

from the preliminary qualitative part of the research, done in corporate and societal fields, 

through 54 semi-centered interviews. Items were developed along the three dimensions of 

fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage perceived IT-needs and IT motivation; terms 
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used in the items were in many instances inspired by the interviews' transcripts in the 

preceding qualitative field work. 

Development of the instrument was carried out in four stages. The first stage was item 

creation. From the preceding qualitative study, which had identified nine archetypal users’ 

profiles, we created a pool of items for each of the profiles along the three pre-defined axes, 

which include the various constructs under scrutiny: 

(I) Axis 1: Fundamental needs satisfied through IT 

a) Primary needs 

b) Power needs 

c) Affiliation needs 

d) Self-accomplishment needs 

(II)   Axis 2: Perceived IT-needs 

a) Situational perceived IT-needs 

b) Contextual perceived IT-needs 

c) Global perceived IT-needs 

(III)   Axis 3: IT-motivation 

a) Intrinsic IT-motivation 

- To know IT 

- To accomplish through IT 

- To experience stimulation obtained from IT 

b) Extrinsic IT-motivation 

- External regulation 

- Introjected regulation 

- Identified regulation 

Then all items were pooled together and reorganized around the three dimensions; doubles 

were eliminated and those items which appeared ambiguous or inappropriately worded were 

modified. Each of the original 13 sub-constructs was designed as reflective. The overall 

instrument, created by randomly ordering the items from the 13 sub-scales into a common 

group, was first tested for qualitative reliability on a small sample of respondents (40) which 

included some of the respondents who had participated in the preliminary qualitative study. 

Responses were analyzed. Questionnaire responses corresponding to respondents who had 

partaken in the previous qualitative study were compared with the transcripts of these 
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respondents’ interview(s). Those who had not partaken in the qualitative study were 

interviewed and invited to comment. Analysis of these first responses permitted correction of 

weaknesses found in the instrument and induced readjustment of some items incorrectly 

worded, the elimination of one unnecessary item, and the addition of about another dozen 

items; this allowed further refinement of the scale. 

Once the scale was deemed complete and qualitatively reliable, it was submitted to a 

methodological, statistical expert: the IT-need axis being considered of utmost importance in 

the reading of the users’ profiles, the subscales being cumulative and the pool of items 

corresponding to this dimension leading possibly to too many varied interpretations, it was 

decided to group all items corresponding to this dimension into one multi-choice question; it 

thus gave a choice of IT-need profiles shortly but accurately described, amongst which the 

respondents were to choose one which was the closest to their perception of their own IT-

needs. This multi-choice item resulted in a categorical variable: Perceived IT-needs. All other 

items were validated by the consulted statistical expert. 

The second stage was a pre-test on all employees of a small consultancy firm (25 

respondents) specialized in statistical data treatment, who had not previously been implicated 

in the study. Each resulting profile was qualitatively and individually analyzed with the 

consultants. Only one appeared incorrect. However, the questionnaire was not administered 

to this particular respondent in a language in which he was fluent and the inadequate resulting 

profile was put aside as due to inadequate understanding of some of the items. The 

questionnaire was subsequently verbally translated into English which the respondent 

understood properly though English was not his native language. Subsequent scores were 

then analyzed and deemed coherent. 

A first pilot test was then done on 70 university students (2nd, 3rd and 4th years), 20 university 

administrative staff and a dozen other available professionals. 

This first pilot test led to final refinements of the wording of some items and the addition of 

two complementary items. 

The second pilot test included 247 respondents who happened to live in France at this 

particular time (but all respondents were not French, though all were fluent in the French 

language); this second pilot test was purposely done on mixed societal samples: if we were to 
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be able to identify IT-users’ profiles valid across countries, organizations and independent of 

any specific IT, we had to select a population as diversified as possible in all possible aspects. 

Table 3- 2: Demographic statistics of second pilot test 

 

This last population of 247 respondents included: 

- Inhabitants from low rent dwellings 

- University and business school students (including a group of 18 Chinese students on an 

exchange program) 

- Business school and university administrative staff 

- Members and staff of a sports center 

- Various professionals from diverse organizations taking courses in a business school. 

The distribution of this last population is described in table 3- 2. 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent

Male 118              47,8            47,8  

Female 129              52,2            52,2  

Total 247              100              100  

<20 32                13,0            13,0  

[20;30[ 153              61,9            61,9  

[30;40[ 26                10,5            10,5  

[40;50[ 20                8,1               8,1  

>=50 16                6,5               6,5  

Total 247              100              100  

No degree 31                12,6            12,6                   

 High school

 diploma 
18                7,3               7,3                     

 2 years in

college 
106              42,9            42,9                   

 3 years

in college 
59                23,9            23,9                   

 >=4 years

in college  
33                13,4            13,4                   

Total 247              100              100                    

Students 142 57,5            57,5                   

Corporate 105 42,5            42,5                   

Total 247 100 100

Population

Age

Group

Academic

level

Position

Gender
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It must be underlined that the original number of respondents in the second pilot test was 259. 

The data from 12 participants had to be deleted at subsequent stages of the research: two 

were deleted because information was incomplete and ten were deleted as they resulted in 

single element clusters or clusters containing two or three cases. Once these outliers were 

identified and the corresponding data deleted, the full research design was carried out again 

from the beginning. 

In this second pilot test the first aim was to identify the constructs which were not useful in 

the scale i.e. which were highly correlated to other constructs in our research design. As we 

had developed the scale along three axes / four dimensions (IT-needs, fundamental needs 

satisfied through IT, and IT- motivation sub-divided in IT-intrinsic motivation and IT-

extrinsic motivation) with the last three dimensions (totaling 10 constructs) having common 

theoretical groundings, we knew we would have to eliminate some of the constructs.  

Therefore, and as preliminary work, using SPSS 17 software, each set of constructs along the 

last three dimensions was first verified separately by principal components factor analysis 

(PCA) and clean factor loadings were found with mostly fairly high Cronbach’s alpha 

(between 0.8 and 0.9 except for two between 0.7 and 0.8 and one over 0.9). Then 

items/constructs were tested by pairs of axes, with items of each pair of axes pooled together; 

PCA was again applied with oblique then orthogonal rotations and unnecessary constructs 

were eliminated: the items of construct IT-intrinsic motivation to accomplish were 

unsurprisingly found to cross load with the construct self-accomplishment needs satisfied 

through IT; the items of the construct IT-intrinsic motivation to experience stimulation were 

found to cross load with the construct of primary needs satisfied through IT; finally the items 

of the construct IT-extrinsic motivation with introjected regulation were found to cross load 

with power needs satisfied through IT. 

The process of elimination of the items of the three redundant constructs was done in several 

steps: all items loading on the same factors were analyzed, the qualitative importance of each 

item in the concerned construct, the item-item correlations within each sub-scale, the effects 

on Cronbach’s alpha if each individual item was deleted, and the item standard deviation 

scores were all used to determine which items were to be deleted from each pair of merged 

sub-scales. 

This allowed us to reduce the number of constructs in the final scale to 7 + 1(Perceived IT-

Needs), i.e. 8 constructs, the eighth construct being assessed through a categorical variable. 
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Having started with a scale which included 13 constructs and 55 items, we finished with an 8- 

construct and 20-item scale. The length of survey instruments is an ongoing concern to 

quantitative researchers (Moore and Benbasat, 1991); as the developed tool is supposed to be 

administered and used in corporate settings, a number of items as limited as possible was 

aimed at (“parsimony”: Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006), while aiming at producing an 

instrument deemed robust. We therefore estimated that a 20 item scale (see final scale in 

appendix table 3-1) was adequate even though we could have reduced it further (see details of 

global PCA below).  

Concerning the presentation of the questionnaires and possible answers, after trying in pre-

test stages, 7-point then 5-point Likert answering scales, we finally decided for the final 

questionnaire tested in the last field pilot test, on 7-point Likert answering scales (except for 

the construct perceived IT-needs which is assessed through a multi-choice item) , ranging 

from 1 to 7: “not true at all” to “completely true” through “approximately true” in mid 

position; this presentation was adapted from the “basic psychological needs satisfaction 

scales” currently in the process of being researched by Deci, Ryan and their team. 

Demographic variables (gender, age, position, etc) were also included in the questionnaires 

which allowed us to keep track of our population. 

3-4-2- Instrument validity and reliability 

It was decided not to use e-questionnaires. The instrument developed is supposed to assess 

IT-needs and IT-motivation. Therefore, if we are to attempt to capture the full array of 

possible IT-users profiles and also include those respondents who have no particular 

perceived IT-needs or those who are not IT-motivated, we were compelled not to use e-

questionnaires. Therefore all questionnaires in the four stages described above, were hand 

filled by the respondents and answers were hand computed. This eliminated a possible 

method bias. 

 3-4-2-1- Content validity 

Global content validity was mainly based on motivation and needs theory literature applied to 

IS; qualitative content validity was obtained through the first two stages of the questionnaire 

development process described above, and through triangulation between interviews 

transcripts and questionnaire answers for those who had partaken in both the qualitative and 

quantitative parts of the research; for the other respondents, informal exchanges and 
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interviews after the answers from questionnaires were analyzed, provided the necessary 

triangulation. 

As two of the people involved in the development and reduction of the various sub-scales are 

intercultural management teachers in Masters courses in French business schools (one of 

them has been teaching needs and motivation theories for several years), they were therefore 

considered experts in the field and participated in all the stages of the review process of the 

various sub-scales, thus fulfilling Cronbach’s suggestion to have experts in the field validate 

the content of the scales (Cronbach, 1971). 

3-4-2-2- Construct validity 

Using the SPSS 17 software, what Straub, Boudreau and Gefen (2004) named “mandatory 

validities” (i.e. discriminant, convergent and factorial validities) of the final scale, 

administered to 247 respondents, were verified through PCA with varimax rotation with 

Kaiser normalization. 

 

In order to check if PCA was appropriate for the 

available data, the KMO (Kayser Meyer Olkin) 

test was applied; this test yields the degree of 

common variance shared by the variables, hence it 

assesses the degree to which they measure a common underlying construct. As shown in table 

3- 3, the KMO measure of sampling adequacy was good at 0.800. 

Bartlett’s Test of sphericity tests the null hypothesis that the residual covariance matrix is 

proportional to an identity matrix; with an approximate Chi-Square of 2361,730 (p< ,000) it 

is statistically significant. We therefore proceeded with PCA.  

As we had started with what we knew would probably include redundant constructs and 

proceeded through the various stages to gradual elimination of unnecessary constructs, we a 

priori knew how many constructs we wanted to study and required 7 factors to be extracted 

(the eighth construct, IT-needs, was not included in the PCA as it is assessed through a multi 

choice item). At the final stage one item in each of the last three factors had to be eliminated: 

PRIMNEE1 (“I spend a great part of my free time on my computer” ) had to be eliminated 

because it loaded approximately equally on factors 4 and 5 (Churchill, 1979); AFFNEE2 (“ I 

need a computer to work and/or communicate”) had to be eliminated because it loaded 

approximately equally on factors 4 and 6; and INTMOTKNO1 (“I like discovering new 

software) had to be eliminated because it loaded approximately equally on factors 4 and 7. 

Table 3- 3: KMO and Bartlett’s Test  

KMO and Bartlett's Test

,800

2361,730

171

,000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square

df

Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity
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This explains why the last three factors have only two items whereas all other constructs have 

3 or 4 items. However as all concerned constructs are reflective, this was deemed acceptable 

(Petter, Straub and Rai, 2007).  

The rotated pattern matrix is shown in table 3- 4. The varimax rotation shows that items of 

each construct load significantly on their intended construct which insures convergent 

validity (Straub et al, 2004). 

 

Table 3- 4: Results of the principal components factor analysis done on final scale 

 

The results displayed in table 3- 4 also allowed us to assess the discriminant validity of our 

scale: the items of each construct loaded more highly on their construct than on any other 

which implies good discriminant validity (Straub et al, 2004). 

The total variance explained by the 7 constructs (see table 3- 5) in the PCA is 77,621 % 

which meets standard thresholds (Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black, 1995). We could have 

opted for 5 factors if we had limited the PCA to factors with Eigenvalues greater than or 

equal to 1, more especially as the scree plot showed a break after the fifth factor (see figure 3- 

1); We however aimed at a reading of the users’ profiles as refined as possible; we therefore 

kept the extra factors 6 and 7 as our theoretical groundings implied that these factors could be 

important for our purpose. 

Table 3- 5: Total variance explained 

Rotated Component Matrix(a)

 Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

EXTMOTID3 0,79    0,12   0,01    0,25    0,04    0,05     0,13 -    

EXTMOTID2 0,78    0,11 -  0,09    0,10    0,14    0,12     0,00 -    

EXTMOTID1 0,77    0,05 -  0,15    0,08    0,04 -   0,12     0,25     

EXTMOTID4 0,72    0,12 -  0,01    0,37    0,11    0,12     0,13     

EXTMOTEXT1 0,01 -   0,83   0,02 -   0,08 -   0,04 -   0,18 -    0,08 -    

EXTMOTEXT3 0,06 -   0,82   0,17    0,02    0,15 -   0,06 -    0,17 -    

EXTMOTEXT2 0,03 -   0,82   0,07    0,22 -   0,01 -   0,09 -    0,14 -    

POWNEE1 0,04    0,09   0,89    0,05    0,01    0,05     0,02 -    

POWNEE3 0,07    0,05   0,88    0,10    0,01 -   0,10     0,01     

POWNEE2 0,10    0,03   0,84    0,15    0,05    0,00 -    0,09     

ACCNEE3 0,31    0,13 -  0,08    0,87    0,06    0,03 -    0,08     

ACCNEE1 0,32    0,14 -  0,10    0,85    0,10    0,01 -    0,10     

ACCNEE4 0,10    0,07 -  0,33    0,63    0,19    0,18     0,22     

PRIMNEE3 0,07    0,03   0,03    0,12    0,90    0,14     0,12     

PRIMNEE2 0,11    0,23 -  0,03    0,12    0,88    0,08     0,06     

AFFNEE3 0,14    0,10 -  0,02    0,08    0,10    0,87     0,05     

AFFNEE1 0,17    0,23 -  0,13    0,02 -   0,11    0,81     0,08     

INTMOTKNO3 0,03    0,21 -  0,01    0,17    0,11    0,03     0,88     

INTMOTKNO2 0,23    0,45 -  0,15    0,19    0,13    0,22     0,63     

a

Cronbach's alphas

on standardized 

items

0,820

0,821

0,863

0,846

Rotation converged in 7 iterations.

AFFNEE: Affiliation needs 

satisfied through IT-usage

INTMOTKNO: Intrinsic 

motivation to know IT

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

EXTMOTID: Extrinsic IT-

motivation through 

identified regulation

EXTMOTEX: Extrinsic IT-

motivation through 

external regulation

POWNEE: Power needs 

satisfied through IT-usage

ACCNEE: Accomplish- 

ment needs satisfied 

through IT-usage

PRIMNEE: Primary needs 

satisfied through IT-usage

0,724

0,732

0,824
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Figure 3- 1: Scree Plot 

 

Component

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 5,505 28,976 28,976 5,505 28,976 28,976 2,690 14,156 14,156

2 2,814 14,808 43,784 2,814 14,808 43,784 2,499 13,150 27,307

3 1,938 10,198 53,982 1,938 10,198 53,982 2,496 13,139 40,446

4 1,470 7,739 61,721 1,470 7,739 61,721 2,283 12,018 52,464

5 1,399 7,363 69,084 1,399 7,363 69,084 1,747 9,196 61,660

6 0,828 4,360 73,444 0,828 4,360 73,444 1,611 8,477 70,137

7 0,794 4,177 77,621 0,794 4,177 77,621 1,422 7,484 77,621

8 0,629 3,310 80,931

9 0,559 2,945 83,875

10 0,491 2,584 86,459

11 0,428 2,253 88,712

12 0,378 1,992 90,704

13 0,336 1,766 92,469

14 0,313 1,647 94,116

15 0,281 1,476 95,593

16 0,265 1,393 96,985

17 0,237 1,245 98,231

18 0,231 1,218 99,449

19 0,105 0,551 100,000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Total Variance Explained

Initial Eigenvalues Rotation Sums of Squared LoadingsExtraction Sums of Squared Loadings
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3-4-2-3- Instrument reliability 

In order to gauge the extent of the random error (reliability), some “maximally similar” items 

(Campbell, 1958 page 50) were included in the questionnaire. 

Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1970) was checked for each construct and, when we started 

developing the scale, the minimum reliability target was set to be over 0.80. Although Nunnally 

(1967), allowed for values as low as 0.60 (exploratory research) and 0.70 (confirmatory research), 

our field appears nowadays to often require alphas over the 0.80 level. 

In the final scale, this was met for all constructs (see last column on the right of table 3- 2) except 

for the last two constructs “affiliation needs satisfied through IT” (AFFNEE) and “intrinsic 

motivation to know IT” (INTMOTKNO) which were however deemed acceptable at 0,724 and 

0,732. 

The scale tested having been developed specifically for this study, the overall results were 

deemed acceptable, though they could certainly be improved. 

3-5- Application of the instrument: Cluster analysis 

Applying the instrument developed in the first part of the present article to the data obtained 

from the final field test, we then proceeded through cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is a 

statistical data analytic method viewed mainly as an exploratory technique although it could 

also be used for confirmatory purposes if a structure can be proposed for a set of objects 

(Hair and Black, 1998); this technique is commonly used in other fields (econometrics, 

psychology, biology, engineering, marketing, etc) but, to our knowledge, it has seldom been 

used in IS research. Its main purpose is “to group [in clusters] objects based on the 

characteristics they possess” (Hair et al, 1995 page 423). High within-cluster homogeneity 

and between-cluster heterogeneity is aimed at. In its search of structure, cluster analysis could 

be compared to factor analysis but it groups objects/cases whereas factor analysis groups 

variables (Hair et al, 1995). It is an empirical and primarily inductive method (Gerard, 1957; 

Punj and Stewart, 1983).  

Our research was conducted in an exploratory mode and no hypothesis was laid down. Our 

purpose was to obtain a statistical classification of cases in clusters and compare these results 

with the taxonomy previously brought to light through qualitative methods. 
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The first group identified through our data was the group which included individuals who 

declared they had strictly no perceived IT- needs: ITNEE= 1 (First choice in item n° 1, MCQ, 

in the questionnaire, see appendix 1) which we name dodgers 1. In our limited sample of 247 

respondents, we only identified two of them. As the number of respondents identified in this 

group was too small to proceed with a proper analysis of the other variables, these two cases 

were removed from the subsequent cluster analyses. Even though we had taken the 

precaution not to use e-questionnaires to avoid discouraging dodgers, we faced during 

questionnaire administration, several people who simply refused to fill the questionnaires as 

soon as they knew it was to do with IT. A qualitative study (which would allow one to one, in 

depth, personalized exchanges) centered only on these users would probably be extremely 

useful. 

Therefore a total of 245 respondents with the categorical variable ITNEE at the values of 2 

(situational IT-needs), 3 (contextual IT-needs) or 4 (global IT-needs) were included in the 

subsequent analyses.  

From the 7 factors identified in the PCA, we created 7 new variables equal to the means of 

the main items in each factor with a standardized coefficient of 1 for each item. Thus, “self-

accomplishment needs satisfied through IT” = (ACCNEE 1+ ACCNEE 3+ ACCNEE 4) / 3, 

“extrinsic motivation with extroverted regulation to use IT”= (EXTMOTEXT 1+ 

EXTMOTEXT 2+ EXTMOTEXT 3) / 3, “power needs satisfied through IT”= (POWNEE 1+ 

POWNEE 2+ POWNEE 3) / 3, “affiliation needs satisfied through IT”=(AFFNEE 1+ 

AFFNEE 3) / 2, “primary needs satisfied through IT / passion for IT”= (PRIMNEE 2+ 

PRIMNEE 3) / 2, “Intrinsic motivation to know IT”= (INTMOTKNO 2+INTMOTKNO 3) / 

2, “extrinsic motivation with Identified regulation to use IT”=(EXTMOTID 1+ EXTMOTID 

2+ EXTMOTID 3+ EXTMOTID 4) / 4. 

We used both hierarchical and non-hierarchical methods of clustering to obtain different 

information from each method (Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black, 1995). The clustering 

research design and the various clustering procedures applied are described hereafter. 
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Figure 3- 2: Research design 

3-5-1- A three-stage clustering research design 

We were aware that cluster analysis procedures are not grounded on probabilistic statistics 

and that, consequently, several solutions could result from our analysis (Singh, 1990); and 

“arbitrarily selecting a single clustering method can result in structures that are method and 

sample specific, and cannot be replicated” (Loo, 2004: page 159). We therefore designed a 

three-stage approach to analyze our data (see figure 3- 2). As we had both categorical and 
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Data from field test

Principal component analysis

7 continuous variables + 1 categorical variable (IT-needs) 

Two step cluster analysis

Hierarchical Cluster analysis, Ward’s method, applied to each primary 

cluster

Identification of optimal number of clusters in each 

primary cluster

K-means cluster analysis applied 

to primary cluster 1: 2 secondary 

clusters

Interpretation of results and comparison between the clusters and the 

taxonomy previously obtained through qualitative methods

Primary cluster 1: IT-needs= 3 Primary cluster 2: IT-needs = 2 Primary cluster 3: IT-needs = 4

K-means cluster analysis applied 

to primary cluster 3: 2 secondary 

clusters

K-means cluster analysis 

applied to primary cluster 2: 4 

secondary clusters

9 clusters

Primary cluster 0: IT-needs=1 STAGE I

STAGE II

STAGE III
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continuous variables in our research design, we first applied two-step clustering which 

confirmed that the categorical variable “perceived IT-needs” (ITNEE) was of utmost 

importance in the clusters formation; this was consistent with our qualitative results and 

allowed us to identify three primary clusters, having taken away the data corresponding to the 

“no perceived IT-needs” respondents (which represented data from only two individuals and 

was deemed insufficient to conduct a proper analysis).  

We then applied agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis, Ward’s method, to each primary 

cluster identified through the two-step clustering procedure, in order to determine the optimal 

number of clusters in the final solutions. Finally we proceeded with k-means cluster analysis 

for each primary cluster, once the optimal number of sub-clusters in each primary cluster was 

known.  

  3-5-2- Results 

The results obtained through the three stages of the research design in the cluster analyses are 

detailed hereafter. 

3-5-2-1- Two step Cluster analysis (STAGE I) 

Using SPSS 17 software, we chose to proceed with two step clustering as we have a 

categorical variable (ITNEE, “perceived IT-needs” which appeared to be a determinant 

variable in the taxonomy brought to light in the preliminary qualitative part of the research) 

mixed with continuous variables (the seven variables derived from the PCA detailed in the 

first part of this article). The two-step cluster analysis algorithm proposed by the software 

includes both hierarchical and non hierarchical classification procedures. Log-likelihood 

criterion was used as we have a mixture of continuous and categorical variables. To eliminate 

a possible bias resulting from the qualitative preliminary results, we did not specify the 

number of clusters required, leaving the algorithm select the optimal number based on the 

Schwartz Bayesian Criterion (BIC: the algorithm used by the software includes an index 

which takes into account the statistical goodness of fit as well as the number of parameters 

that have to be estimated in order to achieve this degree of fit). We did not use the option 

(which was offered by the software) to create a separate cluster for cases that did not fit well 

into any other cluster as we had, a priori, eliminated outliers.  

Three clusters (see cluster distribution: table 3- 6 and frequencies: table 3- 7), which we name 

primary clusters, were identified by the software and followed the categorization given by 
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the variable IT-needs. The two-step clustering procedure thus confirmed the fact that the 

categorical variable ITNEE (IT-needs) is a determinant variable; the primary clusters’ 

centroïds together with the continuous variable wise importance and the within cluster 

variations are produced in appendix table 3-2. The two-step clustering procedure showed (see 

appendix 3-2) that besides the categorical variable IT-needs, all variables except power needs 

satisfied through IT (POWNEE), were relevant in the differentiation of the cluster in the two-

step analysis. We therefore did not include the variable POWNEE in the subsequent 

hierarchical and K-means analyses.  

Table 3- 6: Cluster distribution 

  N 
% of 

Combined 
Cluster 1 126 51,4% 
  2 47 19,2% 
  3 72 29,4% 
  Combined 245 100,0% 

 

Table 3- 7: Frequencies 

   ITNEE=2 ITNEE=3 ITNEE=4 

  Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Cluster 1 0 ,0% 126 100,0% 0 ,0% 
  2 47 100,0% 0 ,0% 0 ,0% 
  3 0 ,0% 0 ,0% 72 100,0% 
  Combined 47 100,0% 126 100,0% 72 100,0% 

 
 

In order to obtain a sufficiently refined reading of users’ profiles, and to attempt to identify 

all users’ groups, we applied both hierarchical and k-means clustering to each of the three 

primary clusters identified through the two-step clustering procedure. We did not proceed 

immediately with k-means clustering as in this method the number of clusters has to be pre-

determined. We therefore first went through hierarchical cluster analysis procedure in order 

to determine the optimal secondary clusters’ solution for each primary cluster. 

3-5-2-2- Hierarchical cluster analysis (STAGE II) 

We first used a hierarchical agglomerative clustering method in order to establish the number 

of clusters which best fitted our data and to produce centroïd estimates (cluster centroïds are 

the mean values of the observations on the seven variables in the cluster variate). Thus we 

eliminated possible biases/assumptions resulting from the qualitative part of the research, 
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more especially as we wanted to check if new complementary users’ groups would emerge 

through quantitative methods. 

Ward’s method was used as it maximizes intercluster differences, it tends to produce clusters 

similar in size and it is less sensitive to outliers than other methods (Loo, 2004; Jobson, 

1992): we wanted to keep as much of our data as possible and eliminate as few outliers as 

possible. In this method, similarity between clusters is assessed through the sum of square 

distances within the clusters summed over all studied variables (Hair, Black, Babin, 

Anderson, and Tatham, 2006). Loo (2004) cites studies which evaluate as many as 35 

clustering methods and which showed that Ward’s method is among the most reliable 

clustering methods. 

In order to separate each primary cluster previously identified, we successively filtered cases 

through the primary clusters membership variable (which is automatically created by the 

software) and we proceeded to apply the hierarchical procedure to each of the three resulting 

sets of data. From the software we extracted the clustering agglomeration coefficients for each 

of the primary clusters (1, 2 and 3) previously identified and we calculated the percentage 

change in the clustering coefficients for two to ten clusters solutions; we selected the cluster 

solutions for which the largest increases were observed (see table 3- 8) 

 

Table 3- 8: Clustering agglomeration coefficients for each primary cluster 

 

 

- For primary cluster 1, the largest increase in the clustering coefficients occurred between 

one and two clusters. We therefore selected the two cluster solution. 

- For primary cluster 2, the largest increase in the clustering coefficients occurred between 

three and four clusters. We therefore selected the four cluster solution. 

Number of

clusters
coefficients

% change in

coefficient to

next level

Number of

clusters
coefficients

% change in

coefficient 

to

next level

Number of

clusters
coefficients

% change in

coefficient 

to

next level

10 473,345       6,047              10 175,480       10,762       10 176,827       8,180         

9 501,969       6,754              9 194,365       10,675       9 191,293       8,626         

8 535,871       7,228              8 215,114       9,769         8 207,794       10,802       

7 574,605       8,523              7 236,129       12,223       7 230,240       9,827         

6 623,578       9,674              6 264,990       13,611       6 252,866       9,322         

5 683,902       10,646           5 301,059       14,130       5 276,439       11,480       

4 756,711       12,589           4 343,598       23,731       4 308,174       12,141       

3 851,972       17,541           3 425,138       20,322       3 345,590       20,885       

2 1 001,414    24,624           2 511,535       20,710       2 417,768       50,439       

1 1 248,002    1 617,472       1 628,485       

Primary cluster 1 Primary cluster 2 Primary cluster 3
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- For primary cluster 3, the largest increase in the clustering coefficients occurred between 

one and two clusters. We therefore selected the two cluster solution. 

Once optimal solutions for each primary cluster were identified, hierarchical procedures were 

run again with the number of required clusters informed; resulting cluster membership was 

saved and centroïds for each cluster thus obtained were calculated through data aggregation 

procedure using a mean function and cluster membership as break variable; results are 

detailed in appendix table 3-3.  

However, in hierarchical methods, some cases may be wrongly grouped at an early clustering 

stage and there is no procedure to reallocate them at a latter stage. Therefore we proceeded 

through k-means clustering to refine our results.  

3-5-2-3- K-means cluster analysis (STAGE III) 

K-means cluster analysis uses an iterative algorithm which allows shifting individuals from 

one cluster to another until convergence criteria are reached, thus minimizing within cluster 

distances and maximizing between cluster distances (Loo, 2004; Johnson and Wickern, 1982; 

Sireci, Robin and Patelis, 1999); after iterations are completed and convergence is reached, 

centroïds are calculated again. We wanted to minimize possible bias; thus this method could 

not be used prior to hierarchical analysis as the number of clusters has to be informed and 

cluster seed points (initial starting point for each cluster) have to be preferably specified to 

allow replication across samples. 

We again filtered our data successively using primary cluster membership as break variable; 

we then performed K-means cluster analysis on the three resulting sets of data, for the 

optimal solutions/number of clusters which had been pre-determined through hierarchical 

clustering (stage II in research design described above); we used as seed points the 

provisional cluster centroïds also identified at stage II of our research design. We let the 

program iterate until convergence was reached (convergence criterion = 0) and final cluster 

centers were provided by the software. The details of iterations for each primary cluster can 

be found in appendix 3-4 and the results of k-means procedure applied to the three primary 

clusters are summarized in table 3- 9. In the final clusters numbers, the first digit indicates the 

primary cluster to which it belongs and second digit indicates the sub-cluster number. 

Table 3- 9: Final cluster centers 
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3-6- Discussion and refinement of the qualitative users’ taxonomy 

The centers of the final clusters were analyzed and compared with the previously brought to 

light qualitative taxonomy. In our interpretation of results, we paid particular attention to 4 as 

a mark up level: as all original variables (except IT-needs) were estimated through a Likert 

scale from 1 to 7, 4 was the middle position of the answering scales and clearly defined as 

“approximately true”. We summarized the taxonomy brought to light through quantitative 

methodology in table 3-10. 

Table 3- 10: Identifications of the users’ profiles 

 

Attitudinal groups were not investigated in the present research, although preliminary results 

obtained through the two step clustering procedure tend to confirm qualitative results: 

primary clusters follow perceived IT-needs and attitudinal groups also appeared to do so in 

our qualitative taxonomy; this element would however necessitate further investigation in 

order to be confirmed. 

Two extra groups were found with situational perceived IT-needs: a second group of dodgers 

(which we named Dodgers 2) was identified; they are the only users who do not satisfy 

affiliation needs through IT and have extremely low scores (in most instances, the lowest) on 

 

Final Clusters 1_1 1_2 2_1 2_2 2_3 2_4 3_1 3_2

EXTMOTEXT 1,50            2,21            1,64            4,27            1,71            1,72            1,23            1,65            

EXTMOTID 4,98            4,64            5,31            4,83            2,34            3,40            6,28            5,07            

ACCNEE 4,68            3,81            4,72            3,02            3,33            2,53            5,78            3,39            

PRIMNEE 5,71            3,18            3,88            3,40            1,88            5,25            5,69            3,81            

AFFNEE 6,07            5,35            4,54            5,00            3,88            6,17            6,43            5,80            

INTMOTKNO 5,57            4,66            5,79            3,77            4,13            5,04            6,14            4,69            

Number of cases 55               71               17               14               8                  8                  40               32               

% of total participants 22               29               7                  6                  3                  3                  16               13               

Primary cluster 1 Primary cluster 3Primary cluster 2

Final Cluster Centers

Final clusters--> Dodgers 2 Players Constrained Disenchanted Frightened Disciplined Interested Studious

Cluster numbers --> 2_3 2_4 2_2 2_1 1_2 1_1 3_2 3_1

Extrinsic motivation with external

regulation to use IT
1,71 1,72 4,27 1,64 2,21 1,50 1,65 1,23

Extrinsic motivation with

identified regulation to use IT
2,34 3,40 4,83 5,31 4,64 4,98 5,07 6,28

Self-accomplishment

satisfied through IT usage
3,33 2,53 3,02 4,72 3,81 4,68 3,39 5,78

Primary needs satisfied 

through IT/Passion for IT
1,88 5,25 3,40 3,88 3,18 5,71 3,81 5,69

Affiliation needs

satisfied through IT usage
3,88 6,17 5,00 4,54 5,35 6,07 5,80 6,43

Intrinsic motivation to know IT 4,13 5,04 3,77 5,79 4,66 5,57 4,69 6,14

Total number of cases 8 8 14 17 71 55 32 40

Number of cases with POWNEE > 4 0 0 3 3 12 8 1 15

Situational IT- needs Contextual IT-needs Global IT-needs
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all variables; they however show some intrinsic motivation to know IT. A second group 

previously unidentified (which we named Players), was also brought to light. Like the 

Dodgers 2, Players have very low scores on all variables except that they fulfill affiliation 

needs through IT and they have a fairly high level of intrinsic motivation to know IT and 

passion for IT; as most of the respondents belonging to these two groups were young 

students, we surmised that their situational perceived IT- needs probably result from 

computer games practice, but these two groups should be further investigated and confirmed, 

with bigger samples of corporate participants. 

Two main elements resulting from the qualitative part of the research had to be amended and 

refined.  

- We saw through STAGE I of the research design that POWNEE (“power needs satisfied 

through IT”) was not significant in the clustering processes, thus not significant to 

differentiate users’ groups. Therefore the dangerous users’ group, previously differentiated 

from other users with global perceived IT needs through their high level of power needs 

satisfied through IT, could not be confirmed as such but rather as a sub group of other groups. 

This brought us to investigate the variable POWNEE for all users’ groups as well as the 

number of cases with POWNEE > 4 in each of the final users’ groups (see table 3- 10). Users 

which could be considered as dangerous can be found in all final clusters except in the 

dodgers and the players groups. 

- We had found through qualitative methodology that passionate users (i.e. with high primary 

needs satisfied through IT usage) were studious, interested or dangerous. However, through 

quantitative methodology, we found that passionate users were either studious, disciplined or 

players. But we have seen that dangerous users constitute a subgroup of several other groups 

including the studious group and the group of players is a group which had not been 

previously identified through qualitative methods. Concerning the disciplined group which 

has replaced the interested group, the IT- motivational scores of the two groups are extremely 

close; however the two groups differ through their fundamental needs satisfied through IT 

usage and perceived IT-needs. The quantitative results appear more plausible as, from the 

various scores of the disciplined group compared with those of the studious group, one could 

interpret the users of these two groups as being extremely close and differing only in their 

perceived IT-needs (contextual versus global) . 
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Table 3- 11: Summary of cluster analysis results 

Attitudinal 
groups 

Archetypal 
Profiles 

Perceived 
IT-needs 

Fundamental needs 
satisfied through IT 

IT-Motivation 
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Studious Global 

- Self –
accomplishment 
- Affiliation 
- Primary 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 

Interested Global - Affiliation 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 
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Disciplined Contextual 

- Affiliation 
- Self-
accomplishment 
- Primary 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 

Frightened Contextual  - Affiliation 
- Intrinsic motivation to know IT  
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT  

Disenchanted Situational 
- Affiliation 
- Self- 
accomplishment 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 

Constrained Situational - Affiliation 

- Extrinsic motivation through 
external regulation to use IT  
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation 

Players Situational - Affiliation 
- Primary 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 

Dodgers 2 Situational None 
- Some mild intrinsic motivation 

to know IT 
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Dodgers 1 None None 
- Total amotivation towards IT: 

total absence of any kind of 
motivation. 

All other elements pertaining to each group, which had been brought to light by the qualitative 

preliminary work, were confirmed and further information resulted. This is summarized in table 

3- 11: elements to be further investigated have grey background, and new elements are written 

in bold type; the remaining elements result from the qualitative part of the research, confirmed 

through cluster analysis. 

3-7- Limitations and future directions 

From a methodological perspective, the main limitation of the present research is the fact that 

the population on which the instrument was tested is not sufficiently diversified. The 
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developed instrument should be tested on populations which respect the natural demographic 

and social equilibrium found naturally in the country in which it is being tested; it should also 

be tested on populations from different countries.  

We applied a three-stage approach to cluster analysis, in order to have a sufficiently refined 

reading of users’ profiles, which resulted in nine clusters. In consequence the number of 

cases was insufficient to adequately apply the cross-validation approach proposed by 

McIntyre and Blashfield (1980) and confirmed by Punj and Stewart (1983); particularly the 

number of cases in the two new groups brought to light, dodgers 2 and players, was 

considered too low (8 for each group) to allow us to do so. This approach involves randomly 

splitting the sample in half, carrying out the cluster analysis on each half of the observations 

and on the full set in order to verify the level of stability of the cluster solutions through a 

kappa coefficient of agreement; in subsequent research, we would propose to increase the 

number of respondents to at least 500, in order to be able to do so. With smaller numbers of 

participants, other cross-validation methods, e.g. the “bootstrap” technique, could also be 

applied. 

3-8- Conclusion  

In this article we first described the processes involved in developing an instrument using 

preliminary qualitative research; the result is a 20 item scale which includes 8 constructs with 

what can be considered an acceptable degree of construct and content validities as well as 

adequate reliability. Though there is certainly room for improvement (particularly concerning 

the factors 6 and 7 of the PCA with Cronbach’s alphas at 0.724 and 0.732), this instrument is 

easily manageable and should be suitable for further testing in corporate settings. Using the 

developed instrument we then applied cluster analysis to our data, a quantitative method 

which, to our knowledge, has seldom been previously applied in IS research. The quantitative 

methods applied in the present research allowed us to identify two users’ groups which had 

not been identified using qualitative methods; it also contributed giving us a more refined 

reading of users’ groups which had previously been identified using qualitative methods. 
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Appendix Chapter 3 

Appendix table 3- 1: Questionnaire 

Constructs Labels 
Items 

n° 
items 

Situational / 
Contextual / 

Global 
IT needs 

ITNEE 1 

This item is a multi choice question 
� I do not need any IT 
� I need IT only for specific given tasks, a few or 

many, but not all my tasks in a given context. 
(Examples given as indications. These examples are 
non exclusive and may be cumulative or not: 
- need for specific software to do only some of my 
work tasks 
- need for electronic mail to communicate 
- need for the web to find movies time table 
- need for the last video games console to play with a 
game that one finds interesting.) 

� I need IT globally in some contexts, in some 
“slides” of my life. 

(Examples given as indications. These examples are 
non exclusive and may be cumulative or not: 
- I need IT in my private life 
- I need IT in order to do my job 
- I need IT for my leisure time.) 

� I need computers in all aspects of my life. I 
could perhaps do without it but it would be 
difficult and would create problems for me. IT 
has become an implicit part of my everyday 
life. 

Self-
accomplishment 
needs satisfied 

through the 
usage of IT 

ACCNEE1 
 
ACCNEE3 
ACCNEE4 

41 
 
42 
54 

- I get satisfaction from improving my mastery of the 
software I use. 
- I get satisfaction from mastering software that I use. 
- I like the feeling of being completely engrossed in 
new software 

Extrinsic 
motivation to 

use IT through 
external 

regulation 

 
EXTMOTEXT1 
 
EXTMOTEXT2 
EXTMOTEXT3 
 

 
28 
 
34 
53 

- I am obliged to use computer but it is tiresome for 
me. 
- I don’t like computers but I am obliged to use them. 
- Using a computer is a constraint for me. 

Power needs 
satisfied 

through the 
usage of IT 

POWNEE1 
 
POWNEE2 
 
POWNEE3 
 

38 
 
36 
 
39 
 

- I use IT because that allows me to be better 
considered by the people I know. 
- To be good with IT makes me more important with 
my entourage and I like that. 
- Being good with computers gives me a feeling of 
superiority 
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Affiliation 
needs satisfied 

through the 
usage of IT 

AFFNEE1 
 
AFFNEE3 

2 
 
 
17 

- Having a computer allows me to keep in touch with 
my work group and/or with certain people in my 
entourage. 
- Using a computer allows me to exchange 
information with my work colleagues and/or the 
people I like. 

Primary needs 
satisfied 

through the 
usage of IT 

PRIMNEE2 
 
PRIMNEE3 

31 
 
 
48 

- When I am using my computer, I don’t notice the 
time going by and I have difficulty tearing myself 
away. 
- I have trouble controlling the time I spend on my 
computer. 

Intrinsic 
motivation to 
know through 

IT 

 
INTMOTKNO2 
INTMOTKNO3 

 
7 
12 

- I like computers 
- I find some aspects of IT, entertaining. 

Extrinsic 
motivation to 

use IT through 
identified 
regulation 

EXTMOTID1 
EXTMOTID2 
 
 
EXTMOTID3 
EXTMOTID4 

6 
29 
 
 
40 
 
52 

- Using a computer improves the quality of my work. 
- A computer is a work tool which allows me to be 
more productive and I think one should use this tool if 
one wants to be efficient. 
- I must use a computer if I want to do my work 
correctly. 
- IT is a tool which allows me to undertake some tasks 
which I consider important. 

 

 

 

Appendix table 3- 2: Two step cluster analysis 

 

Primary clusters’ centroïds 

 

 
 
 
 

Centroids

1,8995 1,14641 4,7877 1,14546 2,3862 1,38783 4,1931 1,37621 4,2817 1,62296 5,6627 1,15729 5,0595 1,22083

2,5106 1,55550 4,1649 1,41063 2,0851 1,22862 3,3830 1,40904 3,7340 1,69350 4,9894 1,55161 4,6702 1,32401

1,4167 ,63971 5,7431 1,06230 2,6019 1,67709 4,7130 1,56378 4,8542 1,49515 6,1458 ,95474 5,4931 1,31217

1,8748 1,17841 4,9490 1,30138 2,3918 1,45632 4,1905 1,50409 4,3449 1,64043 5,6755 1,24951 5,1122 1,29495

1

2

3

Combined

Cluster
MeanStd. DeviationMeanStd. DeviationMeanStd. DeviationMeanStd. DeviationMeanStd. DeviationMeanStd. DeviationMeanStd. Deviation

EXTMOTEXT EXTMOTID POWNEE ACCNEE PRIMNEE AFFNEE INTMOTKNO
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Cluster wise variables importance in two step clustering 
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Within cluster variations 
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Appendix table 3- 3: Hierarchical cluster analysis.  

Centroïds of each cluster used as seeds in K-means cluster analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

EXTMOTEXT EXTMOTID ACCNEE PRIMNEE AFFNEE INTMOTKNO

1_1 1,41 4,59 4,7 5,87 6,16 5,54

1_2 2,17 4,9 3,91 3,4 5,39 4,79

2_1 1,64 5,31 4,72 3,88 4,54 5,79

2_2 4,27 4,83 3,02 3,4 5 3,77

2_3 1,71 2,34 3,33 1,88 3,88 4,13

2_4 1,72 3,4 2,53 5,25 6,17 5,04

3_1 1,15 6,28 5,69 5,4 6,33 6,15

3_2 1,79 4,99 3,34 4,08 5,88 4,57
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Appendix table 3- 4: K-means cluster analysis 

 Iteration in cluster centers 

Iteration

1_1 1_2 2_1 2_2 2_3 2_4 3_1 3_2

1 0,250          0,204          0,410          0,196          -                0,571          0,266          0,321          

2 0,196          0,146          0,155          -                -                0,278          0,060          0,070          

3 0,072          0,059          0,132          -                -                0,299          -                -                

4 -                -                -                -                -                -                

a

Primary cluster 2

Change in Cluster Centers

Primary cluster 3

Change in Cluster Centers

Convergence achieved due to no or small change in cluster centers. The maximum absolute coordinate 

change for any center is ,000. 

Primary cluster 1

Change in Cluster Centers
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Chapitre 4- IT-Acculturation, an Essential Construct in IS  
 

Abstract 

In this article, we integrate valuable insights from two distinct usage(s) research traditions 

which have developed along parallel lines, not truly communicating. We investigate the 

history of these two traditions and how the concept of an IT-culture has been emerging in 

both. This leads us to investigate the concept of IT-acculturation. After two preliminary 

exploratory studies (qualitative and quantitative), we model the IT-acculturation construct,  

and  investigate the means of IT-acculturation scores of the various users’ groups brought to 

light through cluster analysis and we propose a graphical representation of user’ profiles 

which could provide a useful Human Resources instrument in managerial terms. We then 

propose a new usage model which takes into account the cultural dimension of IT-usage(s).  

  

Key words:  IT-Acculturation, IT-Culture, usage(s)  
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4-1- Introduction 

The concepts of IT-culture and IT-acculturation have been emerging in both French language 

and English language IS literature as important concepts to be taken into consideration in the 

study of IT-usage(s). But the concept of usage(s) itself, though playing a central role in IS 

(Information Systems) research, has received scarce theoretical treatment in IS literature 

(Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006). Furthermore, DeLone and Mc Lean (2003) underline the 

scant attention which has been paid to the very nature of usage(s). The simplified vision of 

system usage(s) defined as utilization, and assessed through measures of amount or 

frequency, leads to the neglect of important users’ behaviors such as learning behaviors 

(Benbasat and Barki, 2007; Papa and Papa, 1992; Vandenbosch and Higgins, 1996).  

We argue that investigating the cultural nature of usage(s) through the concept of IT-

acculturation might lead us to coin antecedents of the long-established constructs of perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use (PU and PEOU: Davis, 1986; Davis, Bagozzi and 

Warshaw, 1989) as deemed important by some in our field. Benbasat and Barki, 2007 

underline the importance of paying particular attention to some of these antecedents which 

have been neglected.  

The present article draws on two distinct research traditions on usage(s) which have 

developed along parallel lines, not truly communicating, but tending to be less estranged in 

recent years: the sociology of usage(s), which includes works published in French, mostly in 

Belgium, France and Quebec, and English language IT- usage(s) research published in the 

United States. The singular term “usage” used mostly in English and the plural term “usages” 

mostly used in French give in themselves complementary perspectives on the concept. We 

integrate both these perspectives in the present article and we therefore use the word 

“usage(s)” in order to pay due tribute to the valuable contributions of both schools of thought. 

The research questions addressed in this article are:  

- Can we model the construct of IT-acculturation and propose a measure for it? 

- What IT-usage(s) model, which includes the cultural dimension of this phenomenon, 

can we propose? 

We first briefly present the two research traditions on usage(s) which constitute the 

foundations of our work; we show that a cultural approach to usage(s), and the concept of an 

IT-culture, have been emerging in both traditions; this leads us to investigate the concept of 
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IT- acculturation as structuring element of IT-culture. Using the data resulting from two 

preliminary exploratory studies, we model the IT-acculturation construct and investigate the 

Means of IT-acculturation scores of the various users’ groups brought to light through cluster 

analysis; we propose and a new usage(s) model, which takes into consideration the cultural 

dimension of IT-usage(s). Finally we detail the limitations and managerial applications of our 

research before concluding.  

4-2- Literature review 

4-2- 1-Usage(s) in the English and French language research traditions 

The concept of usage(s) first emerged in the 1960s and 1970s in the sociology of media in the 

American “uses and gratifications” empirical stream of thought which postulated that an 

interactive use of media allowed the fulfilment of users’ psychological or psycho-sociological 

needs (Proulx, 2005). In the English language tradition, IT-usage(s) studies thus enroll 

originally in these culturalist works’ filiations (Jouët, 2000).  

The first studies on usage(s) which were carried out in the French language tradition in the 

1980s centred their concern on the user; they used new sociological approaches which study 

our societies’ transformations. These approaches are identified by Jouët (2000) and include 

the streams of social autonomy, sociology of the family, work sociology and social 

innovation; these led to the understanding of the social construction of usage(s) at different 

levels: micro (individual), meso (private sphere/professional sphere) and macro (market and 

political environment).  

In the French tradition, one finds very few precise definitions of the term usage(s) and in most 

cases one must implicitly understand the meaning of the term. In all works of the French 

school, usage(s) is conceptualized as a social construct which is built progressively through 

acculturation; individual usage(s) and group usage(s) are interconnected (Jouët, 2000). 

Millerand, Giroux and Proulx (2001) underline the concrete and symbolic dimensions of 

usage(s) as well as its (their) social and technical mediating roles. They show the link between 

usage(s) and users’ cognitive representations and bring to light the fact that usage(s) does (do) 

not always reflect technical knowledge. 
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 Table 4- 1: Usage(s) in the French and English language IS research literature (Works classified in chronological order) 

Authors Research 
tradition  Definitions/ conceptualizations of IT- usage(s) Contribution  

Straub, Limayem, 
and Karahanna-
Evaristo (1995) 

English  
System usage(s) is “the utilization of information 

technology (IT) by individuals, groups, or organizations” 
(page 1328). 

Both objective and subjective measurements of 
usage(s) should be used in order to assess usage(s) 

Jouët(2000) French  Usage(s) is a social construct which is structured through 
time by progressive acculturation. 

Describes the « mosaïc » of French language 
research on usage(s). 

Millerand, Giroux 
and Proulx (2001) French  Usage(s) has a double dimension: concrete and symbolic 

and a double mediating role: social and technical. 

Effective usage(s) and users’ cognitive 
representations are linked and differences in 

technical knowledge are not always reflected in 
usage(s). 

Massit-Follea 
(2002) French  Use and usage(s) are not synonymous and practices are not 

uniform. 

Usage(s) must be studied with both a micro and 
macro sociological approach, through qualitative 

and quantitative studies. 

Proulx (2005) French  

-What people actually do with IT 
-Gives sociology dictionary definition of usage(s): “Social 
practice that regular use and frequency of use render 
legitimate in a given culture”. 
“Complex cultural significances of everyday life 
behaviors”. 

Proposes a social construction theory of usage(s ) 
with 5 levels of analysis and interpretation: 
- Human-computer interactions 
- Cognitive interface between user and developer 
- Social context 
- IT- values 
- Macrostructures 

Burton-Jones and 
Straub (2006) English  

- System usage(s) is “an activity that involves three 
elements: (1) a user, i.e., the subject using the IS, (2) a 
system, i.e., the object being used, and (3) a task, i.e., the 
function being performed” (page 231). 
- Individual-level system usage(s) is “an individual user’s 
employment of one or more features of a system to perform 
a task” (page 231). 

Very rich measures, reflecting usage(s) nature, 
involving system, users and task, should be 

preferably used to assess usage(s) rather than lean 
measures which reflect usage(s) alone. 

Burton-Jones and 
Gallivan (2007) English  “A user’s employment of a system to perform a task” (page 

659). 

Usage(s) should be studied and assessed as a 
multilevel construct: Individual level, group level, 

organization level. 
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In this school of thought, the two words use and usage(s) have never been synonymous, 

whether the actual use is prescribed to, or re-invented by, the user; practices were never 

thought as being uniform (Massit-Follea, 2002).  

In 2005, Proulx, defining usage(s) as “what people actually do with IT”58, reminds us of the 

definition of usage(s), given in the Robert’s (1999) sociological dictionary, which provides 

the two main meanings of the word in the French language: 

- “A social practice that past use or frequency of use render legitimate in a given 

culture.” 

- “The utilization of an object, natural or symbolic, for specific purposes” bringing to 

light the “complex cultural significance of these everyday life behaviors.”59  

In the IS English language tradition, the construct of usage(s) has played an essential role 

through the study of its antecedents and consequences; however, it has led to little theoretical 

developments on the concept of usage(s) itself. Burton-Jones and Straub (2006) underline the 

need to re-conceptualize, re-define this concept, in order to achieve a consensus allowing a 

cumulative research tradition. Starting from a stance where usage(s) was (were) described as 

“the utilization of information technology (IT) by individuals, groups, or organizations” 

(Straub, Limayem and Karahanna-Evaristo, 1995), this school has evolved to a multi-

component (Burton Jones and Straub, 2006), and multilevel (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 

2007) conceptualization. Usage(s) is (are) considered as “an activity that involves three 

elements: (1) a user, i.e., the subject using the IS, (2) a system, i.e., the object being used, and 

(3) a task, i.e. the function being performed” and system usage(s) at the individual level as “an 

individual user’s employment of one or more features of a system to perform a task » 

(Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006 page 231). The construct usage(s) is conceptualized as multi 

level and may be measured “in a user-centered fashion (measuring users’ cognition during 

use), in a system-centered fashion (measuring IS features used), in a task-centered fashion 

(measuring tasks for which the IS is used), or in a more holistic fashion, at each level” 

(Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007 page 659).These various definitions /conceptualizations of 

usage(s) are summarized in chronological order in table 4-1. They do not pretend to be 

exhaustive, but allow us to lay down the foundations of the present article. 

                                                 
58 « Ce que font les gens avec les medias » (Proulx, 2005 page 2). 
59 « ‘- pratique sociale que l’ancienneté ou la fréquence rend normale dans une culture donnée’ – ‘l’utilisation 
d’un objet, naturel ou symbolique, à des fins particulières’ mettant en relief ‘les significations culturelles 
complexes de ces conduites de la vie quotidienne’ » (Proulx, 2005 page 3). 
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In the present work, we integrate both the perspectives adopted in the French language and 

English language usage(s) research traditions and their valuable insights. We differentiate 

“utilization” and “usage(s)”. Thus we define IT-utilization as the actual, objectively 

assessed, use of an IT, and IT-usage(s) as a multi-level (individual level, group level, 

organizational level), socially constructed, cultural phenomenon, which involves the user, the 

system he/she uses and the task he/she accomplishes with the system. IT-usage(s) is (are) 

structured through a progressive IT-acculturation. 

4-2-2- The emergence of the concept of IT-culture in the IS research 

literature 

The cultural approach to IT- phenomena has been surfacing in both French and English 

language IS literature but the resulting works are like a “mosaic” (Chambat, 1994) with no 

common theoretical grounding, thus rendering a cumulative research tradition difficult in 

either of the two traditions. Some works were more particularly investigated and are 

summarized in table 4-2 in chronological order; they give some indication as to the 

terminological variety, as well as to the diversity of perspectives, used in the cultural 

approach to IT-usage(s) in both traditions. 

Jouët (1993) studies the emergence of new communication behaviors which are built around a 

double mediation, both technical and social; she underlines the “phenomenon of basic 

acculturation to technology and to computer logic which is reaching more and more people in 

our society”60; she also underlines the link between this phenomenon and IT practices.  

Kaarst-Brown and Robey (1999) investigate how cultural aspects of IT interfere with IS 

management and governance; they study IT-culture at the organizational level and use the 

metaphor of the magic dragon (IT) and wizards (some users) to illustrate archetypal 

organizational IT-cultures. IT are considered as a “symbolic artifact open to social 

interpretation” (Kaarst-Brown and Robey, 1995 page 192). These authors bring to light five 

organizational IT-culture archetypes grounded on IT cultural assumptions implicated in IT 

management: the fearful IT-culture (people are afraid of the dragon and want to slay it), the 

controlled IT-culture (the dragon is caged and controlled by line management and senior 

executives), the revered IT-culture (the dragon is put on a pile of gold and allowed plentiful 

resources), the demystified IT-culture (the dragon is tamed by business wizards) and finally 

                                                 
60 « Phénomène d’acculturation sommaire à la technique et à la logique informatique qui gagne des couches de 
plus en plus importantes de notre société » (Jouët, 1993 page 102). 
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the integrated IT-culture ( dragon and business wizards work as a team to meet organizational 

goals). 

 

Table 4- 2: Various cultural approaches to IT-phenomena  

(Works classified in chronological order) 

Authors Research 
Tradition  

Cultural dimension(s)/concept 
studied 

Contribution 

Jouët (1990, 
1993) 

French 
language 

Numerical acculturation 
Studies the link between 

numerical acculturation and 
practices 

Kaarst-
Brown and 

Robey(1999) 

English 
language 

IT-culture at the organizational 
level 

Propose a typology of IT-
culture organizational 

archetypes 
Robins and 

Webster 
(1999) 

English 
language 

Technoculture 
Explore social and cultural 

meaning of IT 

Millerand, 
Giroux and 

Proulx 
(2001) 

French 
language 

Technical culture  

Study the role of technical 
culture in cognitive 

appropriation of IT and its 
linkages with usage(s) 

Cooper 
(2002) 

English 
language 

Technoculture 
Explores the relationship 

between technology, politics 
and culture. 

Loch, 
Straub and 

Kamel 
(2003) 

English 
language 

Technological culturation 

They investigate the role of 
social norms and 

technological culturation in 
the diffusion of the internet 

in the Arab world. 

Leidner and 
Kayworth 

(2006) 

English 
language 

IT-culture conflict 

Study the possible conflict 
between IT-values, values 
embedded in a specific IT 
and group member values. 

Serres 
(2007) 

French 
language 

Information literacy versus 
informational culture 

Proposes and describes four 
embedded levels of 

informational literacy: 
practical mastery, intellectual 
mastery, critical literacy and 

critical self- reflexivity. 

Walsh and 
Kefi (2008) 

Both 
traditions 

IT-culture 

IT-culture is conceptualized 
as one of the cultural layers 
which are the components of 

culture 
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Robin and Webster (1999) study the technological revolution which started in the 1970s, and 

the changes in the technoscape during the last twenty years of the twentieth century. Thus 

doing, they investigate what they name technoculture and explore, with some blatant 

pessimism, the social, political and cultural aspects of IT; they suggest that, in fact, IT 

reproduce fairly conservative social practices.  

Millerand, Giroux and Proulx (2001) show how the user converses with the system and how 

the user’s cognition collides with the IT-designer’s cognition; they differentiate between 

usage(s) which is/are prescribed (by the context or by the designer’s cognition) and usage(s) 

which is/are constructed by the user himself. They describe the move toward computer 

literacy in the 1970s which was followed by the promotion of numerical culture and they use 

a socio-cognitive approach to study the possible linkages between technical culture and 

usage(s).  

Cooper (2002) explores the relationships between technology, politics and culture and studies 

technoculture. He investigates the ambivalent aspects of IT, allowing humanity to progress 

but also extending its capacity for domination. In a critical philosophical approach, he 

explores the possibility for humanity to establish, through technology, a more ethical 

relationship with the surrounding world.  

Loch, Straub and Kamel (2003) study the role of social norms and of the phenomenon they 

name “Technological Culturation” on the diffusion of internet in the Arab world. They define 

technological culturation as a latent construct which “refers to the cultural exposure and the 

experiences that individuals have with technology originally developed in other countries” 

and they indicate that it “translates into a greater acceptance of a new technology” (page 46). 

Leidner and Kayworth recognize the importance of the influence of culture (national, 

organizational and group levels) on IT success and use, directly or through the managerial 

process. They propose that culture is revealed through conflict and investigate the relationship 

between culture and IT through conflicting values. They study culture as a critical variable to 

explain the interactions between social groups and IT and suggest that values might have to be 

reoriented in order to reconcile the conflicts brought to light. 

Serres (2007) proposes his own vision of what he names informational culture which he 

differentiates from informational mastery; he proposes a four-level model which includes 

intellectual information mastery, but which is not only limited to this component. Information 
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mastery is necessary to knowledge but imposes a systematic adaptation to technical 

innovations. The four possible levels of informational culture that he proposes are the 

practical mastery of information (which implies technical mastery), the intellectual mastery of 

information (which implies IT training), critical reflection (which implies training to 

information risks) and self-reflection (which implies taking some distance in relation to 

information). 

Finally, Walsh and Kefi (2008) propose to conceptualize IT-culture as one of the cultural 

layers (including national culture, organizational culture, ethnic culture, etc.) which constitute 

culture. They define IT-culture as the knowledge of IT expressed through IT-basic 

assumptions, IT-values and IT-behaviors, which all relate to IT-values; they posit that today 

all human beings possess such a cultural layer as a component of their culture. Through a 

value based approach to the concept of culture, they propose to assess the structuring of the 

IT-culture layer through the individual’s fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage(s) and 

through IT-needs.  

The concept of IT acculturation brought forward by Jouët (1993, 2000), though not defined, 

interests us more particularly and has to be investigated further. 

4-2-3- The concept of IT-acculturation 

Rudmin (2009) reminds us that the phenomenon of acculturation, though already discussed by 

Plato, was coined only in 1880 when Powell describes the improvements in mental processes 

and the behavioral changes in individuals after their contact with advanced technologies. 

However, the concept of acculturation suffers from a lack of consensus as to its definition. 

Many disciplines in the social sciences have defined this concept with very different 

approaches, each definition influencing the way this concept was understood and used 

(Thomson and Hoffman- Goetz, 2009). The resulting confusion comes from the fact that the 

process of acculturation can be conceptualized at the individual and also at the group level, 

although initial conceptualizations of this phenomenon concentrated on its psychological 

dimensions at the individual’s level (Rudmin, 2009). To illustrate this we shall note that, in 

anthropology, acculturation is traditionally considered as resulting from direct contact 

between groups with different cultures (Navas, Rojas, Garciac and Pumares, 2007); and 

Graves in 1967, applying the concept at the individual level, shows that it implied changes in 

the individual’s attitudes, values, etc. For many years, the dominating paradigm in the 

acculturation field of research was its interpretation of acculturation as an adaptation to a new 
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environment (Berry, 1980; Chirkov, 2009). However Chirkov (2009) underlines that this 

paradigm ignores the complex socio-cultural and psychological nature of the acculturation 

process (Schonpflug, 1997). 

While keeping in mind that “the complex nature of the acculturation process requires very 

diverse thinking about the subject, an application of various epistemological and 

methodological approaches, multidisciplinarity, intellectual flexibility, and the willingness to 

critically analyze achieved results and obtained knowledge” (Chirkov, 2009 page 95), we 

adopt in our work the definition of the concept of acculturation proposed by Rudmin (2009) 

as a “cultural learning process” (page 110). More specifically applying the concept of 

acculturation to the IS field of research and extending Straub, Loch and Kamel’s (2003) 

definition of culturation, we shall define IT-acculturation as the cultural learning process 

resulting from exposure to, and experience with, IT; this definition is applicable and valid at 

the individual level and at the group level.  

Social sciences have shown that values, needs and motivation are closely related and 

intertwined (Rokeach, 1973; Maslow, 1943, 1954, Vallerand, 1997-2007; Deci and Ryan, 

1985; 2008; etc.) and culture has often be assessed in the literature through human values (e.g. 

Hofstede, 1980-2002; Lenartowicz and Roth, 2001; Schwartz, in press; etc.). “Values (have 

been used) as the fundamental manifestation of culture and, hence, as the basis for verifying a 

cultural grouping” (Lenartowicz and Roth, 2001).   

In this article, we propose to investigate IT-acculturation and the cultural dimension of IT-

usage(s) through needs and motivation. We first study if IT-cultural groupings can be brought 

to light; we subsequently hypothesize a model for the IT-acculturation construct and we verify 

the congruence of the resulting measure with previous findings.  

4-3-  Research design 

To develop and validate a measurement model for the construct of IT-acculturation we 

employed a multi-method research design, cumulating both qualitative and quantitative 

methods. Two preliminary exploratory researches were conducted. 

 4-3-1- Preliminary qualitative study 

The first exploratory study is a qualitative study which, through a grounded theory approach, 

used the data of one focus group and 54 interviews which were coded using the NVIVO 
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software; this first study allowed us to bring to light archetypal IT-culture users’ profiles 

emerging through IT usage(s). We adopted a value based approach to the concept of culture 

and we studied more specifically the users’ IT-culture layer (Walsh & Kefi, 2008) and its 

structuring (resulting from the process of IT-acculturation), through the users’ needs and 

motivation. This first study helped us bring forward salient dimensions which allowed us to 

interpret IT usage(s) into nine archetypal profiles. The salient dimensions brought to light in 

this first study were the users’ fundamental needs satisfied through IT-usage(s), the users’ 

perceived IT-needs and the users’ IT-motivation. 

4-3-2- Preliminary quantitative study 

A questionnaire was developed following the main, previously identified, dimensions (see 

appendix table 4-1) and provided measures for various constructs pertaining to each of the 

salient dimensions identified in the first study. Redundant, correlated constructs were 

eliminated; the resulting constructs used in the second study are defined hereafter: 

- Extrinsic motivation to use IT through identified regulation (EXTMOTID): Through 

self-determined choice, one uses IT because one knows it is important for oneself in 

order to achieve other purposes considered important for the self; IT-usage(s) is (are) 

congruent with one’s goals and values. 

- Extrinsic motivation to use IT through external regulation (EXTMOTEXT): One 

knows that one has to/ is compelled to use IT by one’s boss/ teachers, family, 

entourage. Usage(s) is (are) not performed through one’s free will. Usage(s) is/are not 

self-determined. 

- Power need satisfied through IT-usage(s) (POWNEE): need to have prestige, to 

influence other people’s actions and well being through one’s knowledge and mastery 

of IT. 

- Accomplishment need satisfied through IT usage(s) (ACCNEE): need to overcome 

obstacles, to do what one is good at is satisfied through the use of some IT.  

- Primary need satisfied through IT usage(s) (PRIMNEE): need which is close to an 

addiction; passion for IT. 

- Affiliation need satisfied through IT usage(s) (AFFNEE): need to socialize and to 

share with others through an IT medium. 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT (INTMOTKNO): IT-usage(s) is (are) motivated to 

surpass oneself and adequately master one’s IT-tools. 
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- IT-needs (ITNEE): perceived at three levels: situational (one perceives the need for 

specific IT in order to fulfill some given tasks), contextual (one perceive the need to 

use IT globally in some context(s) e.g. work, leisure, academic), global (one perceives 

the need for IT in all aspects of one’s everyday life. If compelled, one might do 

without it but with difficulty and discomfort).  

In the second exploratory study, the finalized questionnaire was administered to a diversified 

population of 247 participants (the original number of participants was 259; 12 cases had to 

be excluded because of missing data or because the software identified them as outliers), of 

mixed national cultures, mixed organizational cultures, mixed social origins, mixed ages, 

mixed academic background, etc. The seven reflective latent constructs were assessed through 

measures resulting from 7 point Likert scales; the construct of perceived IT-needs was 

assessed through a categorical measure ranging from 1 to 4. 

With the help of SPSS 17 software, users’ groups were then identified by applying cluster 

analysis procedures to the various scores obtained by participants for each of the defined 

constructs; this allowed us to confirm and refine the users’ taxonomy previously brought to 

light through qualitative methods. Power need satisfied through IT-usage(s) was not found 

significant in the cluster differentiation. 

The users’ IT-culture taxonomy/ the users’ groups resulting from these first two exploratory 

phases can be found in the appendix table 4-2 and the mean scores of the various users’ 

groups for each of the defined constructs can be found in the appendix table 4-3. Nine users’ 

groups are thus identified: studious, interested, disciplined, frightened, disenchanted, 

constrained, players, dodgers 1 and dodgers 2. Dodgers 1 (i.e. users who declare they have 

no perceived IT-needs) who had been identified in the qualitative study were not included in 

the cluster analyses which were carried out in the quantitative study as there were only 2 cases 

out of 247 and this was deemed insufficient to carry a proper analysis.   

With the help of the constructs defined and operationalized in the two preliminary exploratory 

studies, we first model the construct of IT-acculturation. We then investigate the congruence 

of the resulting measure with previously obtained results.  

4-3-3- The IT-acculturation construct: measurement instrument 

Gable, Sedera and Chan (2008) remind us that “a good formative index is one that exhausts 

the entire domain of the construct completely, meaning that the items should collectively 
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represent all the relevant aspects of the construct of interest” (page 385). In our first 

preliminary study, we identified archetypal users’ IT-culture profiles which emerged from IT-

usage(s) and we also identified the salient dimensions which allowed the identification and 

interpretation of these profiles. In our second exploratory study, we defined and 

operationalized constructs pertaining to the three identified salient dimensions, which 

confirmed and refined the IT-culture profiles previously brought to light; these constructs also 

allowed the identification of users’ groups. One construct was eliminated (Power need) as, in 

the quantitative exploratory study; it was found not significant in the cluster differentiation. 

Thus the remaining seven constructs are collectively deemed adequate to represent all 

identified relevant aspects of the IT-acculturation construct.  

4-4- Analysis 

We standardize the variable perceived IT-Needs. This variable could originally take the values 

of 1 (no perceived IT-needs), 2 (situational perceived IT-needs), 3 (contextual perceived IT-

needs) and 4 (global perceived IT-needs). We standardized this variable on a continuous scale 

ranging from 1 to 7. Thus, the value 1 became 1.75, the value 2 became 3.5, 3 became 5.25 

and 4 became 7. This gave us the new variable standardized perceived IT-needs 

(STAND_ITNEE). 

We reverse the variable extrinsic motivation through external regulation to use IT 

(REVERSE_EXTMOTEXT): the items for this construct were designed in a negative stance 

(no self-determination) and the scale went from 1 to 7. Thus we computed a new variable 

reverse extrinsic motivation through external regulation to use IT; that is if the original 

variable is named X and the new variable Y, we computed Y= 8-X.  

We include in the measurement model, the seven variables studied, and validated as 

significant, in the qualitative and quantitative preliminary research and which have been 

detailed previously, two of them having been re-computed in order to have a set of variables 

with the same metrics and continuous. These seven constructs are modeled as reflective (the 

items corresponding to each construct are correlated and each of them reflect its construct) 

and the construct IT-acculturation is modeled as formative (as the summation of the seven 

reflective constructs, which are its formative indicators).  
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** p < 0.01 

Figure 4- 1: The IT-acculturation construct- Measurement model and paths estimates 
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We perform a partial least squares (PLS) analysis using SMART PLS developed by Ringle, 

Wende and Will (2005). PLS was preferred because it does not require data with a strictly 

normal distribution (Fornell and Cha, 1994) and it supports both reflective and formative 

constructs (Gefen, Straub and Boudreau, 2000). The sample size (247) was deemed adequate 

as greater than “10 times the number of items in the most complex construct” (Gefen et al, 

2000 page 9) which is the required minimal sample size. The details of the Confirmatory 

Factorial Analysis (CFA) performed by the software can be found in appendix tables 4-4 to 4-

6 and allow us to re-confirm factorial validity of the proposed measurement model 

(convergent and discriminant) as well as reliability which had already been verified in the 

preliminary exploratory quantitative study. The measurement model is summarized in Figure 

4-1. In this figure, the path coefficients are indicated, as well as their direction.  

The significance of the paths estimate is calculated using a bootstrap technique with 200 re-

samples. Table 4-3 summarizes the paths, the paths coefficients, standard error, T-values and 

significance. All paths were found significant. 

Table 4- 3: Paths estimates and  significance 

 

 

4-5- Discussion 

4-5-1- Exploring differences in IT-acculturation between users’ groups 

Based on the results obtained through PLS analysis, we compute a new variable IT-ACC in 

the SPSS software: IT_ACC= (0.3112 X ACCNEE) + (0.1533 X AFFNEE) + (0.3439 X 

EXTMOTID) + (0.1936 X INTMOTKNO) + (0.1555 X PRIMNEE) + (0.2341 X 

REV_EXTMOTEX) + (0.1053 X STAND_ITNEE); we then explore the difference of IT-

acculturation between the different groups previously brought to light through cluster 

analysis. We apply one way-ANOVA, to assess cluster differences on the new variable IT-

Paths Paths estimate Standard Error (STERR)T-values Significance

   ACCNEE -> ITACC 0,3112 0,0259 12,0097 <0,01

   AFFNEE -> ITACC 0,1533 0,0172 8,9378 <0,01

 EXTMOTID -> ITACC 0,3439 0,0286 12,0213 <0,01

INTMOTKNO -> ITACC 0,1936 0,0157 12,3462 <0,01

  PRIMNEE -> ITACC 0,1555 0,0165 9,4295 <0,01

    REVEX -> ITACC 0,2341 0,0296 7,9113 <0,01

 STANDBTI -> ITACC 0,1053 0,0088 12,0003 <0,01
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acculturation. Descriptive statistics on the variable IT-acculturation with respect to cluster 

membership and ANOVA results are given in Tables 4-4 and 4-5 and allow us to confirm that 

the proposed measure of IT-acculturation and cluster membership, as resulting from cluster 

analysis, are clearly significantly related. 

  

Table 4- 4: Descriptive statistics on IT-Acculturation cross-tabulated with cluster 
membership 

 

 

Table 4- 5: ANOVA IT-Acculturation/ Cluster membership 

 

 

We then first classify the users’ groups from lowest to highest means of IT-acculturation 

scores and then represent these results graphically (figure 4-2). The results obtained are 

deemed coherent with users’ profiles previously brought to light, from dodgers (with lowest 

IT_ACC score) to studious (with highest IT_ACC score) at each end of the IT_ACC scale.  

 

Descriptives

IT_ACC_SMARTPLS 

Clusters Names N Mean Std. DeviationStd. Error 95% Confidence Interval for MeanMinimum Maximum

Lower BoundUpper Bound

11                                 Disciplined 55               8,142         0,764         0,103         7,936         8,349         6,094         9,737         

12                                 Frightened 71               6,906         0,939         0,111         6,684         7,128         4,260         8,785         

21                                 Disenchanted 17               7,555         0,659         0,160         7,217         7,894         6,768         9,045         

22                                 Constrained 14               5,757         0,836         0,223         5,275         6,240         3,925         7,064         

23                                 Dodgers 2 8                  5,369         0,345         0,122         5,080         5,658         4,862         6,003         

24                                 Players 8                  6,032         0,547         0,193         5,575         6,490         5,277         6,945         

31                                 Studious 40               9,336         0,554         0,088         9,159         9,513         8,004         10,478       

32                                 Interested 32               7,411         0,749         0,132         7,141         7,681         5,446         8,524         

Total 245             7,547         1,312         0,084         7,382         7,712         3,925         10,478       

ANOVA

IT_ACC_SMARTPLS 

 Sum of Squaresdf Mean SquareF Sig.

Between Groups278,427     7,000         39,775       66,594       0,000         

Within Groups141,556     237,000     0,597         

Total 419,983     244,000     
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Figure 4- 2: IT-acculturation mean scores in the various users’ groups 

 

We rename the clusters from no. 1(Dodgers 2) to no. 8 (studious) so that the variable 

CLUS_MEM becomes an ordinal variable; using SMART PLS, we then verify the impact of 

IT-acculturation  on cluster membership. 

 

Figure 4- 3: Impact of IT-acculturation on cluster membership 

The significance of the path estimate is calculated using again a bootstrap technique with 200 

re-samples. Table 4-6 summarizes the results and confirms the impact of the newly defined 

second order formative construct of IT-acculturation on the cluster membership. The resulting 

R² is 65.03 %. 

Table 4- 6: Path estimate and significance between IT-acculturation and cluster 
membership 

 

As the clusters brought to light in the preliminary quantitative study represent groups of 

participants with similar IT-cultures, the variable IT-acculturation can now be used as a proxy 

variable for the concept of IT-culture and included in models to be tested. Although the 

measure of IT-acculturation, as we defined it, may be greatly improved by further research, 

R² = 0,9785
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we thus confirmed that IT-acculturation can be conceptualized as a second order formative 

construct composed of accomplishment need satisfied through IT-usage, affiliation need 

satisfied through IT-usage, extrinsic IT-motivation with identified regulation, intrinsic 

motivation to know IT, Passion for IT, extrinsic motivation with external regulation and IT-

needs. Accomplishment needs satisfied through IT-usage and extrinsic IT- motivation with 

identified regulation are found to be the strongest contributing factors.  

4-5-2- Demographic variables 

Age, gender, academic level were found significant in relation to IT-usage(s) in some research 

in past literature (e.g. Igbarria, Panasuraman and Parvi, 1990; Prensky, 2001; Venkatesh and 

Morris, 2000; etc.) and we had found in the qualitative part of the research that this did not 

appear to be so.  

We therefore investigate this issue and we proceed with descriptive statistics and ANOVA of 

IT-acculturation with respect to gender, age group and academic level. We include in our 

analysis all 247 participants, including two participants (Dodgers 1) with no IT-needs who 

had to be excluded from the cluster analyses: the new variable IT_ACC, which is continuous, 

allows us not to rely any more on the number of participants in any given cluster as all users’ 

scores may be compared independently of their attributed clusters. Results are given in tables 

4-7 and 4-8. 

Table 4- 7: Descriptive statistics IT_ACC and demographic variables 

 

IT_ACC

Gender N Mean Std. DeviationStd. Error 95% Confidence Interval for MeanMinimum Maximum

Lower BoundUpper Bound

Male 118,00       7,525         1,366         0,126         7,276         7,774         4,260         10,478       

Female 129,00       7,505         1,351         0,119         7,270         7,741         2,872         10,002       

Total 247,00       7,515         1,356         0,086         7,345         7,685         2,872         10,478       

Acdemic Level N Mean Std. DeviationStd. Error 95% Confidence Interval for MeanMinimum Maximum

Lower BoundUpper Bound

No diploma 31,00         7,513         1,751         0,315         6,871         8,156         2,872         10,081       

High school diploma 18,00         7,562         1,508         0,355         6,812         8,312         4,965         9,473         

2 yrs college 106,00       7,370         1,290         0,125         7,122         7,618         3,925         10,306       

3 yrs college 59,00         7,516         1,124         0,146         7,223         7,809         4,862         10,285       

>= 4 yrs college 33,00         7,955         1,424         0,248         7,450         8,460         5,050         10,478       

Total 247,00       7,515         1,356         0,086         7,345         7,685         2,872         10,478       

Age group N Mean Std. DeviationStd. Error 95% Confidence Interval for MeanMinimum Maximum

Lower BoundUpper Bound

<20 32,00         7,464         1,179         0,208         7,039         7,889         4,576         9,262         

[20;30[ 153,00       7,488         1,278         0,103         7,284         7,692         3,925         10,306       

[30;40[ 26,00         7,973         1,277         0,250         7,457         8,488         5,587         10,478       

[40;50[ 20,00         7,753         1,455         0,325         7,072         8,433         4,965         10,081       

>50 16,00         6,832         2,092         0,523         5,717         7,947         2,872         9,486         

Total 247,00       7,515         1,356         0,086         7,345         7,685         2,872         10,478       
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Table 4- 8: ANOVA IT_ACC and demographic variables 

 

The demographic variables were found not to have any direct relationships with the users’ IT-

acculturation scores; this confirms what was found in the qualitative phase of our research. 

We can propose two possible explanations for the fact that some previous research obtained 

opposite results concerning the impact of demographic variables on IT-usage(s): IT-users’ 

profiles have globally evolved or/and opposite results might have been obtained because 

investigated populations were not sufficiently diversified. In order to investigate further this 

particular point, and although the number of cases was not sufficient to investigate chi2 

statistics, we studied the age distribution, the gender distribution and the academic level 

distribution in the various users’ groups and compared them to the same distributions in the 

total population (see appendix table 4-7). The results tend to show that there may be some 

relationship between demographic variables and the membership to some of the identified 

clusters. 

These results would have to be verified with a population with a greater number of 

participants, and the studied population should be as diversified as possible. 

4-6- Future directions: proposal of a new model to study IT-usage(s) 

If one uses traditional models found in the literature (e.g. TAM61 or UTAUT62) we would 

propose that IT-acculturation is an antecedent to some of their constructs e.g. PU, PEOU, 

                                                 
61 Technology Acceptance Model : Davis (1986). 

IT_ACC_SMARTPLS 

 Sum of Squaresdf Mean SquareF Sig.

Between Groups 0,02            1,00            0,02            0,01            0,91            

Within Groups 452,13       245,00       1,85            

Total 452,15       246,00       

 Sum of Squaresdf Mean SquareF Sig.

Between Groups 8,65            4,00            2,16            1,18            0,32            

Within Groups 443,51       242,00       1,83            

Total 452,15       246,00       

 Sum of Squaresdf Mean SquareF Sig.

Between Groups14,22         4,00            3,56            1,96            0,10            

Within Groups 437,93       242,00       1,81            

Total 452,15       246,00       

ANOVA IT_ACC /Gender

ANOVA IT_ACC /Academic level

ANOVA IT_ACC/ Age group
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performance expectancy, effort expectancy. This proposition remains to be tested once the 

measure of the IT-acculturation construct is refined by further research. 

As a result of our work, we would however propose a new model of usage(s) which includes 

its cultural dimension; this model is summarized in Figure 4-4 and remains to be tested. 

 

Figure 4- 4: A new model of IT-usage(s) 

It integrates both French and English language research traditions: the French school provides 

the essential understanding of the socially constructed cultural dimension of usage(s); the 

English school breaks fresh ground and proposes extremely useful guidelines in the study of 

usage(s) while underlining the complexity of the concept and the necessity to consider it with 

multiple perspectives. We propose IT-use as a formative second order construct, inclusive of 

the two dimensions IT-acculturation and IT-utilization. 

- The construct of IT-acculturation has been defined and modeled in the present article 

although we are aware that the measure we propose for this construct could be 

improved. 

- IT-Utilization has been defined in the first part of the present article as the actual 

objective, empirically observable use of an IT by an individual e.g. as reported by a 

machine (through computer logs).  

- IT-Use is the resulting formative construct which includes the IT-acculturation 

dimension and utilization.  

                                                                                                                                                         
62 Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology: Venkatesh et al (2003). 

IT-Utilization
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Figure 4- 5: General nomological framework proposed to study the relation between IT-acculturation and utilization. 
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As a result of our work, we also propose a general nomological framework to study the path 

(3): IT-acculturation�utilization (see figure 4-5).  We first define the constructs in our 

proposed nomological framework.  

- The different levels of a user’s IT-needs (which depend on the user’s IT-acculturation) 

have been previously defined as being perceived by a user at four possible levels 

which are cumulative from the second of these levels: no IT-needs, situational IT-

needs, contextual IT-needs and global IT-needs; two of these levels of perceived IT-

needs appear of particular relevance in an organizational perspective as they are the 

two levels of IT-needs which appear to be most influenced by managerial implication 

and choices: situational and contextual perceived IT-needs.  

- Utilization of a specific IT has been previously defined as the actual objective, 

empirically observable use of an IT by an individual e.g. as reported by a machine 

(through computer logs).  

- Situational IT-need fit is the fit between a user’s situational need to fulfill some given 

mandatory tasks and a specific IT. To develop scales corresponding to this construct 

one could inspire oneself from the task-technology fit construct (Goodhue and 

Thomson, 1995; Zigurs and Buckland, 1998); however one should pay attention to the 

fact that in this instance we have defined a fit between technology and the perceived 

needs of the individual to fulfill a given task with a specific IT, that is user centered; 

what Goodhue and Thomson (1995) identified as a task-technology-fit, appears partly 

centered on organizational issues (e.g. see items referring to the construct 

“authorization” in the proposed questionnaire: Goodhue and Thomson, 1995 page  

234) and partly on training issues (e.g. see items referring to the construct 

“locatability” in the proposed questionnaire: Goodhue and Thomson, 1995 page 234). 

- Situational IT-training fit is the fit between a user’s situational IT-training need to 

fulfill given mandatory tasks with a specific IT and the specific IT- training provided. 

When a new IT-tool is implemented in an organization, training need appears as self-

evidence. However, we found in the corporate field that the need to de-standardize and 

customize IT-training to align it with users’ situational training needs (which depends 

on users’ IT-acculturation level) appears quite neglected or not taken into account. 

Furthermore, we did not find in the literature, elements on this issue which could help 
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us in the development process of this scale. Although Nelson’s (1991) knowledge and 

skill requirements survey showed some promise towards developing a scale for this 

construct, it is deemed too broad and covering too many aspects of organizational life. 

Thus, we did not identify in the literature any suitable, existing scale for this construct 

and a new scale would therefore have to be developed. 

- Organization-user IT-need fit is the fit between organizational IT-needs and a user’s 

specific contextual perceived IT- needs. Organizational IT-needs have been studied by 

Urwiller and Frolick (2008); these authors classify organizational IT-needs in a 

hierarchy which includes infrastructure and connectivity needs, stability and security 

needs, integrated information needs, competitive differentiation and paradigm shifting; 

each level cannot be attained unless the preceding level of needs has been fulfilled. 

The users’ specific contextual perceived IT-needs represent the IT-needs perceived by 

a user globally in a specific organizational context, in order to fulfill his/her appointed 

obligations. As an example of the phenomena this fit is aimed at measuring: if 

business-IS strategies alignment induces the organizational IT-need to implement a 

CRM (Customer Relationship Management) software and if commercial staff do not 

perceive the need for this specific IT in their work context, the measure of this fit 

would be low; conversely, if, through adequate organizational communication about 

the new CRM, users are brought to see the congruence of the proposed change with 

their contextual needs, then the measure of this fit may be high. Scales would have to 

be developed specifically for this construct as we did not find relevant suitable scales 

in the literature. 

We conceptualize the situational IT-need fit, situational IT-training need fit and organization-

user need fit, as “fits as matching” (Venkatraman, 1989 page 433) i.e. and as summarized by 

Zigurs and Buckland (1998) as a match between two theoretically related variables without 

reference to a criterion variable.  

Two important elements must be underlined: 

- Although one may find different levels in the proposed framework (user, group and 

organization) and different entities involved (the user, the system, the task), our 

suggestion is that all measures (except utilization and organizational IT-needs) be 

user-centred i.e. based on the user’s perception. The user is part of the system used 
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and of the task to be accomplished; the user is part of a group and of the organization; 

therefore the user (hence his/her culture) is, self-evidently, at the core of usage. 

- All measures, after being assessed at individual level, can then be assessed at group 

level (through the means of the scores of all users in a group). 

We finally put forward a set of propositions which are illustrated in the model detailed in 

Figure 4-6 and remain to be tested: 

Proposition I: IT-acculturation positively influences the utilization of any specific IT. 

Proposition II: The effect of IT-acculturation on utilization is moderated by Situational IT-

Need Fit. 

Proposition III: The effect of IT-acculturation on utilization is moderated by Situational 

Training Need Fit. 

Proposition IV: The effect of IT-acculturation on utilization is moderated by Organization-

Users IT-Need Fit. . 

 

Figure 4- 6: IT-acculturation as an antecedent to IT-utilization 
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4-7- Limitations  

From a methodological perspective, and even though the size of the global population (i.e. 

247) investigated in the present study appears consequent, the refined nine users’ groups 

resulting from the three-stage cluster analysis procedures designed and used in one of our 

preliminary studies, forbade us to apply some statistical analyses which could have been 

useful e.g. we could not investigate Chi2 statistics between cluster membership and 

demographic variables as the expected population of several sub-groups would then have 

been below the 5 mark: reducing the demographic categories to eliminate this particular 

problem would have altered the possible interpretation of the results. 

From a theoretical perspective, the construct of perceived IT-needs might benefit from being 

further investigated; we would propose to replace the multi-choice item (item n°1 appendix 

table 4-1), which allows the categorization of participants with respect to their perceived IT-

needs, by a set of items which would allow a continuous reading of this variable and should 

improve the accuracy of the measure of IT-acculturation. Furthermore, as witnessed by 

qualitative preliminary results, it could also prove useful to develop a complementary scale 

for the IT-amotivation construct (absence of motivation to use IT) which was used in the 

qualitative phase of the research but set aside in the quantitative phase; the resulting first order 

construct of IT-amotivation could then be aggregated in the second order formative construct 

of IT-acculturation, and the resulting IT-amotivation scores deducted from the IT 

acculturation global scoring. Whether the latent construct of amotivation should be designed 

as reflective or formative would have to be investigated through the works of Pelletier and his 

team. Our preliminary investigations, in the present state of our knowledge, appear to lead to 

a formative first order construct of IT-amotivation.  

4-8-  Managerial contributions 

For managerial purposes, we propose a graphical representation of users’ profiles (see figure 

4-7). The scores used in this graphical representation are the means of users’ scores for each 

of the IT-acculturation dimensions within each group (see appendix 4-3), weighted with the 

paths coefficients to the IT-acculturation construct, previously obtained through multiple 

regressions (see appendix table 4-7). This instrument could be used as a human resources tool 

in corporate settings. From our various findings, we would propose that managers who are 

responsible for implementing new IT in organizations pay specific attention to the prospective 
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users’ level of IT- acculturation and aim at customizing planned training sessions aligned with 

the users’ IT-acculturation scores. In order to facilitate knowledge diffusion of a new IT in an 

organization, when designing or validating the training program for a new tool, managers 

might choose to first train users with high IT-acculturation scores, preferably with low power 

needs satisfied through IT; this may help them disseminate relevant knowledge within the 

organization.  

Through the construct of IT-acculturation, we propose what can be considered as a Human 

Resources instrument, extremely simple to use, which allows the ex ante identification of IT-

users’ profiles, before and during new IT-implementations in corporate settings. In managerial 

terms, this can help the customization of contextual and situational IT-training sessions in 

order to help all users’ numerical cultural migration. If one takes into consideration the 

cultural dimension of IT-usage(s) the main managerial challenge in organizational settings has 

now become a challenge of knowledge diffusion. 

 

Figure 4- 7: Graphical representations of users’ profiles 

When planning the implementation of a new IS, managers usually have to decide those users 

to be trained first in order to speed up the organizational learning process. This kind of 

decision is still left very much to chance or pre-conceived ideas: availability of trainers and 

trainees, tight schedules leaving very little available time, younger users with the most formal 
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IT-training thought to be the fastest to train, etc. Beyond identifying users’ profiles, the most 

important practical implication of the proposed instrument is possibly its power of 

comparison between prospective users, thus helping the managerial decision of choosing 

those users to be trained first in order to help knowledge diffusion in the fastest but also the 

most harmonious fashion, culturally speaking: if one must choose who to train first in a 

corporate setting, one may choose the profiles which show the greatest  surface covered in the 

radar diagram proposed Figure 4-6 i.e. those users with the highest IT-acculturation scores 

(see appendix table 4-8); the necessary information results from the answers to a simple 

twenty question questionnaire, which can be filled very promptly by all prospective users. The 

proposed instrument can also help define users’ groups in order to customize the IT-training 

offered, depending on the users’ level of IT-acculturation. 

One must however be extremely careful not to misuse such a tool towards unfair selectivity; 

one must also keep in mind that, as culture constantly evolves and is dynamic/non-static, IT-

acculturation scores can only be provisional; they are only true at the time of assessment.  

The instrument developed in the present study is being tested in one of the biggest French 

multi-national corporation to improve knowledge dissemination/diffusion in new IT-

implementations in the Middle East; preliminary results are most encouraging. Further 

negotiations are being carried out presently to apply and further test the same instrument in 

another French multi-national corporation. 

4-9- Conclusion 

In the present study, we have presented two complementary usage(s) research traditions 

which have been bringing forward the essential concept of an IT-culture which we captured 

through the construct of IT-acculturation. We defined and modeled this construct which has 

important managerial implications. The valuable insights of the two studied schools, brought 

together, also helped us theorize on the concept of usage(s) and its nature; this led us to 

propose a general nomological framework to study IT-usage(s) and a new usage(s) model to 

be tested, which could lead the way to a truly international, cross-cultural and cumulative 

research tradition.  
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Appendix Chapter 4 

Appendix table 4- 1: Questionnaire 

Constructs Labels Items 
No. 

items 

Situational / 
Contextual / 
Global 
IT needs 

ITNEE 1 

This item is a multi choice question 
� I do not need any IT 
� I need IT only for specific given tasks, a few or many, but not all my tasks in a given 

context. 
(Examples given as indications. These examples are non exclusive and may be cumulative 
or not: 
- need for specific software to do only some of my work tasks 
- need for electronic mail to communicate 
- need for the web to find movies time table 
- need for the last video games console to play with a game that one finds interesting.) 

� I need IT globally in some contexts, in some “slides” of my life. 
(Examples given as indications. These examples are non exclusive and may be cumulative 
or not: 
- I need IT in my private life 
- I need IT in order to do my job 
- I need IT for my leisure time.) 

� I need computers in all aspects of my life. I could perhaps do without it but it would 
be difficult and would create problems for me. IT has become an implicit part of my 
everyday life. 

Self-
accomplishment 
needs satisfied 
through IT-usage(s) 

ACCNEE1 
 
ACCNEE3 
ACCNEE4 

41 
 
42 
54 

- I get satisfaction from improving my mastery of the software I use. 
- I get satisfaction from mastering software that I use. 
- I like the feeling of being completely engrossed in new software 

Extrinsic motivation 
to use IT through 
external regulation 

 
EXTMOTEXT1 
 

 
28 
 

- I am obliged to use computer but it is tiresome for me. 
- I don’t like computers but I am obliged to use them. 
- Using a computer is a constraint for me. 
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EXTMOTEXT2 
EXTMOTEXT3 
 

34 
53 

Power needs 
satisfied through 
IT-usage(s) 

POWNEE1 
 
POWNEE2 
 
POWNEE3 
 

38 
 
36 
 
39 
 

- I use IT because that allows me to be better considered by the people I know. 
- To be good with IT makes me more important with my entourage and I like that. 
- Being good with computers gives me a feeling of superiority 

Affiliation needs 
satisfied through 
IT-usage(s) 

AFFNEE1 
 
AFFNEE3 

2 
 
 
17 

- Having a computer allows me to keep in touch with my work group and/or with certain 
people in my entourage. 
- Using a computer allows me to exchange information with my work colleagues and/or the 
people I like. 

Primary needs 
satisfied through 
IT-usage(s) 

PRIMNEE2 
 
PRIMNEE3 

31 
 
 
48 

- When I am using my computer, I don’t notice the time going by and I have difficulty 
tearing myself away. 
- I have trouble controlling the time I spend on my computer. 

Intrinsic motivation 
to know through IT 

 
INTMOTKNO2 
INTMOTKNO3 

 
7 
12 

- I like computers 
- I find some aspects of IT, entertaining. 

Extrinsic motivation 
to use IT through 
identified regulation 

EXTMOTID1 
EXTMOTID2 
 
 
EXTMOTID3 
EXTMOTID4 

6 
29 
 
 
40 
 
52 

- Using a computer improves the quality of my work. 
- A computer is a work tool which allows me to be more productive and I think one should 
use this tool if one wants to be efficient. 
- I must use a computer if I want to do my work correctly. 
- IT is a tool which allows me to undertake some tasks which I consider important. 
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Appendix table 4- 2: IT-culture users’ profiles taxonomy and their specificities 

Attitudinal 
groups 

Archetypal 
Profiles 

Perceived 
IT-needs 

Fundamental 
needs satisfied 

through IT 
IT-Motivation 

P
ro

-a
ct

iv
e

 
(V

ol
un

ta
ry

 in
vo

lv
em

en
t/

 
pe

rs
on

al
 c

om
m

itm
en

t)
 

Studious Global 

- Self –
accomplishment 
- Affiliation 
- Primary 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 

Interested Global - Affiliation 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 

P
as

si
ve

 
(M

an
da

to
ry

 in
vo

lv
em

en
t)

 

Disciplined Contextual 

- Affiliation 
- Self-
accomplishment 
- Primary 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 

Frightened Contextual  - Affiliation 
- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation (identified 
regulation to use IT) 

Disenchanted Situational 
- Affiliation 
- Self- 
accomplishment 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation to use IT 

Constrained Situational - Affiliation 

- Extrinsic motivation through 
external regulation to use IT 
- Extrinsic motivation through 
identified regulation 

Players Situational 
- Affiliation 
- Primary 

- Intrinsic motivation to know IT 

Dodgers 2 Situational None 
- Some mild intrinsic motivation 
to know IT 

R
ef

us
al

 
(N

o 
in

vo
lv

em
en

t) 

Dodger None None 
- Total amotivation towards IT: 
total absence of any kind of 
motivation. 
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Appendix table 4- 3: Mean scores of the different users’ groups (SPSS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Final clusters--> Dodgers 2 Players Constrained Disenchanted Frightened Disciplined Interested Studious

Cluster numbers --> 2_3 2_4 2_2 2_1 1_2 1_1 3_2 3_1

Reverse Extrinsic motivation with 

external

regulation to use IT

6,29 6,28 3,73 6,36 5,79 6,50 6,35 6,77

Extrinsic motivation with

identified regulation to use IT
2,34 3,40 4,83 5,31 4,64 4,98 5,07 6,28

Self-accomplishment

satisfied through IT usage
3,33 2,53 3,02 4,72 3,81 4,68 3,39 5,78

Primary needs satisfied 

through IT/Passion for IT
1,88 5,25 3,40 3,88 3,18 5,71 3,81 5,69

Affiliation needs

satisfied through IT usage
3,88 6,17 5,00 4,54 5,35 6,07 5,80 6,43

Intrinsic motivation to know IT 4,13 5,04 3,77 5,79 4,66 5,57 4,69 6,14

Power needs satisfied through IT-usage 1,54 1,29 2,43 2,43 2,31 2,48 2,00 3,08

IT-needs 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 4,00

Total number of cases 8 8 14 17 71 55 32 40

Number of cases with POWNEE > 4 0 0 3 3 12 8 1 15

Situational IT- needs Contextual IT-needs Global IT-needs
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Appendix table 4- 4: Cross loadings (Smart PLS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         ACCNEE  AFFNEE EXTMOTID INTMOTKNO PRIMNEE   REVEX STANDBTI   ITACC

   ACCNEE1 0,9302 0,1511 0,5319 0,4006 0,2774 0,2513 0,3004 0,7067

   ACCNEE3 0,9295 0,1241 0,5303 0,36 0,2386 0,2443 0,2995 0,6862

   ACCNEE4 0,762 0,243 0,3709 0,4221 0,3049 0,1812 0,2379 0,5986

   AFFNEE1 0,1673 0,8933 0,2895 0,339 0,2543 0,3216 0,3287 0,5036

   AFFNEE3 0,174 0,8768 0,2906 0,2682 0,2411 0,2551 0,3132 0,4706

 EXTMOTID1 0,3942 0,2912 0,7798 0,349 0,1236 0,1324 0,3853 0,5939

 EXTMOTID2 0,389 0,2938 0,8069 0,2367 0,2201 0,1491 0,3742 0,598

 EXTMOTID3 0,3972 0,1664 0,7729 0,081 0,1283 -0,0354 0,3377 0,4778

 EXTMOTID4 0,5636 0,2856 0,8606 0,3792 0,2585 0,2264 0,3711 0,7209

INTMOTKNO2 0,4485 0,3931 0,3865 0,9287 0,3129 0,5493 0,3468 0,7263

INTMOTKNO2 0,4485 0,3931 0,3865 0,9287 0,3129 0,5493 0,3468 0,7263

INTMOTKNO3 0,3259 0,1809 0,1845 0,8387 0,2422 0,3873 0,108 0,4947

INTMOTKNO3 0,3259 0,1809 0,1845 0,8387 0,2422 0,3873 0,108 0,4947

  PRIMNEE2 0,3057 0,2568 0,2347 0,3233 0,9377 0,3014 0,2596 0,5215

  PRIMNEE3 0,2615 0,2606 0,1929 0,2583 0,9052 0,1097 0,2099 0,4262

    REVEX1 0,2129 0,3315 0,1227 0,4503 0,1859 0,8447 0,3111 0,5059

    REVEX2 0,296 0,2583 0,169 0,4879 0,175 0,8806 0,3198 0,5514

    REVEX3 0,1472 0,2525 0,1224 0,4548 0,2439 0,8465 0,2563 0,4777

  STANDBTI 0,3199 0,3628 0,4555 0,2802 0,257 0,3463 1 0,5924
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Appendix table 4- 5: Latent variables correlations (Smart PLS) 

 

 

Appendix table 4- 6: Overview (Smart PLS) 

 

 

         ACCNEE  AFFNEE EXTMOTID INTMOTKNO   ITACC PRIMNEE   REVEX STANDBTI

   ACCNEE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

   AFFNEE 0,1926 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

 EXTMOTID 0,5492 0,3276 1 0 0 0 0 0

INTMOTKNO 0,447 0,3442 0,3415 1 0 0 0 0

    ITACC 0,7586 0,5508 0,7535 0,7089 1 0 0 0

  PRIMNEE 0,3096 0,28 0,2339 0,3186 0,5185 1 0 0

    REVEX 0,259 0,327 0,1623 0,5421 0,5983 0,2331 1 0

 STANDBTI 0,3199 0,3628 0,4555 0,2802 0,5924 0,257 0,3463 1

            AVE Composite Reliability R Square Cronbachs AlphaCommunalityRedundancy

   ACCNEE 0,77 0,9088 0 0,8461 0,77 0

   AFFNEE 0,7834 0,8785 0 0,7238 0,7834 0

 EXTMOTID 0,6493 0,8808 0 0,8208 0,6493 0

INTMOTKNO 0,783 0,878 0 0,7317 0,783 0

    ITACC 0,331 0,8912 1 0,8696 0,331 0,1242

  PRIMNEE 0,8493 0,9185 0 0,8243 0,8493 0

    REVEX 0,7352 0,8928 0 0,82 0,7352 0

 STANDBTI 1 1 0 1 1 0
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Appendix table 4- 7 : Demographic distributions in the clusters (SPSS) 

 

In the appendix table 4-5, we wrote in red police those results which appear remarkable although they would have to be verified with a greater number of participants. For 
example: 

- Age: all participants in the players’ group are between 20 and 30 years of age. In the studious groups, though globally the age distribution appears fairly unaffected 
by the cluster distribution, it might be interesting to notice that the proportion of participants over 50 years of age in this group increases contrary to the proportion of 
participants less than 20 years of age. 

- Gender: This variable appears to affect the distribution in some groups (e.g. Players) but not in others (e.g. Disciplined and Studious). 
- Academic level: in the studious group the percentage of participants with more than 4 years in third level education increases significantly (which was to be expected 

from previous research) but also the percentage of the population with no degree (which tends to contradict previous research). 

Dodgers 2 Constrained Players Frightened Disenchanted Interested Disciplined Studious

Cluster 2_3 Cluster 2_2 Cluster 2_4 Cluster 1_2 Cluster 2_1 Cluster 3_2 Cluster 1_1 Cluster 3_1

<20 12,96         25,00         -               -               14,08         5,88                6,25            29,09         2,50            

[20; 30[ 61,94         62,50         35,71         100,00       69,01         64,71              59,38         58,18         60,00         

[30;40[ 10,53         -               -               -               5,63            11,76              21,88         7,27            22,50         

[40;50[ 8,10            12,50         28,57         -               5,63            17,65              12,50         3,64            5,00            

>=50 6,48            -               35,71         -               5,63            -                   -               1,82            10,00         

Dodgers 2 Constrained Players Frightened Disenchanted Interested Disciplined Studious

Cluster 2_3 Cluster 2_2 Cluster 2_4 Cluster 1_2 Cluster 2_1 Cluster 3_2 Cluster 1_1 Cluster 3_1

Male 47,80         50,00         28,60         75,00         43,70         64,70              62,50         40,00         47,50         

Female 52,20         50,00         71,40         25,00         56,30         35,30              37,50         60,00         52,50         

Dodgers 2 Constrained Players Frightened Disenchanted Interested Disciplined Studious

Cluster 2_3 Cluster 2_2 Cluster 2_4 Cluster 1_2 Cluster 2_1 Cluster 3_2 Cluster 1_1 Cluster 3_1

No degree 12,55         -               14,29         -               11,27         17,65              3,13            16,36         15,00         

 High school 7,29            12,50         21,43         -               8,45            5,88                6,25            1,82            10,00         

 2 years in

college  42,91         50,00         42,86         62,50         45,07         47,06              34,38         49,09         32,50         

 3 years

in college  23,89         37,50         -               37,50         28,17         11,76              34,38         25,45         15,00         

 >=4 years

in college   13,36         
-               

21,43         
-               

7,04            17,65              21,88         7,27            27,50         

Total

Population

Total

Population

Academic 

Leve l

Academic Leve l in %

Total

Population

Age  distribution in %

Age

Gender

Gender distribution in %
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Appendix table 4- 8: Means of users’ scores weighted with path coefficients for each users ‘group (Excel) 

 

Final clusters--> Dodgers 2 Players Constrained DisenchantedFrightened Disciplined Interested Studious

 Reverse Extrinsic motivation with 

external regulation to use IT 1,46            2,23            1,32            2,26            2,06            2,31            2,25            2,40            

 Extrinsic motivation with

identified regulation to use IT 0,83            1,21            1,72            1,89            1,65            1,77            1,80            2,23            

 Self-accomplishment

satisfied through IT usage 0,98            0,75            0,89            1,39            1,13            1,38            1,00            1,70            

 Primary needs satisfied 

through IT/Passion for IT 0,28            0,79            0,51            0,58            0,48            0,86            0,58            0,86            

 Affiliation needs

satisfied through IT usage 0,60            0,95            0,77            0,70            0,83            0,94            0,90            0,99            

Intrinsic motivation to know IT 0,77            0,94            0,70            1,07            0,86            1,03            0,87            1,14            

Standardized IT-needs 0,25            0,25            0,25            0,25            0,38            0,38            0,50            0,50            

 IT-acculturation 5,18            7,11            6,17            8,15            7,37            8,67            7,90            9,83            
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General Conclusion 
 

We now proceed to review our findings and verify if we have answered our research 

questions. 

The main research question of this dissertation was: Can we capture the cultural dimension of 

IT-usage(s)? 

The subsequent resulting questions were: What conceptualization of culture would allow us to 

propose a holistic model inclusive of IT-culture? What methodology could be used in order to 

assess culture and IT-culture? What distinct IT-cultures emerge from IT-usage(s)? What 

instrument can we develop in order to assess users’ profiles through the users’ needs and 

motivation? Can we model the construct of IT-acculturation and propose a measure for it? 

What IT-usage(s) model, inclusive of the cultural dimension of this phenomenon, can we 

propose? 

In order to answer these questions we subscribed to the critical realism paradigm and we used 

multiple research methods sequentially, both qualitative and quantitative. So doing, we 

confronted the theoretical construction of the first study of the present dissertation to the 

empirical reality of the three subsequent studies and we opened some paths towards possible 

future developments and applications of our work. 

In this general conclusion of our dissertation, we first summarize our findings and theoretical 

contributions; we then investigate future directions as well as managerial contributions 

before concluding.  

1- Findings and theoretical contributions 

1-1-The first study: the Spinning Top Theory  

In the first study of the present dissertation, we investigate and define the various concepts 

needed in our framework. In order to achieve this, we borrow from anthropology, sociology 

and psychology and we bring to light the complex and multiple relations between the 

concepts scrutinized, in a meta-theoretical framework.  
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We investigate the various conceptualizations of culture in the literature and define it as an 

open system of acquired normative knowledge shared by a group and expressed through the 

group’s common set of basic assumptions, values and behaviors.  

We then conceptualize and define individual culture as an open system of acquired 

knowledge expressed through basic assumptions, values, and behaviors espoused by the 

individual through socialization and cognitive processing of group norms; we bring it forward 

as a root metaphor to study individuals, and we show that it is made up of a set of cultural 

layers including an IT-culture layer. IT- culture is thus conceptualized as one of the multiple 

cultural layers which constitute culture; we define IT-culture as the open system of IT-

knowledge expressed through IT-basic assumptions, IT-values and IT-behaviors. 

We propose a holistic model of individual culture, the Spinning Top model, and proceed to 

investigate the structuring of the cultural layers which constitute the individual’s culture; we 

show how such a structuring may be studied through the satisfaction of fundamental needs, as 

well as the motivation and needs specifically related to each cultural layer. We finally propose 

a model of the cultural layers’ structuring phenomenon and proceed to apply it more 

specifically to the IT-culture layer to investigate the IT-acculturation phenomenon. Having 

linked and articulated concepts from various research fields, our work allows us to propose 

the Spinning Top Theory, a meta-framework to study Culture which provides methodological 

guidelines applicable to cross-cultural studies in various research fields, including the IS and 

organizational fields.  

The possible lack of reflexivity, and bias, linked to our own basic assumptions are the main 

limitations of this first study. 

In this first study, we show the need to revisit other fields of research; theorization should be 

pursued in order to integrate further recent works in social psychology and envisage 

publication outside the IS field, possibly in the intercultural field of research. In IS research, 

one could draw further from the various research works which are being brought forward on 

the subject of needs and motivation in order to continue probing the processes underlying the 

emergence of perceived IT-needs. One work which, for example, could be useful to 

investigate, and perhaps apply to the IS field, is Steel and König’s (2006); these authors 

attempt to integrate theories of needs and motivation through Temporal Motivational Theory. 
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1-2- The second study: IT-Usage(s) Studied Under the Lens of the Users’ IT-

Culture 

In the second study, through qualitative methods and with a grounded theory approach, we 

apply the theoretical construction and methodological guidelines developed and proposed in 

the first study. We investigate users’ IT-culture profiles which emerge from their IT-usage(s); 

our results allow us to propose a user’s taxonomy. Three main attitudinal users’ groups and 

nine archetypal IT-culture users’ groups are identified: 

- The pro-active group which includes studious, passionate, dangerous and interested 

users. 

- The passive group which includes disciplined, frightened, disenchanted and 

constrained users. 

- The refusal group which includes dodgers. 

In this study, we identify central average tendencies in users’ IT-culture, tendencies which 

transcend users’ other cultural layers. Contrary to other typologies/taxonomies found in the 

literature, the proposed taxonomy takes into consideration all users; it appears relevant to any 

IT and does not appear linked to a given specific context. Furthermore, it does not take a 

Diffusion of Innovation approach. 

Beyond the users’ taxonomy brought to light in this study, its main contribution is the path it 

opens for the development of a questionnaire allowing us to apply quantitative methods; this 

study brings to light axes of analysis which allows us to interpret and investigate the various 

archetypal IT-culture users’ profiles. 

As this work could be biased by our own interpretation and our own culture, and as we have 

to render our findings operational, we therefore pursue our work and proceed with our 

research, applying quantitative methods. 

1-3- The third study: Development of an Instrument to Assess Users’ 

Profiles: Cluster Analysis Applied in IS Research. 

In the third study, having developed a questionnaire to assess users’ needs and motivation, 

and while continuing to apply the theoretical construction and guidelines proposed in the first 

study for cross-cultural investigation, we confirm and refine through quantitative methods the 

taxonomy previously brought to light through qualitative methods. The final users’ groups 

identified are: studious, interested, disciplined, frightened, disenchanted, constrained, players, 

dodgers 1 and dodgers 2. 
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Quantitative methods allow us to identify two further groups and refine other users’ profiles 

we have previously identified through qualitative methods. The archetypal users’ taxonomy 

previously brought to light is thus brought closer to a true users’ taxonomy. 

The main limitation of this study is the insufficiently diversified population and the number of 

participants which we also consider insufficient to carry out detailed statistical analysis. This 

work should be confirmed in subsequent research, with a population of at least 500 cases, 

including participants from various countries; each nationally different sub-population should 

optimally reproduce the natural demographic and social equilibrium found in each 

corresponding country. Research concerning the construct of perceived IT-needs should be 

pursued in order to develop continuous scales for this construct. Further scales should be 

developed for the IT-amotivation construct in order to refine the measure of the IT-

acculturation construct. 

One of the contributions of this study is the application of cluster analysis in IS as it is a 

method seldom used in IS research. Beyond refining the proposed users’ taxonomy, the main 

contribution of this study is the instrument which is proposed and the various key indicators 

brought forward; these could allow us to capture and assess users’ IT-culture through the 

construct of IT-acculturation which has yet to be modeled. We proceed to do so in the last 

study. 

 1-4- The fourth study: IT-Acculturation, an Essential Construct in IS  

In the fourth study, we study two complementary schools of thought on usage(s) and their 

valuable insights. We then synthesize our work and bring it to its conclusion: we 

conceptualize IT-usage(s) as a cultural phenomenon; we develop a model for the construct of 

IT-acculturation and propose a measure for this construct; this leads to also propose a new IT-

usage(s) model which includes the cultural dimension of usage(s). We develop a Human 

Resources instrument which can be used in corporate settings before implementing a new IS. 

This instrument could allow the identification of knowledge diffusers to speed up 

organizational learning processes. The various propositions brought forward in this study as 

well as the new usage(s) model proposed remain to be tested. 

The answers we brought to our research questions and our findings are summarized in the 

concluding table. 
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2- Corporate applications and managerial contributions 

The practical corporate applications of this dissertation are more particularly brought to light 

in the fourth study. Through the construct of IT-acculturation, we have proposed a Human 

Resource instrument, extremely easy to use, which allows the a priori identification of IT-

users’ profiles before and during new IT-implementations in corporate settings. In managerial 

terms, this can help the customization of contextual and situational IT-training sessions in 

order to help all users’ numerical cultural migration. If one accepts to consider the cultural 

dimension of IT-usage(s) the main managerial challenge in organizational settings appears 

now to have become a challenge of knowledge diffusion. When planning the implementation 

of a new system, managers could aim at identifying knowledge diffusers i.e. those users to be 

trained first in order to speed up the organizational global learning process. This kind of 

decision is still left very much to chance or pre-conceived ideas: availability of trainers and 

trainees, tight schedules leaving very little available time, younger users with the most formal 

IT-training thought to be the fastest to train, etc. Therefore, beyond identifying users’ profiles, 

the most important practical implication of the proposed instrument is possibly its power of 

comparison between prospective users, thus helping the managerial decision of choosing 

those users to be trained first to help knowledge diffusion in the fastest but also, culturally 

speaking, in the most harmonious fashion.  

One must however be extremely careful not to misuse such a tool towards unfair selectivity; 

one must also keep in mind that, as culture constantly evolves and is dynamic/non-static, IT-

acculturation scores can only be punctual and provisional; they are only true at the time of 

assessment.  

The instrument developed in the last chapter of the present dissertation is currently being 

tested with very encouraging results in one of the biggest French multinational corporations to 

improve knowledge dissemination in new IT-implementations in the Middle East. Further 

negotiations are being carried out presently to apply and further test the same instrument in 

another multinational corporation. 

3- Further research 

Our dissertation is the result of three years’ research but it is only the first step in what, we 

hope, will become a research program which is only beginning to take shape. Our work is also 

the result of close to twenty years corporate experience which makes us particularly sensitive 
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to our own ignorance and the ground remaining to be covered in order for our research to be 

probative in the field and useful in corporate settings. 

The continuation of the theoretical construction proposed in the first chapter, the testing of the 

instrument proposed in the second study, the refinement of the developed scales and 

development of new scales, the investigation and testing of the various models proposed in 

the last chapter of the dissertation and the various hypotheses which remain to be tested might 

provide interesting ground for future research. 

4- Conclusion 

We have approached IT-usage(s) through a cultural lens and we have proposed a usage(s) 

model to be tested, which includes what we consider has become an essential dimension of 

IT-usage(s): its cultural dimension; it thus allows us to start what we hope to be a cumulative, 

international, and cross-cultural research tradition in the IS field. 

Through a cultural approach, our conceptualization of IT-usage(s) goes beyond its vision as 

the simple utilization of IT. This conceptualization could lead us to reconsider some 

postulates of our research field; it might, for example, be useful to reconsider and complete 

some basic definitions of fundamental concepts like IT- acceptance, adoption or 

appropriation. Indeed, if one envisages IT-usage(s) as a cultural phenomenon, developed 

through progressive IT-acculturation, then the IT-usage(s) vocabulary should be close, at least 

in its significance, to the vocabulary used and applied for cultural issues. Some researchers 

already tacitly accept this element (see for example Prensky 2001, who studies “digital 

natives” and “digital immigrants”). Our models, aiming at capturing IT-usage(s) could be 

enlightened by those of other social sciences which study the acculturation phenomenon. For 

example, Kim and Abreu’s (2001) model, from the intercultural field of research, proposing 

three levels of acculturative change (behavioral, cognitive and affective) could begin to 

inform and guide us: IT acceptance could perhaps be understood as behavioral acceptance of 

a new culture (IT are accepted as being part of one’s everyday  life); IT-adoption could then 

imply a cognitive change (IT are integrated in one’s cognitive schemes; IT are cognitively 

mastered but IT-usage(s) remain(s) mostly prescribed and does(do) not affect one’s basic 

assumptions); finally IT-appropriation could imply a change at the affective level (IT become 

a cognitive extension of the individual who adapts the developers’ cognitive schemes to 

his/her own; IT-usage(s) is(are) then specific to each individual though it is(they are) 

constructed from and grounded in prescribed and learned usage(s); the individual’s new IT-
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culture layer is fully structured and has intermingled with previous existing cultural layers; it 

has affected and modified the individual’s global cultural profile and basic assumptions). 

Thus, in our conceptual framework, IT-usage(s) might not be considered any more as 

indicator(s) of IT-acceptance as is the case in the IS literature which uses traditional models of 

our research field (Schwarz and Chin, 2007). Our conceptualization of usage(s) tends to 

reverse the relation: IT- acceptance, adoption and appropriation become the indicators of IT-

usage(s) if we take into consideration its/their cultural dimension. IT-diffusion is then 

understood as the diffusion of IT-knowledge which permits the users’ technological 

acculturation. 
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Concluding table 1: Research findings and contributions 

Results and 
contributions 

Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

The Spinning Top Theory 
IT-Usage(s) Studied under the 
Lens of the Users’ IT-culture 

Development of an Instrument to 
Assess IT-Users’ Profiles: Cluster 
Analysis Applied in IS Research 

IT-Acculturation, an Essential 
Construct in IS  

 

Main research 
question (Reminder) 

� Can we capture the cultural dimension of IT-usage(s)? 

Subsequent Research 
questions 

(Reminder) 

� What conceptualization of culture 
would allow us to propose a holistic 
model inclusive of IT-culture? 
 

� What methodology could be used in 
order to assess culture and IT-culture? 

� What distinct IT-cultures emerge 
from IT-usage(s)? 

� What instrument can we develop in 
order to assess users’ profiles through 
the users’ needs and motivation? 
 

� Can we model the construct of IT-
acculturation and propose a 
measure for it? 
 

� What IT-usage(s) model, which 
includes the cultural dimension of 
this phenomenon, can we propose? 

Our findings 

� We conceptualized culture and IT-
culture at individual and group levels 
which allowed us to propose a holistic 
model of culture, the Spinning Top 
Model, which includes an IT-culture 
layer 
 

� To assess culture at group level, we 
showed that one should identify 
average central tendencies in the 
cultural layer under scrutiny , whilst 
maximizing the possibility of 
diversification of the studied 
population’s all other cultural layers  

 
� To assess IT-culture we showed that 

one should study users’ fundamental 
needs satisfied through IT, their IT-
needs and IT-motivation 

� We identified three main 
attitudinal users’ groups and 
nine archetypal IT-culture 
profiles emerging from IT-
usage(s) 
  
1) Proactive users  

- Studious  
- Passionate 
- Dangerous  
- Interested  

 
2) Passive users 

- Disciplined  
- Frightened  
- Disenchanted  
- Constrained  

 
3) Users in refusal  

- Dodgers  

� We developed an instrument to 
assess users’ profiles through users’ 
needs and motivation; this 
instrument allowed us to refine the 
users’ taxonomy identified 
previously. The final users’ groups 
identified are: 
 

- Studious 
- Interested 
- Disciplined 
- Frightened 
- Disenchanted 
- Constrained 
- Players 
- Dodgers 2 
- Dodgers 1  

 

� We modeled the IT-acculturation 
construct and proposed a measure 
for this construct 
 

� We proposed a model of IT-
usage(s) which includes the 
cultural dimension of IT-usage(s) 
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Results and 
contributions Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

Theoretical 
Contributions  

� We proposed a new model of culture 
 

� We proposed a meta framework 
to study culture and methodological 
guidelines for cross-cultural studies 
 

 
 

� We proposed a users’ taxonomy 
which takes into consideration 
all users, is relevant to all IT and 
is not linked to a given specific 
context 
 

� We brought to light axes of 
analysis to read users’ profiles  

� Through the development of a 
questionnaire, we brought to light 
indicators which may help us capture 
IT-culture  
 

� We refined the taxonomy previously 
brought to light through quantitative 
methods 

� We conceptualized IT-usage(s) as 
a cultural phenomenon through the 
concept of IT-acculturation which 
we defined and modeled 
 

� We proposed a new model of IT-
usage(s) and a set of hypotheses to 
be verified  

Managerial 
contributions 

� We proposed a Human Resource instrument which allows the identification of IT-users’ profiles a priori, before new IT-implementations in corporate 
settings. This instrument may help the customization of contextual and situational IT-training in order to help all users’ technological cultural migration; it 
may also help the identification of “IT-knowledge diffusers” in corporate settings. 

Main limitations 
� Lack of reflexivity- Possible bias due 

to our own basic assumptions. 
� Results could be biased by our 

own interpretation and culture. 

� Insufficiently diversified population 
 

� Insufficient number of participants 

Future directions 
� Pursue theorization and integrate 

further recent works in social 
psychology. 

� Test the developed instrument in populations from different countries. 
Studied populations, with at least 500 participants, should be aimed at 
maximally reproducing the demographic and social equilibrium found in 
each country. 
 

� Pursue research on the construct of IT-needs and develop continuous 
scales for this construct 
 

� Develop scales for the construct of IT-amotivation to be included in the 
acculturation construct 

� Investigate the various 
propositions brought forward 
 

� Test and improve the proposed  
models  
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Conclusion générale 
 

Nous examinons à présent nos résultats et vérifions si nous avons répondu à notre 

problématique et à nos questions de recherche subséquentes. 

Pour mémoire, notre problématique était : Pouvons-nous appréhender la dimension culturelle 

des usages des TI ?  

Les questions de recherche subséquentes étaient: Quelle conceptualisation de la culture 

pourrait nous permettre de  proposer un modèle holiste de ce concept, modèle qui intègrerait 

la culture technologique ? Quelle méthodologie pourrait être utilisée pour étudier la culture 

et mesurer la culture technologique ? Quels sont les profils-types de culture technologique 

qui émergent des usages des TI ? Quel instrument pouvons-nous développer afin d’évaluer les 

profils utilisateurs de TI au travers de leurs besoins et motivations ? Pouvons-nous modéliser 

le construit d’acculturation technologique et en proposer une mesure ? Quel modèle  des 

usages des TI, qui prenne en compte la dimension culturelle de ce phénomène, pouvons-nous 

proposer ? 

Afin de répondre à ces questions nous avons adopté un positionnement de réalisme critique et 

nous avons donc utilisé, séquentiellement, des méthodes de recherche multiples, qualitatives 

puis quantitatives. Ce faisant, nous avons confronté la construction théorique présentée dans 

notre première étude (Chapitre 1) à la réalité empirique des trois études présentées dans les 

chapitres suivants (Chapitres 2, 3 et 4). Dans ce travail, nous avons ainsi ouvert le chemin 

vers des voies futures de recherche et nous avons également proposé des applications 

managériales de notre travail.  

Dans la présente conclusion, nous résumons dans un premier temps nos résultats ainsi que 

les contributions théoriques de notre travail ainsi que ses limitations; nous examinons ensuite 

les voies futures de recherche qui s’ouvrent à nous ainsi que les contributions  managériales 

de notre travail avant de conclure.   
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1- Résultats et contributions théoriques 

1-1- La première étude: la théorie de la toupie  

Dans la première étude de la thèse, nous étudions et définissons les différents concepts 

nécessaires à notre cadre d’analyse. Nous empruntons ainsi à l’anthropologie, à la sociologie, 

et à la psychologie pour mettre à jour les relations complexes et multiples entre les différents 

concepts étudiés dans un cadre d’analyse multidisciplinaire et métathéorique. 

Nous examinons les différentes conceptualisations présentes dans la littérature du concept de 

culture que nous définissons comme un système ouvert de connaissances normatives, 

acquises, partagées par un groupe et exprimées au travers des postulats implicites, des valeurs 

et des comportements du groupe.   

Nous conceptualisons ensuite et définissons la culture individuelle comme un système ouvert 

de connaissances ; ces connaissances sont exprimées au travers des postulats implicites, des 

valeurs, et des comportements adoptés par l’individu au travers des processus de socialisation 

et du traitement cognitif des normes des groupes auxquels il appartient. Nous proposons alors 

de considérer la culture comme une métaphore fondamentale pour étudier les individus, et 

nous montrons que la culture individuelle est constituée d’un ensemble de strates culturelles, 

dont la strate de culture technologique. La culture technologique est ainsi conceptualisée 

comme l’une des multiples strates culturelles qui constituent la culture. Nous la définissons  

comme un système ouvert de connaissances technologiques exprimées au travers de postulats 

implicites, de valeurs et de comportements se rapportant aux TI. 

Nous proposons un modèle holiste de la culture individuelle, le modèle de la toupie, et nous 

étudions la structuration des différentes strates culturelles qui constituent la culture 

individuelle. Nous montrons également comment une telle structuration peut être étudiée au 

travers des besoins fondamentaux de l’individu, des motivations et des besoins afférents à 

chaque strate culturelle. Enfin nous proposons un modèle du phénomène de structuration des 

strates culturelles, et nous poursuivons notre étude en appliquant plus spécifiquement ce 

modèle à la strate de culture technologique afin d’étudier son  processus de structuration. 

Ayant relié et articulé différents concepts provenant de différents champs de recherche, nous 

proposons alors la théorie de la toupie, un méta-cadre d’analyse de la culture ; ce cadre 

propose ainsi des conseils méthodologiques applicables à des études interculturelles dans 

différents champs de recherche, incluant les SI et le champ organisationnel.   
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Les limitations de cette étude sont le manque possible de réflexivité ainsi que les biais liés à 

nos propres postulats implicites.  

Pour conclure ce travail, nous montrons la nécessité de revisiter d’autres champs de recherche 

qui ont progressé et se sont développés depuis une dizaine d’années. Notre construction 

théorique devrait donc être poursuivie afin d’intégrer d’autres travaux récents en psychologie 

sociale et continuer à examiner les différents travaux de recherche sur les besoins et 

motivations afin de sonder les processus sous-jacents aux besoins technologiques émergents. 

A titre d’exemple, un travail qu’il serait intéressant d’appliquer à notre discipline est celui de 

Steel et König (2006) ; ces auteurs tentent d’intégrer toutes les théories des besoins et 

motivations au travers de la théorie de la motivation  temporelle.  

1-2-  La deuxième étude: les usages des TI étudiés sous le prisme de la 

culture individuelle 

Dans la deuxième étude, au travers de méthodes qualitatives combinées avec une approche de 

théorie enracinée,  nous appliquons les grandes lignes de la construction théorique et 

méthodologique développée et proposée dans la première étude. Nous étudions alors les 

profils utilisateurs de TI qui émergent au travers des usages qu’ils en font. Nos résultats nous 

permettent de proposer une taxonomie d’utilisateurs. Trois groupes attitudinaux et neuf 

profils-types d’utilisateurs de TI sont identifiés :  

- Le groupe proactif qui inclut les utilisateurs studieux, passionnés, dangereux et 

intéressés. 

- Le groupe passif qui inclut les utilisateurs disciplinés, effrayés, désenchantés et 

contraints. 

- Le groupe en refus qui inclut les utilisateurs réfractaires. 

Dans cette étude, nous identifions des tendances moyennes dans la culture technologique des 

utilisateurs, tendances qui transcendent les autres strates culturelles i.e. ces tendances 

apparaissent stables quelle que soit la diversité culturelle des individus constituant la 

population étudiée. Contrairement à d’autres typologies ou taxonomies identifiées dans la 

littérature, la taxonomie proposée prend en considération tous les utilisateurs ; elle apparaît 

pertinente quelle que soit la TI étudiée et n’apparaît pas liée à un contexte spécifique ; de plus 

elle n’adopte pas une approche liée à la théorie de la diffusion des innovations (Rogers, 2003).   

Au delà de la taxonomie d’utilisateurs mise à jour dans cette étude, sa contribution principale 

est d’ouvrir la voie pour développer  un questionnaire nous permettant d’appliquer des 
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méthodes quantitatives afin de répondre à notre problématique. Cette deuxième étude met à 

jour des axes d’analyse qui nous permettent d’interpréter et d’étudier les différents profils-

utilisateurs identifiés.   

Ce travail pouvant être biaisé par notre propre interprétation et notre propre culture, et nos 

résultats devant être rendus opérationnels, nous poursuivons donc notre recherche dans la 

troisième étude, en appliquant des méthodes quantitatives. 

1-3- La troisième étude: le développement d’un instrument pour étudier les 

profils utilisateurs de TI: l’analyse de nuages statistiques appliquée à la recherche 

en SI.  

Dans la troisième étude, nous développons un questionnaire permettant d’évaluer les besoins 

et motivations des utilisateurs. Tout en continuant à appliquer la construction théorique et les 

grandes lignes méthodologiques proposées dans la première étude pour des recherches 

interculturelles, nous confirmons et affinons par des méthodes quantitatives la taxonomie 

précédemment mise à jour par des méthodes qualitatives. Les groupes d’utilisateurs 

finalement confirmés sont : les utilisateurs studieux, intéressés, disciplinés, effrayés, 

désenchantés, contraints, joueurs, réfractaires 1 et réfractaires 2. 

L’utilisation de méthodes quantitatives nous permet d’identifier deux groupes 

complémentaires d’utilisateurs mais également d’affiner les profils-types précédemment mis à 

jour, nous permettant de nous rapprocher d’une taxonomie de vrais profils utilisateurs.  

La principale limite à cette étude est la population étudiée : elle aurait en effet pu être plus 

diversifiée ; de même nous considérons le nombre de participants (247) insuffisant pour 

pouvoir mener à bien certaines analyses statistiques détaillées. En conséquence, ce travail 

devra être confirmé par une nouvelle recherche avec une population constituée d’au moins 

500 participants, incluant des personnes de différents pays ; il serait en outre souhaitable que 

chaque sous-population différente d’un point de vue national, reproduise le plus fidèlement 

possible les équilibres sociaux et démographiques de chacun des pays concernés.  

Il serait également utile de poursuivre la recherche sur le construit de besoins technologiques 

perçus par les utilisateurs afin de développer une échelle de mesure continue pour ce 

construit. Une autre échelle de mesure pour le construit d’amotivation aux TI devrait 

également être développée afin d’affiner la mesure du construit d’acculturation aux TI.  

Une des contributions de cette étude est l’application de l’analyse de nuages statistiques qui 

est une méthode rarement utilisée dans la recherche en SI. Au delà de la proposition d’une 
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simple taxonomie d’utilisateurs de TI, l’instrument qu’elle propose et les différents 

indicateurs clés mis à jour constituent la contribution principale de cette étude. Ces 

indicateurs pourrait en effet nous permettre d’appréhender et de proposer une mesure de la 

culture technologique des utilisateurs au travers du construit d’acculturation technologique 

bien que celui-ci reste à modéliser. C’est l’objet de la dernière étude de la thèse. 

 1-4- La quatrième étude : L’acculturation technologique,  un construit 

essentiel en SI. 

Dans la quatrième étude de la thèse, nous étudions deux écoles de pensée complémentaires 

sur les usages des TI ainsi que leurs apports importants. Nous synthétisons ensuite nos 

différents travaux dans la modélisation du construit d’acculturation technologique pour lequel 

nous proposons une mesure ; ceci nous amène à proposer également un nouveau modèle des 

usages des TI qui prend en compte leur dimension culturelle.  

Par cette étude nous proposons un instrument de Ressources Humaines pouvant être utilisé en 

entreprise dans le cadre d’implémentation de nouveaux outils. Cet instrument pourrait 

permettre l’identification de diffuseurs de connaissance afin d’accélérer les processus 

d’apprentissage organisationnel.  Un certain nombre d’hypothèses, ainsi que le nouveau 

modèle des usages, proposés dans ce chapitre restent à tester et ouvrent la voie à des 

recherches futures.  

Les réponses que nous avons amenées à nos différentes questions de recherche ainsi que nos 

résultats sont résumés dans le tableau récapitulatif qui clôture la thèse.  

2- Futures recherches 

La présente thèse est le résultat de trois ans de travail mais nous espérons également le 

premier pas vers l’édification d’un programme de recherche qui commence seulement à 

prendre forme. Cette thèse est également la résultante de près de vingt ans d’expérience en 

entreprise, ce qui nous rend particulièrement sensible à la fois à notre propre ignorance et au 

terrain restant à couvrir afin que notre recherche soit probante aussi bien d’un point de vue 

académique que pratique. La continuation de la construction du cadre théorique proposé dans 

la première étude, la vérification et le raffinement des échelles de mesures proposées dans la  

deuxième étude, l’étude des différents modèles proposés dans la dernière étude, ainsi que la 

vérification des hypothèses proposées, pourraient servir de fondations à de futurs travaux 

recherches.   
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3- Applications et contributions managériales  

Les applications pratiques et managériales de notre travail sont plus particulièrement mises à 

jour dans la quatrième étude de la thèse. Au travers du construit d’acculturation aux TI, nous 

avons proposé un instrument de gestion des Ressources Humaines, qui permet l’identification 

ex ante des profils technoculturels des utilisateurs (i.e. avant l’implémentation de nouveaux 

outils TI dans un cadre organisationnel). D’un point de vue managérial, cet instrument peut 

ainsi aider à la personnalisation de programmes de formation en TI liés à des situations ou des 

contextes organisationnels, afin d’accompagner la migration technoculturelle de tous les 

utilisateurs. Si on accepte de considérer la dimension culturelle des usages des TI, le défi 

managérial principal dans un cadre organisationnel, devient donc un défi de diffusion de la 

connaissance. Lors de la planification d’un nouveau SI, les gestionnaires pourraient avoir 

pour objectif d’identifier et de choisir des diffuseurs de connaissance i.e. ces utilisateurs à 

former en premier afin d’accélérer les processus d’apprentissage organisationnels. Ce type de 

choix est encore souvent laissé au hasard ou à des idées préconçues à savoir disponibilité des 

formateurs ou des apprenants, des emplois du temps chargés laissant peu de choix possibles, 

la préhension de jeunes utilisateurs comme étant ceux qui pourraient être formés le plus 

rapidement, etc. En conséquence, et au delà de l’identification de différents profils 

utilisateurs, l’implication pratique la plus importante de l’instrument proposé est sans doute sa 

puissance de comparaison entre des utilisateurs prospectifs, aidant ainsi le processus de choix 

managérial de ces utilisateurs à former en priorité, afin d’aider la diffusion de la connaissance 

au sein des organisations, d’une manière rapide et harmonieuse, culturellement parlant. 

Il convient cependant d’être particulièrement prudent qu’un tel instrument ne soit pas utilisé 

à tort, à des fins de sélectivité injuste. Il est important de garder à l’esprit que la culture des 

individus évolue constamment. Elle est dynamique/ non statique et les scores d’acculturation 

technologique obtenus sont ponctuels et provisoires ; ils ne sont donc valables qu’au moment 

où l’évaluation est effectuée. 

L’instrument développé dans la dernière étude de la présente thèse est actuellement en train 

d’être testé, avec des premiers résultats encourageants, dans une des plus grandes 

multinationales françaises afin d’améliorer la diffusion de la connaissance lors de nouvelles 

implémentations des TI au Moyen-Orient. Des négociations sont en cours afin de tester le 

même instrument dans une autre organisation multinationale.  
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4- Conclusion 

Nous avons adopté une approche culturelle pour étudier les usages des TI et nous avons 

proposé un nouveau modèle d’usage(s) à tester qui inclut ce que nous considérons comme une 

dimension essentielle des usages : sa dimension culturelle. Cela pourrait permettre de 

commencer ce que nous espérons être une tradition de recherche cumulative, qui soit 

réellement internationale et interculturelle, dans le champ de recherche en SI.  

Au travers de cette approche culturelle, notre conceptualisation des usages des TI va au-delà 

de sa vision comme la simple utilisation des TI. Notre conceptualisation des usages pourrait 

mener à reconsidérer et compléter certains postulats de notre champ de recherche. Il pourrait 

être utile par exemple de reconsidérer et de compléter des définitions fondamentales du 

champ de recherche des SI comme l’acceptation, l’adoption et l’appropriation des TI. En 

effet, si l’on envisage les usages des TI dans leur dimension culturelle, usages développés au 

travers d’une acculturation progressive aux TI, alors le vocabulaire appliqué aux usages 

devrait être proche, du moins dans sa signification, de celui appliqué aux études culturelles. 

Ce point est d’ailleurs déjà tacitement accepté par certains chercheurs (voir par exemple 

Prensky, 2001, qui étudie les « natifs digitaux » et les « immigrants digitaux »). Les modèles 

en SI qui ont pour but d’étudier les usages des TI pourraient s’inspirer de ceux d’autres 

sciences sociales qui étudient le phénomène d’acculturation. Par exemple, le modèle de Kim 

et Abreu (2001) provenant du champ de recherche de l’interculturel et proposant trois niveaux 

de changement acculturatif (comportemental, cognitif et affectif) peut constituer un point de 

départ pour nous informer et nous guider. L’acceptation des TI pourrait ainsi être comprise 

comme l’acceptation au niveau comportemental d’une nouvelle culture (les TI sont acceptés 

comme faisant partie du quotidien); l’adoption des TI pourrait impliquer un changement au 

niveau cognitif (les TI sont intégrées aux schémas cognitifs de l’individu. Les TI sont 

maîtrisées cognitivement mais les usages des TI restent principalement prescrits et n’affectent 

pas les postulats implicites de l’individu). Finalement l’appropriation des TI impliquerait un 

changement au niveau affectif (les TI deviennent une extension cognitive de l’individu qui 

adapte les schémas cognitifs des développeurs aux siens propres ; les usages des TI sont alors 

propres à l’individu bien qu’ils soient construits sur, et enracinés dans, leur utilisation 

prescrite et apprise. La nouvelle strate de culture technologique est alors complètement 

structurée et s’entremêle aux autres strates culturelles existant préalablement ; la culture TI a 

affecté et modifié le profil culturel global de l’individu ainsi que ses postulats implicites). 

Ainsi dans notre cadre conceptuel, les usages des TI ne pourraient plus être considérés comme 
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des indicateurs de l’acceptation des TI comme cela est le cas dans la littérature de recherche 

en SI, qui utilise les modèles traditionnels de notre champ de recherche (Schwarz and Chin, 

2007). Notre conceptualisation des usages tend à inverser la relation: l’acceptation, l’adoption 

et l’appropriation des TI deviennent les indicateurs des usages des TI, si nous prenons en 

considération leur dimension culturelle. La diffusion des TI peut alors être comprise comme 

la diffusion de la connaissance des TI, qui permet l’acculturation technologique des 

utilisateurs. 
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Tableau récapitulatif 1: Résultats et contributions 

  

Résultats et 
contributions 

Chapitre 1 Chapitre  2 Chapitre  3 Chapitre  4 

La théorie de la toupie 
Les usages des TI étudiés sous le 

prisme de la culture technologique 
des utilisateurs 

Développement d’un instrument pour 
identifier les profils  

utilisateurs de TI : l’analyse de nuages 
statistiques appliquée à la recherche en 

SI 

L’acculturation technologique, un 
construit essentiel en SI 

Problématique 
(pour mémoire) 

� Pouvons-nous appréhender la dimension culturelle des usages des TI ? 

Questions de 
recherche 

subséquentes 
(pour mémoire) 

� Quelle conceptualisation de la  
culture pourrait nous permettre de 
proposer un modèle holiste de ce 
concept, intégrant la culture 
technologique ? 
 

� Quelle méthodologie pourrait être 
utilisée pour étudier la culture et 
mesurer la culture technologique ? 

� Quels sont les profils-types de 
culture technologique qui  
émergent des usages des TI ?  

� Quel instrument pouvons-nous 
développer afin d’évaluer les profils 
utilisateurs de TI au travers de leurs 
besoins et motivations ? 

� Pouvons-nous modéliser le 
construit d’acculturation 
technologique et en proposer une 
mesure ?  
 

� Quel modèle des usages, qui 
prenne en compte la dimension 
culturelle de ce phénomène, 
pouvons-nous proposer ? 
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Résultats et 
contributions 

Chapitre 1 Chapitre  2 Chapitre  3 Chapitre  4 

Résultats 

� Nous avons conceptualisé culture et 
culture technologique au niveau 
individuel et au niveau du groupe, ce 
qui nous a permis de proposer un 
modèle holiste de la culture, le modèle 
de la toupie qui inclut une strate de 
culture technologique 

� Pour mesurer la culture au niveau du 
groupe, nous avons montré qu’il 
convient d’identifier des tendances 
moyennes de la strate culturelle 
étudiée tout en  maximisant la 
diversification de toutes les autres  
strates culturelles des individus de la 
population étudiée 

� Pour mesurer la culture technologique 
nous avons montré que l’on pouvait 
étudier les besoins fondamentaux 
satisfaits au travers des usages des TI, 
les besoins technologique émergents 
et la motivation TI 

� Parmi les utilisateurs de TI, nous 
avons identifié trois groupes 
attitudinaux principaux et neuf 
profils-types émergents des 
usages des TI : 
 
1) Les utilisateurs proactifs 
- Les studieux 
- Les passionnés 
- Les dangereux 
- Les intéressés 

2) Les utilisateurs passifs 
- Les disciplinés 
- Les effrayés 
- Les désenchantés 
- Les contraints 

3) Les utilisateurs en refus 
- Les réfractaires 

� Nous avons développé un instrument 
pour évaluer les profils utilisateurs au 
travers de leurs besoins et 
motivations. Cet instrument nous a 
permis d’affiner la taxonomie 
d’utilisateurs identifiés 
précédemment : Les groupes 
finalement identifiés sont : 
- Les studieux 
- Les intéressés 
- Les disciplinés 
- Les effrayés 
- Les désenchantés 
- Les contraints 
- Les joueurs 
- Les réfractaires 1 
- Les réfractaires 2  

� Nous avons proposé une 
modélisation et une mesure pour le 
construit d’acculturation aux TI 
 

� Nous avons proposé un modèle des 
usages des TI qui inclut la 
dimension culturelle de ce 
phénomène 

Contributions 
théoriques 

� Nous avons proposé un nouveau 
modèle de culture 
 

� Nous avons proposé un méta-cadre 
d’analyse pour étudier la culture et de 
grandes lignes méthodologiques pour 
des études interculturelles 

� Nous avons proposé une 
taxonomie d’utilisateurs de TI 
qui prend en considération tous 
les utilisateurs, qui apparaît 
pertinente pour toute TI et qui 
n’est pas relié à un contexte 
donné 

� Nous avons mis à jour des axes 
d’analyse qui nous permettent 
d’interpréter les profils 
utilisateurs 

� Au travers du développement d’un 
questionnaire, nous avons mis à jour 
des indicateurs clés qui pourraient 
nous permettre d’appréhender la 
culture technologique 

� En utilisant des méthodes 
quantitatives, nous avons affiné la 
taxonomie d’utilisateurs mises à jour 
précédemment par des méthodes 
qualitatives 

� Nous avons conceptualisé les 
usages des TI comme un 
phénomène culturel au travers du 
construit d’acculturation aux TI 
que nous avons défini et modélisé 
 

� Nous avons proposé un nouveau 
modèle des usages et un ensemble 
d’hypothèses à vérifier 
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Résultats et 
contributions 

Chapitre 1 Chapitre  2 Chapitre  3 Chapitre  4 

Contributions 
managériales 

� Nous avons propose un instrument de management des Ressources Humaines qui nous permet l’identification des profils utilisateurs de TI ex ante, avant 
l’implémentation de nouveaux outils dans un contexte organisationnel. Cet instrument pourrait aider à la personnalisation de formations  situationnelles ou 
contextuelles, proposées dans un cadre organisationnel afin d’aider à la migration culturelle technologique des utilisateurs ; il pourrait également aider à 
l’identification de diffuseurs de connaissance technologique au sein des organisations 

Principales 
limitations 

� Manque de réflexivité et biais possible 
lié à nos propres postulats implicites 

� Les résultats pourraient être 
biaisés par notre propre 
interprétation et notre propre 
culture 

� Population étudiée insuffisamment diversifiée 
 

� Nombre de participants insuffisant pour conduire certaines analyses 
statistiques 

Voies de recherches 
futures 

� Poursuite de la construction théorique 
et intégration de travaux de recherche 
récents en psychologie sociale 

� Tester l’instrument développé dans des populations de différents pays. Les 
populations étudiées, avec au moins 500 participants, devront reproduire 
au mieux les équilibres sociologiques et démographiques de chacun des 
pays pris en compte 
 

� Poursuivre la recherche sur le construit des besoins technologiques 
émergents des utilisateurs et construire une échelle de mesure continue 
pour ce construit 
 

� Développer une échelle de mesure pour le construit d’amotivation aux TI à 
prendre en compte en négatif dans le construit d’acculturation 
technologique 

� Etudier les différentes hypothèses 
proposées 
 

� Tester et améliorer les différents 
modèles proposés 
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La théorie de la toupie: une approche culturelle des usages des 

Technologies de l’Information 

Résumé 

Dans la présente thèse, nous proposons la Théorie de la Toupie qui, en s’appuyant sur une 

conceptualisation de la culture au niveau individuel, nous permet d’appréhender la 

dimension culturelle des usages des TI au niveau des groupes d’utilisateurs. Nous étudions 

les usages des TI au travers du concept de culture technologique. Nous définissons et 

étudions ce concept que nous proposons de mesurer et d’appliquer par le biais d’un construit 

que nous nommons acculturation technologique. Nous modélisons ce construit et en 

proposons une mesure. Ceci nous permet de proposer un nouveau modèle des usages des TI 

qui intègre leur dimension culturelle. Nous appréhendons les usages des TI comme un 

phénomène culturel, socialement construit à de multiples niveaux, et structuré au travers 

d’une acculturation progressive aux TI. 

Mots-clés : Acculturation Technologique, Culture, Culture Technologique, Théorie de la 

Toupie, Usages. .  

 

The Spinning Top Theory: A Cultural Approach to the Usage(s) of 

Information Technologies  

Abstract 

In this dissertation, we propose the Spinning Top Theory which, through a conceptualization 

of culture at the individual level, allows us to capture the cultural dimension of IT-usage 

studied through the lens of IT-culture at group level. We define and study the concept of IT-

culture that we propose to apply and assess with the help of a construct we name IT-

acculturation. We model this construct and propose a measure for it. This allows us to 

propose a new model of IT-usage(s) which integrates its(their) cultural dimension. We 

understand IT-usage(s) as a cultural phenomenon, socially constructed at multiple levels, and 

structured through a progressive IT-acculturation.  

Key-words: Culture, IT-Acculturation, IT-Culture, Spinning Top Theory, Usage(s) 


